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i SECTION 5
" ATTITUDE CONTROL _
, The Attitude Control Subsystem (Figure 5.1.I) recommended for the EarthResources
, Technology Satellite is an updated and slightly modified version of the flight qualified
. Nimbus D stabi!i_ation subsystem. Because of differences in mission_ orbitt attitude control _"_-
requirementsi etc., the Nimbus stabilization subsystem cannot be used directly, but must
I be modified to meet the particular requirements of the ERTS mission. As a part of the -:• 'Phase B&C studyp the specifi areas requiring analysis and evaluation of the Attitude t
Control Subsystem were identified, th_ analyses performed, and the necessary modifica- s_
I tions to the attitude control subsystem specified. _ . '_..:
The following sections describe briefly the proposed ERTS stabilization subsystem_ and _::_
. contain the analyses and studies performed onthis stabilization subsystem. The modifi-cations to the stabilization subsystem .,tomeet the ERTS requirements are also presented. '
5.2 REQUIREMENTS AND SUMMARY
5.2.1 REQUIREMENTS :_.... ,._::,_"-_
. , , ,/' (i ,. /
specieq,.5.2.1.1 NASA d e utrements ., '"
4
' _i The _tude ControlSubsystem for the ERTs is requiredto orientthe spacecraft r_ference "_axes to within 0.V='degrees .in ell axes for the anticipated range of orbital conditions; The
attitude error rates are to be less than 0,04 deg_. ees per second in normal operation, with :...
11- a design goal of 0.015 degrees per second. _ ......., ,.,
" Two additional requirements for the Attitude Control SubsYstem are acquisition (and ":
I_.i.._ re'acquisition) capability and orbit adjust c_patlbiltty. The Attitude Control Subsystem _-_must be capable of nulling the initial inJecti0n rates, and acquiring from any spacecraft:
_. orientation, hi addition, should stabilization:be lost temporarily, it must b¢capable of re- .:I| acquiring from any spacecraft orientation a minimum of four times.. The Attitude Control .°
! Subsystem must ale)be capable of providing stabilization during orbit adjust, with
.-, sufficient accuracy to insure proper orbit corremtion. ,_ '. : .... i
! "In addition to the stabilization requirements, thereis a requirem;nt t¢_determine .space _-
craft attitudeto an. accuracy sufficient to locate any point on a lO0'by 100 _ picture wtth, - i,i
I -' an accuracy of less than two nm. Note that this is anattitude reference requirement ratheri -. than an attitude control require ent ' ' '
!
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!I 5.2.1.2 Derived Requirements i
i A review of the attitude control requirements specified in Section 5.2.1.1 in conjunction !iwith the overall m ssion requirements, leads to the formulation of specific Attit de _
Control Subsystems Requirements and restrictions.
i The stabilization pointing requirements were determined to be 0.7 degrees in pitch and
roll, and 1.0 degree in yaw. Analysis showed the slightly looser yaw stabilization accuracy
value to be consistent with the mission requirements (see Section 4.3, Volume I), and it
I i is more compatible with the existing stabilization subsystem. The tighter yaw accuracy _,:"
(0.7 degrees) has been accepted as a goal, however. The nominal rates of 0.04 degrees i
.+. per second and the goal,, of 0.015 degrees per second are unchanged. _ :i
@
,i
Acquisition, and re-acquisition from any spacecraft attitude for angular rates up to two
. degrees per second on each axis is a firm requirement. Beyond two+degrees per Second, .: _,acquisition is problematic l (but with a high probabfliW of success) depending upon exact
initial spacecraft orientation. The acquisition capability requirement was therefore re- .+.
| _.. stricted to acquisitions from any initial spacecraftorientation at rates not exceeding two _
Ii: degrees per second. These rates are compatible with the separation rates contributed by
the Delta s_ge, ..... "" _+
m
li ,,.,_+ . _.!A spec_tc performance requirement of attitude errors less th_ six degrees in pitch and _+
"++ .. roll, and less than ten degrees in yaw were specified for a 600 second orbit adJustmaneuver, 1.7: _..
+ orbit accuracy requirements, and were found to be acceptable_ ,_, ,_, + -
•_" The _age location requirementof' tw0 nautical miles is an attitude reference+ requirernent,.... i "
I . as opposed to an attitude control z_equirement, ground processing of the data can therefore
be employed to improve the overall attitude knowledge. Based upon the image location j
studies (Section 4.3, Volume I), an attitude sensor With a read-,oat accuracy of _.1 degree +++_'
t ++. _,_.pitch and roll is required. Yaw kno_vledge to within 0,.8 degrees is also required, how- ,.
"" ever, and 0.8 degrees tsspectfied as a requirement on the processed yaw attitude control +
.!' data. .,_
A final requirement, not directly connected with aRttude control, is to provide independent
I__' Sun-tracking capability for the solar array paddleS. The tz'acking accuracyis necessary toi, : meet the power requirement, and the sol r array drive was included in the Attitud Control
, " Subsystem since it fallS"in the area of controls. _., ., " "" , •
I 5.2.2 ANALYSIS/STUDY SUMMARY
. Table 5.2-1 presents a summary of the primary studies and analyses performed to select ..
., the. baseline Attitude Control Subsystem (ACS) and.to evaluate its performance in. terms of
,ERTS mission r +equiremente. The results show that the present ACS can meet the ERTS
.I requirements with only slight _ardwaremodification, caused primarily by the orbit,
•| : geometry. Thus, much of the study effort was directed toward detailed study of those few
5 -3 _:
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TABLE 5.2-1. ERTS-ACS ANALYSIS/STUDY SUMMARY _ "
Analysis/Study Purpose Results i
i l 'i ii
1. Pointing Performance Determine ACS Pointing Pitch and Roll <_0,7 Degrees ;
Accuracies Yaw < :LI..0 Degrees i
Components Meet Without Mod.
2. Pneumatics Supply DeterMine Adequacy of Ten Percent Margin for Worst
Acquisition Pneumatics Supply Case with One Year Design Point
Orbit Adjust
Disturbances
Re-Acquisition
3. Orbit Adjust Determine ACS Accuracy Pitch and Roll <:_6 Degrees
During 600 Second OA Yaw < -+.10Degrees
4. RMP Back-Up Study Gyrocompass Selected Rednndant RMP
'_. .,Back-Up Modes i .....
5. Operation. ..Evaluate ACS Perform- Sun in Scanner FOV, :_
(Normal Mode) ance in ERTS Orbit Use Scanner Inhibit MOde . '
6. Solar Array Sun'" , Right,SAD Sun Sensor Relocate RSAD Sun Sensor to ill
Sensor Shaded by ACS Module Paddle TransttlonSection ' "
:, _, Sun Sensor FOV TiltSAD SS 15 Degrees "
, . rr i
_ areas where modifications were required. The following subparagraphs describe in sum-, " "
_" mary the"ei_ant approaches consideredin establls_ the ERTS-ACS baseline. Further " _i _'_i
detafls_a_e containedin SectiOn 5. 4._ • " . ! _''_
"_ '% ': " T o
"5. 2.2. 1 Acquisition Mode Analysis l
sxtensivecomp.ters_u_tionsw_ pe_ormedby_SA/C,odd_rdtodeter_ theaaquisi- i'[tton limits and gas consumption for Nimbus D. The ERTS acquisifionmode is the same as
that of Nimbus D, and the results were applied directly to ERTS. Acquisition from any _
spacecraft orientatiOn with angular rates up to two degrees per second (on all axes) .can be
Acquisition may be accomplished at ratesup to five degrees per second de- "Iaccomplished,g
pending uPon initial orientation. The mean propellant consumption is 62 pound-second per
acquisition, and pitch and roll stabilise to within five degrees in:2.8 minutes, mean_ and
-.: yaw stabilizesin 100 mintttes. " ., " .,
5. 2.2.2 Sun inScanner Field ofV_w _Anal_,sis ,, I
,':i, The ERTS mid-morning orbit causes the sun to appear in the" horizon °SCanner fieldof view -
during spacecraR sunrise and sunset, The appearance of the sun near the horizon causes an dm
erroneous earth-pulse to be generated with a resultant spacecraft pointing error. To z_move [[p
this error source, two alternatives were investigated; scan-cone angle increase and electrical
inhibit. ' I
I
, . • . ,
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5.2.2.2. 1 Scab-Cone Angle Modification - Alternate Approach
[ The sun does not appear near the horizon when the scan-conc angle is increased from the
! present 90 to 110 degrees. Implementation requires a minor optical wedge redesign, but a
scanner housing redesign to accommodate a larger window, a cut back of 10 percent of the
i solar array to keep paddles out of the increased scan-cone angle, and a redesign of the ]IIstimulators are also required. The approach is not recommended because of the degree of
change required. ., ._
ill 5. 2. 2.2.2 Scanner Signal Inhibit - Selected Approach ....
t This approach inhibits either the front or rear scanner output during spacecraft sunrise or
sunset, respectively. Roll will operate properly on a single scanner, and a reference earth "
pulse Is sent to the pitch horizon attitude computer to allow maintenance of pitch control with :
one scanner. This change requires the addition of two relays and two resistors to the Control
, Logic Box. _. This method when implemented provides a scanner backup mode sin_ a mal- '
functioning scanner can be switched out, and the ACS will continue to function with very slight
degradation. Following detailed analysis of the hardware change and operation in _is mode,
this alternative was selected. ,_, ,. !, ,:,,
: 5. 2.2.3 °Orbit Adjust Mode . .... :::, _:,
' :Z ,
During this mode, the spacecraft:is subjected to larger than normal disturbance torques,, re- ,:_ ....
quiring the ACS to provid e larger than normal restoring torques. The pitch and roll loops ,_
• ,will automati.callyobtain large restoring tO_lUeS by switching to the pneumatics when the !.:
attitude error exceeds five degrees. Since yaw lsnormally on wheel control only, provisions ....
I_ _ mu§t be incorporatedintotheACS to .utilize thetorque available from the Yaw pneumatlcs.
Four approaches were considered. _ !_.,.,,
5. 2.2. 3.1 Rate LimitingMode Using Rate "Measuring Package - Selected Approach :!_"
.In this mode, the rate measuring package o(RMP) would be switched to the low gain mode
_ (acquisition) into pneumatics pulse modli_tor. The gyro output _ :and summed the yawi'ate
v_uld be disabled. In this mode, the yaw error is less than ten degreesfor a 600 second i::
orbitad_st on-time. Implementation requireswiring changes and theadditionof one relay " ,
and one resistorin the Control Logic Box. This method has been selected. ,
.!: 5. 2.2, 3. 2 AcquisiUon/OrbR Adjust MOde Without Yaw Rate GYr0-Alteraate Approach ,!
• In thismode, the yaw channel would be switched :to the acquisition mode, and the yaw rate
gyro would be disconnected. The momentum wheels would be unloaded by the pneumatics.
The estimated performance of yaw is seven degrees. The approach was not selected because
misalignment torques slightly ]_rger than anticipated could result in loss of yaw control.
00000001-TSC05
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5.2.2.3.3 Inertial Quality Yaw Rate Gyro - Alternate Approach i!"
For this mode, the spring restrained yaw rate gyro would be replaced with an inertial quality _
yaw rate gyro which will reduce the yaw drift rate. The yaw error would be less than four |
degrees in 600 seconds. However, a more expensive component is required, and this ap-
t
preach is not recommended. !
5. 2.2.3. 4 Improved Yaw Rate Gyro - Alternate Approach
Incorporation of a yaw rate gyro with good drift characteristics will reduce the yaw drift and _ _
final yaw error. Within the limits of available hardware however, either a large yaw error
(18 degrees) will develop, or the orbit adjust burn time must be restricted.
5.2. 2.4 Backup St_.biUzation Mode i
5. 2.2.4.1 Redundant Rate Measuring Package (RMP) _
The redundant RMP has been sei_,;:._d as the yaw gyrocompass backup. This unit would be
I
identical .to the present RMP and _refore would require only double ordering of hardware, ! _
an ACS harness change, and a bolt hole pattern change. Because of available space, the °
redundant RMP would replace the gravity gradient experiment package. The yaw sun sensor,
as well as itsassoCiated circuitry in the Control Logic Box, would be eliminated, weight _ t : [
effects are minimal. "__ ,_ " _
5.2.2.4.2 Semi-Active Gravity Gradient Mode- Alternate Approach _iI :' '
For this approach, the yaw channel is deactivated, and a momentum l_ias added to th,_ pitch '° ........ i :,
reaction wheel, The roll and pitch channels operate normally except tachometer f_dback i !_
is applied to both channels, The gravity gradient torque (pi'lmarily that of the spacecraft)
is used to unload the pitch and roll momentum wheels. The estimated performanoeaccuracy 'i = o_
is 2.8 degrees in pitch, 1. 7 degrees in roll, and 6.7 degrees in yaw. i
5. 2.2.4.3 Sun-Sensor Yaw Control - Alternate Approach ! _
With this approach, a yaw sun sensor would be added and tachometer feedback added to the
yaw momentum wheel. Yaw control to wit.bin three degrees is possible when the sun is in )
the sensor field of view, but large attitude errors and transients occur at other times. ..I
ii- 5. 2.2.4. 4 Sun Sensor Plus Yaw Inertial Reference Unl_ - Alternate Approach i i::
• For thlsapproach, a sun sensor orientation would be selectedto provide optimum sun refer- '_°
ence in the ERTS orbit, and an inertial reference unit added to _rovide control. The sun ._eil_i|, i_
sensor would perform the function of gyro update, While the gyro (YIRU) Would become the i
controlling sensor. Re-orientation of the sun sensor requires only minor structural changes' .
but the addition of the YIRU requires that space be made available in the ACS module. The _|
gravity gradient experiment package can be replaced withottt a major ACS impact and pro-
rides adequate space for the YIRU. The YIRU would have to be specified, procured and
qualified for theERTS-ACS. }l
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5. 2.2. 5 Uncompensated Momentum
1 When uncompensated angular momentum is present on the spacecraft, either the AttitudeControl Subsystem must store the momentum, or the spacecraft will respond. For sinusoidal
momentum profiles, the maximum acceptable uncompensated momentum at frequencies with-
I_ in the attitude control bandwidth is 0.06 pound-foot-second. For sinusoidal frequencies be- _yond the bandwidth, the maximum uncompensated momentum is 0. 028 pound-foot-second.
These will produce either attitude errors of 0.1 degree or rates of 0. 005 degrees per
, t second.
5.2.2.6 Magnetic Disturbances
To restrict the impulse consumption of the pneumatic subsystem attributable to magnetic
': effects to less than one-tenth of its capability, the maximum allowable constant magnetic _
dipole cannot exceed 1200 pole-cm on the spacecraft pitch axis. The roll axis magneticdipole must bc less than 1000 pole-cm to avoid using more then ten percent of the roll
momentum wheel storage capabiliW. A magnetic moment compensator to reduce the el-
fective magnetic moment by ground command is recommended. This should reduce thei
effective magnetic moment to 300 pole-cm.
, ?
..... [i The time varying magnetic_moment associated with the Return Beam Vidicon should not use
_, , .... ,. more thsn two percent of the pne(imatic gas supply. ,• _....
[! 5. 2.2;7 Moon InfraRed Investi_ati0n {ii •
To be certain that the moon could cause no anomalous behavior of the ACS, its effect onthe
li. -IR scanners was looked into. This showed that the ]11 output of,the moon is too low to Cause
• an attitude error signal. If it appears in the scanner while on the horizon, the effect isno
more severe than the temperature variations normally associated with ,,theear_.
5.2.2.8 Gravity Gradient Torques :
r •
_ To prevent the total impulse consumption of _the pneumatic subsystem from exceeding one- "_:
tenth' of_ts maximum capabilitY , the rol!--yaw (Ixz) product of inertia must be less than3"
slug-ft. "_. Alternately, the payload• sensors sh(_ld b e biased to lie along the principal axes
I "I_" of the spacecraft and the control loops biased to point the principal axes in _e reference :,_
: directions. " :_
il 5. 2. 2. 9 Attitude Reference Sensor •
_ii o A number of specific attitude measurement approaches were considered during the study.
"t They all fall into one of two general classes: starfleld i'eferenced and earth referenced •_.
, systems. Selection of an earth sensor for use on ERTS A&B was made primarily for the _following reasons:
i 1. Earth sensor data, corrected on the ground for earth-radiance variations, will
meet or exceed accuracy requireme,zts. _ '
. t * !
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'2. Flight qualified earth sensors exist which, with some modifications, can apply to
the ERTS application. This significantly decreases the risk to schedule incurred
in the development and qualification of a new sensor, i
: 3. Starfleld sensors are relatively undeveloped and state-of-the-art accuracy is not :
appreciably, if any, better than that of earth sensors. The higher-accuracy growth
potential, based on the fact that stars are extremely accurate reference sources,
has y_.t to he demonstrated. _
i _ ;
ft. 2...." lo Frcon Gas Supply ,,t •
Tlu. total _'rcon gun requirement for the I_;RTS mission is 478 pound-seconds including
;requisition, four re-acquisitions, gravity gradient torques, magnetic torques, orbit adjust
: torques :rod lcalutge. There is a margin of 50 pound-seconds of impulse.
:- 5.2.2.11 Solar Array Sun Sensor Shading Study
The mid-morning orbit causes the sun sensor for the right (+y) Solar Array Drive (SAD) i
to bc shaded by the ACS module. This deficiency is overcome by relocating the sun sensor
for the right SAD to the paddle transition section. Since in this location, it is impractical to
provide an earth albedo shield, the anti-null sun sensor pair for the right SAD is not used.
The resulting lack of all attitude acquisition capability in this drive iS compensated for by i
the inclusion of a ground slew mode. The solar paddle can be slewed until the sun appears
in the field-of-view of the sun sensors (both paddles can be slewed). Tocorrect for the i
.... .._.orbit geometry, the sun sensors on both solar array drives are tilted 15 degrees toward i
the sunline. ._
5, 3 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTION • • __ _._i
5,3. 1 GENERAL
The Attitude Control Subsystem for the Earth Resources Technology Satellite is a three axis
active control subsystem which maintains the spacecraft alignment w_th the local vertical _ .... i
, and the orbital velocity vectors. The subsystem ¢on_af:_.. _a_jOr subassemblies: the i
attitude control subassembly (the attitude control subsystem proper)_i the pneumatic reaction
control subassembly, and the solar array drive. The solar array drive is not an Integral part , " _:'
of the Attitude ContrOl Subsystem, but iS physically located in the attitude control moduie,_' and : • ! _
is a closed loop control subsystem. For convenience, therefore, the Attitude Control Sub- L
system is assumed to include the solar arraY drive. _i "
The three subassemblies are located at .the top of the spacecraft and comprise the attitude. _.
control module, shown in Figure 5. 3-1. The module is self-contained, and provides its own t _
thermal control. Regulated power and commands, are obtained from the appropriate corn- i _
ponents located in the sensory ring. Similarly telemetry outputs are supplied to the telemetry
subs_v_,,,tem in the sensory r_. _ I
5-8 .
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Th,,AttitudeC,ontrolSubassembly consistsof sixmajor components: thecontrollogic
box, the rate measuring package, the reactionwheel scanners (2),the pitchand yaw re-
actionwheels, and theyaw rategyro. With the exceptionof the yaw reactionwheel, all
the eomponelttsarc shown in Figur(,5.3-I. 'llmyaw reactionwheel is on thebottom of
thepackage and in hiddenby the _,tructure.
The pneumatic reaction control subassembly is located on top of the Attitude Control Sub- i
m3sen,bly and consists of five major components: the Freon gas tank, a regulator, eig_,
nozzles, a fill valve, and a pressure transducer, plus several filters. Again, all the e_:,m"_ , 1
ponents are shown in Figlrre 5.3-1.. The pitch and roll control nozzles are oriented to : I ",
ptxwide control torques of 1.0 pound-foot but the roll control nozzles are canted upward to
' avoid Frozen hnpingenmnt on the solar array paddles. Impingement is avoided to improw,_ "
acquisition capability and give bettor overall efficiency, _uther than to prevent damage to
The pitch and roll control nozzles have a high operating efficiency (from the gas consumption
standpoint), since the center of mass of the spacecraft is approximately five feet below the
attitude control module and the nozzles have high leverage capability. The thrust levels to
obtain high torques is, therefore, quite low. The yaw c_ntrol nozzles cannot make use of i
this leverage, however, and they must be positioned outboard from the attitude control
module. To avoid causing pitch torques when the yaw control nozzles are ,)perated, the
yaw controlnozzles operate inpairs as couples,ands totalof four nozzlesis required.
The efficiencyof the yaw controlnozzlesis low because only short leverageis available,
' however, and the provisionhas been made to deactivatetheyaw controlnozzlesonce normal ;
operation is achieved. Yaw momentum wheel unloanlhg (Section/5.3.2, 2) in normal opera- ,
tionis accomplished through rollcoupling.
There are two solar array drives on the spacecraft, one for each solar paddle. The drive
consists of four sun sensors and control logic, nominallylocated on the solar paddle shaft.-
Four sun sensors are used in ordez" to provide all attitude acquisition capability for the array,
An albedo shield is mounted to the structure Just below the sun sensors to shield the sun sen-
sors from the earths albedo. The albedo 'would cause an erroneous error signal in the solar
array drive; The solar array drive itself consists of a small ac motor geared to the solar
Tachometer feedback is provided for: stability, and a bias signal is added to
drive the solar array in the proper direction when the array is eclipsed,
For ERTS one solar array drive ismounted on the solararray transitionsectionto _/vold i :
being shadowed by thespacecraft(Section2.4.4.1). In thisposition,on albedo shieldcannot
be finplemented,and allattitudeacquisitioncapabilitycannotbe achieved.-Once thesun is ,
acquired,however, performance shouldbe normal. Provisionis thereforeincludedin the '-I
circuitryto slew thepaddle (aCtuallybothpaddles are slewed) to acquire thesun shortly
" i
_ , .i"'_':' :' "' _' 5 .._:.-----...... . "" ...... "" " °_..... : - " .... ' "_ .... .... "
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:_, 5. 3.2 FUNC TIONA L DE,_ RIPTION
1
[
5. 3.2.1 PITCtI AND ROLL ATTITUDE OQN_'ROL
. The functional block diagram of the Attitude Control Subsystem is shown in Figure 5.3-2.
_. The control subsystem consists of three channels; pitch, roll, and yaw. The channels _reess ntially independent excep that t e pit and roll attitude error signals are both derived
from the roll reaction wheel scanner. The reaction wheel scanner is a combination horizon
i] scanner and momentum wheel. Two scanners are required to provide pitch and roll signals,;'_ and they are unted with their spin axes along the spacecraft roll axis, one facing forw rd
• and one facing aft. The scanners are counter rotating so that the angular momentum along
' 1 the roll axis is nominally zero.
The scanners have a rotating field of view which forms a conical shell in space. AS the field
of view passes through earth, the infrared radiation from the earth causes the bolometcr flake(located in the scanner) to output a voltage pulse. The pulse is nomin lly as long as he width
of the earth section (in scan degrees) viewed by the scanner. The pulses from the scanner are
clipped, filtered, passed throagh a threshold detector, and finally used to calculate pitchand roll attitude errors. The pitch attitude error Is normally calculated by subtracting the
'_-' pulse train of the rear scanner from the pulse try, in of the front scanner, the difference in
I duty cycle providing the error. The wave form i_ ;hen filtered and smoothed. If the space-
_]. craft were perfectly aligned, the difference of the pulse trains would be zero since both
": scanners will have an identical earth pulse (and C0nse_tently duty cycle). A non-zero pitch
. _; attitude will cause one pulse to be larger than the other and voltage proportional to error
t_ Will be l_roduoed. . .:,...... ]
_ .The roll attitude error is calculated by dividing the scan cone into two parts through the use
" _. of magnetic reference points. The partsc'orrespond roug.hly tothe pulses on the left hand
and right hand side of the spacecraft roll-yaw plane. The 'two parts are subtracted and the
I " resulting waveform smoothed .to produce the attitude error. If the roll. attitude error is zero,
• the two parts, are equal and no error _ignal results. A non-zero roll attitude error will cause
one part to be larger titan the other,and an error signal proportional to the attitude error
._ will result. Both reaction wheel scanners are used in the calculation of.the roll attitude
error, although only one is required. ..,
Y
• ] As a result of the studies presented in Section 5.4.2.3, two relays were included in the con- ::
1
" trol logic to switch out either reaction wheel scanner. This prevents the erroneous signals,
which occur when the sun appears in the field of view of the scanner at spacecraft'sunrise.
• _ and sunset, from disturbing the spacecraft. The roll attitude calculation is then perform'_d '
•. by the operating scanner (.only one is needed_.i and the pitch attitude error is calculated using
a nominal earth reference pulse in conjunction with the operational scanner output. The .
1 '' scanners are normally switched out only at sunrise and sunset, but this arrangement does :
allow either scanner to control the entire spacecraft for the whole orbit. Therefore, i_
.; provides the subsystem with built-in scanner redundancy. .
r' 4,
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The operation of tile roll ehalmol is shown in tht_,upper portion of Figure 5. 'i_:_. The roll '
attitude signal is used to drive both reaction wheel scanners after suitable compensation has ' _ :'
been applied. The circuits used to control the reaction wheels provide a constant amplitude _:_ .'
pulse train as ,'m output. The du W cycle of the train is proportional to the input error signal,. :
F,_t2,I
. ,d circuit has a 0.2 degree threshold, below which no output occurs, and a 0, 5 degree _].IL
on lewd, above which the dex ice is saturated. No output corresponds to a zero duty cycle . ...... i
whil,_ saturation corresponds to a 100 percent duty cycle. This arrangement provides n_os¢:
of thu benefits of proportional control wnile using simple on-off control elements. The re ....
action wheel scanners provide roll control by changing their speed with respect to e.aehotl_r ,
one 9_creauing spet:d while the other decreasing speed, To provide proper attitude error
signal_, the. reaction wheel scanner cannot rotate at rates less than 600 rpm. _'1tachometer
fct,dbaek is therefore included in each scanner to prevent the wheel speed from decreasing
below 600 rpm.
3'0 prevent the roll wheels from saturating, the relative speeds of the two wheels is moni-
tor_,d and when it reaches 318 rpm, a gating pulse is sen_ to the pneumatics. This pulse
,'_ends a 50 millisecond pulse to the appropriate pneumatic thrust which is equivalent to a
0 05 pound-foot-second impulse bit. This partially unloads the wheels, The wheel spe0d
is sampled 240 seconds later, at which thne another pulse can be commanded,, it required,
The sanipling period of 240 seconds prevents a pneumatic limitcycle from :occurring since __
the pneumatic torque, is nearly 50 times larger than ths wheel torque, ,; _ _ --
' L'
As shown in Figure 5. 3-2, the roll attitude error is also used to' drive the paeuinatics. _The _ _'
pneumatics operate in the same manner as the momentum w_eels except the threshold is '
:Lfive degrees, and the proportional range ex_ends from five degrees to eight degrees. The • ' / .......
pneumatics operate only when large attitude errors or attitude error rates appear. This -_ ;,_! _ , _
occurs primarily during acquisition, and orbit adjust. Since the roll pneumatics are always : :L! , •
operational, thismode is entered automatically whenever..... the pneumatic ,threshold i s exceeded. _. _.
The operation of the pitch channel is virtually identical except that only a single pitch Wheel .... _: _
is required and the pneumaticsare gated based on the piteh_wheel tachometer (300 rpm). The
threshold for pitch ts also 0. 2 degrees with a linear range of operation extending to 0. 5 ....
degrees. The pneumatic deadbands are the same as those for the roll channel. , i
5, 3.2.2 Yaw Attitude Control • ,,
There are three modes of control associated with yaw attitude control; acquisition orbit adjust _' ii.....
and operational, all of which are shown in Figure 5.3-1. The transition from one mode to the ! '
other is not automatic, but must be performed by ground command. _,,_
_,,The normal mode is the operational mode and the spacecraft should be in this mode for the ::"_ ,i|
majority of its fife. Tl_e yaw position senstn_is accomplished by using a rate integrating "_ T/
gyro in the rate mode. This gyro is located in the ratemeasuring package, and has its in_t .......
, i
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t axis tilted 45 degrees to the roll axis, but in the nondnal orbit plane, In this position, the
rate signal the gyro outputs is:
t:!
"': i Gyro output = -.707 (N(¢+¢) +_b° - ¢°)
,. O = orbital rate
, _,_°= yaw attitude and attitude rate
I _,_°= rollattitude and attitude rate
_" of a 100 second time constant lag filter is added downstream ofthe gyro. Since roll attitude ."_- roll signals). To reduce the effect of roll rate in the yaw channel, compensation in the form
_° and rate change quickly, the filter attenuates the affectof roll in the yaw channel. '[ ........
_,i _ The yaw error signal drives the yaw momentum wheel v_ ,ghpuise modulators _in the same . "
_iii!iii':,_ manneras_,the pitch and roll momentum wheeisaredriven;_):_e threshold is also 0.2 _
"" ]_ ..... degrees, .and the_Hnear range extends from 0.2 te 0.Sdeg'_._._ Unlil_e the pitch and roll
i Due to.the inefficient operation of the pneumatics they are disal_ed. The yaw momeiitum -
• '_ -wheel is unloaded through the roll axis. This can be accomplishe_cause_roll and yaw _ : .....interchange momentum contents every quarter orbit. The:yaw momentum storage is higher _i
than the r011 momeutum Storage capablllty.(6_74 pound-foot-second for'_._w compared to _ -:_
_ti I _ 0. 6 15ound-foot-seconds for roll) to insur_ _at yaw does not saturate preii_--a._rely_ .... _;
The second control mode for the yaw axfs is the acquisition mode. Inlthis mode _ _le pneuma- -
il tics are activated, and will Unload the momentum wheels. A spring restrainect_ _te gyro is
enabled and its output in conjunction with the yaw wheel tachometer output, Is usi to drive
__ -' the pneumatids, i The purpose of this mode is touse the yaw pneumatics to-i;educ, the high _ , ,_,
=o_ _. angular rates associated with spacecraft separation, and permit pitch and roll to require.
:_. -. The Rate Measuring Package (RMP) Operates the yaw momentum wheels (althoug] the l_tg . _i_
_:..... _ filter has been reduced from a I00 second time constant to a 1_ second.,time consl ant) in thls _
_ _ ]! mode, and in conJun_tion with the yaw rate gyro wilt provide crud_ yaw control _fter it has
"_ ..... been determined o_the ground that the pitch and r011 axes have acquired, _ the ac@ lsition i
""I m°de is dis '_J_ed bY gr°und c°mmand and the_ °peratl°aal mede _takes °ver' '_"
i. ' The orbit adjust mode was develope d as a result of the studies described in Section 6. 4.2.3. _!
=-:_..... :!.. powerin_.ithe normal yaw loop, the yaw pneumatics must be enabled. The large disturbance
-_ -" ";-I-- torque c_eated by the orblt adjust engine:signffi0antly dlsturbs pitch and roll, however, and '_
i _ the resulting roll motions overshadow _he yaw position signais,, As a consequenceyaw can _:_
only be placed into a rate limiting mode. The yaw rate gyro is the most logical choice for
rate limi i , but the drift rate of thegyro is so high (0. 2 degrees per second) th t excessive
_I,! yaw errors for the OA burn time wouldbe anticipated. Consequently the RMP, which has a very '_
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low driftrate {0.3degrees per hour)was switched intotheyaw pneumatics and thethres-
hold dropped to 0,022 degrees per second. The resultis theyaw axis driftsless than ten
degrees in orbit adjust, f •
5.3, 3 SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE ....
There are two independentsolar array controlloopson ERTS, each of _hich drivesone
solar paddle. Sun sensors provide closed-looptrackingof the sun during sunlitportionsof
the orbit,and provide for allattitudeacquisitioncapability(on one of thedrives)._
A geared ac se_,0moter is the primary drive mechanism foreach solarpaddle, with tacho-
meter feedbackadded for loop stability.A constantnominal ratecommand of 3.33 degrees
per minute is,provided at alltimes, subjectto overrideby thesun sensor error signalwhen
the sun is in view. The measured paddle rate is compared with the commanded rate, and ._
the rate error signalis amplifiedby a relatiyeangle-rategain. The resultingerror signal • i
is summed with the OUtputof _ sun sensor. The commanded ratemaintains theproper '
"paddlemo_ion when the paddle is eclipsed.
There is a provisionfor commanding a drivebias speed of 3.90 degrees per minute in lieu
of the normal bias-speedof 3.33 degr@es per m_te, and fordisconnectingthe sun sensor
voutputfrom the sola# array driveosubsystem. _- " it
, , ,. #
,_,iAsa resultof acquisitionstudiesdne addltidnais'iewcapabilityis eing,implementedt_ per- ,_ ;
mlt rnbrerapid acquisitloncapabilityof the array. This i_ particularlyimportantfor right _i
slde,array (+y)sinceitdoes nothave allattitudeacquisitioncapability.Shadowing of the sun° '_
sensors by the st_ace_craft resultedin the sensor beingomoved to the transition section of the _ _ :
paddle. An earthalbedo shieldwhich is no_aily includedon the spacecraftto shieldthe ! _ ;
sun sensPrs, cam_0t be Implemen_d for thedisplacedsun sensors. Ifallattitudeacquisition
capability were attempted, the signais caused by the earths albedo Wculd_ create _large paddle _ ) _ "
errors. Consequently two of tlm_'sun sensors (those on the back side of the solar paddle) ! i "
have been removed. To acquire therefore, the additional slew rate is necessary. _The re- o
quiredslew rate can be obtainedusing the existingcircuitry. •....... " _.i_
5.3.4 MAGNETIC MOMENT ASSEMBLY ..... "_
A magnetic moment assembly has been added to the spacecraft to permit compensation of ,_ _! !,
the spacecraft magnetlc dipole.. The primary method of operation would be to observe the { ".
roll momentum wheelbuildup, calculate the magnetic moment, andcommand a negative _l _"
dipole Of approximately the same value. This assembly has the capability of developing _ U
dipole moments on the order of'i0,000 pole-cm. With this dipole capability, appropriate _ ,,_,r ....
operation of the dipele would result in the momentum wheels unloading. The assembly, ]|
therefore_ t_ a backup to the pneumatic subsystem (from the standpoint of momentum when
unloading).
5.3,5 ATTITUDE REFERENCE SENSOR ' I
An attitude reference s!_nsor hem been included in the ERTS spacecraft to provide more ac- ' |
. curate attitude determl__tion. This sensor is discussed in Section 5.4.9. l
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5.4 ANALYSI_ .. _,
The following sections contains the studies performed on the attitude control subsystem, Fori convenience, the bjective a d the results of each study are placed at the beginning of that eli,!
study. The results of the study also include the results obtained from the analyses of alter '
!_ nate approaches, Detailed analyses, such as that associated with the magnetic moment, can :_,be found in the appendices. {_,"\,
5.4.1 ACQUISITION MODE ANALYSIS
5,4.1.1 Objectives
I 'The objectives of the acquisition mode analysis are: ,
(1) to determine if the local vertical pointing refe,'ence orientation can be obtained °_|
|:: from any initial orientation, and with what angular rates
(2) to determine the capability required for a minimum of 4 re-acquisitions from :;
* initial conditions which would result from the loss of the reference orientation
L_
" (assumed the same as initia ! acquisition), .... "
' 'ii" ° " • i ,,5.4.1,2 Summary of Results :_ :i.]_
Since the p_3posed ERrs ACS is identical to the Nimbus D system in the acquisition mode, ._ •[ ........ the resultsof the extensiveanalysisand simulationstudiesperformed by GSFC on earth _?
acquisitionhave been used to estimate ERTS earthacquisitic_nperformance. The mean i_ ::i
time toacquire thepitchand rollreferences is estlmated"tobe2;8 m!nfrom the initial _ :,:_,
]: conditionsof any spEtcecraftattitudeand 2deg/sec rateson any,or allspacecraftaxes. The _
mean propellantconsumption is62 Ib-sec per acquisition.'The expectedtlme,and propellant,. :_:"""
consumption for yaw attitudeacquisition,which occurs aftertheearth has been acquired, ,._.-,
'_ have been estimatedat I00 minutes maximum andO.25 Ib'sec,,respectively.Thus, the :_
'totalacquisitiontime iSwell withinthe ERTS requirement of 210 minutes (2orbits). The :'_:
estimated propellantconsumption for initialacquisitionand 4 re-.acquisitionsiS 311 Ib-sec.
s. 4.1. a Analyses _d Studies
f::!..... The acquisitionmode canbedivided Intotwo sequences;earth (pitchand roll)acquisition
and yaw attitudeacquisition.The rationalefor thisdivision isthatin the acquisitionmode,,
theyaw axis controlincludesa "coarse" rate loop,consistlngoftheyaw rate gyro driving
_ the pneumatics, in addition to loop consisting the Ratethe"fine"
of Measuring Package ,(aMP) 4
drivingthe momentum wheels. The effectof the rategyro is to reduce theyaw rate to less
than 0,1 deg/sec (neglecting gyro drift) a few seconds after the acquisition mode is initiated. :!
I Earth then small residual rate. theearth has beenacquisition proceeds with
a yaw When
acquired, the aMP drives the yaw axis to null the yaw error.
The acquisition mode performance which is expected for the EaTS is basically the same as
that of the Nimbus D, since the proposed ERTS ACS is identical to the Nimbus D design with
respect to acquisition mode control, ii_
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5• 4 • 1.3.1 Earth Acquisition
Earth acquisition for the Nimbus 1"1has been extensively s_muh:ted by CiSFC {I_elcrencvs 1
_ and 2); the GSFC work included three-axis simulation runs starting from a wide rangt, of
deliberately ,'cad r.'mdomly,,seleeted initial t,onditions {pitch and roll orientation and ratvs),,
,_, and terminating when the following conditions were satisfied:
(1) Roll and pitch error within the pneumatics deadbands (.:.5 degrees) (V,_ct, l
capture)
-°l:_i_[._ (2) Roll .and pitch rate less than :,0•1 dog/see and yaw raw less than :(|•25 dog/see
The conclusion drawn from this work wasthat the nominal spaeecraft/ACS configuration
will acquire the earth f.rom any initial attitude with initial rates of up to 5 ck,g./see on am or
all axes• The effects of conservatively estimated pneumatics subsystem tolerances'reduced "
"' the maximum initial rates for all attitude acquisition to 2 deg/sec; thus, the system meets ._
the Attitude Control requirements• The mean time to ,acquire, based on S0 simulation runs ....
with initial rates of 2 deg/sec, is 2, 8 rain, and the mean propellant consumption is 62 lb--sec•
5• 4• i• 3• 2 Yaw Attitude Acquisition t, _ '"
The_initlalconditionsforthe yaw attitudeacquisitionsequence Correspond t0.theearth aequl- _i .!
'sitionterminalconditions,which are.thatpitchand rollwheel capturehas occurred with ....,
errors ofless than ± 5 degTees and ratesOfless tl_ _-0,Ideg/sec_ and theyaw rate is less " . ,_,' ' i
::.. than _0•25 deg/sec,. Sincethepitchand rollerrors and ratesare low, a single-axismode.[ 'I '' "
of the yaw dynamics should givoan adequate picture of yaw acquisition,. Figure 5.4•I-1. " _
shows a linearized biock diagram of the yaw control. _The RMP output for small angles is .,,
.!
0.707zs(Wo
where Ks isthe RMP gain (100v/deg/sec) and Wo is orbitrate(10-3 rad/sec), and can be .,_ i
.... separated intothe yaw positionterm. ".... •" ,.. ,
!,., "._,(Small angle) 0.7O7KsWo _ - 0.707KsW o which provides the yaw position control, and a yaw ,
rate term _.....
0°707Ks_ :
,_vhich provides yaw rate limiting, Thecoupled roll terms sea.ted by the P_IP il
0.707K s (Wo_ - _)
,,j -
_md may be regardedas a varying command input. Similarly,. tho yaw rate gyro drift, which
is specified at 0.2 deg/sec maximum, may he regarded, as a command rate driving a I ate
loop in which the gyro has no drift• It Is of interest to examine first the yaw axis performance II
• !
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;h,,'it/g ;,. t_.ldt';ll |'://'lit acqtiisition st_qutqlt'u. At4suming initial roll and yaw rates of 2 dog/see, '
I!_,.'. t:lw r:,l,' get t, ,,i,q.lttll will firu lilt' lmuumatlcs fox' about 4 secqnds to reduce the yaw rate to
(t_j _t!.J_ ,t,'_/ta, c. During thi.'_ tint(, the ItMi'/whct;1 loop has no significant effect, since file
llt:t_'.ililll|li '_I,:ci l(tl'f_tlO IH aiutui. 2 ill,trent of tilt, .jet torque (3.6 oz-ln against 192 oz-in) and ._
il i:|l,t,._ :(IHntt _ _¢:t_tttttl..-i:it ll|o tturcvnt wheel pulse modulator duty cycle for the wheels to
rc:,,.h ,,til,,:l,thl V ,'_l|c_,i (Hi,' y:,w wilt:f| unlomiing "loop" is active during acquisition). After
the, ltttlial |',:h_ |'t:dm.lh)li, lilt, I{MP/whetd loop will follow the roll rate picked up by the RMP,
whit.h lll:ty Ibm,gic:tt_'_r thtm 2 |h,g/s{_c during' the earth acquisition sequence and will override
tl,, |'cl:,tlv,_:l) wc-d_ yaw position sil;nal (which has a maximum value equivalent to a 0.057
,]t_g/Sqi't' t';i|t'). The wheels will then t_n up to full speed, at which point the wheel tachometer
sit, aM h:v|,! is ,_,iuivah'nt I,_ ;D0.25 dug/s¢,c Input to the yaw rate gyro/pneumaties loop. Thus,
It,,,',, will h_t lie t,ft'_;cl:ivt_yttw position _:ontrof during earth acquisition and the yaw rate gyro
lilld pnt,lJ,_mt h,.,4w|ll limit the rate to nominally 0.25 deg/sec. At earth acquisition terrains-
Iton, th,_ y.lw channel will typically have a bias input to the RMP/wheel loop of :_0.005 deg/sec
du_, Io |.,dl pos!!ion and _0.1 dog/see due to roll _.'ate• This will be gradually reduced as the
roll ,,h:|nnt:! settles to null. At roll null the I_MP roll position term will be less _ian -_0.001
dog/see and the RMP rate term will be _0•01 deg/see. The worst case effect of tltese signals
i_ to delay yaw acquisittoL by driving the yaw channel further from null. HoWeVer, if the
worst case yaw acquisition time is estimated for an initial yaw error of _:180 degrees, the
roll signals can be neglected since they Would speed up yaw acquisition from this initf&I con-
dition. The RlVlP/wheel loop tries to maintain the RMP output within a deadband of -_0.0036
ale,/see, and the pneumatics will fire so that the wheel taeh signal balances the rategyro _/ i
bias within _:0.1 deg/sec. Figu_'e 5.4.1-2 shows a phase plane plot of the RMP/wheel control :
law, which is
0.7.07 (. 0573 sin _ + _b)= ±0o 0036 deg/sec ....
ii The time to travel through 180 degrees can be estimated by noting that the mean rate is about i
0.03 deg/sec. Thus, ... '.
t = 180 = 6000 see
0,03
/
At the maximum rate of 0.06 deg/sec, the spacecraft yaw momentum is 0.13 lb-ft-/sec.
Assuming that this is supplied by the pneumatics, 0.25 lb-sec of propellant would be required. _
5.4.2 OPERATION MODE ANALYSIS i "
5,4.2,1 Objectives _,
1 "
:_ The objectiveof the operationalmode analysis is todetermine thepolntingaccuracy capability -i"
of the attitudestabilizationsubsystem and todetermine theattituderror inducedby the sun
when it appears in the scanner field of view. t,o
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5.4.2.2 Summary of Results
With the nominal ERTS orbit :rod an ascending node time of 2130 hours, the sun will appear
in the. scanner field of view while on the oarthWs horizon. In this position, the sun rejection
filter cannot remove the sun pulse, :rod the attitude computer will oak. ,iate fictitious attitude
errors. These errors can be as large as 4.5 degrees in roll and 3.2 degrees in pitch, _mtl
will occur twice per orbit. To avoid the large spacecraft errors associated with those
, errors, a method of switching the erroneous scanner out of the control loop was derived.
The roll attitude is then obtained directly from the remaining scanner (only one scanner is
needed to provide roll attitude), ,'rod the pitch error is obtained by comparing the scanner earth
pul_c output with a .rt.y|'t_.rtqlCt; signtfl representing the nominal earth. The transient which
occurs when the pitch attitude calculation is switched from one mode to the other could pro-
ducc spacecraft pitch errors of 0.6 degrees (maximum), lint the error wouhl return to zero
in 260 seconds, After the sun ims left tim st:annc, r field of view, normal operation is resumed. , H_
The results of the error analysis on the attitude control subsystem indicate that the roll and
pitch pointing accuracy will be . 54 degrees with ao changes to the existing attit,lde control
: subsystem. The yaw' pointing accuracy will be .96 degrees if the gyro (in the rate measuring
package), stops are reduced from J2.,i to i0.5 ctegrees, and a gyro drift adjustment is made
': late in the. spacecraftaeceptance cycle. To meef the 0.7 degrees pointing goal, the yaw or " '
roll control deadbands would have to be reduced to 0. i degrees, and the gyro would have to
!'' be hard mounted. _":
5.4.2.3 Analyses and Studies ':
. 5.4,2.3.1, Sun in theScamler Field of View
The analyses performed for the operational mode were concentrated in those are,_,s where thef. . ,
ERTS requirements differed fronithe requirements of Nimbus. The area of greatest differ-
enee is .the ascendhtg node time of 2130 hours, for ERTS compared to the 1200 hours ascending
i
node,,time of Nimbus. As a result,, the field of view of thescanner intersects the sunltne at !
:. different points in the scan.. path., In order to prevent errors in roll and pitch computation,
i. the.signalprocessors have Circuitryto rejectthe sun signalby.detectingtheshortness of the
sun pulse a_ compared to the earthpulse. This system works well.exceptwhen the sun pulse i
approaches the earth pulse, thatis,when itappears in'thescanner fieldofvlew near the
earths horizon..The t_ominalorbitselectedfor ERTS has an ascend,ingnode of 2130 hours
.' ),
and the field of view of the front scantier will intersect the sunl:ine On the trailing edge of its
earth pulse and the fieldof view ofthe rear scanner willia_rsect the sunlineon the leading. '_'
edge of the earth pulse (see Figure 5.4.2-1). B_?_aUse of the closeness of the sun pulse to
the edge of the .earth pulse, sun induced static errors are obtained. , i
A stm filter has been included in th2 circuitry which has a time constant of .0045 seconds,
_i and rejectspulse Widths of approximately ll':scandegrees, ' The maximum.expected sun ' i
pulse width is 10 degrees (see Figure 5,4.2--9). The sun filter rejects the sun pulse due to its
narrow width by not allowing it to reach the reconstruct threshold. Since the earth pulse is
nmeh wider than 10 degrees, it persists for several sun filter time constants, and exceeds "i i
the reconstruct threshold. When the sun pulse approaches the trailing edge :of the earth pulse ' 1,.
Ill', , q
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[18 shoWll Ill ["Jgtll't) ,q.+[. _-'._, |'lit' e}ll'[[l Illllse li;IB llot h_ld sufficient to decay to zero before
tile, sun Imlst, I.TJ_,_. The nun pulse, superinllm,qed on the decaying odg+, of the earth puls_.,
|.hen t+:xcec,d,_ the rc'constcuet |+hr/+t_hohl t.:m,_itig :m error in eOmlmting the vehicle attitude.
Wht,n the sun pulse api)roacht,s the leading edge of the,earth pulse as shown in Figure 5.4.2?2,
the sun lmlt._t, h:t_ not had ,qufficient time to decay to ze:'o before the earth begins. The earth
pulse exceed'_ the reconstruct tlireshohl prelntJl,urely producing a larger reconstructed pulse
with there area on one side of the t'c['erenee marker causing an error in computing the vehicle
attitude.
The following,' st,ctlon:-_ discuss the analyses perfotaned to detevmhm the error both In attitude
_t,/,or dcl.t,rtl_in:ttiou by the ,_malmert_, 'rod in attitude control 1)y t]l_: sul_t%,stem, due to tile ,'_uI!
oul,_bs +_e_'uccil)g in proximity I,o tim t,'lrth Imb+en.
• ,_o.I. 1.1 Slt0tle I':crol,'S
The fir,_t st_p in the :m'J.lysis was to deh:_'mine the llmgnitude of Ihe static errors flint would
be me,'mured by the _eanners as the i'iehl of view intersected the sunline for the I,]I_TS off.At,
_ystem perfotanance resulting from these static errors was then evaluated.
5.4.2.3.1.1.1 &_anner Static +rrorsfor S_.mat Different Points in the Scan l_ath| t_ + • i
., tt
,!: Although• it was known that erroneous results were obtained in measuring the spacecraft '
: attitude when the sun pu!ne approached the edge of the earth pulse, definition of error as a, +i
; function of sun pulse width and sun puise position in the scan path, relative to the earth pulse_ _
were required. _To determine this, the equations were derived andprogrammed on a:digital .!
i" + computer° Curves were plotte d showing these errors for a range of semi angles and sun pulse .
widths for both the:_front and rear scanners. In calculating the scanner static errors, the ,.
follow ing assumptions and paramete'rs were used:
_ 1. The spacecraft was assumed to have no attitude error.
2. The earth pulse width at 492,,t nautical miles is 93.4 scan degrees
3. When looking out of both the front and rear scanners, the rotation of the ,scan _,
vectors is clockwise (see Figure 5.4.2-1)°
4. The zero point in the scan path isthe positive yaw axis ....
" 5. 'the center of the sun pulse was used in dete_ining its position in the scan
path , ;
6° The amplitude of the earth and ,sun pulse is -5.3 volts, while the reconstruct ' -
, !
threshold level is one half that value ,:
7+ The time constantof the sun filter is _.5 x 10 -3 sec.
8. In calculating the roll errors, the front and rear scanner errors are averaged ....
together '.
9. lteconstruetcd earth pulse w_,dths from the front and rear scanners are differenced
to obtain the pitch error !
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10. The only errors in processing considered are those due to the sun pulse !
11. Due to refraction of the atmosphere, errors are obtained until the sun is one degree
below the horizon
Since the sun pulse will appear only on the trailing edge of the earth pulse in the front scan, _'
ner and on the leading edge of the earth pulse in the rear scanner, only the static errors for _ _
these cases were calculated. Curves were plotted for a family of sun pulse widths with a i i !
scan rate of both 600 and 1200 rpm (the nominal limits of scan rotation rate). These are
shown in Figures 5.4.2-3 thru 5.4.2-8. As can be seen, the worst case roll static error is
4.5 degrees and the worst case pitch static error is 3.2 degrees. These errors assume a t• '
10 degree sun pulse width. It will be shown later that this is the largest expected width. ' In
addition, these curves show that static errors can be measured when the sun pulse is a signi-
ficant distance from the earth pulse, i !
Knowing that large static errors can bemeasured when the sun entered the field of view of , , _
the scanners, it was necessary to determine the sun pulse widths that could be expected and I ! "
where in the sun path they would occur, i
5.4.2.3.1.1.2 Scan_er Sensitivity toSun I i
The s_anner sensitivityto the sun was determined so thatthesun pulse_width, as a function :I _o
'ofthe anglebetween the sunlineand theledgeof thescan cone, couldbe•deflned. This was [ i,
obtainedby testsand is shown in Figure:5.4.2-9. Itwas approximated to obtainstaticerrors :
as shown in Figure 5.4.2-10. ....... , , i
The factthatthescanner operates with an effectK,e!y larger fieldOfview at thetPP and _ !
bottom extremetieswhen scannlng across a hot spot source such as the sUn, Was _firstob- !.::Ii'served in laboratorytestsat VFSTC. A simulated sun source, which shouldhave been _,
rejected by_the processor, appeared on the Earth pulse channel. The results of these early _ _'_
tests are plottedin Figure 5.4,2-9. il ]
The scanner field'ofviewis 2 degrees x 2 degrees fieldof view with some angulara_mplifica- ,
tion in the Y axis due to the optical effects of the wedge. In scanning the sun, the sun pulse , _! I_ ,,
can be expected to be thewidth of the field of view plus the width of the sun, plus a midtipli-: , , ,
cation factor of _/2 to resolve the scan angle to the'axis of prism rotation (i.e., (2 degrees
´x 1.'4or approximately 3.5 degrees). The datapoints plottedin Figure 5.4.2'9 _ __
were taken by measuring scope photos. The 8 degree pulse width about the center of the field _ _ :. _::
of view _is close to the expected value. The peaking of puleewldth at 41.5 degrees and 4'I. 5 __ i
degrees of sun line angle was not expected: Subsequent review of the theoretical field of view t
of the optical system did not reveal anyoptlcal pecularlty which could explain this effect, i, ii_
...... l':,
Referringto Figure 5.4.2-9, note that there is rosponme to the sun pulse at values of sun ' i '
angles as high as 48 degrees and as_ low as 41 .degrees creating an effective field of view .... f I
'/degrees high with wider portions at top and bottom as indicated by the pulse width data.
This data was obtained by scanning a c/trbon arc through a rectangular hole in a cooled baffle. !*i
The width of the hole simulated the 0.5 degrees width Of the sun as viewed by the scanner, !_
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and the hr4ght of tile slot was incromqed to help approach a one sun lrradiance amplitude, i
• Al(hough these tests we,re run with a noneollimated sun source which can be expected to |
produce some inaccuracy hi the data, they did serve to spot a significant problem. The tests
wt.ro repeated later at GSFC using a collimated source. The presence of the so-called "dog _
/ears" or lobes was verified. I
Th,_ theory explaining this abnormal response is that edge heating of the sensor flake by the
_. sun's inmge occurs as it approaches or travels along the edge of the flake. Edge heating may It
_lsO cause a longer time constant in bolometer response than does complete flooding of the
,, flake. Barnes Engineering has furnished masked bolometers to GSFC to confine radiation to i
' the flake only. Tests on these bolometers have shown that the masks have ,reduced the ex-
traneous field of view but have not completelyeliminated it.
A sigaific,_ut improvement over the performance indicated in Figure 5,4,2-9 should be attain- I
, able using _nasked bolometers,
| ';, 5.4.2,3.i.I.3 Angle Between the Sunllneand the Scan Cone CenterLlne ._'
t' ',
To assist in evaluating which orbits and where in the orbits the sun induced errors could I _
occu__,curves were plotted,showingthe anglebetween thesunlineand the,laOsitiveand nr_,ative "_
rollaxes. This was done for the range of orbitsaround the nominal orbitfor the ERTS .....
mission. Figures 5.4.2-11 and 5,4.2=12 contain a family of,curves showing the variation due I " "to a range of ascending mode times at the vernal equinox. Figures 5.4o2-13 and 5,4.2-14
containa family of curves showing theseasonal variationfor thenominal orbitascending node
of 2130 hours, The dashed lineSt45 degrees represents the scanner halfcone angle and the ......
,., intersection of the curves with this line represents the points of, intersection of the sunline I
_viththe scml cone,° .... _ .- ,, ,! :, _!
The following assumptions were made in generating these curves. :_
ii!:..... ' I :"_
I. The orbitis sun synchronous _! i
2. ,The inclinationofthe orbitis +99.08 degrees _I ,:
' ii
3. The scanner halfcone angle is45 degrees ,. _!', I :_:::
4. The zero pointin the,orbitpath was assumed to occur 90 degrees prior to the
.. ascendingnode • :
" I o
! 5. The orbital altitude is 492, 4 nautical miles _
• ' 6. The vehicle is assumed to have no attitude err0rs | 4
5. t.2.3.1.1.4 Position in the Scan Path and in the Orbit Where the Sun Enters and Leaves
the Field of View .}+
_tnce sun induced errors could occur in the vicinity of where the stmline intersects the scan :,,;!:
cone, curves wez_ plotted showing where in orbit the sunline intersects the scan cone for a a _
range of ascending node times. These are slows in Figures 5,4.2-15 and 5,4.2-16, _
,. b ,.,, .,_,. -- " _.vl_':. _ - " -- ="_-- .... --:-- " _ ..... _ - ", _r-: -+_:'---:, ...... " " " " " " _ ' _ _ '
. , d "" " " ': .,, "" " .' ,' " ' _ . "_Jaw'_At_'"' _!_ °': .... " " - _ ' "" " ': " I .I
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To utilize the statit, errort_ for the sun at different points in the scan path shown In
l,'lgure_ 5.,1.2-:t through 5.4.2-1S, It was necessary to obtain data showing where In the scan "
path the sun pulse would occur for the range or orbits being considered for the EItTS mission.
i:i With this information, it was then possible tc estimate the static errors that would be measured
5
by the scanners for various orbits. Figure 5.4.2-17 was generated, then, to show the point
in the sc_U path where the sun intersects the front and rear scanners as It enters and leaves
•,-,," the scan ,,one for a range of ascending node times. For the front scanner, the scan angles
shown in Figure 5.4.2-17 represent positive angles, which indicate that the sun pulse occurs
on the trailing edge of the earth pulse, as shown in Figure 5.4.2-1. For the rear scanner,
!.,..- the scan angles shown in Figure 5.4.2-17 represent negative angles, which indicate that the
sun pulse occurs on the leading edge of the earth pulse, as shown in Figure 5.4.2-1. A
dashed lineis drawing on Figure 5.4.2-17 at a scan angle of 46°,7 degrees to show where the
edge of the"earth pulse would occur. Therefore, the part of the curve below this line repre-
sents the sun below the horizon. The zero point in the scala path occurS, when the scan vector
is in the roll-yaw plane. The earth pulse width at 492.4 nautical miles was assumed to be
!, 93.4 scan degrees.
An examination of Figure 5.4.2=17 reveals that for ascending mode times, earlier than 2055,
the sun will not enter the scan cone at all, and no attitude error will result. _ Similarly,
, ascending node times later than 2200 will place the sua well below the horizon when it enters
the scan cone, and no attitude error will result. Itis only when the ascending node tinle le ' '
between 20,55 and2200 that the sun creates an erroneous earth signal. , ._ .
_:_ r. _ ,) _ 1.1,5 Static Error _te a Functi¢_ of Position in-Orbit i:_
To facllit4dc evaluation of all of thedata for specific orbits and to, predict worst case seasomd. _:_ ,
_- variations, .a vompute r program was developed which incorporated the analysis of tile pre- :!
_'" seeding _eet_ons into one program. 'For a given orbit geometry, this program calculated ,_",,
the'scarmer static errors due to the sun entering the field of view of the sc/tnner,,as a function ,_ ....
_- of p_sition in orbit, A block diagram illustrating this is shown in Figure 5.4.2-1s. The;re-. ,_, :
_. _It_ of {hi:_ program for the nominal orbit of 2130 hours ascending nod,e stag!yen In -_
:. l,'igurr_ 5.4. 2-1_a through 5.4.2-.25 for several times of year. With tht_ae curvv_, it is p_._-, t ....
_..._o_ .... tblc to determine, what the static errors are, where they occur in orbit, and how they will ...... °
_,_.__=o ,_ vary with time of year. In add!tlon to the static error, the sun pulse width 1_ al_q. plotted, i_
_, i',. Indirn,,ting when the sun !. in the field of view of the scanaers, even though a staticerror mav
rlol he g(.rl_,r,,ll_d, ..,
'_?;l_ The .l,t'stll|S .he,, that the static .errors for the nominal orbit during ¢ertain times of the year
-_:::,,_"- are a_ large'_ the maximum errors show_ In Figurel 5,4.2-3 through 5,4.2._ which define
- :_'_....0_ the _t,anner"statl¢_errors for the 'lun at dllflrm_t points In the lean lXtth (lee Figure fi.4.i-2til,
...." :.,_',i . 'l'he e rro.rts :tl_,,n_allt,st when the earth is at either a point halfway between the vvrnal .equinox
-._._Ly]r, aml tht: .stt.Ololer sol,lice......... or when the earth Is at the summer solstice. They ins.tease after
..... _,, "* the summer solatlt, e, reaching a peak whms the earth [_ at a point mid_!ty b_.t_T-,--_._,t_ aul_n-
:_;:_:.."°! hal t_luin_,x _md the winter solstice, and are higher for !he rest of the Year.. ....
i .
__- _".
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, 5. 4. 2.3.1.2 Dynamic Errors - The erroneous static errors as shown in Figures 5. 4.2-19
_ through 5. 4.2"25_ which are developed by the scanners when the sun enters their fields [ ;i
of view will cause the attitude-control System to torque the spacecraft causing dynamic
errors. It i_ thesedynamic errors which are pointing errors that are of primary concern. : _
Because of the large-static errors thatwould be obtained as shown in Figures 5. 4.2-i9 ] ._
through 5. 4.2-25, it was felt necessary to obtain the dynamic errorS. To obtain the _'
• dynamic errors, the static errors were introduced into the simulation of the spacecraft i i
Attitude Control System (ACS) shown in Figure 5.4. 2-26. In addition, tlie static errors
were a function of the cl_anging spacecraft attitude as the control system responded to the
static errors as indicated by the return path between the attitude errors and the orbit
geometry in Figure 5. 4. 2-26.
i Figure 5. 4..2-27 shows a block diagram of the Attitude Control System Computer Simulation !
with sun induced errors. It was assumed that the scanner measured the correct attitude
errors except when the sun was in their field of view. When the sun entered the field of
' view Of a scanner, the error in the measurement due to the presence of the sun pulse was i
added as an additional input to the controller. As the spacecraft reacted to the sun induced
error, the sun geometry as we11 as the sun induced error was corrected accordingly.
Figure 5. 4.2-28 is _ more detailed block diagram of the Control System 'Model used in the, _
dynamic simulation. Both a pneumatic and a flywheel loop were modeled for each axis and I _
• the pulse modulators and the _ywheels were modeled with _eir nonlinear characteristics, ,!
The spacecraft dynamics included gyroscopic coupling terms. Euler angle_tranaformations .}
with small angle approximations were used.to define the attitude of the spacecraft... The ,._ .. _
roll and pitch scanner signals were assumedtobe_ equal to theeuler angles, except when the _
*Sun was in thefleld of view clothe sbanuer. It is felt that this.contl, ol system tnodel_._twate-
ly predicts the performance of the vehicle. _ .... _" _ JJ
A computer run was made to demonstrate the performance of the spacecraft when the sun _-
i enters the field of view of the scanner,. In reviewing the static errors shown,_Tigures .......
5. 4, ?-19 through 5_ 4.2.25," it Was felt that the time of year when the earth is half way ]_'o between theautumnal equinox and_,_he,wintersolstice,*_asShown'.inFigure 5.4,.2,23trep_ ,resented the worst case errors. Therefore, this case was chosen to examine the perform, i
ance Of the spacecraft , when a sun pulse occurs, The results are plotted in Figure
5: 4, 2-29. The run was started at 156 degrees of Orbit position whlchwas Just prior to " , _,|sunrise: The only initial condition 0n the spacecraft was Orbital rate about thepiteh axis,
The initialattltuderrors were as_,umedto be zero, Pl_ottedInFigure 5.4;2-29 are the, •
rollLattitude error, the roll sun-pulse error which is the contribution to,the measured,.roll ]
_err0r due to thepresence of a s_npulse; thus the total measui_ roll error would be the "_ _ "
sum of both the roll-attitude error and the roli Sun-pulse error, the yaw-attitude error, _ i,"'._
the pitch-attitude error, a._d the pitch Sun-pulse.e_rorwhiehagalnls _the contribution to I
' , the measure d pitch.error due only to thepresence of a slm PUlse.
. d "As can be seen, tl_e ynamic error quickly reaches, and slightly exceeds the static error in ........
:" both the rolland pitchaxis.'The dynamic error in yaw follows_closelythat;of"_'roll_ince ]
i. _ the yaw axis is sensitiveto rollerr0rs. The •rolland pitch.errorssettleto,withlnthe fiy-
wheel threshold of 0. 2 degrees in approximately 200 seconds after the sun-pulse errors ,, I
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terminate, but the yaw error had not settled to its threshold after 400 seconds. This run i :i
dgmonstrated that the dynamic errors can be expected to be as large as the static errors
shown in Figures 5.4.2-19 through 5.4. 2-25 and for the worst case errors _elected re-
quires about 400 seconds to settle, i
The effect Of the large attitude errors on _he overall ERTS mission is not as severe as
would first r.?pear. The attitude errors occur at spacecraft sunrise and sunset which is
typically not a period of payload operation. Figure 27A shows a simplified case correspond- _ '
ing to the summer solstice. The terminator gt the north pole is on the arctic circle, at i....
66.6 degrees north latitude. The spacecraft enters daylight at 48.8 degrees north latitude _
i
and proceeds across the north pole. _ Since the payload is nominally turned on at 78. 1
degrees north latitude (at the summer solstice), •the spacecraft will travel through 63. 1
degrees of orbit angle between sunrise and payload operation. This requires approximately
20 minutes and from the previous results, the transient caused by the erroneous error
signals will have disappeared inten to fifteen minutes, five to ten minutes prior to payload •
operation.
The case presented in Figure 5.4. 2-30. as mentioned earlier, is a simplified case. To
insure that the payload operation is not affected, a complete analysis which includes the : t ieffect of orbit inclination, time of year, etc, should be performed. Even if payload opera- _ _
_ tion is not affected, however, it is undesirable to have the spacecraft experiencing large o i
pitch, and roll oscillations twice per orbit', particularly, if future missions require more _.}IComplete earth coverage. : '
The situation can be corrected with minimum cost wud design impact by the addition of a i_ilI _....
few relays as discussed in Section 5. 4. 2.3; 1.3, ai_dthis approach is recommended. The _:, !/ ....
approach has the advantage of automatic b_ck-up inthat a malfunction of the relays will _ | •
cause the spacecraft to experienc e the large pitch and roll oscillations, but should_not ' ' _:,
seve_ _lYaffect payload operation. .. _., .o ....
_ 5.4. 2.3.1, 3 Scanner SiE_nalInhibit Selected Approach T_ _.<_hodsof elimina_ng the i I _ "problem associated with the sun in the scannerfleld of view were evaluated in detail.
The recommended approachls to switch the erroneous scanner out oft he control loop; The _ i iroll error is obtained directly from the remaining scanner. Since the pitch error is ob- _, _: _
rained by measuring the difference between the earth-pulse widths of both scanners, a _ ' ..... _
signal repreSenting :a reference earth pulse is switched in when they'.affected sc_mneris .... _,: , "ii| __
switched out. The,itmplementation_ofthe switching functions 1are performed in the. attitude; . .; " _o] i_ ..
computer circuits of the pitch and roll control logic, Figure 5. 4. 2-31 shows a block _ i
: diagram of the attitude computers where relays have been added at the low pass filter inputs" :_ !i]
• This modification tothe existing control logic box is a minor internal design change re-
i quirtngthe addition of two relays and two resistors. The vendorhas proposed a similar .....
design change for Nimbus E&F as a backup mode of operation in the event Ofscanner } .
" failure, anadditlonal advantage of this approach. • J _' _,
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Switching out the affected scalmcr has a negligible effect on the computation of the roll
error, but has a s_,all effect on the computation of the pitch error. This is because the
artificial earth pul:_c width which would be selected for the nominal altitude will vary _:,.
I slightly from the de._ired nominal. This IS due to tolerances on the orbit altitude achieved
and to altitude variationsdue to the earthWs oblateness. Switching out the affected, scanner ._
also reduces the pitch loop gain by a third, which has the effect of increasing the pitch
I control deadband from 0. 2 degrees to 0. 3 degrees.
The _:ariation in the earth-pulse width as a function of altitude •is shown in Figure 5. 4.2-32. ,_
I In Figure 5.4.2-32, pitcherror is shown as a ftmction of both altitude and earth-pulse
, width. In prepari1_g th_se curves, it was assumed that the earth was spherical and the
nominal altitude i._ 492.4 nm. Since the tolerance on the orbital altitude is 4 nautical .
I 4miles and the altitude variation due to the ehrth oblateness is on the order of 10 to 15 N M.,
a worst case altitude variation would be 20 nm. ._
To demonstrate the performance of the spacecraft when the affected scanner is switched ovt, _
a computer run was made using the simulation previously describe:1_ the results are shown
in Figure 5. 4.2-33. The attitude errors were initially assumed to be zero. Then, a 0. 32
I degree error was switched into the pitch loop corresponding to theerror that would be
,W
• measured when the affected scanner Was switched out (for the _rst:_ase difference in
altitude of 20 am). As can be seen, the pitch error reaches a':m_i_um of -0.6 degrees :
I and to within 260 seconds. It returns to rather th_remain at an offset,
zero zero
because 0. 32 degrees is n0w withinthe wheel threshold due to the reduc_[0n by one-third _
in the p_tch toop gain. The pitch loop is initially disturbed even though 0, $2is below the _i:
I wheel tl_eshold, because of the the network which ..... :_
rate gain through lead compensation
: responde_ to the sfep change. Theperformance shown in Figure 5. 4. 2-34 Was considered -°_
acceptable _and represents a significant improvement over theprevlous performance shown _ i_
in Figure 5, 4.2-29. After the stm passes from the scanner field of view_ the affected :_
, _ scanner is r_conneetedto the loop. , .... . _ :/
_. A signal is 'required to remove the erroneous error=scanner signal from the contro;, loop. u
:_ The approach taken, therefore, was to disable: the signal based •upon the spacecraft location .:_
in orbit. Thiscan be achieved by ground command since the time of spacecraft sunrise _ _
I and sunset accurately known, Stored commands will, of berequired since the • :
spacecraft may not be within view of a ground station at the required time. _ .Four commands : _,_
are necessary, two to-'turn-off each scanner, and two to',turn-,on the scanners, Attempts ' ,.... "__ •
_ at using three commanc]s (two off -one-on) were rot successfui since the on-times are ' "_
irregularly located _ orbit. ......... _o,_,/
Table 5. 4, 2.-1 defines the scanner._l_Ibit command times in terms of vehicle-orbit angular :_::
position required to prevent attitude control pointing errors in both roll and pitch from ex- i_
ceeding0.1 degrees as a result of the sun appearing within the scanners' field of view. The
orbit angular positioIm for front and rear scanner-inhibit commands vary as a function of
:..... time of yearas tabulated. The angular range between the four command conditions (front
scmmer OFF, _.ON, rear scanner OFF, ON) are depicted in Figure 5. 4.2-35.
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TABLE 5. 4.2-1. ORBIT ANGLES (_) FOR SCANNER SUN INHIBIT COMMANDS '_
i Vehicle Orbit Angles ,,j
Front Scanner Rear Scanner _,
Earth Orbit . i.,_"
Angle (_,) ( a ) Off On Range Off On Range
0° (spring) 137 ° 164" 18 ° 11" 29 ° 19 o
? .:
_ 45 ° 121" , 127" 7° 4 ° 12" 9" _;
90 ° (summer) '114" 117 ° 4" *356" 3 ° 8 ° "
t 3'56" :,, 135 °:_ 115 ° 130" i6 ° II ° ' 16 ° "-_ _,,
225" ' . 157 ° "173" .. 1.7° ' " 33 ° 50) 18 ° ._'
t /
'1:* 270" (winter) : 16a" "i'86 ° "19°, 38,° _.68.° 21 ° '_ "
- 315" 102".... *i87°.: ,25" ,, .,, 46' 32° ,," ':='Fullyear"A ...54 ° ,,:L,._60 ° .: ,, 73° .... 42" 43 ° ,, 62° _i......
i " * rain and max _a_les gsed for full year range ° _ c .....
NOTE: 1. 0_orbttangle_(&) referenced toSouth Pole " '.... .i °:
2. AngleSroll.,selected 'to prevent control, errorsgreater than0.1 ° in pitch .....and _ ! i.
b _q
A command sequence to inhibit the scanners which would satisfy the full year variations
could be implemented but would require long scanner shutdown times, approximately 20 per _, " _
• cent of the orbit pei'lod for each scanner. Two other approaches which requlre updatlng •
• the initiation time oftheper,-orbit-command sequence to compensate for seasonalvariatiof/s
,reduce the scanner OFF times; These reference the sequerice initiation time to either the
I n_f°rward scanner OFF...... time orthe rear ScannerOFF time andprovlde the followlng,se" '
4
_: , uen_e.:_, ...., ,....
[ 1, ,.Front Scanner"OFF" TimeReference
-. Sequence .....: Command .... 'ElapsedOrbitAngle 'i
1. ' Front Off , 0°Ref.
2, Front On ' 25' (or 44 ° for equal OFy times)
3., Rear Off 212"
4. Rear On 256" ,,
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2. Rear Scanner "OFF" Time Reference - ..... _'+
Sequence Command Elapsed Orbit Angle _ !,_,
1. Rear Off 0 _ ReL ,_
2. . Rear On 32 _ (or 56_ for equal OFF times)
3. Front Off 117 ° _"
4. ' Front On 173"
With equal scanner OFF times, the scanners will be shutdown for 13 percent and 16 percent !ii!
of the orbit respectively for the two sequences corresponding to 13.5 and 17.2 minutes based -_ ,,
..... on the ERTS orbital rate of 3.26 degrees/minute. _+
Several automated Ways of performing the switching task were reviewed' but in most cases j+
a major change to the logic and circuitry were required.. One possible method of automating _ ++_
• the procedure, which would not require component modification, was identified. The •solar-
+ array unit haskegmented switches whichc.an;actlvate payloads as a function of solar array _ ?
..... orientation. Since the solar array orientation.is +afunction of spacecraft, positlonin* orbit, the _.
switches could be Used to enable and disable the erroneous scanner. The required oCcuracy
of the thning , the accuracy of the array orientation, and ,the change in on-off'times with time +_
: of year would have to be evaluated in detail before the approach can be;accepted. . _i
., "' . + ." +!
- . , .,
++ 5.4.2.3.I.4 ScanConeAngle Modification ,
,'+ , . ,_
+ i 5.4.2.3.1.4.1 Objective ;_ PotentialsolutiontotheAC S problemCreatedwhet)thesun _,,
appearsinthescannerfieldof Viewistocha_ge_e scan-cone anglesuchthatthesun could
not enter the scanner+field of_ew in thevlcirdty of the earthts horizon, The pttrpose of this
: , +studFisto+determinethefeasibilityofthissolutionand tlieoveralleffectsofIncrca_i,gthe
scan-cone/ingle. ,J ;
,, ., •
:.... 5. 4. 2. 3. 1:4.2 Summary- An increase In scan-cone angle would be required to prevent _'r
signlflcan+tsun i_rrors in the pitch am] roll attitude control loops. In terms of_scnn
. conehaif-angle_ an increaseof i5_,from the present 45 _ angle to to _would be necessary in
+ consideration of the seasonal variations in the orbital-angular relationship between the roll
_j
..... axis andthe sun line for the nominal 213o ERTS orbit: l_evintion_ !n ,,rt_t ascend!fig node
:+o time could necessitate an even larger increase in cone hbgle, _ipproximately 0. 4:_'per
..... ,. ,- , ' ,
• minute of advance in ascending-node time. The magnitddc of the required Inc_asc in scan-
.. _/+, , , , ,: • , :_
+_cone angle lncludes bonsideratien of the scan_er tnstantaneouJ field o][view and the sun pulse
: broadening e+ffects observed when the sun image atthe sc_n_r balometer grazes the edge Of " :
the bolomete/" flake. A decrease+In scan-cone single la not feA11ble since the requi_e d half-
angle change o_ 23 ° would result In a scan conewhich frills ,tointercept the earth+p horizon
for pitch angles within 4? of null. Obviously, both r_ll _n(i pitch control requirements couh!
• not be met under this condition. ,- '
'" . ' From, the component design viewpoint,-t_v Lmplornen_Uon of _ l_qulle_d chalw_..' In _can-_
cone angle is entirely feasible; however, the Impm,t nf tM, chnnge *_mthe Attll_dc Contr,)l
SubsystemAssembly, BenchTest Equipment(BTE) and reactionwheelscannerquallflcatlon
status leads:'_ the conoluslcm tb_.attt Iq an !mpract!_o_]. mo|u.lt_ ._ ___ pr++hlem, ,The¢fTect._ on
h
• + o _.,', ,';'+ . .
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scanner design are a slight change in scanning prism-wedge angle, an incrc_tse in window
aperture, and related prism support and scanner housing design changes, The required
change in the housing design in the vicinity of the aperture is the most significant, since this
change Implies component requallflcatlon would be necessary In additionto procurement of !
new tooling for housing fabrication.
The effect of increasing the scan-cone angle on the ACt assembly is the major reason for
discounting this approach. A reduction of 15 percent of the existing solar-array area would
be required to provide adequate _clearance between the solar paddles and the scanners _ view
fields. The corresponding reduction in spacecraft power would have to be compensated by _
either canting the paddles or adding solar-cell area in another location if the orbited power
loading charactQrtsttcs are to remain unchanged. In any event, the modification of the solar _
paddles would necessitate significant redesign and requaliflcation effort applied to n presently 1
flight qualified design. Two types of scanner stimulators, utilized for component, AC8
; subsystem and spacecraft level bench tests of the roll reaction wheel scanners and related
_ control logic, would have to be-replaced by new designs if the scan-t.vne angle is increased. [
,,. TWO vendor suppliedBTE scanner stimulatorsinaddition'toatleastone vendorBTE scanner
stimulator are required, in addition to redesign, fabrication and functional tests of the
' stinmlators, correlation tests of the two stimulator configurations must be performed; I !
therefore, the advantage of employing existing bench test equipment is lost as a result of a .
scan-cone angle change.___...... --_ . " _ I|:
_The recommended solutiOn to_esun induded error problem, whichconsists of Sequentially "
inhibitingthe scanner t_oll=andpitcherror signals_in.,the'attitudecomputer of theACS control |
! logic, is far more practical f_ implement. This solution requires comparatively miter j
.... changes in the circultdesign and internal Components of tlze .eont_ol'logic box and the addition
of stored c_)mmands to enableand disable the scanner signals, It does not imp0semaJ0r ACS _iarl,_i
and BTE redesig_ effort as would the scan-cone azigie soluti0n.- The scanne_'-inhibit solution
has an additional advantage in tha t it provides a _redundant mode of pitch and roll-attitude
controloperation. ,, • .......... ' .
5. 4. 2.3.1.4. 3 Stttdy Program -A detailed evaluation of the ACS errors produced by the Sun
i: enterir_g file Scanner field of view for the baseline scanner control loop design is documented _
In Paragraph 5.4.2.3.1.1of this report and provides the basis for this btudy, The inc_rease _ill,if. i
or decrease in scan half-cone angle required to pre_ent sun induced ert_ors in the pitch and ...... _!
roll control loops is derived _om the graphs of the angle between the sun line and the roll i:_,
• axis presented in Figures ,5. 4o2-13_and 14 together with the orbit angular positions of the
spacecraft during which errors in excess _:of0. 1° occur as tabulated in Table5:4.2-1. For _
sun_'inducedtheforward scanner,errorsthe orbi_lof.o..angularl,will ange' referenced73° to the South POle duringwhich " " _11 _
w
In excess occur is from 114" to 187°; for the rear scanner, __ _
the range is 62" from 356° to 58?. _These ranges of sun, induced error include the effects of • ._f
seasonalvariations,on the sun iine/rollaxis angularrelationshipas indicatedinTable ' I i:__ i
0. 4, 2-1 and the effective increase in scanner instantaneous field of view produced by the sun i I • i
/ image at _e scanner bolometer (Reference GESD PIR li4E-ERTS-7. 12-105). The front and
• rear scanner-error ranges, •when referred to the graphs of Figures 5.4.2-13 and 14 respec- 11
tlvely, reveal the sun line/roll axis angtes where the errors are generated, :The effective !
instantaneous field of view in the radial direction_ •+5 degrees relative to the 45 _ scan half-
_i Cone angle, when superimposed on the two graphs essentially defines the error-band relative
5 _66
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:' h) the c,r, lin_ltc_. In ,taler to prevent the sun from entering the cffec, tlve ! 0" ra(_M field of ?-
view in the-rhtt ;regular ranges defined, the graphs show that the scanner half-cone :ingle
lilU_t. IH. tilt't_t,:L_t:vl[_ (;0"'Or decreased to 23 _. Since the minimum scanner half-cone, ,regis
ss'hich jtt_! t m_entially intercepts the earth°s horizon is 31", only the increased condition is
relevant. .. -
:_ The liiJ" h:di-t, on.c angle may be cO'nsldered a conservative choice, since the effective radial
fitqd Of vh'_ f,r the _tm may I_ a few degrees has than.l 0", particularly if masked bolo-
i ,_iwtvr_ arc Lm_ph,ycd. NASA/GSFC tests of masked tx_:lometers have shown that the field ofxic_ br_mda'nin the sun !In:IRe |_ reduced but not eliminat d. Addltlon,d k_s s are
curr_'nt!v being _mdtZClc,I at [TIIACO to further cwduatc masked bolometcr performance.
i Ibt, Rr:itlh_ _f l"lgtlrt's 5. ,l. '_ lq and 1,1 are used to determine the increase in scanner half('_)nq:,angh_ ;ire b:i_ed oll :t nominal orb!t ascending node time of 2130 hours. Referring to
l,'igurt_ ;_.4.2-1 1 :rod 12 the change in sunline/roll axis angle as a function of ascending ._
I nr_dc time in tht_,_ribt angular position ranges of interest can be as much as _0. 25 degrees
4 _
i,_r mtnut{_. An earlier ascending node tim 'will reduce any margin provided by th selected
_;o' hal_-cone angle In :-:_ordvnce with this 'factor; conversely, a later ascending node time .
I will increase the margin.
5. 4.2.3.1. ,t. 3.1 Effects on Scanner Design- Increasing the scan half-cone angle from 45 °
' to 6o '_IS rc,_dlly accomplished with a minor optical design changeconsisttng of hicreasingthe sc'mncr prism we_lge angle by slightly less than 2 ?:. Figure 5. 4. 2-36 shows a plot of(he %
scan half-cone angle as a function of prism-wedge angle for the coated germanium prism
t_ (I,eference,dwg spends to an'increase in taper _ ,,• used No. 123B9741). _Th_ar change.correover th diam ter of the pr_i-mately 0. 032 inches. Modifying the p ism a d its ._
mounting fLxturc within thc scanher to accommodate this change is _slgnificant in terms,_f=,_:_ _
I "cost; however, the effect of the new scan pattern on the scarmer housing is more severe.: Figure 5,.4.2-37 shows a cross sectional view of the scanner optics and partial details of an _
,. att,wh_ed wanner stimulator. Both 45 _ and 60 _ ray traces relative to the p_.'lsm-optical axes :_....
|: and tt_ perlmetcr _rC shown to indicate the effects on scanner and sttmulator design. The i:|: ' (_0' ray tra_.es _how (.h:tt the window clamps ring obstructs more than 50 percent of the prism's ,
effective aperture which Would result in excessive attenuation of the incident radiant energy.
| fron_ the earth and increase the possibility of internally generated signals. The scanner
I hotms|ng, wlnd(_w clamp, and seals must be enlarged approximately One inch in diameter to .
"-_Cal, rt_ut this _:_ndttion. While redesign of the clamp, seals and even the window represent. _,
i'E nlituir,ch:mg_._, tht_,hot, sing redesign is a _ignlflcant factor since new tooling for the C_sting _!
_'ould I,_, required and the complete component as._embly requalffied to insure structural '_
intcg_'_ty,v(,rifyh,nk rate,and ve,rifyecannerperformance. ' ,,. .,.' . ".:"|. 5. 4.2.3.1_, 4.3.2 Effects on AC$ Amsembly-, The only effect, but a most significant effect, of
lob, teasing the sc:3nncr (.one angl e on the A-CS assembly results fromthe interference of the _
I solar-array pad(!lcs with the _c_mner field of view. Before proceeding with the discussion of
• theInterference problen_ with a _0° _;can hMf-:cone angle, it should be noted(hat a small
solar paddle Interference co._llthm p._nently exist_ In the baseline (Nimbus D)design con .....
figuration with(_,_ 45 _al_ hal/-_m a_gle. _to_ive atudle_and tes_to de_rmlne the
cffecLs of this interference on scanner control loop (pitch androll) performance', have been
carried out hy NA,'_,'(;_I.'t"and (;ESD., !'here,re _.k_cumentedin GSFC reportNo. X.:7:II-
09:-126, "Nimbu,s D ('ontr, d _.b,sv._m ,',hd:tr lhtd(ll_ in _atnner Field of View," dated March
,., 5-_7
• -. "" "......_ " - '.- " " .'-i" •..... ..."\.i .... "="'" " '_" " ' ._ .... ..'"_" ":' "'"_'_: _.'""...... '_._'": "
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| 1969 _lnd GE_D PlR No. 1JM3-299, "Paddle Interference Test Report - Nimbus D," dated H
10/3/69. Both the studie_! and the tests indicated that the paddle Interference, approximatel._
2 _
:it"l into the radial view field of the scanner, would not generate a reconstructed pulse at the_., output of the scammr under normal ttitude control operation when the paddles •app ar approx- " "
imatcly 47 scan degrees before and after the earth phlse. The tests conducted consisted of
: iw, inserting a temperature controlled mockup of a solar paddle end section into the field-of-
' I view of a aeanner and.monitoring the premnp and signal processor output signals of the ,,
scanner electronics. The tests further indicated that a full interference condition whereby :
• | the paddle edge extends across the entire radtal_view field of the scanner would not produce ,
r | a reconstructed pulse. The width of the pulse corresponding to the angular width of the
paddle surface relative to scan angle was estimated to be less than 4.5 ° under a worse case
t condition. The sun filter in the scanner-signal processor is designed to reject pulse widths' up to 10 ° providing the source is locat d a sufficient scan angular distance away from the ,
e_lrthVs horizon which explains why the paddle interference did not generate an error signal.
t
The NASA/GSI C study shows the angular range of paddle motion over which an interference
condition will exist for a 45" scan half-cone angle. : Successive views of the paddle projection
i into the instantaneous scanner field-of-view as a function of paddle angular motion relative• to the pitch-roll plane were used to determine the range of interference as shown in Figure
: 5.4.2-38. increasing the cone angle of the scanner will obviously create additional lnterfer-
_ ence, As indicated by the successive views shown, the paddle surface area observed by the
seanne_ increases from an edge view condition to extended views of the paddle surface as th,
:paddle rotates. As the initial interference is increased, the paddIe must rotate further te_
i clear the sc_in cone and the maximum paddle surface area observed by the scanner duringpaddle rotation will increase. Consequently: the maximum width of the pulse generated by _' _'_
the paddle will also increase.
, , ..... ,,
The geometry of the interference conditibn be hveen a surface plane representing the paddle ':_i
and the scan cone is shown itt Figure 5.4.2-39. The angle (0) through which the paddle must
1 rotate to clear the scan cone with_half angle X can be determined from the solution of a
quadratic equation derived from the right triangle in the scan angle ( _ ) plane as follows: •
] , d2 + sin(_ sin 0)2 = [ (_ cos 0 X')tan _]2 (5,4.2-1!. o
• substituting sin _x/cos 0_for tan (x, the quadratic in terms of cos, 0 is formed with some mani-
• :] pulation. - ,, ., '_'-
2 2X sin 2 0 1+12 cos (x + "sin 2 °i_2..... cos. O _ . _ ...
|_1 •, . "" ,:.'. .... '.... (5. 4.,2-2) .-,.,P_I 4
To account for the chamferred corner of the paddle indicated by the dashed line between point _
i a and b in Figure 5.4.2-39, the dimensions g and d for each point (a&b) are used in equation .
5.4.2-1. From the same basic geometry, the scan angular range subtended by the paddle _iiI..
surface at any interntediate paddle 0ngle can be determined by solving the quadratic equation
4n_n_1
5-71 ':_
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for the point _ i along _ at which the scan cone intersects the adjacent paddl e edge and then : I
' solving for the value of d, say d i at which the scan cone intersects the end of the paddle (the i
:: edge at length _from the pitcl_ axis). , i i I
cos8 sin a d2sina - cos a i '
.... 2 2 --0 :id2 cos 2 e sin 2 a - si2 e cos _ cos s sin2 _- sin2 8 cos _ :
(5. 4.2-3i !i ;
() ( ) ,,....dt X 2 2 a 8'_'!- (5. 4.2-4) _. _ = c0s8 _- tan sin2_ _-
Wlth Ii and di known the corresponding scan angles for the two'_ints of intersection, _£ and :,_ _
: :flJ,,= "--d sin8 "", , (5.4.2"5) ;
HA d
_ _ n 4
The scan _le subtended by, the" p,addle surface inthe difference be_vee ,these _o angles or _"_"• ,> _ ,
'_ . _ =_ _-_ ,_ .... ,- _ _ .... 4,2- , ,.. _:_'
Figure 5.,4.2-40 is a dl'awing i'epresenta_n of the Nimbus D_: ERTS:Scanner/solsr paddle_ i
• conflguratlon-with the paddle rotated to iie_in the _h-roll plane, Only one paddle is shown _ , ....
since the other is located symm_trlcaHy relative to :_d_escan-cone axis. The actual nominal ' i_I
dimensions are'as indlCatedo::-:&e layout,-- The (l,d).coord_ates referred/to in _e _i_ove = _ _' ':;__ !i,i,_
equations fo_ the e,hamferred paddl e corners, points (a & b), are to the neai"est _nth, : i ::
(41.5, 27.0) and (48. 0, 34. 3) respectively. From Equat/on(5.4. 2-1) the paddle rotational '
angle 8requlred toclearthe scan cone:is Calculatedot0 be +30. 4 ° for,,po_t (a) and +32_ _" _o ._ i l_ _,i :_
{or point (b_ wlth a 60" scan half,c0ne angle_, An addll_ona]'r0tat/on ofapproxlmately 3½_'.is, ° i
'. . req_red to account for the s-oann_r tnstanta_oas view field (2°_ 4 °) and the thickness of the _..._.,"i. _ it_ii'/paddle. A graph of the Sc_n angle°SUbtended by the sut'face of the paddIe as a funcfion_of _
paddle rotation, .calculated from :Equations 5. 4. 2-2 through'5. 4. 2-"/, ls shown in Figure .... ::,
5.4.2-41. The characteristic corrected _'\include the paddle thickness (edge & Stlffner i i_." " widths) and scanner instlmtane0usv/ew field: eff_ ts:"fa Shownby the dashed c urye and ep-. .....
resents the total effective signal pulse width at the scanner bolometer. The width of the
pulses which can be generated exceed the,pulse width reject/on level ofthe scanne, signal - _1
: processor (I0°); the amplitude of the pulses exceed that of an earth pulse, since the paddle "
temperature falls in the range of -10°C to 60°C, wlilch is higher thanthe effective earth __
H
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temperature range. The p._ddle tntvrfercm'_, _'t_ndltl,m _|t__ _, 12t_" _v:m.,,,m, ,"m, theref_r(,,
produce reconstructed pulse_ both before the, (,_rth t_ul._c-h,!!,llng c_!g_, _!l_;t_l[b:t' the _'_rth _ '
pulse-trailing edge. If the,.recormtructed pulse wldthn were _qunl. nn errnr wrmld be Intro-
.... r__
duced, since the four pl:tddle lndueedpulNus from the tw, Jc_lrmer_ _ould _um t_, _t, rc, in
the control logic-attitude compuWr, tlowever, the pulses gem_ritted will _!_trcly be equal, ,i_ii
since the paddle surfaces viewed by the two) scanners will be _t different _cnn nngles relative _-'
to the earth, except at zero paddle _ngle. and the paddles leading and tr_lllng the earth in the ./_
,. scan pattern produce different error effects on the reconstructed e_rth pulse; the l,at_r is , _ ,,
true even for pulses below the sun reject threshold levelm n_ shown by the curves in !,3gores _:
-5. 4.2-3 through 5. 4.2-8. In addition, the temperature of the surfaces _eenby each scanner
. will differ as a result of the sun angle to the orbit plane, (approximately 35 degrees} and the "
changing roll axis/sun-line angle. This will contribute to the errors produced,
To completely clear the scan cone, an area of 1100 _quare IncheJ would have to be removed "
from the active solar-paddle surface by increasing the chamfer nt the corners and the /,_
transition section shortened on each side of the paddle axit by 11.3 inches. The area of ac- _
tire solar-array surface affected _representa approximately IS percent of the total active area W
• and therefore a 15 percent reduction ln..available power. The' power loss in ltMlf is a _ ' :i_
, significant disadvantage of the increased cone an&Iv solution to the sun problem without con, _
_-. siderIng the paddle redesign effort required. This could.be compensated by canting the paddles /_
• . approximately 35 °, an approach that has been considered previously to maximize solar array '_
,- output under the sunline/ERTS orbit plane/ingular condition. The redesign effort required '.
involves the transition stage, paddle section, paddle stiffeners, solar ce}l pattetm_ and _olar
cell electrteal inter-con_ections and a major redesign and rcqua'!iflcattor_ program: It ,_! o.o.
_should be no_ the '-'_""v,,,_,,,_o""_:':",,--,v,,-a"-',air.crca_ in ........_:_m-.-_onc' anglo will prodttcc :
an effective pulse width Of 12_:,sciin degrees in view of the interference between the paddle _ : ,,
and scan cone existing in the Nimbus D design. The effect,.of Canting the paddles on the
....interference condition was determined gra_hically from a projected vie_ layout, This would -,_-
generate reconstructed error pulses since the pulsewidth exceeds the reject level of the sun _:_ "i, ii°_
filter. _. ... _..... _i:. _... ' .,
i I5'4.2.3.1.4.3.3 Effects on Test Equipment ;- Referring back to Figure 5.4,2-37, the _ffects _• of increasing the scan half-cone angle to 60"_ the GE scanner stimulators employed for all
' testing of the ACS at the subsystem and spacecraft levels is also an important consideration.
The _gulai _ cl_angc in the reflective surface required as indicated in the partial sectional .... i
view nf the stlmul_r nnd se_n_er and the addltlor_d clearance required as indicated by the
dashed raytracc nccc_lt_ the r_!eslgn Of-eversl stimulator parts. Those affected in"
61uric-the reflective rotating inner houlL,_g, the roll drtye gears, oneroll bewaring,, and the
outer housing. The pttch drive asme.mbly.(n.otnhownin..detall).whieh includes the _heated ..... '
tnrgetsimulattng th,, earth is not affec_tvd.
| '
_. The ITItACO :_c_nner Stimulator, as sketched in Figure 5.4.2-42, is used for component
,'i level and subsystem level _ta and actass the standard for scanner control loop accuracy.
Ti_e G E"stimulnto_'_ _re referenced to these _flmula_rs for calibration purposes. Redeslg,
of the,._fe edge repreaentinff the horizon, the heated cylindrical section represenUng the
•" earth, ar_! _c _,armer _UPlmrt I,_ation wouldbe required relative to a change in scan-cone
i. angle. _
',L"
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i t*t,'hlh' lh_ ,h'_lg,i tdl,,rl arid m_Jdlficatlnn of the existing units do not represent major hard-
_,11,'t' ,',,M|_, Iht' Ibt'l'|_Jl'llUl|l|.'t_ testing and eallhratlon of the modified designs anti the correla-
ibm, ,,1 i,vrf,,rman('e betwee_t the twa represent a significant effort. The advantage of employ-
I La_ ,,_l_fln_, ,',,L'I.H'tv,| tc._t cqUlllment is lost by any change in scan-cone angle. ."
.%4, _, 3. t..I. :1, .l Concl.u,_lo_l - Increasing the scan-cone angle to prevent sun induced errors
tn the ,_c;,u_,r c,:,nti:,_l {r_li and pitch) loops is not a practical solution. The effects of this
potenti:tl .__lutlt_n tt_ the sun In the scanner field of view problem on the designs of qualified .......
i l_:l_:,]w,AreIre'lulling th(, s_mncrs, thesolar paddles, and scanner bench test equipment are_ev_l-_. The ilt_sign ¢_hanges required would involve additional _hardware costs including "
requalifi_:ltlon .f the _c_mner and solar paddle design§ and rccalibration and c_rrelation of "
the two _c_mnor sthnulator configurations. The change in scan-cone angle is not flexible in
i I that the angle selected is effective only for a limited range of orbital,,ascending mode times __
whereas the proposed scanner inhibit approach can be utillzed for any orbital conditions.
On the basis of this study, it is recommended that the scan-cone angle remain unchanged.
,J
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5.4.2.3.2 Pointing Accuracy
The pointing accuracy capnbility of the ERTS is dependent upon the accuracy of the in-
dividual components, alignment of the components, electronic offsets, drift, etc. To
determine the earth pointing accuracy capability, an error analysis based on the present
Attitude Control Subsystem was performed. The results are shown in Tables 5.4.2.2
and 5.4o 2-3, and.the source of the errors discussed in the following subsections. Since
the components are flight qualified, and alignment data is available from previous space-
craft tests, it is felt that error budgets represent a realistic assessment of the attitude
control capability. The alignment of the attitude control axes to the spacecraft axes is
considered in the alignment section of the propos,_l volume.
1. Pitch and Roll Axes - The total error budgets for the spacecraft pitch and roll
axes are shown in Table 5.4.2-2. There are four major contributors to the
total error: (1) scanner null error; (2) scanaer alignment; (3) control logic
error; and (4) control deadband. The null error, the alignment error, and
the control logic error are essentially random. Their combined effect can be
estimated, accurately by root sum.squaring the values. The,control deadband
is not random and has been.added directly to the total error from the other
sources,
a. Scanner Nul ! - The majority of the Scarmer null error Presontedin T_ble /, _,
_5.4.2-2 is the result of variations in.the earths IR luminosity,-'The-_--anner :, ,,,:_
_ is required to operate satisfactorily when the earth temperatur e is in the , __ ,,"_
,._ range of 210 to 290°K. The output of the scanner is dependent upon earth ' ' _'
_ temperature, and variations in temperature wil| cause variations in error
signal° The value of 0.3 degree in pitch null error was calculated based _i
upon one scanner scanning a 210_K earth, and the other scanner scanning _ °,_
..... _ a 290°K earth. _'l'he value of 0.3 degree in roll null error was calculated ......... _ _
based upon the leading-edge of the scanner seeing a 210°K, and the trailing - .... _ i
..... edge seeings 290°K earth. Obviously these errors are both the worst cases, _ !
_ and will appear only occasionally, The effect of Scanner temperature changes, ....,
speed induced errors, Jitter, etc. is approximately 10 percent of the total _
null errors, _ • _
b. .... Scanner Ali_nment Accuracy and Control Logic Drift. During the period _ _./ _.,
of spacecraft assembly and test, _the scanners are physically aligned to the _' _
spacecraft contr01 axes. After mounting, an eiectrical test ismad e and _
_.. any alignment errors are biased out electrically. _ Test results show that _ ...... •,-
the aligninent at the time of electrical compensation is within _-0.05 degree. _'
The electronics will, however, drift and cause an apparent alignmenterror
which changes_ with time. It is estimated that drift error will not exceed _ i _/_ .,
*0,!0 degree. The alignment error and the drift error are both shown in the_ i 1
_ error budget. _ _ _.......
4
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TABLE 5.4.2-2. PITCH AND ROLL ERROR BUDGETS
Pitch Roll
i ..... L ......
Null Error _: 0.3 Degree Null Error 4. 0.3 Degree • }.
Control Logic + 0.1 Degree Control Logic • 0.1 Degree ;
Alignment • 0.05 Degree Alignment :_ 0.05 Degree _
RSS • 0.34 Degree RSS .+, 0,34 Degree
Control Deadband • 0.20 Degree Control Deadband • 0.20 Degree
Control Ei'ror :_ 0.54 Degree Control Error • 0.54 Dcgr_c
.i ..... ii, H _
TABLE 5.4.2-3. YAW ERROR BUDGET
7
_ Current Potential . :_
ill !, 'll
: Null (Bias Drift) Error 0.14 Degree 0.14 Degree ./
_ Roll A_s Alignment 0.35 Degree 0.10 Degree _
.... : Yaw Axis Alignment 0.35 Degree 0.10 D_gree :_ =_
Control Logic Drift 0.10 Degree 0.10 Degree ,_
Gyro Logic Drift 0.10 Degree 0.10 Degree :_
Roll Axis•COupling _ Degree __0.54"Degre? ,,,
RSS .... 0.76 Degree 0.59'_ Degree _i}_
Control System Deadband ' 0.20 Degree _ O. 20 Degree , ii:_
i i r _i ITotal Error "0'96 Degree 0, 79 Degree
"i e. Control Deadband '-The deadband (thresholds)associated_wlth epitchand i_:_,_.
$I
..... rollerrors are an integralpaxtoftheattitudecontrolsubsystem as discussed 'o_i
'; in Section 5.3. Since the deadband is "built-in", it is not random, and must ibe added to the overall effects of the other errorlS,_ "?es as Opposed to root
sum squaring. For ERTS, _e_p'itchand rollde_a_b_ndshave been setat0.2 i:
degree. ,
I
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d. Total Error - The total error for the pitch and roll axes is ±0.53 degree ....
for each axis. This accuracy can bc achieved in normal operation with the
existing components and no major change to the subsystem. Add to this 7
error, the' effect of compensating for the sun in the scanner field of view [
given in Section 5.4.2.3.1. Tile effect of this compensation is to increase
the deadband from 0.2 degre e to 0.3 degree, (pitch only) and create a short 1
: term attitude error •not exceeding 0.2 degree. Herfce for a short period of i
. time (_pacccraft sunrise and sunset) the total attitude error will be :L0.66 '
' degree in pitch and _0.54 degree in roll, R
2. Yaw Axis - Table 5.4.2-2 shows the total error budget for the yaw axis. Two '
error budgets are given; the nominal error budget representing the current ap- I
preach; and an improved budget showing the potential performance with com- e
ponent modifications. There arc six major error sources for the yaw axis: the
, null error of tile RMP, the gyro alignment; the control logic drift; the gyro logic Ill
• drift, and the control subsystem deadband. Steps n. through e. following, de- n
i. scribe those sources.
a. Gyro Null Error - The rate integrating gyro in the ratemeasuring package I .
i
: is Used in the rate mode for normal operation, In this mode, rate signals
on the output axis are lnterpret_l by the Control subsystem as spacecraft •
' yaw positions. Rates appearing on the input axis are modified by a gain .... $
f_ctorof orbitalrate,.andthe sine(0.707)of the mounting angle of:therate
_.measuring package (45degrees), Threeerror sources were consideredin •
thenullerror assessment; gyrodrift,,hysteresis,and threshold,''_The gyro .....$
driftfrom testmeasurements (and pervendor quote)Is 0,25 degree/hour/
. year. Assuming the lastnullingprocedure occurred two m0nthspri0r tO ' • . .o
launch, at the end of one year of flight the drift rate could be as high as i __
_ 0.292 degree/hour..With ahysteresis limitof 0.2 degree per houi'and a _.:
thresholdfor the electronicsof 0.I degr,eeper hour (bothspecification • "'......
values),the totaldriftrateat theend Of one year in orbitis 0.368 degree B
per second. The resultingattituderror .is0.14 degree as shown on the "_ "
Table 5,4.2-2. .... .... m :_$
b. Roll and Yaw Axis Ali_ment - One of the major contributors to the yaw
attitude error is the alignment of the integrating gYro. The gyro is cur, I _
rently shock-mountedto the rate measuring packageby rubber grommets. g
These grommets represent the major source of the alignment error. The _
gyro input.axlscan be alignedto withinone-arc-minute, and the ratemeas- i '_'i_urlng package can be aligned.tothe attitudecontrolmodule toWithinsi'xrc-, _..
minutes, The grommets, however, can onlybe aligned lnitiallyi and swell- -- ii_
I!ing, changes in g loading; relaxation, etc., can cause the alignment to :_changeby an estimated 20 minutes. Hence the total alignment error per
axis is 0.35 degree. The elimination of this shock mount represents the
primarY area of potentialimprovement for the yaw axis. Redesigningthe _ 'i
rate measuring package to.permithard mounting of the gyro willreduce |
the mounting error to 0.1 degree.
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c. Control Logic and Gyr,, Logic Drift - The electronics for both the yaw
• _ control logic and the logic will drift ip. much the same manner as dis-
.'i cussed in pitch and roll section. The estimated drift error is _0.15 ,,
/ degree for bolh the control and gyro logic.
t
d. Roll Axis Coupling - As discussed in Section 5.3, the integrating gyro
' t in the rate measuring package is mounted wltl_ its input axis 45 degrees.. to the roll axes, lint in the orbit plane. In this position, yaw and roll
position and rate signals are outputted by the gyro, Proper filtering
helps remove the roll rate signal from the yaw channel, but the roll _
t position signal ca_uot be filtered. As a consequence, the roll error
appears as a yaw ci,.ror and must be included in the yaw error budget.
From Table 5.4.2-2 the error is 0.54 degree. :
e. Control Deadband - The yaw channel, like the pitch and roll channels has
o a a deadband of 0.2 degree built in to the control loop. ;/
| 4
f, Total Error - The total y_w error is ob_ined by roo_ sgm squaring all "
the random errors and adding the result to the deadband error. For the! ,nominal subsystem, the total error IS 0,96 degree. With hard mounting
of, the gyro, the potential accuracy is 0.79 degree. '::
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: 5, 4.3 ORBIT ADJUST STABILIZATION MODE ANALYSIS
5.4.3.1 Objective . _
The objective of the orbit adjust stabflizationmode analysis is to determinethe spacecraft :., ;
attitude during the period of orbit adjust when the orbit adjust engines may produce large :! ...
disturbance torques due to location tolerances 2relatlve to the spacecraft center of mass.
The estimated magnitude of the disturbance torques is:
a. Roll: a:0.003 lb-fl
b.. Pitch: _-0.01 lb-R
c. Yaw. _0.01 Ib-ft " '
iiBased on a 1-1b orbit adjust engine and a 0.01 ft center of mass displacement., The maxl-- !
mum error at orbit adjust termination is <:_ I0 degrees (sll"axes)for. a single orbit adjust .., ..:, ,
,.."
maneuver of 600 sec. duration .... ,.... _t i
5.4.3.2 Summary, of ResultS" • ' " }
Although _ momentum wheelshav_ sufficient torque' atolOV_speedto control, the ,spacecraft ' _, :,,
in the presence ofothe orbit adjust disturbance torques, ..thewheel speedsaturates soon after . ] .....
the beginning of the orbit adjust period and the wheels lose control, :The pnetunaticgat_g, ' '_ ° _ 'i: frequ ncy"(a0.05, lb-ft_-sec "burst" per: 240 Se ) in the roll and pitch, c innedis too .low tOo_ " .
keep the wheels unloaded,: an@the eg_'0r Incr_es to 5 degrees, where the roll and pitch :
_pneuraatics becomeacttvated ancl assume control of the Spacecraft. :Thtm, in the normal .... _mode the. NCS will operate sat_factorfly in the .r011:andopitchaxes :during orblt adjust, With, .
a maximum error of approximately ..5 degree_i in each .axis_ ,However, in normal operation
{he.yaw pneumatics .is disabled_ ,.so that after the yaw wheel has saturated, ,all control_torque , ] ii• " about the'yaw, axis .is lost.. In order to:provlde yaw Control, a methodof, ctriving the pneu- _ _ . _.,
matics must be _iniplemented.., Four ,,,Sppr°aches have been._ identified:,,' " .... ": " 1' a... Switch the rate measuring package.output to the pneumatics,"ettherdtrectly or
through the _cquisiUoncontrol filter (14 seclag t/me constant), wltha reduction in
gain to ensure sing!e-sided Jet operation. Inthis mode,° theyaw rate gyro and wheel ]taciiometer are disconnected from the pneumatics._,, The worst cruse,performance in_ -
-_ this mode is calculated to be:. _' ,: .. ,....
!• i. Roll: -,-5" ...... '" ........
2. Pitch. _: 5" " _'..... ;' " I
,. ' ,. ,f .... ' .3. Yaw_ a:9" :: ,: _ _
b. Switch the yaw channel to the acquisition mode. Stnce the wheel unloading in the yaw I
channel is not limited by a 240 sec gat_g clock, the pneumatics should keep the
wheels unloaded. To..prevent unwanted let f_l_ due to yaw rate _o drift, the
-, .... i,!1 |5-84
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yaw rate gyro should be disconnected or else a tighter specification should be placed _
I on the drift. The estimated performance .in this mode is* .4
,.: fi0 . . 4
• 1. Roll_ :_. "
' I •
"± 5" "2. Pitch.. .:
3. Yaw. 4. 7° '-:'
c. Replace the yaw rate gyro with aninertial quality rate integrating gyro, which is .._
operated in its rate mod_ and used to drive the wheels (inr_tead of the RMP output). .;.i,
• I The pneumatics is enabledto provide wheel unloading.. Performance in this mode is . _'_estimated to be: _;:
2, Pitch. ._-5" ...... >
I ' 3. Yaw 4-4" ....' ' . " i .. ,_ . .;_
.0_ d. Tighten the yaw ratet0n'o, drift specificationto 0.'02 degree_Sec (from 0;:2 degree/I _':' ' sec) and use .the gyr0.0utputto-drive the pheumattcs with the' wheel tachometer , :':
,.. : . . ' signal disconnected. .Alternatively, the rate g_rzo drift"could be specified _be .0.05 '
..... degree/sec and the orbit _dJust period limited _ 300. secon_. In each case, the i.
• "1 .... • : _,.;,.estinu_tederrorsare_ ... u. . - : ..._ ............. ..... . ,.,.
:". :." .1. Ro_: ._5° ...... _." _ i ..i....' "... : _,"
,... ...._ ' " 3. Yaw _18 _. '- ". " •:_ ' ' ' " ' ' ..
!
The hardWare./mpact of.the:f;t00r-approach,s_ shown in-Fibre..5.4:3,1. ::!Approach(a)is:_...... '_i
I recommended:, bas_l onmhtimum hardware/mpact and adequate performance. Although.° . " _ .i_• _,.approach' (b)_provides slightly bet_r yaw:performance for the disturbance torqu_ levels .
•..... analysed, i_ performance would be degraded if the disturbance torque exceeded thewheel :
stall:torque (about0.021 lb-ft_, whereas approach (a) is relatively ,insensitive to the:, dis-
i turbance torque ievel. Approacl_(c ) is considered to require anexcesstVe ' am0imf o_ ad....../'
" _,,ditional hardware, and approach (d)requireseither a yaw.rate _ro drift specification which
" maybe d/if/cult to meet (0.02 degree/'sec), ,or,lan undesirabie operationel'restrio_ton (300
I Sec maximum orbit adjust duration), in a_lditiont0' a margh_ yawaccuracy performance. :
. The ACS propellant total impulse-forthe ,diSthrbance torque:levelsanalysed and a 600 sec
I orbit adjust Period ilsz ".._..i _ '
•I. lq_oll_-.;"0.7 Ib_see _ .."| ',I• 2. Pitch: '1,2 Ib-sec "
3. Yaw" 5, I Ib..:sec "'
" 7.0 Ib-sec
' .,. .- i.. • : ' , .::. - - -, " " .. . :: _ '_ . ' ' - _, -.
,_.,_. _
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which is 1.2 percent of the available orbit adjust lmptfise (528 lb-sec). Since the total firing :_!?
time for the orbit adjust et_gines is 2450 sec, the total orbit adjust impulse required is 29
Ib-seconds. " + !',_
i ,.
• 5.4.3.3 Analysts,, , and Studies.. -i_
Figure 5.4.3-2 .•is a detailed block diagram of the yaw control •loop with the recommended +!
I modifications for orbit adjust control. These include a relay,which switches the liMP output :_(edte r the lag network) from the wheel pulse modulator to the Ipneumatle pulse modulator, •_i+
i/_ and a relay which disconnects the yaw rate gyro output from the pneumatl_ pulse modulator. _i
Immediately prior to the orbit adjust maneuver, the yaw channel Is placed in the acquisition/
mode by sendtngCommand C5, which enables the yaw axis rate gyro and yaw pneumatics , . <:
and decreases the gain and time constant of the RMP amplifier (lag network). Then the orhtt ,_
adjust yaw command (new) is sent, which cormects theRMP ampltfiei" output _ the pneu- ' __'_
matins pulse modulator and removes the yaw rate gyro output from the pneumatics pulse '
modulator. '" ' ,..
!
. . The princ/ple of operation of the yaw channel in the orbit adjustmode is that the Kigh rau_"
+ gain,', low noise and low drift of.the RMP perm/t the yaw channel to be operated in a rate + . ."_
: limiting.mode. Thusthe yaw loop ls unstable as a position control system .....in the sense: that __:,_
the position error is unbounded, but the duration 0_Orbit adjust is so sho+l*t(600 sec) that the i_
.position error docs.n0t exceed 10 degreos at 0rbR adjust terminationdue to+the 'rate |tmiting. .,ii;_I_.+ T_:sal1'_ntfeatures,ofthe orbitadjustCont_o!+loopar_ as follows: . '+.. . !
.....' a. The yaw rateUlimtt Whlch cache achieved'during orbit adjust Is governed by the
.. ;: characteristics of the pneumatics pulse m()dulator rather- than the RMP. The 4rff_ ii_
,, ,, 'ii.,of the RM_/S _ess than l.degree/hr, c0rresp0ndlng to 0.'_003 degree/seal, and the i, ,
; ++ ' noiSe leve[..of'20 my with a scaie factor of lO0w_l_ts/degree/scc cd_'responds to a : ..... + +::_i!
" rate of 0, 0002degree/sec0nd. Thus. the liMP output would be suitable f0r a rate _
..... limiting system with a threshold0f 0.001 degree/see, 'which would corresP0nd to a +_:_
odrift of 0.6_degree in° 600 seconds. However, the minimum on-time of the _istlag .+:_
_yaw pneumatics pulse modulator is 0,O_sec, wh_h produces a minimum rate i'i_
, change when the Jet'fires of 0.0228 degree/second, ff the rate threshold Is set +_
" " belowO.OlA4 degree/see, the System would continuously Os_tUate between the Posi- :i:_
rive and negative thresholds and propellant consumption would b_ excessive. AI. _
,; +:though it would be p0s_ible to change the pneumatics pulse modtfiator to give a
smaller mlnimum:'on-tlme and permit a low rate threshold, 'this clumge 1_ not -+ i
....recommended because satisfactory performance can be obtained with the i_resent
, pulse.modulator, To avoid oscillatory behavior and. maintain single-sided jet, _,.+
_ + . oPeratlo_,, the rate threshold has-beenset _tt0.020 d_gree/_eCohd. To:achieveth/s, -
a gain of |. 7 iS r_u/red between, the RMP _llfier output and the pneumatics
+'+.......... pulse modulator, Considering system Performance in response to yaw rates only,
, _e.mean rate during orbit adjust is, neglecting the effect of tlm lag network,
,... 0220-0.022_' 0. 0106 deg/sec@m = _ 0.0220+ (0.
"' "' O-S7 .'
•"-_-" ....... + ._:i
.i ": +++ .....+:'+" + + : .+
+ , + ,. ,_ + .,+ ._ ,,.,.+,+., _+.s-m_; ++_-_W , . ., %+ .. . . . + ii .
' " ...... '", +o,'+ + ", .... ' o,'_' ' • ,;5 +', ' '+ .... " , ";.... : "
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i The effect of a 14 see lag on the mean rate is illustrated in Figure 5.4.3-3 which
shows the yaw error and rate for zero roll and pitch disturbance torques and a 0.01
'"I Ib-fl yaw disturbance torque, The transient in the first 30 sec is due to the yawwheel, hich was in parallel w/t the pn umatics in this simulation. In perlod ,:
between 30 and 200 see, the mean rate is 0.017 degree/second. The yaw error
i after 600 sec due to this rate will be 10 degrees, i;i:_
b. In addition to the yaw rate the RMP detects roll rate and coupled orbit rate corn- "
I ponents. The RMP output is _.... ,_',,
o.7o7Ks (w° 1¢
I ilwhere thescale factor Ks'is 100 volts/degree/see and Wo is the orbit rate 10.001 _.....
rad/sec. The above discussion has assumed that ,_, _ and + _ are zero; however,
I " this will not be true during orbit adjust, The major perturbing effect is due to _,which Increasers to a peak of about 0.08 degrce/s_e as the roll wheels lose control ....
and the roll error increases to the 5 degrees pneumat/e.threshold. If the r011 and
yaw disturbance torques have theeame sign, the effect of the roll r_te is to bias .,_..... . the yaw rate threshold, so that for a steady, roll rate _n, mean yawrate is _._
not 0.017 degree/sec as .statedab0ve but ,v
..... ,.0.017 œ € m
i .| .... . . . . ,
_tllO- '
I
Fiiptre 5,4.3-3. Yaw Position and Rate vs Time 10.01 Ib-ft Yaw Disturbance)
" I" 'J
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The integrated .effect of this bias is an error Increment in yaw equal to the roll ex-
cur,_lon, which is 5.degreea. This effect is shown in Figures 5.4. :I-4, 5.4.3-5,
5.4.3-6, and 5. 4.3-7, which show pitch, roll and yaw performance for disturbance
torques of 0.01 lb-ft (pitch), 0.003 lb-ft (roll) and 0, 01 lh-ft {yawt. Tim time varl-
_ ation of the yaw rate curve (Figure 5. 4.3-7)corresponds directly to the roll rate
,.!I, (Figure 5.4.3-5). -
c. After approximately 200 see, the roll position error is constant at 5 degrees anti ::
the yaw error is nearly constant (slowly lncreas!n_ at 7 degrees. _ this state, thcJ i
RMP output contains the component " I
..0,707KS (W° (_,,V)) _:7";_-5" -
* which is equivalent to a bias rate Of
10 -3 (7 t 5) --_0.012 degrco/_ec
in the opposite direction to the yaw drift. Thus the mean yaw rate is reduced from
0.017 degree/see to about 0,005 degree/see for the last 400 seconds. The mean ..
yaw rate obtained by simulation is 0.004 degree/see (Figure 5, 4.3.6).
'.Addingtogethertheeffectsof yaw drift,,,rollrate coupilngand orbitrate coupling,,the x-
pectedworst case yaw error Is: , .....
ift "_ ": ' -: a. Yaw dr : :10° ' ' ' 'I
-.. ob, Roll rate: 5° .... ::
",_ c, Orbit rate-. ':_, -5°_ "_" "' " ..... -., ' " ::
The yaw error obtainedfrom the simulatedrun (Figure5.4.3'_ifls8.3 ,degreesafter600 '_:
. Sec, which is in Satisfactoryagreement wtth the above estimate, All_wing an additional 0.5 ':,
degreeto account for_he fact that the yaw wheel will not be operated in the recommended .i_I. ;. °approach, the expectedworst case errors are: ..... " ' ... .:.... ..' o
., " ' ? (t , '
b. Pitch: _-5" - :, ;
....: 5.4.3.4 Alternate Approaches . ,,
three alternate approaches are the same In pr_ciple as the preferred approach, but i
differ in detail as discussed below.
\2' o
'V. _ 1
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U 5.4.3.4.1 Acquisition Orbit Adjust Mode without Yaw Rate Gyro
I The rationale for this approach is that the rate deadband can be set to a lower level than the
• preferred approach if the RMP output is used to drive the wheels rather than the jets. The
4
wheel unloading circuitry, which unloads the wheels at 50 percent speed (wheel capacity is
I 0.39 lb-ft-sec) will prevent the wheels from reaching full speed. Referring to Figure5.4.3-2, the wheel pulse modulator (acquisition mode) begins to operate at a rate of 0.0038
degree/see and operates ..•continuously at 0.0096 degree/second. Since the wheel stall torque ....
_ is about 0.02 lb-ft, for a disturbance torque of 0.01 lb-ft, the wheel pulse modulator duty ':
, J cycle will be 50 percent .... This corresponds to an input rate of
n 0.5 (0.0038 + 0.0096) = 0.0067 degree/sec i
Thus the wheels should stabilize at an input rate (RMP ,Qutput) of 0.0067 degree/second.
_ This corresponds to a drift over 60•0 sec of 4 degrees. The coupling of roll rate will cause a
I
" yaw errorof 5 degrees, as in the preferred approach, and the orbital rate coupling after 200
sec will be approximately
I , ....i0 -3 (1.5 + 5) _ 0_.0065 degree/see.
I .., Thus, the overallestimatedyaw accuracy is " ....
a. Yaw Drift: " 4° ,
I ,,, ,n,: ._.h. Roll Rate: 5° ._ ..i*!iii_
'- c. Orbltrate: -2___ '.... " .'::.
| V
.m .......m_d the systemperformance .Is:_ _ ._..| • ,, -
.... a. Roll. ._5° '
I b. Pitch: _:50 .. "_i;_
..c. Yaw: ± 7°
Although this approach gives .slightly better performance.than the preferred approach, it has . _
the disadvan_ge that a disturbance torque of 0.02 lb-ft, twice the expected Value, Would ,_
I override the Wheel torque and the performance would be likely to be degraded. .:,_,, • ! , *" . .i_4_
.._ In this mode, I[ is undesirable that signals .from the yaw rate gyro should causethe Jets to ._.
I. fire. . Since-the yaw rate syro drift is specified at 0.2 degree/sec maximum .and the pneu- ,,:'.__•maties pulse modulator threshold is set at O. 1 degree/see, pneumatic firing caused by the .... *:_:_
yaw rate gyro could occur. To avoid this, the yaw rate gyro output should be disconnected ,_
I from thepneumatics during orbitadjust,'orelsea tighterspeclficatlonshouldbe placed on. •.__:the gyro drift. ,_
n ..... 1
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5.4.3.4.2 InertiM Quality Yaw Rate Gyro
if an inertial quality rate integrating gyro is operated in its rate mode and substituted for the
yaw rate _ro, its output can be used to drive the wheels as in the approach described above.
In this case, the yaw channel ls not affected by roll rate and orbit rate coupling into the gyro, _
and the expected yaw accuracy is :_ 4 degrees. Thus the system accuracy is. ,
i= a. Roll: ± 5"
.t
b. Pitch: ._ 5°
c. Yaw: * 4" '::'
The gyro drift and noise should be compatible .with the objective of maintaining yaw drift at
0. 0067 degree/second_ Thus a suitable drift and noise level would be 0.001 degree/see ' [(3.6 degree/hr). The main disadvantsge of this approach is the major incremental cost of
providing the inertial quality rate integrating gyro.
l5.4.3.4.3 Improved Yaw Rate Gyro .,
In this approach, the spring restrained yaw rate gyro presently included in the ACS design is _.
. used to drive the pneumatics, but its drift sPecification is improved from the present 0.2'
• degree/second. For orbit adjust, the gyro gain into the pneumatic pulse modulator is in- .... .
• creased by 5so that the steady-state on threshold is 0,02 degree/second. If the,gyro drift i
is _d' the e:_pected yaw error, after 600 sec is _
" '" " I "5'600 (_d  O;01) , ,! :
where the second term in the above expression is due to the threshold: Figure 5.4' 3-8 ' "
shows yaw error _ter 600 sec g.s a _ction of gyro drift. In order to maintain flie yaw .... I
error below 20 degrees, the gyro drift mustbe specified, at 0._2 degree/sec, which may be
difficult to achieve. For this drift the expected accuracy is: ,,_
/ I
a. Roll: * 5° ..... _ :,
b. Pitch: • 5° ::_'
c. Yaw: • 18' ' _ ,. ' ,2.
"! ;:' t ., ' I
7'
' I
;_ 2 ..... ,
!'
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i5.4.4 BACKUP STABILIZATION MODE ANALYSIS ' 'ili.'
I
5.4.4,1 Objective ,
The objective of the backup stabilization mode analysis is to identify a reliable yaw axis con-
trol to be used in the event of a failure of the rate measuring package (gyrocompass). !
5.4.4.2 Summary of Results ,ji
• _ _'our methods of providing backup stabilization in the event of a failure of the RMP (rate
_,= measuring package) have been considered .... ._]
_ 5.4.4.2.1 Semi-Active Gravity Gradient Mode /
"i°_ This is an auxiliary mode of the Nimbus D Acs. The yaw co,_trol loop iS turned Off and a _}
:: momentum bias is added to the pitch reaction wheel to provide a gyroscopic restoring torque
":,: " tn yaw. The roll andpitch control loops_are operated the. same as In the nomal active con- !
' _ trol mode,_ except .that the pitch wheel tachometeroutput is fed back, and th(_:rbll wheel !
,, __,tachometer feedback gain, is increased_ in'order to utilize the_gravitygl_adtent torque to On- _"
,.. load the wheels. In Referen0el, the expected accuracy with a 20_-fo_gravity gradient rod ::,_.,
"4engthts quoted as 3,9 degrees •(roll), 0.8. deg_/ee (pitch)and 2.3degrees (yaw.) ,These _ " _
_ accuracy estimates are bas_l, on previous anslysis and do no_ tnc!.ude the degradation in YaW
_ accuracy causedby a finite l_olltachometer gainor,¢he pitch offset whfChdevel<)ps as the _:,
,__ ,= system_eeks Its gravity gradient nu!!..: Includin_ theseeffects, _ tl_e accuracy "(with no gravity _, '_ i
gradi'en_rod) has been esflmatedto be: - ' '.... ,o, _ ' " "_'
"_;:_, " Roll :-1.Tdegrees .... ' _,:_," -... .:
;-,_ Pitch _,_%, 2.8 degre s .... '......... _ i,
_= : Yaw 6,7 degrees ........ !:..... , !J
Since these figuresare based on. a con_ervative assump_on for-the ma_n_ticl dlp(_le moment._)f !_]
•: the spacecraft, the flight performance _nay be better, ..... -, ,
_' : 5.4.4.2.2 Sun Sensor Yaw control ....... :- ,,
• : " This method was eva_tmted based on the assmnption that yaw control ismost necessary during" '
,o the period when the.sttn lineis Within 55 degree8 of,the spacecraft!coal ,_ertioal _ (duration .... .. i]
o_i about 25 minutes arotmd the.descending node). ':An, analog or dtgt_tal sunsensox_ plus a n0n:_ ., _]i.
_: ....:_ linear _ftmction generator would be used to provide ayaw error Signal during this period. This '
sensor gives no output, the yaw channel is essentially uncontroUed. Although a steady-8_te
: .... yaw accuracy of the order of 8 degrees when the sun" sensor signal is present is feasible ,.
.... Using this,method, a large yaw error occurs bet_veen periods.of sun,,sensor control, and a _[
' severe yaw transient occurs once per orbit. I!
|
':_ . _,..'" :,', :-"-""., i_': "'_. : --"''::., " "i-.'i/' . _ . - _ _,._.
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11 February 19705.4.4.2.3 Sun Sensor and Yaw lertial Reference Unit
Ji This approach would use a rate integrating gyro mounted on the yaw axis to provide continuous
,, _i | yaw control, Once per orbit the gyro would be updated using a sun sensor. Additional equip-
ment in¢.l;_des the yaw gyro and a signal processor which provides the gyro update. The
I expected,accuracy in this mode is: ......
" . Roll 0.7 degree ,_
| "':, ," Pitch 00 7 degree
Yaw 1 degree '__'
i _k'.
":_ Three backup approaches are compared in"the tradeoff matrix of Table 5.4.4_-1. Method (1),
•....... the semi-active gravity gradient mode (without the gravity gradient .rod) is the best approach
_ i of the three, based on the fact that it is an existing. ACS mode., .Method (2) (sun sensor con-
......" u trol) provides marginal backupb.apability._ and Method (3) (stm sensor and yaw inertial
reference unit), while providing a good yawbackup capability, would require more additional •
_. _ hardware.,than a redundant RMP. ..... ,,
It
i,,:. The f0ui, th approach, the redundant RMP results in minimum impact to implementation and
t_ n_o Change .in:_'Performance. Only ohe_RMP is in use at One time, _l the backup can be "
_ '_ seleetedupon cc)mmand..This has been selected as the primary gyrocompass backup. _ o_ ,,
.... /Anly andStudi ' • .... " .... '
i"i, , / The z_ecommendecl _approach tb_yaw backuP is to use airedundant rate measuz:'ing Paekageo : _
.IS Since thin, provides performance idenf;ic_ _ that 'of _he'normal mode, no analysis is neces-| sary_" Am a coneequence"the _lyS_s in the followingseotions are"[hose of the alternate
° approaches o_y, .... _ . .... _i_.
. 5.4,'4.3.i Semi'Active Gravity Gradient Mode ,_' " : ' " ._ ... :
....../ i[ :_ _Tnpreviotmanalyses of this mode; stability conditions:for a system with pitch momentu_bias|
"and roll wheel tachometer feedback have .been developed, and it_has been shown that a stable __
'_ : _ system can be obtained if the pitch momentum bias is in the bpposite_sense to. [he pitch orbfi_d "
l .momentum and the gravity gi, adient rod extension is limited to less than 25 'feet, _ The basic " "
_' _ . equaflons..used in this analysis are . • . _
'! .... Y/'_
" +' ( )-W - "Ix-I _ '+ '+ W H = _
' ,, 0 g _ Z
II
!
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I where the wheel momentum Is given by _
I " .... i
Hy = lie 4. fly (H'_c const) i_,_
I! _- 0 /@
1 Fren_ the coupled roll/ynw equations, a fourth-order characteristic equation can be derived,
to Which the Routh-llurwitz t_tabllity criterion can bc applied. The criterion is satisfied when
I '
- where Wo Is the orbit rate. If the gravity gradient rod Is not deployed, this condition is .W
.| satisfied, since " .
. % = .2a > = 41o,a (270-1z5) ,,. .. ..
- . where the numerical data are taken from lieferencel llowever, when,4he gravity:gradient- _$'
rod IS deployed, Iy increases and tl_e stability erltorlon, isnot satisfied If 1y:_425 which-._
I ' Corresponds to a rod length 0f about.L8 feet. This Value tit less than the 25 fee rquotedin .
". prevlotm analysis due tO reduction of Hcofi'0m ! .5 m:1.23 and different values of moments of
I
..... l_r a stable system, Sensitivity coefficients can be, developed which _lve th6 system response _.
" tea vartetyof forcing functions, Table 5,4.4-2 lls_ sensitivity coefficients {angular error/ •torque level) for steady-state attd,orbitai-;period disturbances (inthe vehicle frame)..'The
,.. cbem.¢tents obtait_edbyprevlous analysis are'lls M, together with tl_e for the pratt .
i design (roll tach feedback gnlfl 188 rpm/degree), and for.tl_ roll taeh feodhack gain re_luce,l"- to94 rPm/degree. T ble 5.4.4.3 shows e ror esttm_te_, based (m the torque levels obtained
..... lnprevtou s analysis, Sines the. nm_ordl_tturbance'm_tue la,_magnettc and the roll imd ytw .....
orbital, pe_,'KI comlmnent_ arc out of phase, it is, considered appropriate tb:._ake the toot sum ---, .,i_•square of the orbital perlx_d err rs and add _the teady,stat erro /, directly.- _l'he.maJor dtf-,
ference between the three sets of estimates ts that the preaent/_ch feedl_ck gain of 188 rPm/
| degree cause s large Yaw errors (estimated at 17 degrms). :_
1
: .... If the roll wheel unloading Is enabled, the reltwheels wtll unload at318 rpm, correapgnding"., _:_
-_| to 1,7-degree roll error. In this Situation, It would be exPeeM that the ratio of,4:l between .... '/
,' the yaw a_nd roll errors shown in Table 5.4,4'$ woul*d be matntalnod, so that the nmxtmum ....II
?..* yaw error would be iatmut/I.7 degrees. R roll wheel unloading is Mlbited, the.roll and yaw .,
....m errorsmay reach,the values ahown_! ,: Table 5.4.4.,3. _ _ ;
:: . The valuesquoted:for the 10,foot gr_tvlty rod it} Table 5.4.4-3show that the improvement In
i accuracy obtained by deploying the rod is small. If theredlength Is tncreased to 15 .feet thesteady-stats roll sensitivity coefflciemt_X (0)becomeS' larlt_ and the over ll accuracy hi
,., 'degraded, _ ..
5-e9
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Since tach feedback is included in the pitch reaction wheel loop for this mode, the system
Will seek its gravity gradient null. Assuming a principal axis mtsalignmcnt of 2 degrees
about the pitch axis_ the pitch channel will have a steady-state error of 2 degrees in addition
to thc_ pitch error of 0. H degree obtained in previous anslysis. Thus the totat pitch error
will be 2.8 degrees.
In summary, the semi-active gravity gradient mode can be operated in two ways, with and
without automatic roll wheel unlo_tding. With roll Wheel unloading, 'and without theGravity
Gradient Rod the maximum errors are estimated to be_
Itoll 1.7 degrees
Pitch 2. tt degrees-, i .
Yaw 6.7 degrees
Without roll wheel unloading, a conservative es_nate of the errors is: i
ltoll 4.4 degrees
Pitch 2.8 degrees ,, _, i
Yaw 17.2 degrees _ _ ....
Thegravity gradient rod prodttces an unstable system ifextendod beyond18 feet in this _/, ;
mode; ff the rod extension is limited to l_rss than 15 feet, the improvement in accuracy -
achieVed by deploying it is not considered to Justtfy the added operational effort involved in _, '
the part/al deployment. _ ., il,i
' 5.4.4/4 Sun Sensor Approaches ::, " ".... ,
Figure 5. 4. 4-l_shows the 21:3Q ERTSorbit which has been used asthe/baseline for the '......_ , ' '_ !_,_i./
analysis _of sun sensor me_ods of yaw baclmp control. The duration over which the stm-ii " -_
!0linn gives yttw attitude intelligence increases as the orbit ascending node time approach_ i_ _,,
06:00 or 18:00; for these orbits the sun line geometry provides an almost continuous yaw - i:_
l'eference. However, forthe range of ascending node times under consideration for ERTS _] _i(approximately :_30 min around 21:30) the varl_tion in _ _easor geome_y is relatively _, i
small. :.... ".... .,_.. ,nq. , _......
'' "' i,
o. , ,
,
• • .,.,
" -,Flgure 5.4. 4-I. ERTS Orbit 121:30 Ascending Node) _ ,
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,,. In the vehicle frame, the direction cosines o! the sun lIne are given by
:} SV _ os 8 cos_sinWot + (-cosSsin¢cosi h¸´ slni)cosWot ..!
':_ _sin 0 sin i)sin Wot !:';_._,,
,?- where
.,i
= 143 degrees (sun line hour angle relative to ascending node)
1 = 100 degrees (orbit inclination)
W ,, = orbit rate
4
. Wot .= orbit position relative to descending node :;_!
.' .... . '4 , ,
, O = ,sun line declination ..... _ ..
Inserting numerical values, for _ and i, '
.... ._! = .799 Cos6stnWot'-,-(O.985stn 8 cosO)eo_ _. -. "i" ....
We,/_.799 cos _ cos W t -. (0.985 sin6 +0, 105 cos.O) S_ .-. "_'
Which may be written " "_
,. i
° (Wo") :!
. b , .
_ where'a_ b and _are functions of the'sun line decimation O. At the equinoxes and, solstices _
a, b and rl have the following values .. " .,._ :..
_ i i n i II ii l' I
;: Spring/Autumn Winter Summer '_
H ,_ ,. li I 'r .
6 -0 6 = -23. 5"' 6ffi +23.5"
.. ,' • ,. /
' . a O.805 O.790 0. 880 ,.:.,
: : b . O. 593 -' O. 613 O. 475 ;'_
Zt 7.5 _ -23. i" 3,'; 7"
:I
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The two anglos of interest from the vl.ew point ot yaw sensing are the sun sensor yaw null "_ :
_n' defined as the angle between the Xv axis (zero attitude errors) and the projection of the
: sun line on the Xv -Yv piano, and the "out ot plane" angle _, defined as the angle between .
the sun line and the Xv -XvPlane. The variation of these angles with orbit position and with
!" the season give the linear range and cross-axis range required for a sun sensor, g_nand ff
". are illustrated in Figure 5.4.4-2, and are given by the expressions
sin t- _)
= arc cos 2
_n - a co t
'Ii, _ =arc sin cos ( t - :'
The variation of _n and Q with orbit position is shown in Figures 5.4.4-3 and 5.4.4--4, "
respec tlvely.
5. 4.4.4. 1 Sun Sensor Yaw Control .... :_!
. ?
• This method of yaw backup control is based on the assumption fl_ataccurate yaw control is _i_
most necessarydurlng the period when thesun line is within 55 degrees of,he spaeeoraft "
local vertical. This condition is shown on Figure 5. 4. 4-4 (Q i_ less than -35 degrees)and
• On Figure 5.4.4'3.- The duration of the yaw control period is about 25 minutescentered ._
roughly about+ithe descending node. An analog or digital sun sensor plus a nonlinear function
generator is used to provide a yaw e__pmi, which is Used to drive the yaw reaction ..... _ ':',
wheel, with _ch feedback to stabilize the loop. Figure 5.4. 4-5 shows yaw control loop : _; _
block diagrams for analog and digital sun sensor approaches: Sallent featu_re_ of the analog _ ,+
and digital approaches are discussed below.
'i 1
i
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Figure 5. 4.4-5_ Sun Sensor Yaw Control Block Diagrams .. ._
, , ,, _'.j
5.4. 4.4.1.1 Sun Sensor Implementation. From Figure 5. 4.4-3, the required linear range ,,,'+,
of the sun sensor is 106 degrees, centered about Cn = -90 degrees. The range of the out-
of-plane angle (Figure 5.4.4-4) ts from -35 to ,61 degrees. The linear range of the analog
sun sensorpresently included in the ACS is ± 30 degrees, _mdthe r_nge of out-of-plane angle _
ts abou_ _ 30 degrees. Thus the analog _un sensor can only give partial coverage of the I,, !_._..
requirement control period. If the sun sensor null islocated at _bn=''90 degrees and the
Sensor null plane is rDtated by 50 degrees abbut the Xv axis, the sun sensor will be in its I
linear range for about 16 minutes, with a variation of out-of-plane angle relative to the I+
sensor of -11 degrees. Two methods of mountl_ the sun sensor head are shown in Fig-
- . H
• t
I II Ft_bruaryi970 ,
I
. +_., +Zv.....
I , ]• 1o1 {hi ......
' ,...... Figure 5.4; 4-6. Sun Sensor Yaw Control-Ana!og. Sun Sensor4 Location .... :._._
.. In method (a), the, sun sensor attachment points:are the same as,for the Nimbus D, _-ut the ., :,.:_
!.].. sun sensors are rotated by 50deg_'ees and the null and anti-null se_s are-tnterchange_ (this " i ":
I ' involves a harness change and a change in.the angle, between the eyes in each set). i,Two su_ .!_'_sensor a!_sembItes are required (two solar sensors l_" each assembly) on the+X and -X faces .• ..,_.
of the AC_ structure. In method (b), .one sunsensor is mounted on, the -Y face_ithe ACS
, structure{ Method (b) is preferred sln0e it requires, only one sun sensor assembly andwill.be more accura e, since a null set in m thod (a) u es one solar sensor in .each of the +X and .,..,
-X as semblies. , : ....!: _
" A suitable digital sun sensor for tht_:,_tppl_cation is'_m Adcole sensor which has been flown on ' '_2
the ATS Satellites, and has a range of ±64 degrees about two axes and a resolution of 0.5 ' ._
i degree. Figure 5.4.4-7 shows the preferred location of the sensor head. The output of the .L_..sun sensor is a 16-bit serial digital word, consisting of two 8-bit Gray cededwords giving _:4
the two-axis sun line location. Since the maximum angle between the sun line and the-Y
i axis is 62 degrees (summer solstice) the sun line is within the field of view of the digital sun i_
i sensor throughout the' sunlit period, or about 70 minutes..
5. 4.4. 4, 1.2 Bias Generator. The major part of the bias generator is the nonlinear function
I generator which generates the tim -varying sun sensor null offset. In additi n, for an ar,alog ]
sun sensor, the bias generator would include, the sun sensor preamplifier and the wheel tach
.,,. feedback and bias offset summing point, and for 'a digital sun sensor, Gray/digital and
_.. digital/analog converters and the tach feedback and .biasoffset,summing point. ,.
/ .
t_
k
5 io,
....: :,..•..........,,. .......... •. , .......
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Figure 8. 4.4-7. DigitalSun Sensor Location
I/"': For the analog sun sensor, theexact form of the bias offset is given by .
'° _n = arcs:in ,
:: _, " E-(0. e43a 'cos . .)_1/2 ,,° (COo;_"'0) - 0.:7680 i,
:I
! ' which can be represented.to an accuracy o_about 2,.,,degrees Over the s_ sensor operating ,.
_.' region bY " _'_ : e_
= - A sin ' .."-'',,", ": .. "
": .For thedigital, sun. sensor the bias offset is ,, ,:_ " il ...... U "
= . • '':i:':, "
o_:, which....canbe representedtoanaooura0Yofabout2 degreeSnonllnear.OVer_uotlon,the25-mim_tes"_qulrement.' . " " ....' " I]....., range and 5 degreesov r. he entire suaHt r ngeby a
,!v
°.. Two alternative function generator hnplement_ti0ns are Shown in Figure 5. 4. 4-,8. In metl_od: ",:,. {a), a 400-Hz. clock .referenc (Nimbus DACS reference) isfre_ency _videdto..give one,. o
• 'pulse every t2.3 seconds.: This pulse train is fed to an:up"down counter.which cotmts up,to " ;, v
512, then automatically'reverses direction and counts down to 0,then recycles. The counter !l
' Output c01"f_SpOatlSto the time varying comPonsnt (tOot- _ ); the co_ter can be reset by ..-..." ,
"" command to adjust the phase _,. The output'iS couverted to an analog,voltage.= (triangle wave .........
:. withm_bital period) andis then converted to the nonlinear (approximately sinusoidall function ,,!:.J, :: by a diode network. A comtmmndvariable gain amplifi r adjusts the null offset function
"" 5-108
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o _ The rationale of this mode is that if a yaw reference is provided during spacecraft night,
, II then the sun reference can be used during orbit day to give continuous yaw control. The :_,
simplest yaw reference for the orbit night period would be a spring restrained yaw rate _-_
I _ro. However, a good gyro of this type has a drift of 0, 02 degree/second, and over the _35-mlnute orbit night the yaw drift could be as high as 42 degrees. An inertial quality arc
integrating gyro (YIRU) wca_Idhave a drift of less than I degree/hour, which would give
_ excellent yaw performance during orbit night. If this type of unit is used, the yaw %_iscan
, I be controlled for the full orbit using the gyro, and the sun sensor can be used to update the :_'
i
gyr0. Thus, the nonlinear function generator described above is not required. "
Figure 5, 4. 4-9 shows blockdlagrams of alternative methods of updating the YIRU. In ,
method (a) the gyro can operate i_ rate and position modes and is normally operated in. the
* _: pOsition mode. Once per orbityaw control is switched to an analog sun sensor, and the _ [4 4
:: i gyro is shnultaneo_sly switched, to its _te mode. This cages the g3vro and the rate output
J}
iS used to stabilize the sun sens6r conti'01 loop. After a period of 5 to I0 minutes to allow
I the system to settle onsun sensor control,_the gyro is uncaged and the system is switched' °_
i back togyro control. The timing signals are obtained from thesolar array P0Sitionoutput o_i:!%
using: a comparator. The optimum time for gyro update is when the sun sensor null is slowly _°_
• _ _: c_, SOthat the dynamic maneuver on sun sensor control is small and errors insolar
It
• array position do,not reflect into large errors in the sun_ sensor null. This occurs when
(wot - 17)is -90 degrees. The range ore/-Which_the sun sensor null offset variesdtlring a ....
i _ .year is _-5 de_rees about a mean of _n = '33 degrees. This variation is well within the i_'_
......range clan analog sun sensor, So that the elec_on/c complexity of a' digital sun sensor can .i_°.
_ be avoided;the unblased (mechanical) null of the sun sensor should be Set at ,,33 degrees as ,_
I: shownin Figure 5.4. 4-10. - ........ .... "' _
In method (b), the gyro operates ,in, its position modeand the yaw loop,_remains on gyro con ._ _o._o;_
I trol Continuously. Once per orbit...... the biased sun sensor output is sampledto giVe the yaw _
_ error. This sampled error ls used to drive the gyro torquer to correct thegyro drift. Two
methods of:timing the sun sensor output sampling are _•shownin Figure 5, 4.4-9; (i) the solar i :;_
array position is used to determine when = -90 degrees and the eeasor i_o_(_Oot- ) sun
-bias offset is command.varlab|e by _5 degrees to allow for seasonal variations, and (ii) the ' *
spacecraft clock and a counter are used to time the orbit position _ot = -76:6 degrees. In _'i::_
this case, the sun sensor null is at_ n = -38 degrees (Figure 5. 4.4-3) throughout theyear '!i.and a command varla_le bias Is not required if the sun senS0r nuil _s mechanically set at
i, Cn '_"=38 degrees as shown in FigureS.4, 4-10. The out-of-plane angle varies from +7 to -49 :i?degrees, ,_A command is required toreset the counter in order _ compensate for clock drift. ,_
_°.,_m_ The methods of l_rodrift update are compared in Table 5.4.4-5, The accuracy is approx/,
1 mately the same for each method, about 1. 3 degrees. Method +(b)ie preferred to me_od (a_ + ,_
because there is no dynanflc transient caused by switohl_g Sensors, and the clock referexice
is preferred to_e solar padd!e reference d_e to the simpler command interface (one die-tk_ q
I crete command compared to a_6-bit magni_de command). ThUS method (b) (ti) is the pre-
• ferred approach. *',
//
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d TABLE 5. 4.4-5, SUN SENSOR/YIRU SUMMARY i,i'
i ill
L ,.i--. ' Item . Update ,. Upda_ Method (b)
Method (a) (i) '(ti)
i , ,, , , i '4Sun Sensor ! _I
Type Analog Analog Analog )
Null Location _ -33 ° _ = -33 ° _ = -3b
Out-of-plane 0 O -21 °
Linear range *30 ° _0 ° ,80 ° ,_
Bias range _50 ,.50 0 _z_
Static accuracy _-0. 5"" i0.5° *.1° _i
I)ynamic accuracy _0. 50. 0 0
Signal Processor ; ; ,_
Timing refe_'ence Solar l_ddle :,;_,_S01arPaddIej. _, Cloak
" Offset bias _50 *.5° ,,:_ "" .... -- _ O:,
, _ Command Bias adjust Bias adJust _ •,Clock reset °i
• _, 16 bit) (6 bit) .... (discrete) . _,, ,_," ' Accuracy =_0.50 ..... ., _0.50 _i' =_0.2° ,.
_. _ Drift 0. 2 deg ./_r. }:_ ' 0, 2 deg/hr. _0.2 deg/l_r ....
:' Accuracy. drift _0...3, _-0, 3' "_ . _),37
" roll coupling *3.. 0° - *.1, 00 . ,,1.; 0° ., .,_.
: System Accuracy (1_) *-1. 36° . ' ..... :e£: 26 ° *.1, 46 °. " .
. If a YIRU were used as described above, it could be operated in its rate mode and be used to
replace the yaw rate gyro for acquisition in addl_o n t0providing a yaw backup function. Also,
it couldprovide yaw control during orbit adjust, .....
i/ ,
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5.4.5 UNCOMPENSATED MOMENTUM I :_
5.4.5.1 Objectives
The objective of the uncompensated momentum study is to determine the amount of uncom- I ....
pensated momentum that the spacecraft can tolerate and still maintain the required attitude
pointing and rates. I
5.4.5.2 Summary of Results
The position and rate response of the spacecraft to angular momentum input were obtained, J
and the amount of uncompensated momentum that would produce pointing errors of 0.1 degrees
and rate errors of 0.005 degrees per second was determined. The results show that position I
i errors are sensitive to low frequencies while rate errors are sensitive to high frequencies.
At low frequencies, the maximur_ acceptable uncompensated angular momentum is 0.06 lb-ft- i!
sec; at high frequencies the ma_mum is 0.028 lb-ft-sec. I i_
5.4.5.3 Analyses and Studies ,
- ] '
Uncompensated momentum results from internal torques generated by mechanical scannlng _.
or oscillating devices such as tape recorders, sensors, ete, The Attitude Control Subsystem
will respond to.frequencie_ of oscillation within its bandpass and attempt to correct for- the . _
errors introduced. For frequencies outside the bandpass of the control system, the space- _
craft will respond as an uncontrolled body, Peaks of oscillation will occur at the flexible i:_'-_" modes.,.... _ .. ' ., ]
Since pointing and angular rate accuracy must be matntat_d, .the sensitivity of the angular .......
popition and.rate of thespacecraft toangular:momentum input over the speclfiedrange of " i: _
.frequency was determined, The roll loop was chosen as typical, and the block dtag_un is if .
shown in Figure 5.4.5-1. Both_the pulse modulator and the flywheel were linearized, and the '_ "
transfer-functions for the_ roll loop were obtained. They a_e as follows: _ _- ° "
= , : 0,II \ , (),32"7_) + 0..83.33 = ,( _ ) ,
4 ( S )( S ,) ( S2 _,_0.748) _' ) " "I.+ , I +o.1168 (o._) 2 + o.166 s + I , '_,I
• '-: I )
: 1.666s ..1 o,.1 ¥z_- 0,_).....
+_8)(_) 2 +.,(),166 ',_+1, , ' l
where
(o = roll attitude " l
O " '
(0 = rollattltude rate
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Figure 5.4.5.1; ERTS Roll Control Loop +
The magnitudes of these transfer functi0ns _vorc obtained as functions of frequency,, and ?
- Solved for the amount of uncOmPensated momentum that would produce 0.1 degree of error
4
and 0,005 deg/sec of angular rate. These errors were felt to be acceptable. +The results
_i _t_e plotted4_ Figure 5.4.5-2, where the _rea under the curves represents acceptable '_+ +_
_X
unc0mpen'_ed momentum, The results show that positionerrors _ire sensitive to low + +
frequencies while rate!)err0rs are sensitive to high frequencies, _,+]"+++yfrequencies, the ++ +-i"
+maxim+urn acceptable uncompensated angular momentum is 0.06 lb_-,sec. This limit is a "++
coriseqttence of the modeling used in the analysis, and essentially limits the wheel momen-
tum available to control the uncompensated momentum. A momentum level of 0.06 lb.ft-sec ++
rePresents nearly 20 percent +ofthe momentum wheelcapabflity, +and Was set as an upper ++
At high frequencies, the .maximum allowable uncompensated angular momentum is 0.028 lb_
ft-soc, independent of frequency. The independence of frequency is a conseqttenee of con- +
serwation of angular momentum_ At high frequencies, the Attitude Control Subsystemcannot
respond and the total uncompensated momentum goes into the spaVecraft, causing it to rotate.
The maximum+*rate of rotation is dependent only upon the magnitude of the tmcomt_ensated +-
momentum, a_id the moment of inertia of the +spacecraft. Fi_equency is irrelevant. ......! +
One point Worth mentioning with regard to the high frequencies is that at 100 tad/see, the
torque level associated with a stnusoidsl momentum level of 0.028 lb-ft-sec is 2.8 lb-ft,
which is very large. It is not expected that torques of this magnitude will occur.
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Figure 5.4.5-2. Magnitude _)f uncompensated Momentum Producing Pointing 1 '' _.
Errors+of 0.1 Deg or Rate Errors+of 0.++005Deg/Sec ++, '++i_ +
+ If the momentum is constant, a torque must be applied at right angles to constantly torque. " i
the momentum, veCtoraround the orbit (un[ess_it is along the pitch axis of the spacecraft). + ++*+ '
Since+the "precession"torque is secular, it must be i_emoved by the pneumatic subsystem. I ii '
• _ To keep the propellsnt consumption below 10 percent for the first year, the total tin.compen-
sated moment constantly applied, must not exceed 0.01 lb-fl-sec; "
,5.4.6 + MAGNETIC DISTURBANCE ANALYSIS_, + _, +_
• +. 5.4.,_ 6. i Objective,,+ ++,+ ++ ,,I,, '_:_'__i_+.
• ' The objective of +the magnetic disturbance torque analysis,is to determine Che amount of
•' uncompensated magl_etic dipole moment that the spacecraft can tolerate,,, ,+.
5. 4, 6, 2
. H i_\
The effect of a sinusoidal magnetic dipole depends upon the frequency of the oscillation* .... III
At frequencies .below the frequency of the stabilization eubsymtem, the magnetic moment _
• requires wheel momentum. *Figure 5.4.0-i Is a plot of magnetic diPole versus frequency .... Ifor several l speed momentum requirements. For oscillations higher than the croms-
over frequency_ the magnetic torque is not a significant problem;'
• I
, ,.£
+
;+i
'._
.. ++_.+.++
Figur e 5.4,6-1. Momentum Storage Requirement for a Stmmoidal Dipole + o
' . , :f:.,To keep the momentum wheel requirement due to constant and n(_nconstant magnetic moments +_+:"
to 1/10 of the wheel speed capability,-(oryaw)theaxesmagnetlcmoment of the spacecraft must be less .:!I than 1000 pole cm onthe +roll of :th_spacecraft. To keep the totaI impulse con- ++_'
,sumption of the+pneumatic subsystem to less than I/I0 of its total, impulse Capability (578+lb- +,+.+__!+_,
+ see), _he spacecraft magnetic moment on the pitch axis must be iess than+12O0 pole:era. For _
I a dipolewhich +is+turned on and off, the accumulation of momentum is secular, and is dei_en" +dent upon the length of on-Use and the magnitude of the magnetic, _lpole. + Figure 5.4.6-5 ..... +'+++_,+,
'through 8 show the combination of magnetic dipole versus on-time which uses 10 percent of ++
I pneumatic gas m_tpplyin one year. disturbance/torquesdue constant
the total To minimize to
magnetic dipole moments, a dipole compensation module is being included on ERTS. i:_.i:_+
5. 4.6.3 Analysis and Studies :
+. The studies considered were sinusoida!, constant and nonconstant magnetic dipoles. Theym
•| , arediscussed in the following sections_
,+
5.4.6, 3. I Sinusoidal .Magnetic Dipole .+:
A magnetic analysis was performed for a s/nusoidal magnetic dipole. The dipole was assumed
to oscillate sinus_Oidally (with no constant component) at a frequency high co/ripared to orbital _
frequency. At rlght angles to the magnetic field, the dipole will produce a sinusoidal torque i
of the maximum value at the dipole frequency, and it was assumed thet this occurred at the
|
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maximum field strength. Low frequency dipoles have, in essence, been included in the
analysis of nonconstant magnetic dipoles (Section 5.4. 6.3.2).
For convenience of discussion, the os_.illation frequencies have been divided into two
categories, those within the ban_lwidth of stabilization subsystem, and those beyond the band-
width. Magnetic dipoles oscillating at frequencies within the bandwidth will be controlled by
the stabilization subsystem provided the momentum wheel torque exceeds the magnetic torques.
To dew;lop torques to equal the momentum wheel torques of 4 oz-tn., the magnetic dipole
would have to be on the order of 700,000 pole-era, which is unreasonably large for this space-
craft. Since the ma_,mctic torques are sinusoidal, the momentum wheels must also have the
capability of absorbing the angulttr impulse imparted to the spacecraft in 1/2 a magnet oscil-
lation. Since the peak angular impulse Impacted _o the spacecraft decreases linearly with in-
creasing frequency, the spacecraft e:m tolerate large dipoles at high frequencies. Figure
5.4._-1 is a chart of ma_metie dipole versus fr0quency for several levels of momentum
wheel requirmaent. The frequency has been held to less than 10 radians which is slightly
higher than the crossover frequency.
It is evident from the illustration, that only large dipoles on the order of 100, O0O pole-era can i;
cause significant momentttw, requirements at high frequencies. As the frequencies approach
_,H)ital, however, dipoles on the order of several thousand pole-era are effective. _e latter
conclusion is consistent with the magnetic analyses in the next section. _!
When the dipole oscillation frequency is beyond the bandwidth of the stabilization subsystem,:
the stabilization subsystem cannot respond and the spacecraft will oscillate at the dipole fre-._ _ .... :,
quency. The amplitude of the Spacecraft oscillation is dependent upon the magnitude and fre-
quency of magnetic torque and the response of the spacecraft. For a rigid spacecraft, the _
amplitude of oscillation decreases as the square of the disturbance torque frequency, and the _i.... _
peak angular rate of the spacecraft decreases linearly with frequency. The spacecraft is not
perfectly rigid, however, and ff the magnetic torque frequency is in resonance with the struc- _i _
tural frequency, amplification can occur. , j
A prevint_s structural analysis performed on Nimbus provided a response function for the
spacecraft about the yaw axis. The result of tl_ analysis is shown in Flg'tire 5,4.6-2 which i
is a plot of attitude error (yaw) divided by the applied torque versus frequency of the applied
torque. .... _ , i
• The maximum gain is associated with the lower frequencies, since the gain associ_ted with
amplfficatlon:_y resonances does not equal the gain at lower frequencies. The lowest fre- " )
• quency considered is 1 tad/see (which is within the bandwidth), and at this point, a magnet / I
strength of 680, O00 pole-cm is required to produce an attitude error of O, 01 degree. It is
considered, therefore, that sinusoidal magnetic moments are not a significant problem. 'i
, !
5.4.6.3.2 Constant and Nonconstant Magnetic Dipoles
• Magnetic torques are a major source of external torque and contribute to the sizing of both
' the momentum wheels andgas supply for the pneumatic subsystem. Magnetic torques are
ii typically caused bY magnetic dipoles associated with the spacecraft due to ferromagnetic
• ,+
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, Figure 5.4;6"2. Yaw Attitude Error versus Applied Torque Fre ency
materials, electrical loops, e_. These dipoles arelusuallyflxed wlth resPeCt+"_ to the spaqe-
I_+ craft, and the+,_rques they caus+ are either se_Jular or +,inusoidal depending u_n the +dipole
orienta+iOnwithinthe spacecraft, and the orbit of the space+raft. For theEl_l_S, however,
nonconstant magne_c dipoles also occur. These dipoles may be either sinusoldal or constant "
_;. (but intermittent) and are associate with+payloads which only oper_tte part of _he: t_e. _The .+
effect of all the dipoles must be _evaluated for ERTS Interms of gas supply and momentum
+wheel requirement, + ,., _> ""
-- The earthts magnetic field is dipole field whose dipole axis is approx_nately along the earth's
spin axis. For low altitude spacecraft, an.+eXcellent approximation to the earth's magnetic. field is a simple dipole model which assumes the dipole +is+physically small compared tothe +
size of the earth, +and located at the tenter of the +earth. This model was chosen for the +
analysis (see appendix) along with the assumption that the dipole axis is along theearth0s +spin
!+_ axis..The analysis assumed the spacecraft was in a circular orbit about a magnetic +dipole,
and the spacecraft had no attitude error with respect to tl_ orbiting refe_nce f_e. For.
g4merality, 'the spacecraft was assumed to have magnetic dipole components onall axes, and
I:i in an orbit of arbitrary inclhmtion. ThetorqUes were calc_ated on the spacecraft, resolved
onto inertial coordinates,+ integrated to:_b_i_ momentmn, and then tranSformed+back to
. obtain.wheel momentum histories. The results were then divided into secular componentsand' slnusoldal components, and plotted.
,?
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Three distinct cases are considered in the analysis: the fixed dipole, the nonconstant dipole, 1
and the sinusoidal dipole. The fixed dipole is that normally associated with a spacecraft,
and is presumed "fixed" once the nominal orbit has been achieved by the spacecraft. For _!i
_ ERTS, which is in a high inclination orbit, magnetic dipoles along the roll (X) andpttch (Y)
i
!
axes cause the greatest difficulty. The angular impulse (the time integral of the magnetic
torque) put into the spacecraft by these dipoles is obtained by integrating the magnetic tor- "I
ques for the entire orbit. This integration is done in inertial space and the equivalent momen-
tum or momentum buildup obtained for each axis by transforming back to the spacecraft co-
ordinate system. The results indicate that a roll axis dipole will cause a sinusoidal momen- ]
°..' turn history on the pitch axis of the spacecraft. The peak magnitude of the momentum is de-
pendent upon the magnitude of the magnetic dipole, _and is shown in Figure 5.4.6-3. Since
the frequency of the torque is orbital, the spacecraft stabilization subsystem will respond to |'
the torque, and the momentum wheel will absorb the angular momentum. Since the torque .|
is sinusoidal, the angular impulse should be within the momentum wheel capability for effl- i_
cient stabilization. The momentum wheel gates the pneumatics at 0.345 lb-ft-sec, and to _
prevent the pitch magnetic torque from consuming more than 10 percent of the _itch momen- .S .
turn wheel, the roll axis dipole should be kept below 1000 pole-cm (I.0 amp-m'_). ,:i11
The magnetic dipole on the pitch axis produces torques both on-rott and yaw. The torques
_. are both sinusoidal with constant magnitude, and sinusoidal with time increasing Coefficients, ,_
• As would be expected, the roll and yaw momentum-profiles resulting from these vtorques have :_
i the same character as thetorques, and are 90 degrees out Ofphase with respect to each other, 4g
The most important of these torques.from _the standpoint of spacecraft design is the secular ..... °_
..... ) ,
'! I
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Figure 5.4.6-3. Peak Pitch Wheel Momentum Requirement as a Function
of Roll Axis Magnetic Dipole I
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| torque. Since the angular, impulse input to the spacecraft continues to build without limit, the
momentum wheels must gate the pneumatics, and in the limit, the pneumatics must remove "."_
all the singular impulse added by secular magnetic torque. The amount of momentum which '_
I , ,,mustbe removed per orbit is shown in Figure 5.4.6-4. Also included are lines of pneumatic ?!
unloading capability, assumis)g the wheels maintain control 1t. e., the pneumatics gate, but :!_
I the pneumatic switching line, 5 degrees, is not contacted). To keep the gas usage, ldown to .;_:_.10 percent of the otal capability, th pitch axis magnetic dipole must be le s than 1200 pole- ._
cm as shown in Figure 5.4.6-4... A check was also made on the sinusoldal component of the ,.::
i roll and yaw torque (which occurs at twice orbital frequency), to determine what the maxl- ,,'mum magnetic dipole would be to prevent the momentum content from exceeding 10 percent -.
of thewheel speed. The maximum value of the magnetic dipole was 2660 pole-era, which is
i considerably greater than the secular limit. The secular component was therefore taken as .the limiting dipole. ...... :"
t
i The maximum magnetic dipoles considered in the.analyses Were 15,000 pole-era as shown. .in Figures 5.4.6-3 and 4. This is a la ge magn tic dipol¢i b;-it may be ossible if care Is not ;
exercised in the design and construction of the spacecraft. Because of the importance of-the . i:
i magnetic dipole to the gas usage, provisions to include a commandable dipole to reduce the ._"
_ effective magnetic moment .to a minimum (or the order of. se_veral hundred pole-era i is part ....
of the ACS.
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The second magnetic moment analysig was performed for a nonconstant (as opposed to sinu-
soidal) magnetic tipole. The assumption was made that nonconstant dipoles are "fixed" for
the length of time that they are on, and that they are along the roll and/or pitch axes (worst
case). The amount of impulse added by the magnetic dipoles is a function of when they are
turned on and off Inthe orbit. For a worstcase assumption, two time-phasings in the orbit
were selected; one which has the maximum initial torque, and consequently, the maximum
rate of momentum buildup, and one which has the highest overall momentum requirement. I
The first case produces the maximum momentum for a short term magnetic dipole as is
shown in Figure 5.4,6-5 for pitch momentum accumulation due to a roll axis dipole. The
curve is a plot of accumulated momentum as a function of on-time for the dipole and indicates f
the peak amplitude occurs after one qu,_rter of an orbit (the magnetic torque is sinusotdal at
orbital frequency). If the dipole remains on longer than one-quarter orbit, the net momentum _
decreases. If the start of the dipole 0n-time were one-quarter orbit later, the momentum !
! history would appear as shown in Figure 5.4.6-6. The initial buildup of momentum is slower
' than shown in Figure 5.4.6-5 but the peak momentum content is higher by a factor oftwo. iThe worst case from the standpoint of accumulated momentum ,depends upon the on-time of
the magnetic dipole, and where in orbit it starts. Figure 5.4.6-5 assumes the dipole is
turned on at the poles; Figure 5.4.6-6 assumes the dipole is turned on at the equator. _
The momentum accumulation shown in Figures 5.4.6-5 and 6 represents the accumulation J i
for one orbit. If the dipole is on for a full orbit, the residual momentum is zero, and the -_ _
momentum wheels will notgate the pneumatics (for a reasonable size magnetic dipole). If.....
the on-time is less than on-orbit, each orbit will leave the spacecraft witha momentum Con- i o
[ I!A tent which will be added to during the next orbit (assuming a periodic operation of the dipole _ _ _o
_' producing payload). The result is a steadyaccumulati0n Of angular moment/nn which must i[
be removed by the pneumatics. For reference, the number of pneumatic gates per orbit _
required to dump the momentt_ is shown in the fllustratlons, i _ :_i
_ A magnetic dipole:on the pitch axis produces a si:_nilar effect onthe roll axis, but because
_ of the secular characteristics normally associated with this dipole, the average momentum _| :
_ accumulation cannot be zero for one orbit. In addition, the momentum accumulation is sinu- '
soidal at twice orbital frequencY. Figure 5.4.6-7 shows the momentum accumulated when
the dipole is turned on at the equator, and Figure 5.4.6-8 shows the momentum accumulated t
" when the dipole is turned on at 45 degree latitude, and has the most rapid buildup with the t
largest peak. These figures are analogous to Figures 5.4.6-5 and 6, except that there is a _
secular buildup of momentum irrespective of _e Length of the dipole on-time. _ i
As an indication of the nonconstant magnetic dipoles likely tobe encountered, a check was _
made of the RBV's. The.on-time of the RBV's is 20 minutes per orbits' and-the magnetic .., _..,,__ •
field of the focus coils is on the order of 1000 pole-cnf maximum, oriented along the space- 1.1 _
craft yaw axis. This magnetic moment will produce torque on the sPacecraft pitch axis equal i
1 "to 1/2 the value produced by the same dipole on the roll axis. The worst case for a 20 minu:te i: i/
": on-tlme for a roll axis dipole is given in Figures5. 4. 6-7 and using a correction factor of 2.
: the secular momentum _buildup is 0. 013 lb-ft-sec/orbit. This will use approximately 2 per-
cent of the pneumatic gas supply tn one year, I !
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5,4.6.3.3 Magnetic Moment Assembly
• 's;_
! A controllable magnetic dipole magnetic moment assembly is a part of the cont'_l subsystem° :":i_
This dipole will be used to cancel the spaeecraftts constant dipole and reduce gas consumption. _
L
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5.4.7 M{X)N Ill INVESTIGATION
5,4,7,1 (_ject "..
A l)ri¢'f study was l)orformed to evaluato the effect of lunar radiance on reaction wheel scanner
sign'ds aml the related effect on attitude error whk:h may occur when the moon falls within the
_,_eanne!' flehl-of-v iuw.
5.+1.7.2 t_m_m,try of Restllts
II , I ,
'rht_ low h,v_,l of irradlnm't, :it the' 8canner generated by a full moon (worst case) as seenby the
su'tnner is insufficient to generate a reconstructed pulse since the peak signal produced by the _:
moon is well below the tfir_:shoi_i lc_,el" of the signal procesbor in the scanner electronics, i
I.'u!,thermorc, the maximum lunar Irrandiancc Is equivalent to only 16 perccn_ of the minimum
ca rth lrradl_mrc whl!c tht, scanner+signal processing loop is capable of providing the specified -[
. 'lt'tttll':lCy (llo [| (lt, grt+t_s) for lrradiance variations in excess of 350 percent above the minimum -_
earth Irradhmcc level. On this basis the moon cannot generate a significant attitude error in
the scanner control loop. " "_Jl
5' +I.7.3 Analyses and Studies +
,i , lThe analyses supporting the summarized results of the Study are presented below,
5,4.7,3.2 Ettrth and Moon Irradianee ...._ ' I
The calculated irradiance at the scanner for the earth and moon+within the scanner IR pass
band of 12.5 to 18 microns is shown in Table_5_4..7.1.__aximum land minimum earth +
Irradiance levels are given for two earth tempera_ models representing the design range ,l[
_ for the ERTS scanner andactual range observed by a st_mflar scanner in the Nimbus In +,
spacecraft now in orbit. : I _
TABLE 5.4.7-1. CALCULATED LRRADIANCE FOR THE EARTH AND MOON
11
•Mode! " Temperature Irradiance ,ll ,.
T (°K) ." H (W/cm 2 -ster) _-
H ii ,_u I
1, Earth (Design Limits) +,
Maximum + 290 ,degrees 3.2 x 10-3 '_
, !
_ Minimum 210 degrees 0.9 x IO'.,3
i'
2. Earth (Nimbus FlightData) =: I IN
Maximum ' 270 degrees 2.5 x 10 -3 Id
Minimum 230 degrees , 1.4 x 10 -3
3. bloon
Maximum ,,I 390 d@greel 4,5 x 10"3 '_
+,t 21_
I
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- 5, 4.7.3. 2Field-of-View Effects .. ,,:_
' The irrandianee of the moon as compared to that of the earth will be effectively attenuated by
the ratio of solid angle subtended by the moon to file solid angle corresponding to the scanner .",.,
field-of-view (FOV), This does not apply to the earth trradlance since the solid angle sub- _
I_ tended by thv earth is much greater than the scanner, field-of-view. The subtended angles,
scanner instantaneous field-of-view, and approximate (minimum) effective attenuation of th_ ,_
lunar trradiance are as follows:
_" Scanner FOV: 2 degrees x 4 degrees , ':
,, ,,
I Angle Subtended by Moon: 1/2 degree Diameter
Eart._.__h: 122 degree Diameter ;_
i Effective Attenuatto,_: Moon Solid Angle _ (1/2) _ 1
.:_" Fov Solid Angle 2 x 4. 3"2
i 5.4.7.3.3 Scanner Sensitivity tO Lunar Irradiance ;,
The threshold level of the scanner signal processing has been established at, 50 percent of the
,[ signal processor clipped._arth pulse level. The clipping level • in turn is set to correspond to70 percent of a signalgeneratedby a 210 degree K earth. 2hus, the thresholdlevelcorres- '
o
ponds to 35 percent 210 degree K earth signal which in terms of earth irradiance is: o_,,_
Threshold'l_,_el-0.35 (210degree K Earth Irradlance) :_,
.... =0.35 x 0.9x 10 .3 w/cm 2' ster ' ,_ ,
I i0.3 m 2:, =0.32' x w/c - ster ',
The effective lunar irradtance observed by the scanner for the fall moon (worst case) condition _,_]
Heft Maximum Lunar Irradiancex AttenuationFactor :i
= (4.5 x 10 "3 w/cm 2- ster), (32)
i w/cm2: ""! 0.14 x 10-3 ster• = , ,, '-
• Referred to the threshold level the effective lunar trradtance is:
0.14 X 10 -3
Heft = - x i00 =' 45 percent Threshold Level
0.32 x 10-3
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The lunar signal, falling below th_ threshold level, will therefore be rejected. The effective
lunar irradiance referred to the minimum earth irradiance design value is: ' '_
.... i
= 0°14 x10"3 x 100 = 16 percent degrees K Earth . i ] i
lleff 0.9 x 10 -3 _i '
The design range ratio of the scanner over which it is required to provide the specified )
accuracy (0.3 degrees) is:
timex 3.2 x 10-3 _.
Ilmi----_ -- ' 0.9 x 100 degrees = 350 percent '_
The small percentage change introduced by the moon on the horizon is obviously well within
the dynamic range of the scanner signal processing; therefore, it will not create any signifi-
cant errors in the output signals',
5,4.8 GRAVITY GRADIENT TORQUE ANALYSIS
"T
5,4,8,1 Objective : "[i
The objective of the gravity gradient torque analysis is to estimate the disturbanre. torques _T
due to spacecraftproducts of inertiaand to determine a method ofminimizing the ACS pro- I ,.,
pellant consumption while maintaining accurate locat .vertical pointing of the payload sensors. ,
5.4.8.2 Summary of Results .. • ,!
Pitch and roll gravity gradient torques are major external torques, andcontrtbute to the wheel T '
momentmn and pneumatic Freon storagerequirements. The gravitygradienttorque on pitch [
is themost severe since itis secular innature and causes themomentum wheel speed tocon-
tinuallyincrease. The resultis a steadydrain of thepneumatic Freon supply. Nimbus D
circumvents this difficulty by biasing the. pitch attitude sensor to allowthe spacecraftto find ._-_ ._i,.:
its gravity gradient null, .and. adds the bias to the data supplied to the experimenters..The .... J
ERTS mission, however, cannot tolerate the attitude t_ias," and the gravity gradient torque _
must be reduced to an acceptablelevel, This can be accomplished by reducingthe Ixzpro- [i_ ' ,duct of.inertia(sothatthe controlaxes are close tothe spacecraftprincipalaxes) or by mea_ 'i,
suring theIxz product of inertiaand aligningthepayload sensor boresightstocompensate for '!_._io Iit. ' ' ' i.I.'_'!
The a_Ysis of thegravitygradienttorquesindicatesthatonly.two products of inertiaare of _ _ i|lyz isyaw-pltchproduct of inertiaand pr_dees a torqueon theconcern_:lyzand Ixy, The ' _"
rollaxis of the spacecraft,which resultsina constantspeed on theyaw momentum wheel.
There isno secUL_Irbuildupof momentum, however. To keep the rolland yaw reactionwheel _t .'::
momentum requirements _o tenpercent of theircapabilitythe lyz product of inertiamust be
held to 10 slug-ft2.
I
p
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The lxz product of inertia produces only a secular torque on the pitch _xis, and its angular
momentum lnpulse input is essentially removed by the pneumatic subsystem since the momen-
tum wheel has a limited momentum storage capability. To keel) the pneumatic ,impulse re-
quirement to ten percent of the pneumatic capability for one year, the Ixz product of inertia
must be loss th.'m 3 slug-ft 2 (compared to the current value of 1.1 _ 5 slug-ft2). (
5.4.8°3 Analyses and Studies ..
The gravity gradien t disturbance torques are given by the equations, ',
3K _ Iyy) (e312 e212) "]Tgx = "-3r 21 031 (Izz" + Iyz " ...
O
Ee "' 'J e312) "°Tt:.V = 3K (Ixx + . .II e31 " Iz) Ixz (ell ,.._,
-- r
o _C, !
+ -
(e212 ell2)Tg,. 11e21 "
r ' . ./
O
S ':  e21e31 Ixz . ell e31 I -(3) ":',.
where , _ '
K = Universalgravitation.constantmultipliedby the mass ofthe earth, ':_ •
r -- GeocentricDistance -_.:'_.,,
O .... ,. _
ell toElemtheentsare thedlrectloneOSspacecraftxes, ines ofthe localverticalunitvector r with,res.. .. pect 'i'i'_i!_r,The localverticalunitvector_ ispositivedirectedoutwards, i '
The coordinatesystem used forthe ERTS is shown in Figure 5,4,8,I-I,.The xo Yo Zo co- :_.
ordinate system is the orbital coordinate system with Zo along the local vertical positive . ..
directed downwards, Xo _along the nominal velocity vector, positive directed forwards, and,
_o normal to the orbit plane, directed to form a rtghthanded system. The spacecraft coordl .....
nate system is the xyn coordinate system, which, for no attitude error, is coincident:,with l
Ro Yo Zo. The attitude errors are defined by three Euler rotations, The first rotation is_,
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•-Figure 5.4.'8.1-1. Space craft Coordinate Systems .....
defined as a rotation about Zo; the second rotation is e, defined as a rotattc_ about the dis- "_
placed y axis, and the third rotation is _a, definedas a i-otation about the double displaced x _: _ "
axis..'rhe relationship between _ and xN_,oZo is given by ,.....
= Yo -(4) :_
. gO ,:
', EA] 1 0 0 sO- " n rcos$,: ' sin_ 0 :,"
= "cosg) Sin 1 LTin_ cos_b -'5_ -;, :, ,L o ..-sino cosc)j Lsine, cosej , , . '"i '
where the meaning of the marries is clear from their order and the parameter each con- _ .- '° "
rains,,The elements of the LAjmatrix are. ,..i
,all = cos_ cos_ ,,
'= coso sln_ ,! ....
' = -s--_m_ " !
a13 ,_
a2i .... cos_ sln_ + sin_ sin{)cos_b
a22 = coso cos_ + sin_ sinO stn_b "I :
't5-1,.0
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I = stn_ cos 0 'fl23
a31 = sin<o sin_ + sin8 cos_o eos_ :_
I a32 = -sing) eos_ + sine cos¢) sin_ i. _
a33 = cosg) cos 0 I
1 The unit vector "r is parallel to _o' but positive in the opposite direction The ell elements
can therefore be determined by i
I [Eft] = .... (7)
I, Hence i
'i1 ell = "a13 = Sine
11. ..e21" -a23 = sin_ cos e " --(8), :_t1 !" %1 "a33 ?_os_ cos 8 "4 _ m 4
The primary purpose 0f the analysis is to determine the gravity gradient torques which act
I on the spacecraft as a result of misalignment of the control axes with the principal axes, .... iil-i
:< The torques can be calculated by assuming products of inertia on the reference axes, or byI 4
_ssuming. the spacecraft "flies"with its principal axes mlsaligned. Both approaches yield- :_
' identicalresults,but theformer approach ismore compatiblewithweightsand b_ances. _L Therefore, assume the spacecraft is _digned perfectly such that _ _= 0 = _ = 0, but that
""_i'I"_4 ' products of inertia_exist.Then :....
- _.}_ ell = 0
.... ., e21 = 0 " .,-(9)
1 '
. e31 = -1 "
The gravity gradient torques become ,,_
E',,.:IT = .--3K .,
a
1' Tgy 3K [.ix:z ] ');,= -._ -(lO)
O ,J
l T = 0
gz
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: The torques appear as constants, but only in the rotating frame of reference. The orbital
frame of reference X,o Yo Zo rotates shout the negative To axis at orbital rate ft. Defining
an inertial coordinate system X I YI zi whose origin is coincident withx o Yo z0 "but does not
rotate) and defining
11 February 1970
I Hence
Hgxi = 3f_lyz sinG t
I Hgy I = 3"2 Ixzt -(15)l .
Hgzt. -- 3f_IyzCOSGt _
ii The momentum requirements for the momentum wheelsand pneumatics can be found by trans-
forming the angular momentums back to n^y^z^. Using the transpose of the matrix shown In
I equation(12) " " "
I H" =_3G I sln_t cos_t-3('/ I ' sin_t_._|_t =0
gx yz . yz '-i., '
' : . y == ('/.2•Ixzt "" ..... ..... :.
. ' " ""'.... (16)
.I Hg z : -3n I sin2 f/t- Zfl I /r;OS2 "_"
t ' :q , x\
_ q
Summarl _, .... ,:
| " H
_ Hgy = .3n2Izt : i -(17)
,_', = -3GI ,_ '"
! Hence, the rollmomentum wheel does not requlr_ any momentum storage, theyaw wheel ....
turns at a constant rate, and the pitch wheel continues to increase speed. ,, , ..... ..,
The effective angular misallgnment c_ be, estimated by equating the gravity gradient torque
for a small misallgnment.of the principal axes with the torques produced by products of _ .....
I inertia. For small attitude rrors " " _
I .. I/
_' e21 : "_ " -(18)
I e31 : 1 _
k 4
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With no products of inertia
i-
%1%1 (Izz"xyy)= lyz ,!
q
.'_ ell_e31 {Ixx Izz) Ixz , ..
!,
t r
Hence
¢_" yz
fizz-lyy) .,
Returning to the expressions for wheel momentum,
Hg =-3f/ I :_-. z yz ,,
lAssume "
'" ' !yz 6.13 slug ft 2- . : ; - . :' ,
Hgz -3(_:oi_o'S)_e.13)=o.o_se" i, ..:
" = 6.2 percent of wheel speed capability. " ' "'
= 3021 t ..... _ i :""
. Hgy, xz -
Assume . .... '.,.,
•_ t2 ..... ]• o _,z = -I.I slug-f
Hgy ffi -3 (-1.1).; (1.01! 10"3) 2 t " 33.6! 10"'t
" • (1 I
For '_me orbtt, : "
!t = 6210 sec
H _ = 0.0209 lb-ft-s_/orblt
'y |
" ) I
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1 For one year '_
m 6
H = 33.610 (365 24 x 3600)
gY ,ji_
5;106 )H = 33.6;10 "6 (31. _ 106 lb-ft-sec. _¢'
gY , ,_
"I. Since the pneumatic impulse capability of ERTS is • _
• I = 528 lb-sec (1 lb.ft/0.195 lb) _ 2710 lb-ft-sec (pitch axis)
3.9 percent of the pneumatic capacity would be required to maintain pitch axis control with '
_ Ixz = 1.1slug ft2. _
,|
The angular misalignments are: _
i-
123 - 298 tad ffi -2.01 degrees. • **_:
[ %
(Ixx" Izz). (.3--19-123)tad. ffi -0.322 degrees _ ...... /
' ..... . /i, Since roll is beyond the controller deadband, _ total effect will be fell The pitch error i_ _
may easily exceed the pitch Cleadband if it is on the high side of the following. To keep -
. the momenhlm requirements to 10 pe_-cent of wheel speed and pneum_ttics capacity 'the_
_ _ products of inertia must limited to . .... • , .,__:
I O. 03 lb-ft-sec. (10%) " " ",, I z = = lOslug ft 2 _ "-
3 (1.01_ 10 -3)
I 271 lb-ft-sec/year (10%)' I =' ='_ 3slugft 2
xz (5080 orbits/year)6_ (i.01;I0-3)/
t The results of the above analysis are shown inFigures 5.4.8,1-2 and 5.4.8.1-3 for a range ii
: of products of inertia. • The impulse and mc_nenturn requirements for both _e momentum •!
• 1[ - wheel and pneumatic subsystem are .ltnear_with p_roduct of inertia. For reference, the
| equivalentmisa!ignmonts between the principalaxes and the controlaxes are shown. The
" solar array was not included in the analysis since its effect was felt to be minor, and of a
: | sinusoidal nature. .... _
I
• One pointworth mentionlng is thatthepitchbias capabflltyused by Nimbus D ispart of the
_' attitude control subsystem currently planned for ERTSo If the gas consumption becomesexcessive, or has gotten low for any reason, it will be possibleto extend the mission by
using the bias capability..
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5,4,ti ATI'II'IlllE,_EN,_diR
5.4,9. I Hi,,ltii|"rinPnti_ ',
Attitudr mt'lt_ilr,,m,,ilt ri,quiri_munlH '.ire derived from the basic system requirement of loca-
tion _lt'any imiig_, lIOIllt within two n_lutical miles on the ground. Converted into attitude angu-
|_tr mc_l_urt.mt.nl Itci,ll_acltJt_ t the rt°quirement on the sensor is _0.1 degrees in the pitch and
r, dl axcN "_lndtit,_ d_.grce in tht, yaw _l,xiu for a local vertical sensor and _0. 126 degree in all
t • t'thlc_ a_e_ h_r it ct,lt,_tiitl _ezlmlr (See Volume I, Section 4.3). All values are three sigma ;,'
nnd assunl,_ th:_( m|!lght calibration to remove borcsight errors is not performed.
. FI.4,9_ 2 Alqlrolii'hos Consldc_'cd -
__IL _ '
Ill g_m_,ra|, the ccmcept_ for attitude sensing in this application falls into two classes: earth
sonars and starficld sensors. ; ii
t 5.4.9.2.1 Earth Sensors
Earth sensors, as a class, share some characteristics (see Table 5.4.9-1), among which are
_"_., the following:
1. They have the necessary accuracy for ERTS - A/B, but are limited "m_potential ira- ":
provement by reference source.anomolies. _ . ,'
2. Qualified _ensors exist which, with relatively"Httle modification, can be used for L! "
2 ERTS .... :
" " ., o
3. They provide noyaw-axis measurement. 7 I
_"_" 4. Source discriminatio_..is re latively easy to accomplish. _. _.
5. Attitudeiscontinuously,and virtuallyinstanhmeously,measured. "_
In particular, two flight-qualified earth sensors were found worthy of serious consideration-
Barnes Engineering Company*s Model i3-156 horizon scanner, and Quantic.lndustries_ static i:i "earth sensor. ,.......
g
_,!.L
5.4.9.2.1.1 Barnes EngineeringCompany, Model 13-156 Scanner - The Barnes 13-156 scan-..... i
her has been deliveredin substantialquantitiesfor use on a classifiedmilitarysatellitepi'0= ....,,
gram. Flight results are not available but laboratory measurements performed at Barnes : '
Engineering extrapolated analytically to account for earth radiance variations show their sen- I !
sor will meet the 0.1 degree three sigma accuracy requirement of ERTS. Also, except for
minor electronic changes required to interface with the ERTS power and communications sub- : ,.,
systems, _Barnes studies indicate the Model 13-156 sensor 4s applicable as is. ' _i :
Briefly described, the Model 13-156 employs the conventional conical scanner approach. It ,,,,
consists of three units: two optical heads incorporating a motor-driven off-axis parabolic,
mirror to provide a conical scan in space of a 2-degree instantaneous field of view, plus a
• control electronics box. Each scan cone has a 20-degree half angle. The conical scan patterns
are diametrically opposed as projected into the pitch-roll plane and tilted approximately 30 de-
grees down from the horizontal to provide a nominal on-earth/off-earth duty cycle of 50 percent.
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optical path transmit only a one-micron wavelength bandwidth centered at 15 I
Filtersin the
microns, a CO 2 absorptionband. Sensor logicsetsthehorizon indicatorthresholdsat the ....
space-earth and earth-spacetransitionsof the instantaneousviewfieldsat 50 percent of the m
peak
signal levels measured at each edge crossing. By this means the effects of radiance n
variation across the earth subtense can be minimized.
separable visible light sun sensing detector with an instantaneous field of view somewhat IA
larger but coaxial with the infrared viewfield employs a dichrotc mirror to separate the wave-
bands. Whenever the sun appears within the sun sensing viewfield, the infrared channel is
, electronically disabled. This provides solar rejection in all cases except when the sun is on I
or near the horizon and in the scan path of the sensor.
scanning heads positioned such that the two scan cones are aligned perpendicular to I
With the
i the satellite flight path, roll attitude is determined from the ratio of signal pulse width from
one head to the pulse width from the other head. Pitch attitude is determined by the phasing I
of the pulses relative to a reference pulse generated magnetically at a point in each revolution |
_i of the rotatingparts in thescan heads. With the scan heads mounted such thatthe scan cones
are viewing fore and aft, the roll and pitch determinations are interchanged. R
e
,:: 5.4.9.2.1.2 Quantic Industries Passive Sensor - The Quantic Industries, Inc, Passive
Radiometric Balance Sensor is flight qualified, and flight models have been delivered to a
militarycustomer. However, thequalifiedsensor isdesignedfor use at synchronous altitude. I
. Quanttc proposes ifor ERTS essentially the same sensor, but optically modified to accomodate _
i:i . the much wider viewfield required to view the earth from 500 nautical miles; Quantic has Idesigned a lens forthispurpose. ° ':_J m
7 ,
Unlike earlier_'radiometricbalance sensors,which s_fered largeerrors due to earth radi- Q _
ance variations,the Quanticsensor eliminatesmost earth-radianceerror by employing a n _,
field-of-viewpatternsuch thatat nullthe patternencirclestheearth but isviewingprimarily _
spaCe_ - -"_
' , , °I '
• The entire earth disc is imaged by a germanium lens at a focal surface having apertures -
which definethe sensitiveviewflelds. A bandpass filterlimitsthe detectedenergy tothe.14 m ''_
to 16 micron wavelengthCO 2 absorptionband. |
Each aperture receives a section of the radiation at the focal surface and relays it to an array a
of detectors. The apertures are arranged such that when the sensor is at null position they |
encircletheentireearth-discimage. Ifthe attitudeof thevehicledeviatesfrom nullin any '_
?o-:t',!
direction,infraredradiationfrom earthwillenter one or more aperturesand be detectedby _m _'_'_'
the correspondingdetectorarrays.
Additional description Of the Quantic Industries' passive earthsensor is given "in 'c?cti°n Ham @5.4 9.4. _ = _
I
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ii 5.4.9.2.2 Starfield Sen_ors i,i
I Common characteristics of starfield sensors are:
1. High accuracy potential .:
I 2. Development and flight qualification not completed
3. Provide three-axis measurement
I 4. Potentially serious problem discriminating against extraneous radiation sources
5. Attitude information provided is effectively averaged over a relatively long period
i of time
While concepts have been advanced for using se_,_ral single-star trackers in a continuous
. track-lose-reacquiremode ala the OAO vehicle,or using image-type sensors ina starfield_sensing mode, e.g., modificationof a Polaristracker to track severalstars withan image
dissectordetector;the concept most studiedand appearing most promising isthatknown in
i the past as SCADS or CADS (Scanning Celestial Attitude Determination System, or the samewithoutthe Word "Scanning"). These sy ems have been studiedby NA A and NASA con-_ .._
tractorsand versionshave flown {althoughnot in a form specificallyapplicableto ERTS). ,L
I The SCADS/CADS concept employs a visiblelightsensor, usuallywith'multi-skitinstantaneous ; ._:.'=_
' fields-of-view.These viewfieldsare eitherscann¢_ across the celestialsphere by movement _-_
I vide°fanscanningaperture(CADS).maskin the sensor (SCADSi.or_:dependi_on_......the..rotation.,ofthe spacecraft:_ topro- ._=.,_
I. Obviouslywith a spacecraftstabilizedin inertialspace theSCADS versionmust be used,,and '_:....with.a pin s abilizedvehicle he CADS" version i adequat . No so Obv us i hechoice when _
a slowly rotatingsatellitesuch as ERTS .isinvolved. However, vendors ofthese sensors .... :_-
I (ControlData Corporationand Honeywell RadiationCenter)who have studiedthe potential_ap- ":.plicationOn ERTS cl im thateve at the low ERTS rotationalratesthe CADS appr ach can de _,_:
tectan adequatenumber of star transitsacross the slitviewfieldsto ,,btalntherequired ac- ,::
I curacy. : _
During flight, star transit detections by the SCADS/CADS sensor are recorded and/or trans- ,,_
I mitted to the ground station and correlated very precisely wit h time. The data is fed to a computer ......A• having he position ofalldete tabl stars stor d inmemory. By matching th time pattern __
of starpulses received withpossiblepatternsbased on storedstar locations,_thecomputer '_
I can identify the stars then compute the attitude profile of the sensor viewfields as a function :_ofltime. In the case of the non-scanning sensor the computer has then determined the attitude _
of thesensor and the vehicle, Ifthe sensor is the actively-scannedtype,additionalinforma-
l tionon the time-dependent instantaneouspositionof the scanningslitsrelativeto thevehicle r:!_is pr vid dby a pickofffrom the scanningelement in the se sor. Thi informationmust a so _-_,
be provided to the computer for determination of the vehicle attitude profile.
The SCADS/CADS conceptprovides a derived attitude'thatrepresentsthe average attitudeover "
_ii(!_i a period of time The period of time is that required to obtain a sufficient number of star _,_
. ._, < i_ •
_. ,_ .._,_
z _ - ,.... :
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transit detections to solve the multiple-equation, multiple-tmknown problem. Another way
of putting it is that the computed attitude profiles will appear as though they were obtained
through a low-pass filter. With a two-head, five-slits-per-head, non-scanning sensor such as '
proposed by Control Data Corporation, typical data acquisition interval (period for obtaining
the minimum sLx star transits required for an attitude computation) is approximately fifty
seconds. Acquisition interval for a three-sigma-like probability is approximately two hun-
dred seconds and, in the worst-case portions of the worst-case orbital plane (when the sen-
sor is viewing the lowest star-density portion of the celestial sphere), the acquisition inter-
val can be longer than five-hundred seconds. Fortunately, such long periods are extremely
rare. ,'_'
When the effective bandwidth of the attitude measurement system becomes narrower than the :
frequency bandwidth Gf true attitude profiles, attitude measurement error can exist. A detail- '4
ed analysis Ires not been made to predict the attitude profile frequency content; however, maxi-
mum rates are expected to be about 0.01 degree per second, and changes from maximum rate |
in one direction to maximum rate in the opposite direction over a few seconds of time are !
possible. If the three-sigma probability, two-hundred second acquisition interval is assu:_i¢d,
the average attitude update interval (time between successive star detections) is approximately | +
thirty seconds. Attitude oscillations within this interval are impossible to detect, and net i
changes during the interval will produce about one-sixth their true effect on _he measured i/
value. Thus if a maximum rate change of 0.02 degree per second occurs at the beginning of I
an update interval, the measurement error can be approximately 0.5 degree at the end of the j | +
interval. ", ....
• The above analysis is somewhat unfair to the approach since it factors a low-probability
function(the maximum rate change) with an already three-sigma-like value (the 200-second
acquisition interval). However, a potential problem in meeting a 0.1 degree three sigma _
measurement accuracy is indicated. |
' L _ c,
Whether or not the CDC-proposed approach meets requirements, there is no question that a
CADS system can do so. With more sensing heads, more slits per head and/or more detection |
sensitivity, the rate of star detections can be increased and the error Correspondingly de- "
creased, m ' ""
There isalso littlequestionthattheactivelyscanning SCADS conceptcan achieve thenecessary
•accuracy. The company that proposed this approach, Electro-Optical Systems, has not pro- I_
vided a detailed error analysis using real star patterns for use in comparing with the CADS g
q =
approach. Due to the built-in scanning, the rate of star detection with equivalent sensitivity _
can be much greater with a SCADS system; however, the need to know the position of the scan- I
ning reticle relative to the vehicle adds an additional error source. Furthermore, the additional -- +_
complexity of the position readout plus the presence of a moving part and a hermetically sealed _
chamber are negative reliability factors of the SCADS approach. I 'i_
Control Data Corporation and Electro-Optical Systems have both proposed to develop SCADS/
CADS type sensors and the accompanying software (computer) program for a system ap- _ _
plicable to ERTS. Both have built experimental or engineering versions of similar systems, g 4
| IN
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but neither claims to have qualified or near qualified equipment which with relatively little ,iv
J or no modification would be applicable to ERTS - A/B. ,._
To provide a sufficient number of star detections per unit time, studies to date have indicated ....
th-tt stars as faint _s fourth magnitude will have to be detected; and, for the periods when
" the sensor is viewing low-density regions, fifth magnitude detection may be required. When _
sensing such faint sources, extraneous bright sources can be a problem. The moon, earth
i and sun can all be serious threats; not from being directly in the viewfield -- this can usuallybe avoided -- but even when they are well out of the viewfield. In order to reject the sun with _...."_i
a sensor designed to detect fifth magnitude stars, the sun shield must be quite large and of
j excellent design. Also special care must be taken in locating the sensor to assure that refine- :
• tions off the solar paddles or other portions of the vehicle will not cause problems. CDC :_
proposes to use two sensor heads viewing in different directions. This will permit disabling ._
i one head if the sun or moon approach the viewfield without causing complete loss of attitudeinformation, although operation with only one head ill decrease the number of stars detected
per unit time and affect accuracy.
_i_l'_._ - , . :_
5.4.9.3 Sensor Selection
The Quantic Passive Earth Sensor has been selected for ERTS-A/B. However, continued _
evaluation of other approaches Wfl[ be made .up. to the time of commitment to a vendor. Es- •_
pecially to be considered is the possibility of employing the Quantic sensor only on ERTS-A _ ,_
and changing to a CADS-type sensor for ERTS-B. A major factor against the latter approach .'i_ ._._
at this time is lack of development status and the inevit_able unforeseen problems that could :jeopardize the schedule. In potential for higher accuracy, a stellar referenced system has the
advantage over an earth Sensor since stars are more accurate references, i_
.... Several factors were considered in Choosing the Quantic sensor. A maj0rfactor, as/noted il i_!
above, was development status. The sensor is flightqualified in a form near that required _
for the ERTS application. Physical characteristics are also significant. The Quantic sensor .'_
is a single, compact unit. It is relatively lightweight and requires little power.
Perhaps the major negative factorof the Quantic sensor is the limited potential for accuracy
improvement. This is a problem with any earth sensor due to limitations of the use of earth
, as a reference source. _:
_ The Barnes Model 14-156 scanner is also flight qualified and requires very little modification
(only electronic interface cha_ges). But_the physical characteristics of this sensor are nega-
I. tire factors. Three separate units must be mounted, with the two scan-heads requiring special
consideration to provide adequate viewfields in opposite directions from the vehicle. The weight
_. is relatively high and the power requirement represents a significant percentage of the total
t available power on-board. The starfield sensing approach has growth potential in accuracy,
although as proposed for ERTS-A/B accuracies claimed are no better than required. However,
the higher accuracy potential or even the presently proposed accuracy is _unproven with flight
_ or flight-prototype hardware, and the significant _'isk to schedule that mustbe accepted
as the price of development cannot be Justified. Of special concern is the development of
_. adequate sun and earth shielding for the star sensors. The extent of this problem may not be
, fully appreciated by the vendors; and even ff recognized, the solution is not obvious and will
have to be proven by extensive testing.
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]5.4.9.4 Technical Discussio n _ Selected Sensor
, A brief technical description of the sensors selected for the ERTS-A/B Spacecraft is present- i /!I_
ed in this section. The two-axis sensor, which is _intended primarily for vehicles in a near- i ._
circular orbit, is completely static and therefore extremely reliable. Other features are i_
as follows:
II
1. "=_0.1 degree, 3-sigma accuracy within a _1 degree tilt range after compensation
of telemetered data to account for seasonal radiance-variation effects and fixed [I
offsets. •
2. Linear output for ±1 degree of pitch or roll. * _I
To, eeoron o., |
4, Power consumption of 0.9 watt from raw (-22 volt to -31 volt) spacecraft bus _
(system includes._ an internal power converter, regulator, and full EMI protection). ] _
The sensor is an optical modification of a flight-qualified unit, six flight models of which have _ ?_:
been delivered. _ "
• Quantic Industries has been producing astatic,_ radiometric-balance-type horizon sensor for ..... ,_
attitude control of synchronous.altitude space vehicles since original program funding in late I _
1966. In contrast t0earlier radiometric-balance sensors, which suffered from large errors _
i, due _.variations in earth temperature; the Q,I. sensor provides better than 0.1.degree null
accuracy, including earth-radiance effects at synchronous a_ltitude. _ Elimination ofmost_rth- i;
radiance errors results from the unique field-of-view pattern, which is designed so that the -•
earthts image does not enter the _fteld--of-view when the vehicle is at null and the sensor R
is operating at its design Sixflight units of this high*altitude sensor Imvebeen de- ][
livered to date, and performance is weHdocumented with qualiftcationand accep_nce tes_ _
data, ..... '" _. o °
_ 4 I
In-house research anddevelopment activity at Q.I. has resultad in an objective lens design
that will allow the desirable features of the synchronous.altitude static sensor to be extsnded I :tto low-altitude missions. The basic qualified static sensor can be fitted with this lens sys- !
tern, and minor changes in the FOV pattern will then result in sensor operation at low altitude. :_
The basic advantages of a qualified, proven system are thereby maintained, at
Operation of the Iow-altltude system Can beat he :understood from the descrlption of the origi,
g
hal, high-altitude sensor provided in AppendiX A of this document. The liigh-altitude system II
will
4 _ modified in the following four respects: ....... i
ql¢
1. The sensor objective lens and associat_dmotmtingringwill be_replaced wltha new al.
design capable of imaging the earthts disk on the focal plane at low vehicle altitudes. _.... I
The imagesize of the earth disk (123 degrees at 500 nm) will be held to a small
size on the focal plane through the useof a large-negative-distortion (barrel) •
i i I "'
• This could readily be extended.
I
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objective lens consisting of two germanium elements, with a positlve-axicon
I (cone of revolution) surface of the elements. Theon one refracting design of a
lens for operation over a 123-degree FOV is normally a very difficult problem, ::_i
1" but several facts make the problem much simpler for this sensor applicat/on. '_i_First, the requirement for sharp image quality exists only at the edge of the earth
(i.e., 61.5 degrees off axis), not over the entire FOV. Second,:_ Germanium
has an index of refraction of about 4 in the infrared, in contrast to the usual 1.5 "
I ....
or so for glasses in the visible spectral reg/on; thus relatively small curvatures i:
provide a high degree of bending power.
I 2. The light-pipe assembly of the basic high-altitude static sensor will be replacedwith a germanium disk havingthe FOV's defined on its front surface through the
use of a vacuum-deposited reticle. This disk will be heat-sinked to the detector
block, and the detector arrays will be mounted immediately aft of the rear side 'of the disk (the side farthest away from the objective lens). This disk Will be " _i,,
_ fll,ter coated so as to form a narrowband pass filter.
3 The spectral of the will be from :_operating region
sensor changed the current 22
, to 40-micron bandpass region to the 14 to 16-micron bandpass. This change _*
is made for several reasons. F-h'stT,:the large solid angle subtended by the earth at i_
i low vehicle altitudes greatly increases the amount of energy available; the greater ,,,_
energy available in the 22 micron to 40-micron region :is thereforeless important _
'! _ m, " at 10w altitudes than at synchronous altitude. Second, thechange .to 14 to 16 microns _ :_:_
I allows the use of germanium, with its highrefractive index, for the lens. Finally, ,_i_
the earth's horizon in the 14 micron to 16-micron region:is more predictable than
'_- in the 22 micron to 40-micron region/The variation in radiance is roughly :the " : '_"
o same in the two bandpasses, but the predictability in the 14 micron to 16-_!cron
region allows the possibility of better off-nUll accuracy by g_;ound-based correction -
:- of the sensor outputs. . -"
: 4. The final modification to the basic high-altitude static sensor relates to-the fact that
the ERTS •flies in a sun-synchronous orbit of 500-nm nominal altitude with vehicle ' io_
yaw control specified at _1 degree or better, under these conditions, the solar, /timage will cross the sensor image plane-once everY 0rbitalong approximately the .:_,.
same path_ For this reason, only four sector FOVts are employed, located in
I aximuth so as to avQid this "sun path," thus eliminating the need for a ,sun sensor
and related sun-switching circuitry. The result is a decrease in complexity and
component count over the present high-altitude static sensor. ,
Figure 5.4,9- I shows the conflgurationof_the 10w-altitude sensor incorporating the changes -
Outlined above. Figure 5,4. 9-2 illustrates schematically the arrangement of the FOVts in the
I focal plane and their orientation with respect to the vehicle pitch and roll axes.
Section 5.4.9.4.1 presents a more detaileddescription of the sensor, and Section 5.4.9.4.2
I_ presents an error analysis. 4
[
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•. .... , Figure 5.4.9-2.-Field. . View Schematic ." ",,_|w _
, 5,4.9.4.1 Detallled Description - Selected Sensor v
I 1 5.4.9'4._.2 Optics - Theoptical system of the proposed AMS can best be understood by re-: _[
W ferring tothe optical schematic of Figure 5,4.9-3. Rays (infrared radiation)' from the region
of the earthts horizon {nominally 61.6 degrees off axis at 500 nm) pass through the aperture
stop, are refracted by germanium elements A and B, and are brought to a focus at surface . ."
C, whLch Is the first surface of element C..The four sector FOV's are defined by a reticle on
i thls .surface. The rays then pass through germanium element C and are incident on the dete¢- ._ot arrays placed immediat ly behind C. In addition tOtheir function of imaging the earth's "
horizon, the surfaces.of these elements are filter coated so as to define the system optical
i bandpass. These two functions are discussed separately below.
I. Earth-Horlzon Imai_i[- if for the moment• we assume that surface 4 Is a flat sur-
face instead of an ax_6n, then the aperture stop plus elements A and B would Con-
stitute a straightforward imaging system. The partlcular eonfiguration Illustrated,
with the aperture stop in front of element A (a positive meniscus lens with both Sur-
faces concave toward the stop}, "Is well suited to imaging Incoming rays within a ....
narrow _ of semi field angles (approximately '3 or 4 degrees Wide) in the 55-(o
75-degree semi-fksld-aagle region. The exact location of this narrow band will
depend on the particular lens prescription used. The fact that Image quality r,ut'
side this narrow band of semi fieldangles may ,not necessarily be good Isof no
: consequence for this Humor system, which concerns itself only with this narrow,I
range of semi field angles.
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I 11 February 1970In addition to the imaging characteristics described above, this type of lens ex-
hibits very strong negative (barrel) distortion, which greatly reduces the a_zc ,)f the _.
I image over that of a gaussian image. This feature is an advantage, _|nce reducing i:_the image size permits a reduction in the number of individual _'adiation d_,tcctorN ,,..
!_eeded in each array. :_
Since the radiation-detector receivers do not have uniform responstvity over their
entire surfaces, placing them in the focal surface of the objective lens system is
i not desirable. For this reason, a vacuum-deposited reticle pattern on surface tidefines the four 64-degree azimuth sectors. The detector arrays, located lmmedta- o
tely behind surface 7, then receiveradiation sufficiently defocused. Since the 2-
I degree FOV of each sector is only approximately 0.020 inch wide on the focal sur- _face, the 0.040-inch-wide detector receivers will receive the defocused radiation
without losing any of the •rays within the FOV. :i
Surface 7 also has a deposited reticle pattern similar in appearance to the pattern on
surface 6, only somewhat larger. Its purpose is to limit transmission of ex- _.
i traneous radiation outside the defined FOV through to the detectors without vignet-ting any of the rays within the FOV. _:.
Even with the large amount Of barrel distortion in the imaging s_stem, the radius ::_
of the earthWs _image on..the focal .surface will be relatively large (approximately. j"
1.23 inches for an f/2.0 system havinga 1.4.inch focal leng_). In order to re- -.
ddce the image size,.. andalso the number of detectors, still further, surface 4 o_is apositive axicon (i.e., a cone of revolution). Such a surface has the following _
properties:. - _
a. It acts as a prism and-in the configuration used Will. deviate all rays. within. ;
_. the FOV toward the Optical axis. .
b. It is a zero-power surface with respect to tangential rays. _
C. It is a positive-power surface (in the configuration employed) for skew rays, :_
the amoUntonof power dependinga on the ray direction and the intersectiOny posi- _I tion the axieon. As result of these characteristics, the blur of the: :_
horizon image (blur in a direction perpendicular to the horizon image) will "i_
be unaffected (to the first-order approximation). It is this blur which has a _°_i_
i direct bearing on system accuracy presence
in the of earth-i'adiance varia-
tions (see SeCtion II. C. The sagittal (or x) blur is definitely affected by the !
axlcon; however, it has almost nOoftheeffecton sensOrsquaredy CCuraCY'andThe over-all ii.
./ lens design minimizes thesum weighted, x ./
blurs,
i_ where the weighting for y blur is high and.the weighting for x blur is lower. /
Ii 2. Optical-Bandpass Definition - The sensor will operate in the 14- to 16-micron
spectral region. To effect a 14- to 16-micron bandpass, the various optical sur- '
faces will be coated as follows.
,1: a. Surface 2 - Single-layer antireflection coated for peak transmiesion at 14
to 16 microns at high angle of incidence. (Since the angle of,lncldence is
quite high at this surface, it is not feasible to use a multilayer filter coating
here. ) ....
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b. Surface_ 3 and 4 - Multilayor coatings to form a long wavelength pass filter
cutting on at approximately 12 microns and _,sscntially blocking all radiation
at shorter wavelengths.
c. Surfaces 5 and 6 - Multllayer coatings to form a narrowband filter at 14 to
• 16 microns. This narrowband filter does not block shorter wavelengths.
but this has been accomplished by the filter coatings on surfaces 3 and 4.
d. Surface 7 - Antireflcction coated for peak transmi_:sion at 14 to 16 microns.
]_ addition to defining the optical bandpass, the arrangement of the filter coatings on the
varlou_ _urface_ as described above will effectively eliminate the possibility of appreciable
thermal offsets. By placing the long-wavelength pass filter ahead of the narrowband filter,
the thermal impedance of the detectors with respect to sunlLght-lnduced thermal gradients
is kept high. The long-wavelength pass filter will absorb or reflect solar radiation between
i _ 2 and 12 microns, * whereas if the long-wavelength pass filter were on element C, thermal :
gradients would be induced at a greater proximity to the detector. The first two elements _
are heat-sinked to the outer shroud of the telescope so as to dissipate solar heating of these
elements. Element C is heat-sinked to the detector block to maintain the element at the
: detector-array temperature. - :_
5.4.9.4.1.3 Electronic s - The electronic circuitry for the proposed AMS is extremely simple; :_
a block diagram is shown in Eigure 5.4.9-4. As can.be seen, the system consists of a pitch.
channel and a roll channel,, both comprising what is basically a chopper-stabilized low-level
, dcamplifter followed by a dc buffer amplifier to obtain _he desired output format. The peri- i i
:. pheral electronics consist of a temperature-monitoring_circuit for telemetry purpbses and i_he *'
i: o power supply (+12 volt and ,12 volt regulators and the dc-dc converter). '['he sensor draws .....
; approximately 40 milliamperes Of current from the vel_tcle power supply. P_ver consump- i:
tton is approximately proportional_to vehicle supply voltage over the allowable range of " ,
_ .... , -2_;, to -34. 5 volts. .. .... .. .
',, - The circuitry described is essentially klentical to the corresponding circuitry presently used _
in Q.I. ts flight-qualified high-altitude static horizon sensor (reference Appendix 5. B, Figure ::
t
only cl_ange required is the omission of parts from the boards• The other two boards will i
require only very minor layout changes to accommodate the modified input-output.formats. _'
The required modifications in attitude output scale: factor and format wll_[ be achieved by pro- i
_ii* per scaling of gain-setting resistors. * _ '
:_. 5.4.9.4 1.4 Thermaland Structural Design - High accuracy in a radiometric-balance _tt_rizon • :'i _
sensor depends Critically onthe thermald_Bign of the system, In particular, the bases of '
all the radiation detectors must be maintained at the same temperature so that radiative -
• Germanium ts completely opaque at wavelengths shorter than 1.8 microns; thus all radiation _ _
at this wavelength or shorter is blocked by the first element, i
i
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detectors must bc maintained at the same temperature so that radiative interchange between
the detectors and their environment is equal in opposing arrays. The proposed ERTS sensor
will use the same techniques that have resulted in the successful control of thermal gradients
demonstrated in the flight-qualified high-altitude static sensor. All the detectors are mounted
on a copper heat sink of high thermal conductivity, and insulators having high thermal resis-
tance are installed between the heat sink and the sensor housing, thus attenuating temperature
gradients in the housing by a factor of approximately 1000 to 1.
The detectors in opposing arrays must also view an environment at a uniform temperature and
with uniform reflected radiation. Baffles cut into the internal shroud prevent radiant energy
from outside the sensor field-of-view from being reflected into the field-of-view sectors. The
high-conductivRy shroud material, which is also directly attached to the detector heat sink, :
provides a uniform radiative environment for the detectors. In addition, incident rac_ation on
detector receivers from the inner structure is greatly reduced by the bandpass of the germanium ,•
narrowband filter.
The thermal/structural design approach previously outlined has been successfully utilized on :
the high-altitude sensor, which must operate over a much greater temperature range and , _
with a higher rate of temperature change than the ERTS sensor. ' "
:,5.4.9.4.2 Error Analysis - Selected Sensor .i
The following discussion starts with a derivation and a calculation of the signal level (at the _detector output)," since this quantity must be known in,order to compute error; For con- _.
venience, the error predictions are derived for two Categories: null errors and off-null
qmerrors. The over-all error-versus-attitude curve is presented and discussed at the end of ,:
thissection.._
!
In calculating the predicted error values, the following assumptions are made: _
_,
1. the predicted errors are the ones that will exist after calibration for known offsets
and the predictable part of earth-radisnce variations; _-_ _
2. final results (nail errors and off-null errors) are to be expressed as 3-sigma
errors.
5.4.9.4.2.1 Signal Calculations - The signal level calculated below refers to total detector _ !
output; that is, the output of al[the detector arrays, appropriately summed, for a given at-
titude. An attitude of +1 degree of pitch is assumed and thus the signal computed will re- _
present the scale factor of the sensor at the summed detector output. Roll scale factor is, _ _
of course, identical to pitch scale factor. 'I!"liReferring to Figure 5.4.9-2, it can be seen that "'
and R ffi B - D,
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where _,,
I 1P = equivalent detector pitch signal,
R ffi equivalent detector roll signal,
I A = detector output signal from array A,
B = detector output signal from array B,
I C ffi detector output signal from array C, .-.
D = detector output signal from array D.
ii Assume a vehicle attitude of +1 degree pitch and zero degree'roll. The image of the earth
disk will overlap into array A and not appear in array C. The signal level developed in array ':"
I A is given by ......"
A = (Pd- Poa) x Rd
"I o"
Where
I Pd = radiantpower on detectorsof array Afrom earth (watt), '_"
R d ffidetectorresponslvlty(volts watt), .,
P = radiantpower loss of array A to space (watt) _
• oa _ .
The signal level developed in array c is.given by .... , ,,
C _P xR d
where P = radiantpower loss ofarray C to space (watt). ',._
OC _
Therefore, ,,
" .: P = A - C =".(Pd - Poa + Poc ) Rd
With the exception of very small offsets, ....
-., . ,
pap ..
oa oc
Therefore,
P=PdXRd
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It can be shown that
:- fx2Pd = D x A x E NkF dXr o k X1
where D = solid angle of earth viewed by array A (sterad),
A = area of entrance pupil of optical system (cm 2) (In this case, the entrance
r pupil and the aperture stop are the same:),
E: = product of allnonspectrallydependenttransmission factorsinopticalsystem,O
c
N k = spectral radiance of earth (watt/cm2/sterad/micron)0
F x = spectral transmission of 14-micron to 16-micron bandpass filter,
_2' h = wavelength limits of the bandpass (micron). -[
Values of these parameters are listedand/or discussed as follows:
1. Solid Angle
Consider a small tilt in positive pitch.i It can be seen by referring to Figure 5:4.9-2 that for il
= any pointon th_ horizon image adjacentto array A, thedistancethe horizon image moves into
_, sectorA willbe Proportionaltothe attitudeangletimes the cosine of the angle inazimuth
between the roll.axislineand thepointon the horizon image. For asector extending64 de- Igrees inazimuth and centeredabout theroll-axisline,the average angulardeviationfrom
thisaxis is 16 degrees. Therefore,
,f
" t_ _" cos 16 deg x attitude angle (deg)
...._ x optical-arclength(deg) x (_/180)2 (sterad/deg2). b ' _ "!
The optical-arclengthof 64 azimuth degrees of horizonat 500 nmi is56.5 degrees. There-
:i fore,a 1-degree tiltresultsina solidan_le of:; "I
i
lO_4 ]_)1" = 0.963 x56.5 x3.05 x
= 1.66 x 10-2 sterad. I :_i
io' 2. Entrance-Pupil Area :;
J _" 'l
..... The entrance-pupildiameter is0.7 inchor 1.78 cm.
I i
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| A = (1.78/2) 2 _ = 2.48 cm 2 ,
r _i_
I 3, Product of Nonspectrally Dependent Transmission Factors _.
Using the following values: +i
5
I Cosine factor due to high angle of incidence ii(62-deg semi field angle) 0. 47 + +
I Average transmission through first element,which is anttreflection coated for peak
transmission on the 14-micron to 16-micron
I bandpass + 0. 855*Factor to account for losses at the interspaces
between detector receivers 0. 9 _
I E° - 0.47x 0.855•x 0.9 m 0.362
4. _ Effective Earth Radiance ....
The effective earth radiance is expressed by • + ....
k2 +N), F),f . +., " '.1I d_+ .
+
The 14-micron to 16-micron bandpass filter will be defined by multflayer coatings on both
surfaces of both the second optical element and the reticle d_k in the focal plane of the
i sensor (see Section _. 4.9.4. I. 2). +_ +
Values of Fh were obtained from. an actual spectrometer scan through a 14-mlcron to
i 16-micron filter identical to the _pe that will be used in the sensor. N). is a functionof the effective b!ackbody (BB):temperature of the earth, which is assumed to be 237
degrees K nominal and 213 degrees K minimum. These valfles agree with both measured.
I _ "+'+ ;,
Solution were obtained using a computer, with tLw following restflte.
1_ F_d). =3. 45 x 10 ..4 watt/cm2/sterad for 237.. degrees K earth, ,+_:
= 2.17 x 10.4 watt/vm2/_tex-ad for 213 degrees K earth.
*O_dtnarily an element of this type would have a transmission of 0. 95 in the 14-micron to
16--micron bandpass, but the high anglo of incidence at the first surface will _sult In an
I _dditl0nal 10 percent loss.
/
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ij'5. Detector Responstvlty !
R_= 9 volts/watt, based on measurement on detectors identical to the type
to'%eused. |
6. Signal
-- !Using the parameter values given in paragraphs I) through 5) above, the Pitch
(or roll) signal, and hence scale factor, is computed as:
Scale-Factor (nominal) _- (1.66 x 10 -2 sterad) x (2.48 cm 2) x (0. 362) I(237 degrees K BB)
x (3.45 x 10 -4 watt/cm2/sterad)x(9) I|
ffi 46/_ V/deg.
(minimal) _-(1.66 x 10 -2 sterad) x (2. 48 em 2) x (0. 362)Scale-Factor
'(213 degrees-K. BB)
x (2.17 x 10 -4 watt/om2/sterad) x (9)
'" I
= 29 _ V/deg.
5.4. 9. 4. 2, 2 Factors Contribuflng_to Null ,Error ,_ " • I
1. Iuitiallmbalance. Part of the manufaet_-ingprOcedureassociatedwith"tlw.Q.l, basic m
-static sensor involves adjustingthe position of the 11tdetector arrays to equalize small dif- |
ference_ in detector-army response, This; initial balance is currently accurate to +1 micro-
volt of detractor offset*, corresponding to _0. 022 degree in theERTS-A/B sensor. It should •
be noted that this initial lmbalan(_e is a fixed offset that can be measured during sensor test. |
• ing and subtracted from the sensor outpu_ in flight, Acc0rdingly, this contributtion to null
error is zere. ,_ I
II
2. Short-Term Drift or Very Low Frequency "Noise". Based on test data from previous
static sensors, short-term drift at the equivalent detector output is approximately +1 micro- •
volts (3 sigma) or +0, 022 deg_ree for a scale factor of46 #V/deg. Since these test data |
represent the Sum of sensor, earth simulator, and test instrument drifts, assignment of
.. this entire error contrilmt[on tothe sensor is a conservative assumption. ,, ,.
3_ LO -Term De_c_rDrlft; A group ofelght detectors has been undergoing a life testQ. L, with responsivity measurements beingmade atweektyinterva|s, At tim end of I
four months, the rms change in responsivity of this group was 0. 09 percent and _e maximum
rms change seen during any of the weekly monitoring intervals was 0.12 percent, • Since
these values represent the error in the test equipment, the contribution to null error due to I
real changes in the detectors must be somewhat 1ess than this and is therefore ne£_lgible in
contributing to the over-all sensor null error. .... _, " I|
• The +1 mlcrov_t offset figure is based on acceptance test data on recently delivered
static sensor, flight units.
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4. Shift in Apparent Nadir Due to Earth Oblateness, It can be shown that the nadir, as _
dotermtnedby bisecting the subtended angle of an ellpse (in this case the oblate earth),g
I, will differ from the true nadir. However, since altitude, yaw, and latitude will be known, ,
this _ource of error can be completely compensated on the ground and will therefore not _
• I contrlbuteto sensor null error, i_..The oblateness of the earth does indirectly contribute to the error due to earth-radiance _
uncertainty. This is discussed in Appendix 5. B. ,_| !
5. Thermally Induced Offsets. During the orbital cycle, it is possible that the temperature
difference between the detector arrays and the lens system will vary. causing a variation in
I exchange radiant energy between the detector arrays and their environment, ffthe not of
the responsivity between the variousarrays of the sensor differs, null-offset errors will be
| generated that will vary over the orbitalcyele, :i_|
For the ERTS application, the sensor mounting base is temperature controlled to within ;_
+_18°' F, The mounting hardware will be designed such that rates of temperature change will _
I not exceed _ F/hr*. Under these conditions, induced temperature gradients WIll be
negligible; hence this error source can be ignored.
6. Uncertaint_ in Eartl, Radiance. For a step,gradient horiz0n and a perfect imaging system :_
operating at the design altitude, there would be no null eti'or because no part of the earth •,,i
1 ....could imagein anyofthe sector field-of-views. H6wever, since the horizo_ gradient has afln "_II fin/to width, 'av.d since-the imaging isnOt perfect, some of the earth radiat[_ will enter the _'
field-of-view, causing a null error if earth-radiance differences occur between one side of
• m the earth disk and the other. The amounfof earth rad_tl0n overlapping into the fleld:'of-•| view will also vary during the o_'bit due to orbit eccentricity and earth oblateness.
I Thus, in order to calculate the cont_bt_fl0n of earth-,radianee uncertainty to sensor null error,three quantities must be known*., the radiance uncertainty, the effective horizon width (a
function of the actual horizon gradient and the optical blur), anct the overlap of the horizon
i image at null into the fiield-of-view (a function of orbit eccentricity and earth oblateness). _These three quantities are discussed as-follows:
m a, Radiance Uncertainty. This subject is discussed in Appendix 5. B. As computed •there,| the percentage of radiance uncerteinty (after compensat/on for seasonal changes and latitude)
iS: •• :
i
• Urm s = + 3 percent _ ....
U3_ = + 9 percent
*Details of the thermal design of the mount have not been determined. Bhould meeting the
rate-of-change limit be a problem, the sensor can be independently thermally controlled at
I an estimated cost in power of 4 watts average for heaters.
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_ b. Effective liorizon Width. Based on a review of representative cross sections of horizon
• profiles from reference 1, the effective horizon width of all the profiles is approximately
21.(! nmi or less. Since the slant range to the horizon front a 500-nmi altitude is 1850 nmi,
the horizon-gradient width as seen from the ERTS will be 0. 67 degree.
:
.i_ The effective optical blur can be fairly well represented by the rms y image blur of a 61.5- ........... --
: degree off-axis object point. This value will be 0. 85 degree or less. " :
i The total effective horizon width at the image surface of the sensor is the convolution of the
i_ horizon width and the optical blur and is given by: {
!;"
B =jf(Hor/zon width) 2 + (5, Image Blur) 2 !{
l
= 1.08 degrees.
| '
c. Horizon-Image Overlap into Field-of-View. With the ERTS at null and at its nomlnnl :;
500-nmi altitude, the inside edge of the sector field-of-view Will image the effective horizon _ _
gradient at its midpoint. A change in thesubtended angle of the earth will sldft the effective I _:'_i
gradient about tiffs point. Figure 6.4.9-6 illustrates an idealized effective horizon gradient I
with the inside edge of the sector fleld,of-vtewposltioned as shown. As can be aeon. _
t ne =_ . _ _ : :
Bffi
,qL
whore effective horizon-image blur (dog). it can also M seen that the area of the
.. triangle PIP2P3, i. O,. the overlap, area (Or), is given by _ .... - , ..
B+' S Z(,01 ...... t
8 do..oofho.,o., o= po.i.o.d, or .,,b .!{".*,i
angle front nominal. ]
At meat/cacti above, the subtended angle of the earth as men from EliTe' will vary as a "'_ I
: function of orbit eecentr/clty and,,earth oblsieness, computer p.nrno_,rams were written to a__[Ii
obtain the rms value of the deviation of the subtended earth half angle from nom_mtl duo to
b0th of these effects during one orbital period. Assumptions were as follows: .....
Polar Orbit ,, ,
Nominal Altitude = 800 m_ ' ,
Orbit Eccentricity * 0. OOl
I. "llorizon Definition Study. preptr, d under Contract No. NAEI-6010 by Boneywwll ..Inc.. l
Systems & Research D!vlalon. Mlrdt, woila, Minn., for National Aertmsutlea and Bpsce
Administration. october Igee. I
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The results wore: ' t
llMS deviation of earth half-angle clue to eccentricity .= 0. 072 degree i![RI_ISdeviation of earth half-angle due to earth oblateness ---0. 0(;4 degree
The over-nil rms deviation of the earth half angle is therefore given by ] ';
V( 064) 2 072)2 ". ,
8rm s ._ 0. + t0. -_0. 096 degree I
In computing the rms overlap' area, it must be remembered thnt the effect of _ on overlap ::'
is non-symmetrical. In order to account for this, it will be assumed that 6rm s is negative I50 percent of the time and positive 50 percent of the time.
j.,[]' ,i" = + Ov.;';_.. OVrms rm_ 8=+ 2 rms 8=- :
| "
(0. 1.87)2 .+ 2
0; 147 degree .... ." "
|Bzmed on the above calculations, it is now possfifle to calculate the null-error contribution
due t_) tmcertainty in earth ra(li_nce as ' '.
Er.lrm.e)-Urm s x OVrm a ,_ ,,
Where tlrm s 11,the rms percentage of uncertainty in the radiance level as dete_mlned in IAppendix 5.1t, The efor_...
I_..'., . Er inns) ._O.03 x O,147, _ 0."0044. degree " ' I °_::_
and
E - 3 s I_ = 0.t)13 dcgr_ I
_. r (3o ) r (rmsl "
()ver-all...i.Ndll Error " ..... I
, En(3._ },.%/{81_.rt-Tel'mDl_Ift)2"+(Er {3,,}2. .. '"
" I)n o.013)2 ': .....
- 0.028 dog. " "I
q ",i
" " I
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Since both of the contributions to null error are 3-siffma values, E is the 3--sigma null-
error prediction, n
.qL
5.4.9.4.2.3 Factors Contributing to Off-Null Error ;:,
attitudes, detcrminat/on sensor will be subject to the same error 'At off-null the uttitudc
contributions as described for the null case. tlowever, at attitudes of sufficient magnitude
to move the effective horizon gradient completely past the inside edge of the affected field-
of-view sector (._0. 54 degree attJtudc), the radiance-uncertainty error contribution is given
given simply by the attitude angle times the percentage of unccrtainty in earth-radiance level. ....
Therefore, the over-all off-null error (:it attitudes in excess of 0. 54 degree) is given by
i
Eon (3 6) = _/(Short-'rerm Drift) 2 + (Attitude Angle x U3_)2
This will reach its n_a_'/mum value at an attitude angle of ] degree (the limit of the linear :
_ range), Thus,
i ?_,
on(a + 0.00)2
5. 4.9.4.2.4 Ore;r-all Error ,Curve and Summ_ry :: '
i 'i_e off-null error ean:becaleulated0 usli_g the above equation, for all attitudes in excess of i:_,_
o. 54 degree.i, As the attitude _le decreases below this value, the Inside edge of the field- _o
; of..v/ew sector begins to sweep across the effective horizon gradient and the slope of radl- _
i ance-uneerta!nty error versus attitude decreases. Figure 5.4.9-7 is a plot of over-all _
3-sigma error versus attitude angle. The values of error between zero and O.54 degree :_
! were not calculated but must lie beneath the straight line Joining the error at null and the i_
error at 0. 54 degree, Since the 3-sigma error is less than 0.1 degree for/_ll attitude . _
conditions within the linear range, the sensor will meet the specification for the ERTS.A/B, _ ....
i _ , While the conclusion shows that the ERTS-A/B requirement for accuracy equal or better
than 0. 1 degree ,q-sigma is met over the entire range of spacecraft attitude, itis interesting _
to carry the analysis one stop further and attempt to determine the overall tim_-averaged
i_ accuracy expected, applying approprla_ weighting for the percentage of time the vehicle
w/ll be at various attitudes.
i' Because of the nature of the attitude control system! which h,s a dead.band region, a ii
proportional-control reglori and a saturn" d-control region, a precise distribution of att/tude
over time Is not readily exgressed analytically, tlowever, an analysis of Nimbus II
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Co:_-
; ' ! nn_, _
,/_ telemetered flight data has been made, * and ERTS should behave in a similar This
-_!,_ analysis Indicates that an assumption of normal distribution of attitude in time about null
;N_I__ ts not significantly wrong, and that 1-degree is o.pproxlmate_,y the 3-stgma value of the time ,
: distribution curveof the roll atutude._ Control in the pitch axis is even better, so a 1-degree
_1_, 3-slg'ma assttmptlon is slightly pesslm_ttc. ' ' " " " ....
_. - _nee the factor of 0, 09 applied to the off-null attitude to obtain the off-nulL error contribu-
_- tl_m is .._-sigma uncertainty factor, the p,.-oduet of that"factor _nd a 3-stgma time-distributed
_ attitude value will result in an effectively much higher sigmas (much lower probability) than
_i ,_ho.hl I_ used in _ 3-_grnsP._B computation'for total error. It works out that, assuming
_;11---_--'" Cqtml contributions of probability from both factors Inthe off-null error, for a 3-sigma ' '
-_:fl product each value should be about 1.9 sigma. Thus. In a summary RSS error computation
_:_! l.¢,,,,q_rBUng .me distribution of off-null attitude, the equation Is: ....... _, "
_1._ , ..... , ........... , ,,
. °'_ 2+ ° 1.9 .9 .
' E3 _ ....026) lx3.0x 0.09x3.0
/_: : O.04,5 deRree -
_il! *l!efl_rencc tnterllsl GE document PlR No. 41M1-000-458, "Dynamics Control _yatem Error
_f;it _ t._,lm_t/-n f,_r Nimbus Ii t_tlllzlng Telemetered Flight Data" by R. Klammer, 7/26/67.
]_1 fi- 1t12 " ,
:4
I 11 February 1970 ;'_
Applying this equation over the entire range of off-null attitude is not rigorously correct,
since it a_sumes the full 0. 02(| degree null error over the entire attitude range instead of
I reducing it to 0. 022 degree at attitudes than O4greater 0. degree; however, the simplification
is again pessimistic and, in this case, has near negligible effect.
I The final value of less than 0. 05 degree, the3-sigma easily meets ERTS-A/B r_q_ _m_nt_
Assuming the above calculated attitude deterndnation error of about 0. 05 degree*, 3-sigma,
I it is of interest to work from this value backward obtain
to image element location error.
In Paragraph 4.3.4 _n error equation is derived from which the attitude determination re-
quirements were established. Assuming all other errors (ephemurts, timing_ yaw attitude)
i assumptions section, the effect of improved accuracy in pitch
are unchanged from the in that
and roll attitude determination car: be calculated. From Pvragraph 4.3.4,
I EA4 [(2216)2+(877Ep)2+(88Ey)2 2= , ,_'_
I + (877 ER)2 + (88 Ey)2] 2
Using this equation in Paragraph 4, 3.4, and asstuning E R = E_ = 0. 1 degree, it was con- '_:
cluded that the yaw-axis attitude need be determined no betterPthan 0. 8 degree. Assuming o_._
no improvement in yaw detern_lnat/on, but with ER = Ep = 0. 05 degree, the error equation o .gives EA = 2217 feet_ 0. 4 rmlL With in-flight boresight error removal, this represents "_
the expected 3-sigma error in lccation of a corner element in a payload sensor image
i_ (exclusive of errors generate d withinthe image sensor). Assuming no in-flight boresight ,i_error removal, an _ddttional 3913 feet of location error must be added, producing a total ...._°
3-sigma error of 1.0 nmi. Therefore, with or without in-flight boresight error removal,
the requirement of image location within 2 nmi is morethan adequately met.
I ,,
L
I *Due to the nature of the Quantic Industries sensor, virtually encircling the earth image
with detector fields-of-view, the pred/cted e:rror represents the combination of pitch and
roll errors, 1. e., it can be considered a radial angle error.
•_. 5-163
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5.4.10 FREON GAS SUPPLY |
Reaction control gas will be required for initial acquisition and reacquisition, and to over- !
come external disturbance torques. The external disturbance torques that will require gas
expenditure are those due to gravity gradient, magnetic, and misalignment of the orbit
adjust nozzle. The magnetic disturbance torques are due to a fixed and nonconstant dipole. [
The fixed dipole is assumed to be no greater than 300 pole-era with compensation. An t
itemized tabulation of the total impulse requirements for the mission is given in Table _)
5.4.10-1. [i
i:. 5.4.11 RE FERENCES ii 1. Nimbus D Initial Acquisition Study
GSFC Document X-731-69-8, February 1969
.!2. Nimbus D acquisition Simulation Results
H. L, Stalling, GSFC (1969). Unpublished.
t
TABLE 5. 4.10-1. IMPULSE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE MISSION |
• H '1_ if
(Ib-sec)_ I
; . Acquisitionand Reaequisltlon 3-15 It
GravitY Gradient (1 yr) 58 _ [
Magnetic (1yr) :..
FixedDipole(withcompensatlon-300pole-cm) 18 i ._:
:.... NonconstantDipole .... 58 , ,,
J.. OrbitAdjust(2450secondtotal,burn) 29
Leakage Negligible
.... Total 478
Capacity 528
- ilMargin 50
't
ti ],
1
I f$:,. ,
ti
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APPENDIX 5. A
i MAGNETIC TORQUE
The earth's magnetic field will be considered to be a dipole magnet with the dipole along thespin axis of the earth. The spaeeerait will be assumed to be in an orbit of inclination I_ ,
and to contain a dipole at any arbitrary orientation, The reference framc_ .for the earth ...
.[ spacecraft, and magnetic field are shown in Figure 5. A-l. The ],IK coordinate system hasits origin at the center of the earth, with B along the spin axis pointing north, and I and J in
the equatorial plane. IJK is assumed lnertially fixed. The orbital coordinate system Is
I XoYoZo, with Zo along the local vertical, and positive diroctod downwards, Xo along thenominal velocity vector, positive directed forwards, and Yo forming a rlghthanded system..
The coo_-dinate system rotates at orbital rate, and revolves about the center of the em,th.
I For convenience, the ascending node is on the J axis, and the inclination of the orbit is v.
, The position of the spacecraft in orbit is determined by q. The orbit angle from the ascend-
lng node. The analysis is restricted to circular orbits, and
I
= t_ t (5.A-1)
I where
n. = Orbital rate : -
I t = Time from ascending node .,..x• ,..7
i
' I
'..! 2 ,_
I (f*GOt,ATl'TtlOE'(p_(Mitl_I,A*I) _, Ifire mlT III£OIU| (IqblP} . .
lee * [,qLql'M| aMeellrlC OlPOl, l[ • O.OQ4.H_IIIdUlII*¢Id8 , = ._i_, _
Figure 5.A-I. Coordinate Frames and References :'_*_
•_---_.... .....,,,_,. -ii'.,..";: ":i...., --_ --; . "_ _ .._,,-.- .._........:"_•_
•/_" _ ....._: }_.._--=_'- =i_ :;__ _;_'_ ........'_;_ ..........i ...........__:_ '_ _:_: i_ _ ?. _ 'i _' / _.;_>__"-_='_._;,_.iS;_ _"'_._ _';;% .__ _-_' _._..,:i_''_...._ .... "-": _o : '_:........::.... _ "_. _ _',=_'_ _
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The magn_ic coordinate system is _ where "_ls along theloeal _ertical, positive directed
upwards, q is positive directed northwards, hut normal to r, and p forms a right-handed
coordinate system. For a simple dipole, the magnetic field is given by:
H - 3 cos _ r - sin _ (S.a-2) :
r
o
where :_ I
= Colatltude (Figure 5.4-1)
i
r° _ Orbit radius (=ror)
M = Earths magnetic dipole ,, 8.064-10 _.5 Gauss-era 3
e j
Since field is radially syn_metric about K, only one angle, _ , is required to specify the
field. To specify the direction of the field, however, an additional angle X, is required. !
The orientation of_ with respected I_ is given by. •
 [ilL: lI: 1I_o1[il-_ cos g .o- ¢ , o o o o 1 :_-- o 1 cosx sinx o I  5.A-3)Sine 0 CosCJ -Sin), Cos_.J 10 i:i -_
[sin¢ cosx sin¢ sinx cos¢
7_
= 'Sin ). COS ). ' 0 (5. A-4)
[-cos_ cos ¢ 'Sin_ cos ¢ sin
_f
The relationshipbetween XoYoZo and IJK isgiven by .....
os17 0 _ . Cosu -Sinu 0., 0 1 0 I ,:..
LZoJ [?Sin17 0 Cos 17J 0_, ' I 0
X° Sin17Cos17 Cosu Cos17 SinL, I
= Sinv -Cos_, (S.A-O) i
LE'_J L-Cos -Sin 17 Cos t, 17 t,
U
5.A-2
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To obtain the field at the spacecraft in the proper coordinates, the XoYoZo frame must be
related to the rp_ frame, From Figure 5.A-l, and by definition
r = -Z (5,A-7)O
Hence from equations (5.A-4) and (5.A--6)
cos }7 _- Sin _ cos X 15.A-8)
, Sin }7 CoP p = Sin_ Sin_, (5.A-9)
Sin }7 Sin U =" Cos /_ (5. A-,IO)
In terms of IJK, the magnetic field vector is
-M
It _ 3 (2Sing Cos_ Cosk +Sin_ Cosg Cos_.) I
17
O
_..t
+ (2 Sin_ Cos_ Sink +Sin_ Cos_ Sin_,) J
"t+ (2Cos 2_ -Sin 2_) K (5.A-11)
Simplifying and substituting equations 5.A-8, 5. A-9 and 5. A-10
.._ e t -_ Sin2}7 _ +H - 3 (3 Cos }7 Sin}7 Sinv ) I + (3 Cos V SinU) Jr
O ,.
+ (3 Sin2}7 Sin2y -1) El (5.A-12)
Using the transformation matrix of equation (5.A-6), the magnetic components become
-M
Hx = _ -3 Cos 1"/Sin217 Sinv +3 Sin217 Cos }7 Cos 2u Sinv
O r
o
+ 3Sin2}7 SI3y Cos 17-Co_}7 Sinyl (5.A-13) ,,,o
"Me -3 Sin2 17 Sin3 V Cos }7 + 3 Sin2 }7 Stn3 U Cos _] I_i,___3
rO
- Cos rJ Sin V } (5. A-14) i_
Me
Hx =----_ Cos }7 Sin U (5°A-15) '
O 17
O
5. A-3
/,
. +_1 . • , _. ,- i
"" II ,_ _ v _ '_ : .............................................. o.. " ,_,,-_ _ .................. _o ,: ,. .+ _,/o , .. _ .. +
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Similarly
Hy = _ 3 Sin217 Cosy Sin 2v -3 Sin 217 Sin2 u Cos_ +cos y (5.A-16)
0 r
O
-M 'I
°l t nHy = _ Cos I_ (a,A-,17)O r
a_d l
-M
HZ _ _ l3 -3Cos 297 Sin Stny -3Sin 317 Cos 2p Sinpo r |0
._,.,._,s o"_+.,_,s ,vI I,.A-,_m
=--.-g
r
o
+ Stn_ Sin Yl (5.A-19)
M e m .,._..,.
HZ = _ (2 Sin 9) Stnu) (5.A-.20)
0 r 0 m
Hence I
H e _ --_
- - + 2 Sin 97 Sin u (5. A-21)3 os_ Sinv Xo Cosy Yo
r
o
Assume that the spacecraft is perfectly oriented to the orbiting coordinate system. Assume lal o that the spacecraft has dipole _noments on all thr e axes su h that
-" l iM = M + M o + (5.A-22) :: .where
M = Dipole moment in pole-CM l _i
!
5.A-4
C ._-----_ " ": '' " ' ' " " ' '_'" : ....
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I The torque on the spacecraft as a result of the orbiting spacecraft is
I _-___'__' I_._-_
Hence
I TM = _ _(2MySIn' Slnv +MzC°SY) X
i + (M Z Cos_ Sinp -2M XSlnS Silly i Y+ (-M x Cos V " My Coo @ Sin v) Z (5.A-24)
I Thit_ toxque expressed in a rotating frame of reference. An inertial fram.e is moreis
convenient, however, and the torques will be referenced back to the _framo before
i the _ rotation. Denoting this frame as XI, YI, zI h[_ lr lt 1Cos_ 0 -SinI?
I /,,_/./o , 0 l/Y/ ,_._-.0,."
I LZlJ I_'"_ o co_,JL J
Hence
I
Me I ?"T'_M =7 2MySin?7 Cos_ Sinv +M zCosv Cos_ +M xCosv Sin| I o
+ My Sin ?7 CosT/ Sinv) XI+ (MZCos_ Sinv -2M xSin_ Sinv) YII
+ (2 MySin 277 Sinv +M zCos v Sin ?7 -M xCos V Cos_ '
- My cos2 _ Sinv ) z I (5.A-26) :
Simplifying :
YLMI = 3_. My Sin2_/ Sinp +M ZCos V Coss +MyCOS V Sin 77) XI
I r 3 2O
+ (M z Cos_ Sinp -2M XSin_ Sinv) YI + (3My Si 2_ Sinv
- My Sin IV +M zCosv Sin 17 -M xCos v Cost]) Z I } (5.A-27) t.
I !
! t
_" -, ....... _:_-..-_ i-_,._,m_i ......... " .... , ..... ---_"-'_-'= _r/- - ..__ _._-_: ' ,.% ,.
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With M c in aauss.-cm3, rn in centimeters, and M inpolc_eentlmetors,thetorque outputis
in Dyne-era. To convert to pound-feet,itisnecessary to divideby I.3558.107 To inputro |
in feet, it is necessary to divide by (30,48) 3 . Noting that $
_2 ="_i (5. A-,28) I
r
o
' where I
= Orbitalrate ..rad/sec I
K _ Universalgravityconstantmulttpllcdby themass of theearth
= 1.40775.1016 ft.3/scc. 2
r _ Orbit radius in feet J
o
It is possible to reduce equation (5. A-27) to a convenient form. I
I
+ 0.0149 [,/2 t "3 My 1(Cos2?7-_) Sin V + MZ Cos V Sin
- M x Cos V Cos _ ZI (5,A-29)
where I
TMI is in lb-ft. I
f/ is in rad/sec
M isin pole/cm J ,,
The momentum requirement on each axis is obtained by integrating Equation 5. A-29. t
Remembering that W -- f/ t, and for steady state only I
HMI -'-0.0149_ -_"My COS 2 ?) Sinv +M zCosv Sin_ -M x Cosy Cos
+ 0,0149_/ M Zsln_ Sinv +2M xCos?7 Sinv YI +0.0149
- _MySin2_ Sinv + t_ tSinv -M zCosv Cos_
- M X Cos V Sin _ ZI (5,A-30)
I;
O0000004-TSB05
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Summarl_lng I
I_Xo _ 0.0149 0 "4 My Siny Cos?7 +T OtSlnt) 8in?7 -.MxCosY(5.A.38)
O
HZ = 0.0149_ .-'_ My Sin f) Sin? 7 +-2 _tSiny Cos?7 -MzCOSy (5.A-40)
O
All the terms are sinusoidal or constant e:_eept the term containing _t. It is secular, i
5.A,I NONCONSTANT MAGNETIC DILaOI,E I
ff the magnetic dipole is not constant, but is t_rnod on ,and off, the steady state momentum
value is determined by the time the dipole is on, F,.;_pe_ting Equation 5, A-29 I
TMI = 0.0149 t_ -_MySiU2?7 Sinv +M ZCos y Cos ?7 +M xCos y Sin1_ X! I
+ 0.0149_ zC°s?7 Slny -2M XSin?7 Slny YI !
+ 0.0149_ 2 (Cos2?7 _) Siny MZCosy Sin ?7I.
]" I- Mx Cos y Cos 77 ZI ,,,,_,
The momentum change associated with this torque is obtained by inmgrating the expression !between limits. The limits will be between arbitrary limits which will be different for each
dipole,
0.01.o a
+ M zCosy Sin ?7 -M zCos y SinOto2 I ,,
- MxCosy Cos. +M. Cosy Cos_t ]_ I
_, o3J_
]' IISiny -2M Siny Cost')t Y. _+ 2 MX Cos ?7 X 03 l
!5.A-8
I
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I 3 4 Gto 1
+ 0.0149 0 _MySin21_ SintJ + My Sin2 Sinv
--" G to1
+ OtSinv -" 2 Sint,
!
5.Ao2 NONCONSTANT DIPOLE APPLICATION TO ERTS
Assume y = 90 _ and worst ease
a H o_ _ o.014_o _ M,,(co_or,, - co_ot ]
I Pit,_,, L "" _3 03 J
!
i oo,oo
I For Pitch assume f/to3 = 90 °
A Hpitc h = 0,0298 O MX Sin Otf3
I For Roll/Yaw assume 0 tel = 0
I YawIn [4 . '1 -2-" '1J
AH = 0.01490 3 M, Sin20to +MY t. 01 Y_
I
00..: co..o,,]
I 0 = 1.01.I0 3 feet/sectf3= 0 -* 6200 sec ....,
I if3= 0t°6200 _¢
I. Plot _/'Hyaw2 + AHR°I|2 vs tfl f°r lines °f c°nstant MY 'i! I
] + M ZCosu Sinzt -M ZCosu SinGto2 ,_
] ql
- M X Cos V Cos W + M x Cos I_ Cos Oto3 ZI ,_'_i
I 45. A-9
i_ .,,. " '_. ,S_"? ....... " .........:-_--...... o"_-'o'......._ .........: ....................._-= =:-:_ -"'_:_::_.......................'_ n_I.
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For a nonconstant dipole, it is only the secular buildup which is lmportanL since sinusoidal
momentum accumulation can be evaluated using Equation (5. A-38, 5.A-39, and 5.A-40).
Considering the momentmn accumulation on an orbit basis
;HMI _ 0.0149_2 [_My 8inv (Cos 2['_tol -Cos fi_tfl )
+ M z Cos V (Sin _tf2 ,., Sin _to2)
+ MXCos V (Cos _to_ ,, Cos _tf3 ) XI
+ 0.0149 _2 [M Z Sin v (Sin _tf2 - Sin _to2 )
+ 2M xSlnv (Cos_tfl!_,Cos_toa) YI
+ 0.0149f_2 [3M YSiny (Sin2f_tol _-Sin2nt )4 fl ,"
My _'
- tfl)
- -_== SinY (tol i,;i
+ M zCosy (SlnGtf2-Sin_to2)
+ M X Cos Y (Cos Gt% - Cos Gtfa)] _,, "'
2
5.A.3 ERTS APPLICATION
For ERTS y _ 90 °, and the effect of My on roll and yaw, and M x on pitch dominate, Hence ',_
3 My G t Sin _ t
H x = 0.0149 t'l _ My Cos _ t +
O
Hy = 0.0149 _ 2 MxCos Gt ;_
o
II z = 0.0149 _ - My Sin t_t + -----_,
O
The secular buildup of momentum is ! 1
HSec = 0.0149 f_2 Myt
5. A-I 0 )
b
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Assume f/t% = 90.
AHpItc h _ 0.0149 f/ [-_ MX flin,t°]
For Roll-.Yawt Assume f/t = 0
°1
AHRoU.ln 0,0149 f/ '_ ]4 My(l -.Cos 2f/ t°) I
3 to t_2__]
AHyRw In _ o,0149 f/ TMy flln_ f/ + My
FoP Pitch Assume f/t° _ 0 l
, t,% _ o.o1_._[_x,.Co_,.t°+l)] ,.,
:' For RollYaw Assume O tel= 45° I
AHRoll.I n = 0.0149_, -_My._'n2t_t' I
I ,,oJ,
I
i
. ., . , .... . -- , f
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APPENDIX 5.B
1
5,B. 1 INTRODUCTION
This i_ a brief technical description of an infrared earth sensor system for synchronous and
near-synchronous earth-orbiting satellites. The senso_ is fully flight qualified, and several
flight models have been delivered. A photograph of the unit is shown in Figure 5.B. 1-1.
I The unit has demonstrated null of +0.05 degree without the use of mo'vix)g partsaccuracy ally
whatsoever. The static desig!! results in highest possible reliability for long-life applica-
tions. Analog output voltages proportional to vehicles pitch and roll are provided over a
I linear _5 while saturated outputs suitable for earth are providedrange O! degrees, acquisition
for up to ,22 degrees of roll or pitch.
I The entire including supply, electronics, and full EMI is contalaodsensor, power protection,
in one compact pnelmg(_ weighing 7.2 pounds. Normal power consumption is 1. fl watts.
I Although the qualified i8 designed for operation around _ronous altitude,present
sen8or
laterchangeable optical eh,mont8 provtdo easy modification to allow operation In a small
altitude range around nny selocwd nominal altitude fr.)m 150 to fl0,000 nautical miles.I
Complete testing and ground support equipment has been developed and qualified go support
manufacture and acceptance testing of the _ensor,I
I ,
!
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5. B. 2 GENERAL SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONq
The earth sensor described herein is a completely static system that operates on the
radiation-balance principle (Table 5.B. 2-1). An objective lens images infrared (IR) radia-
tion from the earth onto a focal surface consisting of a metal block containing eight apertures
or "light pipes." Each light pipe receives a sector of the radiation imaged on the focal sur-
face, reflects it internally, and channels it to an array of radiation detectors located at tl_e
light pipe exit.
The sensor package is installed in such a way that, with the vehicle properly oriented and at
Bynchronous altitude, the light pipes encircle the entire earth disk image. If the attit_de of
the vehicle deviates from null in any direction, earth IR radiation enters several of the light
pipes and is concentrated onto the corresponding detector arrays. Signals derived from each
of the arrays are combined to form two groups of measurements, c Jch group deriving from
signals from four detector arrays. Either, or both, of the two groups of arrays can provide
pitch and roll information. If the sun should enter the field of view (FOV) of any one light
pipe sector, all the signals from that group of four detector arrays are switched out, and only
signals from the other group are selected for computations. In this sun-present mode, when _'
one of the array groups is disconnected, the worst-case null accuracy is 0.04 degree.
After the switching operation, the detector outputs are amplified, and the resulting signals "
are demodulated and again amplified, providing roll and pitch control and telemetry outputs. --
t!
An additional component of the sensor is an auxiliary optical system that detects the presence "
of the sun and controls svlection of the detect0r-array group as described above. _?
These operational relationships are shown in simplified form in Figure 5.B.2-1. The con- '_ , "'
figuration of the complete two-axis sensor package is shown in the dimensional outline draw- .:
ing (Figure 5.B. 2-2). il
5. B. 3 SYSTE M OPE RATION
The overall system operation can best be understood by referring to the optical schematic of
• ithe static sensor IR telescope (Figure 5oB.3-1) and the sensor focal-surface configuration :,
(Figure 5.B.3-2). The silicon objective lens focuses incoming IR energy from the earth onto _ i
the light pipe block. This lens is designed so that at any nominal altitude (the existing sensor
is designed for a nominal altitude of 19,500 nm), the diameter of the circular image of the I i
earth's disk is just eqt_al to the inner boundary of the eight sectors shown in Figure 5.B.3-2.
Physically, these sectors are the entrance ports to eight polished IR light pipes. Radiation
entering the ports is concentrated by multiple reflections from the light pipe walls and
emerges from the light pipe exits to fall on infrs red-radiation thermocouple detectors. When !
the vehicle, and h,,nce ;he sensor, is at null and at synchronous altitude, the earth image
falls entirely within the circular region formed by the inner boundaries of the light pipe
entrance ports. Because the earth horizon (at null) is tangent to the inside boundary of each
sector, no earth radiation enters the light pipes. However, as the vehicle tilts about its roll
and pith axes, the earth image moves about on the surface of the light pipe block, allowing
earth radiation to enter seve3:al of the ports and fall onto the corresponding detector arrays, i
O0000004-TSC01
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TABLE 5.B. 2_I. SUMMARY OF STATIC EARTH SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS
_ (Sheet 1) i
Parameter Capability of Static Earth Sensor
I Accuracy .......
i_ At Null +0.05 degrees (includes earth-radiance effects).
Off Null Same as accuracy at null with an additional error of
_ ±25% of the actual roll or pitch present (includes eartil-
i)
,! radiance effects). Note: This additional _25% error can
be largely eliminated by using seasonal correction
factors.
Altitude Range Existing qualified unit is designed for operation from
_ 16,000 to 22,000 rim, with some accuracy degradation
beyond ±200 nm from synchronous a.l,titude. Interchange-
able optical elements allow operation in a small range
il around any selected nominal altitude. Performance at
_, other altitudeswilldepend on applicabledetails.
lil•
Linear Range Provides signalsapproximatelyproportionalto rolland _, pitch for up to ._5 degrees of roll or pitch.
_ Earth-AcquisitionRange Will be able to acquirethe earth at any attitudewithina
tilt angle of ±22.2 degrees tilt angle being defined as the
angle subtended at the vehicle by the vehicle yaw axis and t
thenadir. ?'i!i,: i=
Reliability MTBF = 533,000 hr i_
'.... 0,984 for 1 year, 0.921 for 5 yr _?"
Mechanical Configuration ....
Diameter 7-5/!_ inches, exclusive of connector. °
Length 7 inches !i;_
' t'• i i ,lill ._
Weight 7.2 pounds (totalsystem)
Input power Operates on unregulated de power of 22 to 31 _,
Power consumption: 1.6 _!_....
FullEMI protectionprovided i_
Duty Cycle Can operate continuously ....
5B -3
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TAB LE 5. B. 2- I. SUMMARY OF STATIC EAR TH SE NSOR C HARAC TE RISTICS
(Sheet 2)
.......... . J __
Parameter Capability of Static Earth Sensor
Vehicle Alignment Method A fiat alignment mirror (see Figures 5.B. 2-1 and --2)
is provided for determining alignment of sensor relative _i
to vehicle when mounted.
Control Outputs 1 v/deg, within _5 degrees tilt around null.
Sal,m, atod 5 volt output between _5 and :_17.2 degrees tilt.
Si,_nals of proper polarity at any attitude <_22.2 degrees I
oi tilt.
Telemetry Outputs - I
Pitch T/M 0 to 15 from -5 to +5 degrees tilt; scale factor 0.5 vdc/degree
Roll T/M 0 to +5 from -5 to +5 degrees tilt; scale factor 0.5 vdc/degrce Um
Sun Presence No. 1 4.0 vdc, sun not present.
No. i T/M 0 vdc, sun present m
sun presence 4.0 vdc, sun not present
No. 2 T/M 0 vdc, sun present I
i
Note: Each sun-presence channel corresponds to one of
the two groups of IR detectors.
g
Temperature T/M 0 to 4.8 vdc over housing temperature range of +20 to
+ 160"F. $
Environment
Nonoperative Temperature -40 to + 150" F I
Operating Temperature +50 to +1500F
|Thermal Vacuum Test <_ 10-5 torr
Acceleration 11 g forward, 5 minutes
3 g rearward, 10 seconds
3.5 g laterally, 5 minutes u (
Random Vibration 18.2 grms overall, 3 minutes/axis m _
Leak Test NA (sensor not sealed) U
Time Constant 1.5 second _ i_
min nnnm
Optical Bandpass 22 to 40_;silicon lens system. (14 to 16_ CO 2 band optics -
also available_. I
5B-4
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SUN
I TELESCOPE SUN
DETECTORJ
!] II PIPE I DETECTOR/ CHOPPIN(_ '
• COMPUTATION OUTPUT_
BJECTIVELEN5
:", COATEDWITH FII.TER TO
'1 CUTON AT 22 MICRONS
4_
,,e
_, FiEure 5. B. 2-1. Simplified Diagram of Static Earth Sensor
I As noted earlier, the signals from the detector arrays are combined to form two groups ofroll and pitch measurement£ In the normal operating mode when the sun is not in the FO V
of any of the eight light-pipe sectors t output signals from both groups of detector arrays are --
processed through the electronic circuitry. However, if the sun enters the FOV of any one ,,
sector, a switching network switches out the signals from the detector arrays in that group
and selects only signals from the other group to compute roll and pitch.
Referring to Figure B.B. 3-2, one of the two redundant groups of detector arrays corresponds %
to light pipe sectors A, C, E, and G; the other group corresponds to sectors B, D, F, and H. "_
I The detector arrays within a group are connected electrically so that the difference in energybetween opposing detector arrays is d te ted. Wh n the earth image is not on axis (i.e., "_:.,
vehicle is not at null), the unbalanced IR energy is read as an electrical difference signal , '
from the opposing detector arrays: (A - E), (B _- F), (C - G), and (H - D). _ :_i,_i,r:
Consider first the ACEG group only. It can be seen by reference to Figure 5.B. 3-2 that this ,,;_':::_;
group is rotated about the vehicle yaw axis (optical axis)22-1/2 azimuth degrees from the i_
vehicle roll and pitch axes. Roll and pitch attitude signals are therefore approximately pro-
portional to: "_ii! RI-_ cos (22.5") X (C - G) + sln(22.B') X (A - E) ._
PI-- cos (22°5 °) X (A - E) - sin(22.5 °) X (C - G) _
5B-5
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The equations for the BDFH group are of the same form but account for cross coupling by
stgn change, as follows:
R 2_cos (22. fi°) X (B- F) - stn(22.5 ° ) X (1t- D)
P2_cos(22.5") X (H- D) +sin(22.5 °) X (B- F)
As already noted, in the normal operating mode, outputs from both groups of detector arrays
contribute equally to the output signals for roll and pitch, being combined by the sensor elee-
, tronics into the form:
i
!,
P3"(A"E) + (H-D)
The silicon objective lens images radiation from the earth in the 22- to 40-micron wave-
length spectral region, which represents emission from the molecular rotational energy of
water vapor in the atmosphere. This region was selected because it has several advantages i
over the more commonly used region from 14 to 16 microns, which represents emission from
the carbon dioxide content of the atmosphere. The primary advantage stems from the total
energy available for a given optical aperture. When the 22- to 40-micron bandpass is used, ]
the IR detectors produce a signal at the amplifier input almost twice as large as the signal I
that would be produced if the 14- to 16-micron bandpass were used. The advantage that
follows from this is higher sensitivity to tilt. The detectors are thermocouples, which read
a difference in temperature between their detecting Junctions and their reference Junctions. t
Consequently, since errors due to thermal gradients in the sensor structure are nearly
independent of spectral region, only half as much angular error is produced as would be if
the narrower bandpass were used. Another advantage is that angular error caused by radi- I
ation from the image of the sun falling on the interior walls of the optical housing is approx-
imately 1/3 of the error from this source with the narrower bandpass. _!
The advantage of the 14- to 16-micron region over the 22- to 40-micron region that applies
in most cases, i.e., the greater stability and easier predictability of radiatioL over the _
earth, is not significant for this sensor design, an application in which null accuracy is of _
primary concern. At null and at nominal altitude, local variations in earth-horizon radiance ?
does not affect sensor output, since the focal-surface configuration allows no part of the +'
earth's image to reach the detectors. If off-null errors are of importance, the 14- to 16- !_
micron region might provide better overall performance. The spectral region can easily be
changed by replacing the fllmr-coated lens with one coated for another bandpass. +I
The sun subtends an angle of approximately 0.5 degree at the vehicle. To prevent the solar
image from affecting more than one detector array at a time, the light pipe ports are sepa- '
rated by approximately 2 subtended degrees. Presence of the sun in any sector is sensed by
a parallel optical system consisting of a lens, a filter, and an array of photovoltaic detector
ceils. These cells duplicate the pattern of the light pipe sectors at the focal surface of the _ + I
IR telescope but on a smaller physical scale. Also, a slight angular enlarging of each sun- l[
telescope sector has been incorporated into the design to permit the sun sensor to receive ! !
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solar energy before any significant solar energy enters a light pipe sector. The sun sensor,
I (i.e. ACEG or BDFH). The angularly enlarged sun-telescope sectors also keepgroup group|
either IR detector-array group switched out until the sun has moved to a position where no
part of its image falls into, a light pipe sector associated with tha. group.
I
The electronic signal processing is shown in the block diagram of Figure 5.B. 3-3. The
signals from the eight detector arrays pass through a combination switching and chopping
i|• network to two differential amplifiers. One amplifies the signals that provide roll informa-
J
tion: the other amplifies the signals that provide pitch information, The outputs of these two
amplifiers are demodulated and supplied to roll and pitch control amplifiers, providing roll
and pitch control outputs. The control amplifiers also roll and out_provide pitch telemetry
puts via telemetry amplifiers. In addition, two sun_trigger outputs and one temperature-
telemetry output are provided, A 30 Hz generator supplies drive voltage to the switching
1 network and the demodulating phase detectors. A dc_-dc converter and two voltage regulators
complete the system.
5.B.4 SYSTEM ACCURACY AND DEMONSTRATIONRE LIABILITY
5. B. 4.1 Accuracyi
null accuracy has been demonstrated on the delivered flight units as well as in the qualifica-
tion testing. A 34-day stability and null accuracy test was performed on qualificationthe
test unit. During this test, the temperature of the sensor was cycled over a range of 50 to
150" F in vacuum, and the roll and pitch control outputs versus simulated roll and pitch were
vacuum chamber, and earth was simulated by an electrically heated target. The results /' "
show that accur, tcy at auit is better than 0.1 degree over the entire temperature range, and
the long-term repeatability is much better than 0.1 degree. Further development has demon-
strated the capability of the sensor to provide 0.05-degree null accuracy with somewhat more
!.
_ 5. B. 4.2.1 Redundancy Features
The IR detector configuration of the static earth sensor is redundant at two levels. First,
compute the roll and pitch signal outputs. Second, each of the detector-arrays is composed
of three detectors wired in a special series configuration, with a resistor shunting each de-
resistor completes the circuit so that the remaining two detectors in the array continue to
provide outputs. The result of a single detector failure is 33 per cent reduction in scale _
Therefore, any single detector failure will not result in system degradation if the affected
l group is switched out; nor will system failure result, even if the _ffected group is not ,_
5B -9 i_
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switched out. If null-offset correction is made and reduced scale factor is correct,_d for,
I any one of the three detectors in both groups of arrays could fail without the system failing,
5.B.4, 2.2 Reliability Estimate
I reliability estimate for the sensor has been ma,_ (independent of any telemetry circuitry).A
The mean time before failure (MTBF) of the sensor is 533,000 hours. Therefore, the relia-
I bility of the sensor is
R _ e "t/MTBF = 0.984 for 1 year
I - O, 921 for 5 years
I The above estimates are based on use of high reliability parts (military established relia-bility or equivalent),
!
!
!
!
I
!
I
I
!
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APPE NDIX 5. C
I EARTH-RADIANCE UNCE RTAINTY
I In predicting the earth-radiance uncertainty, use was made of Reference 1, which is an ex _,tenstve compilation of atmosphere profiles covering the northern hemisphere. It is assumed
that the southern hemisphere situation is similar if not identical to that of the northern hemi-
I sphere.
The various profiles were e;_amined to determine peak radiance level as a function of latitude
I and time of yea:,, of particular interest were synoptic ease data, where profiles weregenerated from meteorological rocket measurements from 24 stations between 0 and 90
degrees north latitude for eight representative periods during the course of a year. Peak
I radiance versus latlttlde was plotted for each of the eight observation dates. The curves forthe most part are q,tte smooth, indicating that random localdeviations from a best-fit curve
would be small. It v:,mld be desirable to d_)termine the best-fit carve of rndinaco versus
_| latitude for each of the _,'arlouu times of t!le yearl however, it is not possible from the limited|
number of profiles examined to determine whether a lo_,al bond in tht) eurw) is dt_e to major
weather phenomena, such as air nlafl_o_! or stornm, or is an lategral part of a represonta-
I[' tire penk-rndlance-versufi-latltude fm_etlon. To bc conservative, the, fm_ctton was assumedto b¢_a best-I'it straight line. Deviations of Individual measurements from this line were
measured !rod the RMS deviation computed. It is probable that a more extensive review of
I the various profiles would result In a bettor fitting curve and hence a smaller RMS deviationof data points.
With the plots of peak radiance versus latitude, it can be seen that the slope of the best-fitline appears to vary in a continuous manner over the course of "t year. Hence it is possible,
with some confidence, to generate a peak-radiance-versus-latitude curve for any time of
_ year by interpolation. The over-all RMS deviation of all points from their respective best- 'fit lines was calculated and found to be 2.61 per cent. This figure, which is indicative of
radiance uncertainty, will be affected in the following ways (which can be discussed only in a
qualitative manner at present):
a. The peak-radiance-versus-latitude function at any fixed time is assumed to be a
straight line. Further investigation should result in _tbetter fitting representative
curve that would tend to reduce the above 2.61 per cent radiance-uncertainty figure.
[ b. Data were taken only in the northern hemisphere. The atmospheric makeup of thesouthern hemisphere may differ slightly in a way that is not completely predictable 'ii
at this time. This fact might tend to increase the above radiance-uncertainty figure.
c. Each of the sector FOV's in the Qaantic Industries sensor covers an arc on the earth _';:,
of some 1800 nm, which should tend to smooth out the effects of small local weather '
anomalies (thunderstorms, etc.), thus reducing the above radiance-uncertainty
, figure, t_ '
1. "ltortzon Definition Study," prepared under Contract No. HAS1-6010 by Honeywell, Inc., _i_
I Systems & Research Division, Minneapolis, Minn. for National Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration, October 1966. _i_
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In order to confirm _he flnding_ derived from the synoptic data, a number of _paee cross-
section measurem_nts were examined. These cormi_t of profile generation based on mete-
orological rocket measurements from 57 locati6ns along a 3000-am line extendin_ from
White flandB, New Mexico, to Antigua, British West Indies. Simultaneous measurements
were made at each of these stations for two dates (_8 October 1064 and _4 February 1965).
As before, peak radiance versus latitude was plotted. Even though the latitude range was
limited (15.2 degrees), it l_ evident that the data correlate very well with the synoptic canes.
The slope of each bent-fit curve correlates we,.1 with that of it_ nearest counterpart (time-
wise) in the synoptic case.
Based on the above di_cussion, it i_ bc,lieved that radi_:nce uncertainty, after calibration on
the ground, can be reduced to an RM_ level well below ,3 percent of the nominal value, For
the error nztn!ysi_, however, a conservative figure of.3 percent will be a_sumed. The
3-sigma radiane_ une¢_rtatnty will therefore bc _9 por_ent. I.
I
I
I
I
!
!
|
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SECTION 6. ORBIT ADJUST
6.1 INTRODUCTION
Section 6 presents the results of the Orbit Adjust Subsystem Design Studies. During the
study program. GE employed the services of the Rocket Research Corporation as its pro-
pulsion subcontractor. The material presented in this section was substantially providedby Rocket Resear h, working in very clo liaison with GE in the definitio of system re-.
quircments and interfaces.
GE believes that the subsystem designed evolved is ideal for ERTS. Although all analyses
and design studies arc discussed in detail in the following sections, the following significant
features arc emphasized:
1. Monopr0pcllant Fuel. Provides minimum weight approach permitting flexible
duty cycles
2. Modularized Design. For easy spacecraft integration, using three bolted feet and
three electrical connections|
| 3. Simplified Alt_ment. Only one alignment of the thrusters is required late in the
spacecraft test cycle.
I components, except tank, were qualified together as a
4. Proven ttardware. All the
system on the same program.
I 5. Mar_in. Current design has built in fuel margin of 30 percent which can be in-creased to 100 percent without any design change.
6. Blowdown Pressurization. No pressure control components required. Subsystem
I is very simple and highly reliable. _:
7. Reliability for Mission. Above 0.99
I 8. Safety and Operational Flexibility. Subsystem designed for end-to-end testing of
all components _
I 9. Simplified Development. Proven hardware will require little development effort.Cost will be low-competitive even w-Lthlower performance
and heavier cold gas systems.
m
I A summary of the subsystem design, performance, and interfaces is presented first. All
d_sign analyses and trades are discussed, including more detailed peHormance, stress,
I /,
thermal, and reliability analyses. All component hardware is described in detail. Ap- 7 _
pendixes are used to present study results of a long and/or highly technical nature.
/iiI 6.2 PROPULSION REQUIREMENTS SUMMARY
The ERTS Orbit Adjust Subsystem is included in the spacecraft system to perform the fel-
l lowing functions: *
1, Remove launch vehicle injection errors in order to trim the orbit ground _
I track and coverage frequency i_6-1
_ "gPL"
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6.3 SUBSYSTEM DESIGN SUMMARY
6.3.1 SUBSYSTEM FUNCTIONAL DI_SIGN DESCRIPTION _
The Orbit Adjust subsystem is shown schematically in Figure 6.3,-1 and in assembled form
in Figure 6.3-2. It is a single module for _ase of integration into the F_RTSspacecraft, ! i
The propellant and nitrogen gas pressurant arc stored in a single tank, separated by a _
positive expulsion bgadder. Two manually operated f_.ll valves are provAded for pressurant _i
and propellant loading and unloading. Immediately downstream of the propellant fill valve
are two paralleled normally closed explosively activated valves. Operation of either of i
th_e valves arms the subsystem after launch. Just beyond this point in the propellant line I_
there is a third manually operated valve. This valve is used as a test port for functional
checks of the downstream portion o, _ subsystem without operating the normally closed "1
explosive valves. All three manually operated fill and test valves are capped after closing !
to the possibility of leaks.
PROPELLANr TANK
TEM PERATU,qE TRANSDUCER
PROPELLANT BLADDER ir_
_ "_'_'--PROPELLANT 7AN K
PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
NORMALLY CLOSED o4"-'"'NORMALLY CLOSED EXPLOSIVE VALVE
'SYSTEM TEST PORT
e...-...-- -_'_ PROPELLANT FILTER t
4 _ . SERIES- REDUNDANT !'
_PROPELLANT VALVE
I _THRUST CHAM.ER ';
T.,,Jg&R "._T.RUSTE.TEMP"ATU,E |
TRANSDUCER i
Figure 6.3-1. Schematic Diagram, Orbit Adjust Subsystem I
6-2 El ,:_,l
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2. Compensate for drag-induced altitude decay
I 3. Compensate for ACS pitch nozzle coupling into the orbital motion
A total AV of 45 feet per second must be provided by t;ne subsystem to correct for these
I effects, to account for worst-case losses and tnefflcie)._ey and to provide a suitable margin(see Section 6.4). Only altitude injection corrections must be made. Inclination errors
are sufficiently small, that corrections are not required.I
, I The propellant is filtered throagh a 25 micron absolute filter in the manifold. In addition
there are control valve inlet filters of the same 25 micron size. The control valves are
solenoid and series redundant, consist of valves assembledoperated They two complete
in a common hoasing. Operation ofthe solenoid valves by an electrical command fires
the thruster assemblies. With the teml_rature ofthe subsystem at a nominal 700 F, the
I nominally 0, 870 pounds force, decaying to 0. 568 pounds ash_dtial thrust level is force
the propellant is consumed from the storage tank.
I Subsystem instrumentation includes two pressure traadueors to monitor propellant tank
.J
pressure and propellant manifold pressure, and temperature tranducers moanted on the
external surface of the tank and on each of the thruster catalyst chambers.
A "cocoon" of insulation is used around the subsystem module to maintain acceptable
temperature limits (4° C to 49° C) in the worst case orbit plus firing duty cycle conditions.
covers all but the meshing jet, thrusters, and bottom of the module.This insulation
Thruster identification and spacecraft axis definition are shown on Figure 6. 3-3. The
i subsystem is mounted in the spacecraft so th_ the thrusters are located on the -x and +x _
roll axis. The modular design of the subsystem readily enables alignment of the thrust
I' or axis alignment to within a 0.100 inch-radius sphere about the measured CM of the] spacecraft, One thruster is canted upwards at an angle of approximately 20 degrees so
that its exhaust plume will not impinge upon the spacecraft struts and the paddle latch
l mechanisms.
Because the subsystem is designed as a module, it can be readily subjected to testing
i prior to installation on the spacecraft. The all-brazed propellant feed systemminimizes leaks and heavy connecting fittings. The total subsystem weight is 31.7 pounds
fully fueled with 10.1 pounds of hydrazine.
I The hydrazine thrusters of the subsystem are designed for and have been tested for opera-
tional firing modes ranging from 1. 0 to 0. ]. pound force thrust for pulses varying from 1
!
I , ..
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second to 8 hours. Thrusters of this design have accumulated as much as 114 hours of
burn time under vacuum conditions. The operational requirements for the Orbit Adjust Sub-,system at a average thrust level of 0, 75 pounds force include firings for durations a long
as 18 minutes. Firings for drag makeup, however, will be as short as 12 seconds, This
_1 thrustor is particularly well-suited to duty cycles over this range.
J
All components selected for use in the Orbit Adjust Subsystem were selected to gain the ad-
j vantage of the previously documented experience of that component being capable to satisfythe subsystemVs requirements. It is intended that extensive qualification testing will not be
required, A matrix is shown on Table 6.3.1-1.
_ TABLE 6.3.1-1, COMPONENT MATRIX
Component Quantity Vendor Previous Use
(Qualification)
!
,!
Propellant tank 1 Pressure Systems, Inc. Mariner q14 and '69
',_' Thruster 2 Rocket Research Corp, Classified program
2
!!.._. explosive valve Gemini
3
'i
Filter 1 Vacco Valve Co.
!
} Pressure transducer 1 WhittakerinstrumentCOrp.,systems ,
Dtvisilon ) Classified Program
3
i Dtvisic..l
2
The propellant tank, supplied by Pressure Systems, Inc., has undergone extensive quail-
accommodate the higher operating pressure required for the ERTS OAS. This redesign :_
will be verified by additional qualification testing. In addition, the bladder material (eth- ':i_
ylene propylene) will be used, although the similar design, tooling, and fabrication techniques ?,i:'
_ will be utilized. ,:_,_
;_ ........., ........... _ ........... .-___:.-_ ---_- ...... _ 2 ._._= ..... .. ...... ............ _, .......... .......
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The propellant solenoid valve manufactured by Parker Aircraft Company is a soft seat
Bellevlllo Actuation Solenoid design. |I
The explosively actuated valves are a normMly closed design wherein the squib exhmlst
gases push a piston which shears a tube and pushes the sheared section clear of the flow 1
path. ]
The propellant filter is menufactured by Vaceo Valve Co_eeny. The filter is a stacked, I
etched disk type. I
The pressure tr_.nsducer, manufactured by the Instrument Systems Division of the I
Whittaker Corporation is a bonded strain gage type. l
The temperature transducer selected for monitoring the subsystem temperature is also I
made by the Whittaker (_orporation, It u_es platinum resistance thermometers and a 1
central signal conditioning box.
i
I
!
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6.3.2 SUMMARY OF PERFORMANCE CAPABILITIES
I The Orbit Adjust Subsystem is designed to operate in a blowdown mode which results in a
decreasing thrust level as propellant is consumed during the one-year spacecraft life. As
J orbit adjustments are performed and oropellant is consumed, the pressurant volume isincreased which results in a decreasing propellant feed pressure and an attendant decrease
in thrust. The mission requires 2,169 pound-seconds total impulse. With the subayatem at
J 21"C. Figure 6.3-4 shows that the thrust will decrease from 0.870 pound force to 0.568pound force. Such a change ia designed into the duty cycle of the subsystem.
Thrunter specific impulse (a measure of merit) will vary throughout the mission aa a funs-.
. tlon of propellant feed pressure (thrust level), thrust chamber catalyst temperature and the
required thruster firing duration. Specific data on the cA _,bsystem performn.nee _s in..
eluded in Section 6.4.7,
,!
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6.3.3 SUBSYSTEM SCHEMATIC DEVELOPMENT
The mechanical schematic of Figure 6.3-1 provides a reference for the following discussion
of con,ponent functional requirements. (The study process which evolved the use of mono- R
propellant hydrazine propellant in a blowdown pressurant mode of operation and with a
positive expulsion bladdered tank is discussed in more detail in Section 6.4.4. ) I
Two thrusters are required, one for increasing orbit altitude, the other for retrograde
firings. These thrusters are required to survive a one-year operational life in space.
Since the most promlfient mode of thrusters assembly failure is valve leakage, the thruster m
control valves are series oredundant. This same requirements design approach existed in
the system in which those components were previously used. I
The propellant tank utilizes a })ladder for positive control of the propellant orientation at
the tank outlet port, Passive propellant control by the use of capillary entrainment I
(soreen_) was considered; however, it wn.t_ decided that the use of proven tank del_lga, blad-
der and material_ would provide greater confidence in the sub_ystom design. Passive
propellant control techniqttos would require extensive de_tg_ verification touting to achieve I
an acceptable level of confidence for the ERTS requirements. In addition, thrust is re-
quired in both the +x and -x axis which complicates any propellant position control from the
thrust_r-inducod spacecraft accelerations. I
The requirement ibr additional valvtng between the propellant tank and the thrusters was
carefully considered. A backup shutdown valw was considered in the extremely unlikely I '
event of catastrophic thruster failure (i.e., failure to shut down, gross leakage, etc.).
ttowever, no additional valve is necessary, since a command firing of both thrusters to im
propellant depletion will accomplish the same function.
ing major reasons: I
if another valve prevents propellant flow. I
2. Personnel safety is positively enhanced by a physical barrier preventing thruster
!
3. System electrical cheeks may include simulated thruster firings at the launch pad .,_.
after propellant loading. I4. Propellant detanking in the event of pad aborts can be accomplished without ex-
tensive control valve flushing and cleaning operations. ,
It is apparent that, since series redundant control valves are used to prevent leakage over I 'i._
preflight and powered flight phases of the mission. Since this is a series element, failure I _iof this valve causes loss of both thrusters. Therefore, the derived need for a highly re- ._
I
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valves were e×amlnad. The solenoid type offers the advantage of multiple cycling. Howver,
I the one-shot, explosively actuated valve has a higher reliability (for one shot) than an
eleetromeehanlcal valve for multtpla-_mtssion cycles, In addition, however, a reliability
analysis reported in Appendix {t.G shows that tt is preferable to include parallel redundant
ordnance valves or none at all to maximize subsystem reliability, This is because the
probabilityof leakagethrough the earlap-redundantthrustorcontrolvalves is lower than
the one-shot openingreliabilityfora singleordnance valve. However, as notedpreviously,
i| the reliability analysis cannot adequately consider the additional advantages in end-to.-and
I
testing and safety realized by including the normally closed ordnance va'.ves. The preceding
an_lysts led to a recommendation for Incorporation of parallels.redundant, normally closed
l ordnance valves, A further look at the end-to-cad subsystem test requirements is also
pertinent to this decision.
!i Testing of the recommended _ubsystem must verify,among others, two criticalparam--
eters,
i ) That the propellant tank OXl)els propellant
2, That thethrw_torsare healthy
The former roqulrcment (whichIncludesbladder leak-tightness)isverifiedat the compo-
nent levelprior to subsystem assembly and willbe re-verifiedaftersubsystem assembly,
using the pressurant ant' propellant fill valves. Thruster hot-firing performance is veri-fied also at the component level in complete acceptance firing tests of each flight thruster,
afterwhich the thrus_.eris purged of residualpropellantby vacuum/warm gaseous nitrogen
I purging prior to subsystem assembly.
Test firing of the complete subsystem is comprehensively run during subsystem qualtfica- "'"
tion. Preflight firing of flight subsystems cannot be accomplished without extensive clean-ing and additional checkouts of the subsystem after these tests to assure that all propellant
has been removed. Otherwise, the likelihood of air-induced contamination by CO2 gels,
and corrosion is enhanced, and all further leak and functional tests will be complicated by
the presence of ultratoxic vapors of hydrazine. Thus, the presence of the positive barrier
represented by the ordnance valves enhances subsystem end-to-end testing by permitting
mor__.eerather than fewer subsystem checks. A hot-firing test of the assembled flight sub-
system is specifically not recommended for this reason, and would not be recommended
whether or not the ordnance valves are included in the subsystem design.
A third fill-and-test valve located downstream of the ordnance valves is the means for leak
and functional tests of the thruster assembly right up to launch if desired. Leak-tightness
I of this test valve be checked at closing by leaving gas pressure in the system, and con-
may _
ttnuously monitored by reading the manifold pressure transducer output. ' _:
:?
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6.3.4 SUB_)YSTEM INTERFACES
The Orbit Adjust St_bsystem _nterface_ with other spacecraft subsystems are shown pictori- i_
ally in Figure 6.3-5. These subystem interfaces are:
1. Structures
2, Electrical Power
3. Aerospace Ground Equipment iI
4. Attitude Control
5. Telemetry j
6. Thermal Cortrol
16.3.4.1 Structures Interface
The Orbit Adjust Subsystem interface with the structure of the spacecraft was designed |
to provide:
1. Physical contact with the 3pacecraft at only three points, the mounting feet
|2. Non-interchangeable electrical connector harness ccnnecttolJs
3. Ordnance valves that are accessible to facilitate installation of pyro devices t
4. Fill, drain, and test valves that are readily accessible |
1!AEROSPACE j ATTITUDE :..
_ CONTROL .
GROUNO _ / i SUBSYST( M
EQUIPMENT I
_E,M J F" "
INTEGRATION ARNESS E-_
SUBSYSTEM_ - --ANO POWER E HARNESS
SUBSYSTEMS
,l
A,M "_""°°*°" I*
Figure 6,3-5. Orbit Adjust Subsystem Interface Diagram I
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5. Ease of thruster alignment
I 6. Simple fastening means of the subsystem to the spacecraft s'_rueture
i The propulsion system is designed in nmdular form for structural _tabllity, minimumweight, and ease of handling. As a complete unit, the subsystem is tested by the vendor,
and is then shipped for installation into the spacecraft. No further l abrteatton is required.
I The mechanical interface is achieved by bolted connections through the three mating brack-, o,s on t e spacecraf . A fixture is to be designed to h ld the subsystl_m while be handled
and shipped. Subsystem rigidity permits manual tnstallaC2on into the upacocraft.
6.3.4.2 Electrical Integration Power and Telemetry Subsystems Interfac_ge
:| The Orbit Adjust Subsystem is connected to the Electrical Integration and Power, and Tclem.-
I etry Subsystem by three electrical harness assemblies. One provides power for the pro-.
pellant valves and thruster chamber heating elements_ the second provides power for
I ctuating the explosive valves; the third provides power for the pressure and temperaturetransducers, also retrieving their signals.
1 6.3.4.3 AGE Interface
The Orbit Adjust Subsystem readily interfaces with applicable aerospace ground equipment
i for electrical checkout of subsystem electrical components, propellant and pressurant load-ing, and leakage testing.
i 6.3.4.4 Attitude Control Subsystem
The misalignment of the Orbit Adjust Subsystem thrusters, with respect to the center of
mass of the spacecraft, results in disturbance torques. Furthermore, the center of massoves somewhat during the mission due to consumption of ACS fuel. This motion is verti-
cal only and does not contribute additional yaw torques. The Orbit Adjust Subsystem
thrusters are aligned to within 0. l-inch (approximately) of the spacecraft center of mass tominimize disturba ce torques in pitch and to aver ge out orbital effects of pitch axis ttitude
control.
6 o3.4.5 Thermal Control
I The allowable heat rejection to the spacecraft through the module mounting feet is 35 wattstotal, d| stributed approximately equally among the mounting feet.
il The spacecraft surface, which includes the sensory ring, is maintained at 20°C * 10°C.The thrusters themselves are exposed to deep space, but will be subjected to intermittent
shadowing by the spacecraft payload.
The thermal control approach is to superlnsulate the Orbit Adjust Subsystem and conduc-
tively couple it to the 20°C _- 10°C sensory ring through its mounting feet, Heat rejection
I
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occurs by thrustor radiation to space and to spacecraft structure (maximum of 35 watts).
Heat input sources are radiation from spacecraft, conduction from the spacecraft struc-
ture, and heaters on the thrusters. The Orbit Adjust Subsystem must be maintained at a
temperature between 41 ° C and 49 ° C for acceptable operation.
,?
!
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0.4 SUBSYSTEM STUDIESp ANAI,YSIS_ AND TRADEOFFS
/
i 6, 4.1 SUBSYSTEM STUDIES VELOCITY CHANGE REQUIREMENTS
ii The summary of the results of computations translating the propulsion functional require-w
ments into velocity change requirements is shown in Table 6.4-1. The derivation of these
results is contained in Volume I, Section 4.2.5.1,
ii The worst ca_c Delta launch vehicle injection errors require 21, 7 fps to remove a maximum
of 14 nm of altitude error tn establish the required semi-major axis and the correct orbital
deviation. No additional allocation is for circularization because the worst ca_erequired
errors will alway_ be well within the required eccentricity of 0. 006. Inclination errors are
acceptably small and corrections will not be required.
i
Drag decay, estimated presently at about 0.0068* nautical miles of circular orbit altitude
per day, or 2.5 nautical miles per year, requires 7.5 fps of AV.
TABLE 6.4-1, ORBIT ADJUST SUBSYSTEM _,V REQUIREMENTS
i
i_ 1. L/V Injection Errors AV, fps
¢ Maximum Altitude Errors (14 Nautical Miles) 21.7 "
• Predictable Losses in Efficiency (12%) 2.6E ror Sources
- Propulsion System (1.0%)
- Attitude Control (2.7%)
• P_S Error Sources (2. 9%) 0.7
Total AV - L/V Injection Error Removal 25. 0 t
2. Drag Make-Up
• Decay Rate 7.5
• Predictable Losses (7%) 0.5
• Error Sources
- Propulsion System (1.0%) 0.1
- Attitude Control - (Negligible) _..y_
I
Total AV for Drag Make-Up 8.1 _ ,_
3. Attitude Control Effects 1.0 _,_
1. Pitch Error Corrections 1.0 _
4. Additional Margin (_30%) 10. 9 10._.._9 _!_
Total AV 45.0 fp_
*mean over the year.
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Pitch attitude control nozzles, aligned along the roll (_X) axis, produce a translation as well
as rotation will alter the plus orbit velocity slightly every time an impulse firing {or gating)
is made. The exact firing sequence of these two nozzles in orbit cannot be determined.
In the absolute worst case the same nozzle would be used for all pitch gatings. A conservative
estimate that about one-tenth of the total gas would create an unbalanced spacecraft ac-
celeration has been assumed. This amounts to about 1 foot per second.
A number of contingencies, inefficiencies and system errors have been considered. The
canted engine along the -X axis will produce a 7 percent loss in efficiency.
Thrusting over a finite arc of the orbit (20 to 50 degrees) will produce a 5 percent efficiency
lo_s, These losses are predictable and allowance has been made for them in the propellant _:
loading budget,
System error sources of a random, or statistical, nature produce additional propellant re- ,_
quiremonts which have boon provided for. Thrus_ vector uneertainity of 0.25 degree between
geometric (aligned) axis of the thruster and the actual thrust axis, and final alignment to the
center of mass, which could alter mounUug cant angle by as much as 1.78 degrees, produce |
a velocity make-up reqtttrement of about 1.0 percent. There is also an estimated impulse
&
bit accuracy of 3 percent on long duration firings, and 6 percent on short duration (less than I20 seconds) firings is substantiated by past thruster test data.
The attitude pointing errors may build up during long-duration burns used during injection
error removal. For yaw, maximum errors are < 20 degrees. The average loss in efficiency 1
( a cosine effect) is about 2.25 percent. Pitch and roll errors of up to 5 degrees might w
occur and will produce a 2.5 percent loss if the error adds directly to increase the effective
cant angle. Propellant requirements are based upon these altitude errors. Computer I _
simulations of the Attitude Control Subsystem performance during Orbit Adjust Subsystem
firing show expected performance to be well within these limits. 1
1
Contingency propellant indicated as margin in Table 6.4-1 provides for possible changes in
requirements, operation, and contingencies and growth. This amount of propellant will be
packaged within the selected Mariner t69 propellant tank while maintaining acceptable 1
49 degrees C propellant blowdown characteristics (616 to 362 psi) and thrust levels (0.95
pound-force to 0.615 pound-force). It has been previously noted that all analyses presented
are extreme worst case, leading to the existence of additional margin in excess of that lm,,
specifically called out as contingency.
An additional contingency is available by loading more propellant and permitting thrust to I
decay to a lower value during blowdown. By using a minimum thrust of 0.25 pound a 100
percent propellant margin could be provided with no subsystem modifications, a design
change L'om use of the Mariner _69 tank to the 16.5 inch diameter tank previously used 1
with the recommended thrusters would permit growth in total impulse capability of approxi-
mately 400 percent.
i
I
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6.4.2 THRUSTER DUTY CYCLE ANALYSIS
The capability of the selected thruster (described in Section 6. 5. 2.2) ranges from 0. 1 to 1.0
pound thrust. In Appendix VII, it was shown that this thrustor may be operated at its max-
imum thrust level without incurring excessive disturbance torques on the spacecraft attitude• control s bsystem. By maximization of the thru level the time required for orrection of
injection error is minimized to the benefit of the spacecraft operational procedures. The
nominal firing duty cycles resulting from these considerations are as follows:
1. First burn to correct attitude of 800 seconds (about 13 ks),
: 2. Set bias for second burn by a_sumlng a 2 percent unpredictable error. Bias the
second nominal burn of 12 by 0.24 feet per second. Second burn is then 750 seconds
or about 11.76 feet per second.
3. Third burn removes tile residual errors of twice the bias. Firing is 35 seconds or
about 0.48 fps, with _ residual error after third burn of 0.03 foot per second.
6.4.3 TOTAL IMPULSE ANALYSIS AND PROPELLANT BUDGET
For a total _V of 45 feet per second, a net impulse of 2170 pound-seconds is required.
Provision has been made for the possibility that all energy could be imparted by the canted
thruster in the analyses of Section 6.4.1. Steady rate firings for the duty cycles developed
in Section 7.4.2 will yield an average specific impulse of 222 pound-second per pound m as
shown in Appendix B. The 12-second pulses for drag makeup and to correct ACS cruse- o
coupling yield 208 pound f-sec per pound m. The total delivered propellant is, therefore,
lb
25.00 FPS m = 5.4 pounds
2170 lbf-sec x 45.00 FPS x 222 lbf-sec , _,_
plus
lb
20.00 FPS m = 4.63 pounds
2170 lbf-sec x 45.00 FPS x 208 lbf-sec
or a total of 10.00 pounds
the Mariner tank has a conservative expulsion efficiency of 0.99, the total propel- ,IfBecause
lant loaded will be 10.0/0.99 or approximately 10.1 pounds. These computations assume //-
4 degree C propellant, with higher propellant temperatures either less propellant might be _!!i_
loaded (see Figure 6.4.3.1) or more total impulse may be available, as shown in Figure _! !i
6.4.3-2. The latter approach has been taken, adding further conservatism to the propellant _ _
loading budget, i_
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The design of a propulsion subsystem to deliver the 2170 pound-second total impulse required m
for the Earth Resources Technology Satellite mission began with the selection of the propel-. |
lent. A gaseous or liquid propellant conducive to multipl_ rocket engine firings and a flexible
duty cycle is required. The candidate approache_, are cold gas, liquid monopropellants, I
and liquid bipropoUants. Various electrical propulsion (L e., resistance Jet, ion engines, |
pulsed plasma, etc. ) designs are not suztcd to the ERTS requirements for rapid elimination
of injection errors without expenditure of high power.
g
A cold gas design is considered feasible. However, the tank and gas to provide 2150 pound-
second would weigh at least 120 pounds, exclusive of other required components. This R
design weighs about four times the weight of a liquid propellant system. This weight could I
not bc permitted within capabilities of the Delta N-6. Delta M-f* capabilities permit the
weight but a difficult volumetric packaging problem would result. Therefore, a cold
gas system was eliminated from further consideration. However, the possibility of using I
heated cold gas - pnckagcd cold but heated in resistance Jet electrothermal thrusters was
considered for possible advantsges. I|Using a 0.5-to-5-poand thrust range available with liquid propellants permits correction of '
injection errors with firings commanded and shut down in real time over ground stations.
A table of typical resistance Jet gas specific impulses as a function of gas temperature ls
shown in Table 6.4.4-1. This data is incomplete without some indication of typical thrust D
levels and vower.
I
TABLE 6.4.4-1. RESISTANCE JET GAS SPECIFIC IMPULSES AS A FUNCTION OF GAS
mR
Gas Used I ......
Temperature Nitrogen Argon Krypton Ammonia I
70 degrees 72 56 36 100
400 degrees 100 72 46 130 I
600 degrees 110 79 51 140
_h
1000 degrees 130 93 60 180 I
For example, typical resistance Jet performances are shown in Table 6.4.4-2 for Heated m
Nitrogen |
TABLE 6.4.4-2. HEATED NITROGEN TYPICAL RESISTANCE JET PERFORMANCES
i
Duty Cycle Continuous 3 Sec ON/29 Soc OFF ':
i
Thrust 0.02 pound 0.02 pound m _•
Temperature of Thruster 600" F 1250" F •
Specific Impulse 97 132 m
power 30 w 17 w •
• Note: M-6 is NASA designation for MeDAC Delta 6-0-0°
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From this data, it is evident that thrust, power, and specific impulse are heavily inter-
dependent and fllat duty cycle must be severely restricted or thrust lowered if it is desired
to operate with good weight (i. e., specific impulse) efficiency and low power.
i Initial correction of attitude errors requires about 25 feet per second or about 1230 pound-sec. impulse. Assuming that this is done in two firings early in the mission, comparative
performances for liquid monopropellants and heated gas options are shown in Table 6.4.4-3.
I TABLE 6.4.4-3
| Propellant Hydrazine Heated Nitrogen..
!
Typical Thrust 0.75 pound (Avg.) 0.02 pound
I Typical Power !0 watts 30 watts
Typical Specific Impulse 222 see 97 see
I TotalFiringTime Required 1640see 61.,500see
B
Po_ids ofPropellantRequired 5.5pound 12.7pound
ira,
I 'l_us, in order to take advantage of heating the cold gas, firing times of 17 hours to cor-
rect initial errors are required or additional power must be expended or a lower duty
I cycle involving still longer operational time used. At the same time, the heated cold gass st m requires more propellant weight, tankage weight, pow r, and ground station
involvement to accomplish the same function which the monopropellant design can perform
I in a total firing time of 28 minutes. Although other heavier gas propellants such as Freon-14, Krypton, Argon, and Xenon can be used to effect a net weight saving in tank and gas, _
the same general overall results are recognized. Therefore the consideration of both cold
,_ and heated resistance Jet gas systems was discontinued.
As shown in Figure 6.4.4-1, the weight of monopropellant propulsion subsystems is less than
_ that for equivalent bipropellant designs for total impulses less than about 5 to 6000 pound-seconds. Furthermo e,mo opropellantcombustionproductsare noncontaminatingand
noninjurioustosolarcells,thermalcoatings,insulatio_blankets,ontlcalelements,etc.
t Bipropellant exhaust plumes are known to cause damage by sandbl g with contaminantmetals in the propellants and have bee shown to contaminate opt;. ':; and other closely
controlled surfaces. GE has reviewed test data from the Rocket Propulsion Laboratory,
Marquardt Corp., North American Rockwell, and LTV as part of this study.
Bipropelhmt propulsion systems require pressure regulation to ensure a continuous propel-
_:
I lant mixture ratio, while monopropellant systems may be operated in a "blowdown" mode.
An existing positive expulsion bladder within the propellant tank is used in preference to :'_.
l passive control by means of screens as previously discussed. Two generic types of
system design could be readily developed for the tank pressurization function i:
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/:it within the existing state of the art. A separate pressurant tank and regulator may be used | l
?:_i:1 to maintain constant tank pressure and thrust level. Alternately, a "blowdown" design in II /
o__'_ which the propellant and pressurant are contained in the same tank may be used, in which /
_ _l case the tank pressure and engine thrust will decay to some acceptable minimum as the I "1
'_I propellantisexpended.The weightdifferencebetweenthetwo typesofdesignisvery _I_ "'_'I
_°i_I°'1 small and varies slightly, dependent upon the ullage ratio used in theblowdown design, l
_1 Complexity of the regulated design is higher because of the addition of a pressurant tank, II /
_ regulator, and relief valve to protect the tank against overpressure. The blowdown design II /
_t propellant tank is heavier than that used in the regulated system. Hence, the weight of an t
/o_:t2°1 extra tank, regulator and relief valve are approximately offset by a heavier tank shell in II /
_ the blowdown system. The regulated system design offers the advantage of constant thrust II /
o_ and the elimination of the need for pressure versus thrust calibrations and the involvement l
i_i_oI; of such calibrations in the generation of ground commands for firings. I/
_._,:11 For ERTS missions involving a requirement for orbital maintenance thrusting, it is apparent /
_i:1 that a blowdown design will possess an inherently higher reliability for a l to 2-year mission. I I
"i/i__1 Because the other tradeoff considerations are not overpowering, and the blowdown design is _1
.:_1 simpler, easier, and less expensive to develop, of higher reliability, and more suited to _. ]
{ '_1 future growth, it is the selected approach for the ERTS Orbit Adjust Subsystem. I :ii!l
._ii':_-_ i_;
..... " 2 "" _ - ". "_- _ 2_'_.,,. , ,._."_" .'" ',." -' ,, ', ' _S'"- .:-_.,. " _ ': ' ' .... "_.
_ L:...._.... ". _:_ .-'.:_././ 'Y' ___.ii!":i ii'i-" i '/ii_', ., :" ,:' ,,,. ',,,_,'.'_:,:_-__-
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An additional study to optimize the monopropellant selection was conducted. Hydrogen
i peroxide system_ have been built, qualified, and flown with thrust levels ranging from O. 5 to5000 pounds. However, the specific impulse of 90 percent hydrogen peroxide is only 150
seconds and that of 98 percent is about 165 seconds. In addition, hydrogen peroxide de-
I composes to oxygen mid water at a rate of about 0.1 percent per year. Oxygen is onlyslightly soluble in hydrogen peroxide so the pressure in the system steadily i creases.
This offers no real problem for flights of short duration, but for flights of several months
I to years, a propellant venting system may be required.
Hydrazine systems have been built, qualified and flown on programs such as Ranger, Mariner,
l Transtage. h_telsat III, ATe, and several classified programs.
W
The development of the Shell X.,405 spontaneous catalyst has led to extensive development
I and te_tlng at thrust levels from 0.05 potmd to 3000 pounds. Several thrusters have boon
I developed by different _uppltors (Hamilton-Standard TRW, Rocket Reseapch, Walter Kidd_,
Marquta'dt) in the 0.5 to 5 pound thrust regime. Those thrusters, and their technology,
I may be considered to be fully flight--proven and operational in the time period for applicationto ERTS. Nominal delivered vacuum specific impulse is 215 to 235 seconds, depending
upon thrust level and whether the engine is designed to optimize pulse performance or
| steady-state performance. Steady-state performance for a 1-pound thrust engine is in
!
excess of 220 seconds. Steady-state oquilibrimn temperature of the thrust chambers is
, only 1600 to 1750 _F, and material stresses are much lower than those inherent to
!1. btpropcllant thrusters.
i 0.4.4.1 Summary of Propellant Selection Study
Hydrazine provides higher specific impulse performance than hydrogen peroxide and a ' ....
lower system weight than bipropc!hmts. The monopropellant engine meets the requirements• f r noncontamination, becaus_ the decomposition products of hydrazine are N2 and H2,
which are noncorrosive gases, and _H 3, whose aublimation temperature is considerably
lower than the predicted ten_per:_ture of the optical and solar array surfaces. On the basisof the foregoing dis ttssion and the availability of a variety of p oven hardware previously
discussed, a monopropellant hydrazine fueled orbit adjust subsystem is recommended for
i inclusion in the ERTS system design,
6.4.4.2 Thrust Level Selection
t Thrust level selection was _t compromise between opposing system requirements. To en-
hance rapid or efficient removal of injection errors, it is destreable to have the thrust
i levelas large as possible in order to hold the number of burns and their durations to aminimum. Attitude errors build up during this time, but the rate limit ng n ture of the yaw :_
axis control system maintains the yaw angle build up to a constant rate ( ~0.01 degree/see
,_ after initial transients), regardless of thrust level up to 10 or 20 pounds. On the other ,_hand, the tight requirements on _ubsatellite swath control make it mandatory to keep O/A _•_
_V impulse correction residuals very small (less than 0.05 foot per second). Drag make up _
'l bV impulses could require very short burn times ( < 10 sec) ff the thrust level exceeds _i
!
_)_¢
•..%
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about a pound or two. Predictability of total impulse becomes difficult and larger than :_
acceptable residuals may result. For this reason, a maximum thrust level of 1 pound was
selected. I
6.4.4.3 Monopropellant Plume Analysis
II
Appendix 6.A presents the resultsof a computorlzed analysisof t ,Jrocket engine exhaust
plume. The results of this analysis indicated that torques and heating rates (1.22 foot- m
pound and 2.6 X 10-2. BTU/ inch 2 / see, respectively) will be higher than destreable ff g
the ,-X thruster is mounted parallel to the X axis and inboard of the struts as is the +X
thruster, Therefore, this thrustor was canted and moved outboard to provide positive a
plume clearance, avoiding impingement torques and heating on the struts. |
Other analysisof thepossiblecryo-pumpinffplmne effectson the MSS cool,or is discussed i
in Volume II,Section7 Appendix A, |
ft. 4.5 PROPULSION SUBCONTRACTOR SELECTION
II
Previouslydoserlbed GE sh|dio_have identifiedweight, reliability,cost,and development
risk advantages in the selectiono£ a monopropollantIwdrazinofueled,blowdown pressurlza- II
trimpropulsionsystem. As part of those studios,GE conducteda compctRivo evaluationof |
technicalmerit and costfor subsystem dosi,_Os ubmittedby Walter Kiddo, Marquardt,
Itamilton-Standard, and Rocket Research Corporation. As a result of this evaluation, GE n
selected Rocket Research Corporation to work with GE in developing the Earth Resources |
2echnology Satellite system design as a subcontract_)r to GE during the Phase B/C Design
Study. GE believes that the system proposed by Rocket Research, all components for i
which have boon previously qualified for a similar application, offers the best advantages _ ....._
of proven hardware, minimum testing required, and total compatibility with the ERTS
system requirements. I
0.4.6 PACKAGING STUDIES
An initial design aim of packaging the Orbit Adjust Subsystem was to have it assembled into I
a modular form for ease of fabrication, testing, shipping, and installation on the space=
craft. The thrusters were located on the module in such a way that when the module is l
installed in the spacecraft, the thrust vectors are in line with the initial cm of the space- |
craft. This is to minimize the generation of undesirable torques.
i
The first module design provided for four mounting feet whereby the module rested on the I
spacecraft sensory ring. Four thrusters were located on theassembly. Two were clas- t
sffied as "pitch thrusters" and were to be aligned in the +y, -y axes to correct for injection • '
inclination errors. The other two thrusters were to be aligned in the +x, -x axes to |
correct for injection altitude errors. Because the plume of the =x axis thruster was found
to be directed upon certain of the spacecraft struts and the paddle latching mechanism, it I ,
was canted upwards at an angle of approximately 20 degrees. The thrust vector passes through _ .
the spacecraft initial cm. (
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Because of a change in the launch vehicle injection errors early in the study analyses
showed that there was a need only to correct for injection altitude errors. Therefore a
I was showing only two thrusters. Because require-redesign
of the modulo made, the fuel
ments were less, this design also ¢_howed a smaller 11.0 inch diameter propellant tank.
I Cameras (RBVVs) were moved very close to the propellantAlso, the Return Beam Vidicon
tank. Therefore, a redesign was made of the module to take into account the restraints
described previously, but with one more included: the cm relationships of the module and
I spacecraft were unchanged.
the to remain
As the spacecraft study progressed, it was necessary to reduce the allowable maximum
I envelope Adjust Subsystem because of the ioeation of two wldeband vldco tapeof the Orbit
recorder electronics (WBVTR) packages above the sensory ring. This required sections
to be out out of the module tard¢ support plate and relocation of certain propellant lines.
I design is the present deslgn_ which appears as Figure 6.3-1, Its electricalThis fourth
schematic diagTam is shown on Figure 6.4.6-1.
I present design is, therefore, a carefully integrated optimized design. Its
The modulo
concept has proved to be flexible enough to provide for required changes previt_asly
described. It is a subsystem that is readily handled and easily ,installed into the spacecraft.
I The complete assembly with its clean interface can be readily set into position when installed
in the spacecraft and the thrusters then individually aligned with the spacecraft center of
mass so as to minimize cross coupling effects.
J
6.4.7 SUBb-YSTEM PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS :
I After determination of the system thrust level and duty cycles (as described in par. 6.4. 2).
the blowdown characteristics of the system have been calculated for system temperatures '_
of 4, 21, and 49 ° C. The results of these calculations are shown in Figures 6.4.7-1,
I 6.4.7-2 and 6.4.7-3, wherein propellant feed pressure and thrust level are plotted as a
function of total impulse delivered. The burn time required to deliver various amounts of
total impulse are plotted in Figure 4.6.7-4 for system temperatures of 4, 21 and 49 ° C. :
I The for use in ERTS has been included in this analysis.Mariner tank selected
i The thruster selected for the Orbit Adjust Subsystem is a nominal 0. 5 pound force thrusterdeveloped and qualified by Rocket Research Corporation as a part of the Hydrazine Propulsion
Module program. This thruster has a demonstrated operating capability over the thrust
I range of 1.0 to 0.1 pound force. /,1For design of the system to operate over the temperature extremes of 4 to 49" C, the ::i'
thrust variation in blowdown mode for designing for either the maximum initial thrust orthe minimum finalthrusti_ shown in Table 6.4.7-I. The numbers shown in Table 6.4.7-1 ii
includea 5 percent 3-sigrnaallowancefor thrustpredictabilityfrom thrusterto thruster. I
i The recommended design includes a maximum thrust of 1.0 pound at 49 ° C and a _ iminimum thrust of 0.50 pound with 4_C propellant.' Performance of the selected i
thrusters is described in detail in Appendix 6. B.
-!
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TABLE 6.4.7-i. SYSTEM THRUST VARIATION
Condition 4° C 2].° C 490 C
I Initial Thrust (pound force) 0. 825 0.870 0.950! Final Thrust 0.540 0.568 0.615
Final Tank Pressure (psia) 312 331 362
l 6.4.8 THERMAL ANALYSIS
6.4.8.1 Introduction
I Because of freezing temperature of hydraziae is 35.10 F and the normal boiling point is
236.3 ° F, the thermal design of the subsystem was directed towards the objective of
i maintaining all critical portions of the subsystem between 40 and 120" F (4 to 49 ° C. )
I
Critical portions of the subsystem related to this requirement are:
1. The propellant tank
I" 2. Propellant lines
3. Propellant valves!
| 4. Thrust chamber catalystbed ........_
I A catalyst bed temperature rise above 120" F is of no consequence because the thrusterchamber bed nor ally aches a temperature of approximately 1600" F during firings.
On the other hand, the thrust chamber must be sufficiently well thermally isolated from
thepropellantvalve toprevent excessivevalve heating(above200"F) during heatsoak-back after thruster shutoff. This is accomplish d by providing three stainless steel
standofftubes extendingbetween the catalystbed portionof the thrusterand the thruster
! propellant inlet and to which the propellant valve is attached.
Using the baseline design of the modular Orbit Adjure Subsystem (that incorporated the
I envelope restrictions resulting from the spacecraft mechanical interface packaging aswell as the canting of the -X axis thruster to prevent plume impingement upon the solar :' '
paddle latching mechanism and the spacecraft struts) with its supporting feet resting upon i i:!
the sensory ring at designated bays, a thermal analysis was conducted to determine if the ,ii_
critical portions of the subsystem would remain within the designated temperature ranges
at all the times. The following worst case environmental conditions were assumed, i!_
I. After longperiods of subsystem inactivity ._ _
t 2. During times of peak firing activity ._|
00000004-TSG08
11 February 1970 i|6.4.8.20blectivo of the Thermal Analysis
The intent of the thermal analysis was to determine, i
1, Whether all critical portions of the subsystem during environmental and operational
extremes can be maintained between 40 and 120° F by means of available spacecraft
h_a_ conducted from the sensory rlng to the Orbit Adjust Subsystem module. i
2. Propellant valve soak-back temperature does not exceed 200° F. II
3. Whether heat rejected to spacecraft is less than 10 watts (a goalt as compared to
the allowable 38 watts), a sensory ring thermal control requirement. I
The major combination of events that lead tu a worst ease analysis may be designated ass |
1. Cold Environment I
a. The conductive interface between the OAS and the sensory ring fixed at 100C i
(50"F) |
b. Inactive OAS thrusters $
c. Complete absence of solar and earth radiation |
d. Radiation heat loss to deep space |
e. Radiation interchange between spacecraft payload and OAS neglected i
f. Minimum quantity of propellant at end of mission i$2. Hot Environment '
a. The conductive interface between the OAS and the sensory ring fixed at 30" C i
(86° F) |
b. With solar radiation, earth emission and earth albedo heat inputs to operating
thruster I
c. No radiation heat loss to deep space
d. Radiation interchange between the sensory ring and OAS I
i
e. With a thruster operating at maximum temperature for 8 minutes
f. Minimmn quantity of propellant at end of mission i
I
g. Heat rejection to spacecraft sensory ring less than 38 watts
am
6.4. 8.3 Summary, i
An examination of the analysis appearing as Appendix 6. C shows that with the Orbit Adjust in _
Subsystem wrapped, except for the protruding thrusters with 35 layers (totaling 1/2 inch) •
of 1/2 thousandths thickahminizedmylar, all portions of the subsystem remain within the .
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specified temperatur¢_ limits of 40 to 120 ° F. except the thruster chamber catalyst beds.
• During long l)oriods of inactivity these stabilize as low as 3° F. Various thermal shorting
_ techniques applied from the OA8 module platfc, rm or the sensory ring result a some-
in
what inert.seed yet unacceptable bed temperature of 14° F. The study shows that a 1-1/2
watt electrical heater located on each tlu_mtor chamber catalyst beds will bring the bed
temperature up to the desired minimum temperature of 40 ° F. These can be energized
intermittently durin_ the mission.
, [ The analysisalso shows thatunder the worst ease hot environmental conditions,no heat at
all is rejected to the .spacecraft sensory ring from the orbit adjust subsystem,
Therefore, under the conditions specified, the Orbit Adjust Subsys_m is thermally suited
to the spacecraft and will operate as required.
!:! 6.4.9 8TRES8 ANALYSIS
i fl, 4.9.1 Tim Modular Structure
6.4.9.1.1 introduction
The structural dynamic analysis performed upon the Orbit Adjust Subsystem module is
intended to ensure the structural integrity of the system when subjected to qualification
vibrationand staticenvironments. q
6.4.9.I.2 AnalyticMethod
'the technique employed within the analysis is to calculate the vibration characteristics of _
each of the structural components of the module. Classic equations are used and they are
I combined to provide for the derivation of fundamental system responses. The structural
_ comuonents are stressed to the system response by statically applying acceleration (O)
load_ by the classic means.
6.4.9.1.3 Module Design Contribution
This study generates an optimum minimum weight structural system which permits noyielding in any of its components. The design of the system is predicated upon positive
margins of safety. A factor of 1.0 is applied to the allowable yield strength and a factor
of safety of 1.25 is applied to the allowable ultimate strength.
6.4.9,1,4 Analytic Assumptions
The analytic assumptions are as follows:
_ 1. Good structural damping due to the combination of: t, i
a. Use of mechanical connections
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b. use of aluminum as the material I
e. energy absorption due to sloshing of the propellant within the tank. I
2. With a dampening factor of 5 percent, the resultant vibration amplification factor
(q)is10.
m
3. The three support legs of the module have a 100 percent fixity at the spacecraft
sensory ring and a 75 percent fixity at the module tank mounting platform.
Strength requirements ave guverned by sinusoidal vibration and the fatigue require- I4.
meats are dictated by random vibration.
5. The minimum properties for f1061 aluminum as presented in Table ft. 4.9-1. I
6.4.9.1.5 _ummary
,m
A review of the calcu!at_i_s presented in Appendix _I.D show that the structural system of the I
Orbit Adjust Subsystem modulo is adequateas designedfor the spceiflcdenvironmental levels
and remain an elasticsystem (noyielding)at alltimes. Also, the dvslgnloadingconditions i
impose neitherfatiguenor strengthproblems upon thesubsystem. D
6.4.9.2 Propellant Tank I
An analysis made of the propellant t_nk, as shown in Appendix 6. E roqtdres that the wall
thickness must be 0.0368 inch thick for a maximum operating pressure of 660 psi, the It
proof pressure factor being 1.5 and the burst pressure factor being 2.0. The maximum B
operating pressure includes consideration of that pressure created by the maximum tempera-.
turc condition. I
Lmm
TABLE 6.4.9-1. MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS
II ,, i,
Material Property Value
i I I i
Aluminum 6061 E - modulus of elasticity 10 x 106 psi |
G - shear modulus 4 x 106 psi
- Poisson's ratio .32 n
II
6061-T4 Ftu - ultimate strength 35 x 103 psi
(0o - 100OF) Fty - yield strength 20 x 103 psi ram.
Fsu - shear strength ' 24 x 103 psi
FI05- endurance limit 105 28 x 103 psi _
..... cycles ' , •
606 I-T6 Ftu 45 x 103 psi |
(0o - lO0OF) Fty 40 x 103 psi ,
Fsu 30 x 103 psi _ _ i
FI05 31 x 103 psi |
Fby - bearing yield strength 58 x 103 psi
, , |
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I 11 1970February6.4.10 RELIABII,ITY ANAI,YSIS
I A quantitative reliability prediction of 0.9955 has been made for the Orbit Adjust Subsystem.(See the detailed discussion in Appendix 6. F).
! The mission accumulated burn time together wl_h generic failure rates has been utilized to
g
predict a reliability value for the proposed propulsion equipment. The primary generic data
source employed for the analysis was AVCO Failure Rates Tables, which contained more
of the Orbit Adjust System than other failurecomponents rate sources.
No envlronnlontal factors of manufacturing and assembly error factors were included to
!Y modify basle failure rateR. It is felt that l_mnch_h_o,_t missile systems that are envisioned
for orbiting the ERTS have accumulated the n_ees_._pry _,_owledge from previous aatelllte
launche_ 'to sot up r_quire, ments for a eorapreb_'nf_ Lye davelopn _eat and qualification test
_ prod'am ttmt will _nsuro an adequate envlronmen!al d_4_._, h 100 percent screening and
related Quality Control Acceptance Tests should help eli_:_matt_ manufacturing and assembly
l errors. To account for ro_ld_al problems not oliminaV._d by those _easures, an UpperLimit Generic Failure Rate w s utilized in place of the more commonly accepted Moan
Faihu'os Rate,
A failure rate me, differ has been included to account for state-of-_he-art knowledge about
the means of preventing structural external leakage or the deterioration of a seal or bladder
with time and temperature environmeuts during the passive space sto_.ago portion of the 1-
_ year mission requirement.
_ Development, qualification, and acceptance testing procedures eliminate nearly all design,manufacturing, material, or welding weakness before launch. All valves are designed
with redundant soft seats to increase their long-term external sealing reliability character-
tsttcs. Bladder cycling capabilities and hydrazine compatibility requirements have beenproven to be fully adequate. Con equently, it would be high y unreasonabl to expect that
long-term leakage or material degradation failures will occur. The storage duration
! requirement would yield an unreasonable failure rate in relation to the more complex andactive major element failure rate . Thus, to compensate for a l-year pressurized and
propellant exposure environment, a state-of-the-art factor (KsoA) has been selected to
modify the failure rates related to storage failure modes. The possible 2-year storage/:handling pbase has not been included in the reliability calculations on the basis that the sub-
system is fully checked out during pre-launch.
i The analysis was continued, as described in Appendix 6, G to determine the change in the
reliability number should the normally closed explosively actuated valve be eliminated
from the subsystem. The intent of this analysis was to determine the relative advantages
!
of using a single ordnance valve, two valves in parallel, or eliminating the function. The !_
ordnance valve is best eliminated altogether or used in parallel redundancy. GE has selected
the latter approach and has included dual parallel redundant ordnance valves because this :tappro ch maximizes handling an operational ase and personnel safety.
ii
I 1
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6.5 HARDWARE DESIGN
This section describes the components used in the Orbit Adjust Subsystem. This informa- t
tion, somewhat amplified, also appears in Volume fIG of the Proposal.
6. 5.1 PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, MOUNTING & ALIGNMENT I
6.5.1.1 Subsystem Description |
I!
The Orbit Adjust Subsystem (Figure 6.3-2) is designed to tneorporat_ previously qualified
components, proven design and proven manufacturing techniques.
!
6.5.1.2 Structure
Aluminum (6061-T6) is used almost exclusivelyforthe primary structureof the subsystem
because of itsgood strengthtoweight ratio,ease of fabrication,and desirablethermal
properties.
The main structural mombor is the hat-shaped plato. This is spun from 0.125-1ach-thick
6061-T6 sheet. A 0.250-inch aluminum ring is brazed to the tank cut-oat to provide in,- |
creased bearing area for the propellant tank support. The shape of this plate was selected I
for both rigidity and load carrying capability, while providing a suitable mounting surface
for the subsystem components. |
!
The plate support legs and the -X axis thruster support are 6061-T6 weldments consisting
of 1.25 OD x 0.250-inch-thick wall tubes and 0.250-inch plates. These assemblies are i
fabricated separately and heat-treated after welding. The tubular leg design was selected |
to minimize surface area for thermal loss and to provide omnidirectional lateral stability.
A triadic type mount was selected to accommodate interface restrictions and to facilitate
installation of the subsystem into the spacecraft.
As the propellant tank is supported in the structure by the tank bearing ring, it is held in
position with a 6061-T4 aluminum fie-down strap. Differential expansion due to thermal
and tank internal pressure growth is accommodated by back-to-back Belleville springs on |
the tie-down strap attaclnnent bolts. I
As the support legs are bolted to the hat-shaped plate holding the tank, conductive Silicone |
is applied to all mating surfaces to ensure positive thermal contact. |
6.5.1.3 Components I
w
The functional arrangement of the components is shown in the mechanical schematic,
Figure 6.3-1. The propellant and gaseous nitrogen are introduced into their respective | ,,
portions of the propellant tank through their respective fill valves. A third valve is pro- |
vided down stream of the norn_ally closed explosively actuated valves to make possible
!
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subsystem leak and functional checkout, The propellant is filtered by a 25 micron absolute
i filter before entering the propellant valves.
The propellant lines are 0.1875 by 0. 016 wall CRES 347 tubes. Joints are made using
I special induction braze fittings.
All components and propellant lines are supported on the mounting plate with aluminum
I clamps, providing low thermal resistance,#
6.5.1. 4 Electrical '
t
iI• An electrical schematic diagram is shown in Figure 6.4, 6-1 (2 sheets), Three spacecraft
interface electrical connector reccr ,.Aes are provided. The receptacle J10 is designed to
I provide power to the squibs in the explosively actuated valves. Both the wires and the con-' nectars arc shielded to prevent unintended operation of the squib by extraneous electrical
sources. Receptacle J7 is a means of providing power to the pressure and temperature
_ tra,,sducers as well as retrieving their signals for the telemetry system. Receptacle ,16provides a means of pow rin_ _he wo solenoid valves and the thru tor chamb r heaters.
The electrical connector receptacles are of a qualified type and the electrical wires used
in the harness on the assembly are space-type wires.
6. 5. 1. 5 Data List
A complete data and indentured parts list is shown as Table 6.5.1-1. All parts, compon-
ents, and materials are especially selected to be best suited to their application in the
Orbit Adjust Subsystem. A weight summary appears in Table 6.5.1-2.
6. 5.1.6 Mounting in the Spacecraft and Alignment
The light (approximately 20 pounds) weight of the subsystem facilitates handling and the
modular structure with its triadic support simplifies locating and mounting it within the
spacecraft. With shims installed under the module mounting feet of a suitable thickness,the thrusters then point to the average calculated CM of the spacecraft (i. e., _0.5-inch
vertical accuracy; i-0.25-inch lateral accuracy). After the spacecraft CM is measured,
each nozzle is individually pointed at the measured CM using optical instrumentation in
combination with a thrust axis tool. This process minimizes disturbance torques during
engine firing to the (irreducible) values defined by the net CM movement due to expendt-
!1 ture of both gas from the attitude control system and the liquid propellant from the OrbitAdjust Subsystem. When thi_ alignment process is completed, the thrust axis alignment
is within 0.005-inch radius of the mass sphere and the thruster position is within _-0.005
I inch, resulting in a minimum of crosscoupling, the maximum torque being 0.010 ft-lb.These caAculations appear in Appendix 6. H.
_;.'
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TABLE 6. _. 1-2. OAS Subsystem Weight Summary |
1Component Unit Wt. Quantity Total Wt.
Mount Structure 10.02 1 10.02
Thruster support .51 -- --
Support legs 1.56 -- li
Pads and doublers .79 -- --
Foot pads .50 -- _ il
Plate 6.29 _ J
Thruster bracket (+X) ,19 -- I
Thruster bracket (-X) .I 8 -- --- n
Thruster ,37 2 ,74
Thruster valve .53 2 1.06 1
Propellant tank assembly 4. I 0 I 4. I0 l
Tank strap assembly ,19 1 .19 ill
Fill and service valves .22 3 ,66 l
Propellant filter .1 ! ! .! 1
N/C squib valve .35 2 .10 []
Temperature transducer 1.50 I !.50 |
Pressure transducer .20 ! .20 '
Connectors and wiring .74 1 .74 ill
harness assembly
Lines and fitting assembly .3 i 1 .31, _
Miscellaneous hardware .62 ! .62 1
I
Total do' weight 20.95 :
Propellant 10.10 Ill _:
Pressurant (GN2) .65
Total serviced weight 31.70 m
- ' 1
6.5.2 COMPONENT SELECTION I /,
One objective of the ERTS Orbit Adjust Subsystem design study was the selection of •
_ight qualified components. The use of previously flight qualified hardware, it was |
believed, would minimize the overall program cost and development schedule risk. _'
Identification of the Rocket Research Corporation Hydrazine Propulsion Module (HPM) •
previously used on a classified program led to selection of a propulsion subcontractor |
with a set of components previously used together in the same propulsion system. , i__
The selection of these components for the ERTS OA follows logically. Therefore, • :_
component design analysis and selection trade studies were limited to evaluation • :_
of each component against the ERTS requirements. These studies indicated the
advisability of using a smaller tank than that used on HPM. However, the HPM tank n :_!
m i6-.50
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continues to be a fall-back position in the event difficulties are encountered in the fabrica-
tion and/or test of the recommended modification i,_ the Mariner '64 and '69 propellant
I tank.
l Brief descriptions of the design of all selected components are provided in the following| sections.
I 6, 5, 2, 1 Propellant Tank
I M
The propellant tank selected for the OAS is shown in Figure 6.5, 2-1. This tank is a modi-
I fination of a JPL Mariner Mars w64and v69 tank. It is spherical in shape and is approxi-mately 11, 0 inches in diameter and weighs 4.1 pounds. Within this tank is an elastomeric
bladder for positive expulsion of the propellant. The tank shall is 6AI-4V titanium alloy
I and is approximately twice as thick as the Mariner Mars version to increase the maximumoperating pressure from 308 to 660 psia (see Section 6.4.9 for stress analys!s). The
bladder, rather than being of butyl rubber as in the Mariner Mars design, is ethylene
I propylena rubber (EPR). The original tooling for the bladder is available for use in form-ing the EPR bladder. Rocket Research performed a similar design improvement previously
by converting the ItPM tank bladder from butyl to E PR using the same bladder fabrication
I t_oling.
The change over from butyl rubber to ethylene-propylene is based upon both long-term
I compatibility tests of butyl rubber with hydrazine and ethylene-propylene rubber withhydrazine as well as actual spacecraft use of hydrazine propellant tanks using ethylene-
propylene rubber bladders. For a number of years, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory has
I been performing compatibility tests and studies to determine the best materials to use inhydrazine. The most promising of the elastemeric materials were found to be butyl and .,.
ethylene-propylene. As indicated in Table 6. 5. 2-1, the butyls are very good from a per-
I meability resistance aspect, but the ethylene-propylene compounds are better from anoverall compatibility standpoint. Thus, the permeability tests show that the permeability
of a good butyl compound, such as Stillman Rubber Company compound SR 634-70 is ap-
I proximately 0.0005 mg/in2/hr for a 0.040-inch-thick sample after 95. 7 hours. Howeverthe permeabili_ of Parker Seal Company ethylene-propylene compound E515-8 is shown
as 0.029 mg/in_'/hr for a 0.030-inch-thick sample after 99 hours. The ethylene-propylene
I permeability can be substantially improved by increasing the diaphragm thickness by afactor of 2 or 3 without substantially affecting the expulsion efficiency. Of these two ma-
terials, ethylene-pror_ylenes are generally considered as the first choice material with
I ! ......
butyl se_;oad. Also the compatibility of butyl for long service at temperatures between _-_-
+100 and +150 ° F is marginal and the maximum temperature for which ERTS Orbit Adjust
Subsystem is designed is 120 ° F. Rocket Research Corp. plans to use the Parker Seal Co, 's ,'
I E515-8 ethylene-propylene rubber (EPR).
Also extensive experience at Rocket Research Corp. with 6A1-4V titanium tanks containing _,,
I propellant assembly was subjected to a 7-EPR bladders has been accumulated. One tank
month propellant compatibility test at a storage temperature of +120 ° F. Negligible pro- ......
i pellant tank pressure rise occurred during the seven months, indicating good compatibility. _ _
! _
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Ammonia content in the hydrazino increased by only 0.4 percent, again showing good com-
patibility. The amount of liquid permeation to the gas side of the diaphragm was 0.02 Ibm
in the 7-month period.
0.5.2.2 Thruster and Propellant Valve
6.5.2.2.1 Thruster
, The rocket engine set.coted for the Orbit Adjust _]ubsystem is a nominal n. 5 lbf thrustor [ ,
qualified by Rocket Research Corporation on the HPM Program. The engine is designed
and has boon operated over the range of 1, 0 to 0, 1 lbf. The engine has a large background !
of development and qualification history and is ideally suited to GE requirements, The !
engine has boon qualified for a burn time of 21,500 seconds which exceeds the GE require,-
mont by a factor of greater than two. :|t
A cross--sectional view of the thruster is shown in Figure O. 5.2-2.
'
J """"" I!
,!Figure 6.5. 2-2. Cross Section of 1. 0 to 0.1 lbf Thruster
An extensive development program was carried out on the engiw at Rocket Research 1Corporation. Development tests were conducted on the tl_ustez to
1. Optimize the catalyst bed and injector I '2. Verify its life time requirements
3. Demonstrate vacuum restart requirements l
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4. Measure vacuum performance
I 5, Conduct low temperature ignition test.
These tests are ,qummarized in Tables 6, 5.2-2, 6.5, 2 "_ :$, 2_4, 6, 5, 2-5 and 6.5.2-6.
I Low temperature ignition tests were conducted with varying propellant and catalyst bed
temperatures. Propellant temperature varied from +40 t_ +120 _ F and catalyst bed temp-
I erature from +20 to 70° F. Satisfactory ignition wan achieved over the full of temp-,range
, eratures. Results of engine vacuum performance measurements made over the complete
blowdown range (0.5 to 0.25 lbf) gave an average vacuum specific impulse of 2_1 lbf-see/
'=_|' Ibm, Forty ambient temperature restarts were demonstrated with the reactor under vaou _
l
um conditions. During tlm development program, 1_4 hours of burn time were accumulated
on the reactor.
:]
Prequa!ifieatlon testing was carried out at the system level and involved ten engines.
System S/N 002 was utiliz_d to d_flae nominal system operation and operation und¢,r
t modes, tests wore conducted wifl_ contamination Introducedval'ious failure Additional
in th_ propellant. Under failure mode type testh_g, the engines were operated over the
thrust range of 1.0 to 0.1 lbf. A second system was subjected to an abbreviated qualtfi-
cation test program before formal qualification of the system.
In addition to the qualification tests conducted on the rocket engine as a component, _ix
engines were utilized in the system qualification program, and twelve engines have been
flown thus far.
_ 6.5.2.2.2 Propellant Valve ,_,
Valve leakage is a prevalent failure mode, and redundancy may be employed effectively for
long term missions (several months).
Two approaches to valve leakage are available. One is to use two seats mechanically
linked together and actuated from a single coil. The second is to use two valves in series, :,
each actuated by a separate coil. The first approach suffers from the possibility of having
both seats held off their sealing surface by a particle under one seat. The second approach, ,,while providing more positive sealing redundancy, does have the disadvantage of a coil
failure preventing valve operation. Because the coil iallure probability is very low, the
second approach has been used; namely, two valves in series with each valve seat operated
I by a second coil.
The selection of a hard seat design verrus a soft seat is usually made based upon themission life and mode of operation of the engine. For short term missions and engines _i:_
which operate in pulse mode for a large number of cycles, a hard seat valve design is _ _!
preferred. For steady state operation and few cycles of operation, such as for the ERTS _:Orbit Adjust Subsystem, soft-s at design is preferred. A soft seat design has higher
reliability against leakage when the engine is operated in a steady state mode. Additionally,
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a properly designed soft seat will inJ,Jst contamination without resulting in excessive
I leakage. Thus, for the ERTS Orbit Adjust Subsystem, a series redundant valve utilizingsoft s ats was selected.
I The propellent valve recommended for the Orbit Adjust Subsystem is a series redundant,normally closed, solenoid actuated valve manufactured by Parker Aircraft Company. A
cross-sectional view of the valve is shown in Figure 6.5.2-3. This valve was qualified
I by Rocket Research Corporation as a part of the Hydrazine Propulsion Module program.
The basic valve design, as used on HPM and proposed for ERTS, contains a signal con-
I ditioning circuit integrally mounted to the valve (see Figure 6.5. 2-4). This circuit con-tains a diode and resistor network which serves to clip the back emf voltage spikes to a
nominal value of -10 vdc and a maximum of -15 vde and also provides voltage output signals
I which give an indication that the valve has received power.
_e valve has the following performance characteristics:
1
| Maximum operating pressure 660 psla
II Proof pressure 990 psia ;
Minimum burst pressure 1,320 psia .....
Internal leakage (each seat) 5 scc/hr GN2 maximum ;'External leakage 1 x 10 -6 scc/sec He maximum _,;
i _ Flow characteristics 5 psia maximum at 0. 00218 lbm/sec
Opening time 12 ms maximum ,,. ,,
t Closing time 75 ms maximum (,Cycle life 20,000 actuations
The valve has the following electrical characteristics:
Operating voltage -19 - 31 vdc
_ Power (both coils) 10 watts
Dropout voltage 1.0 vdc minimum ;!
Insulation resistance 100 megohms at 500 vdc between :_
circuits and housing .,i
5
Dielectric Strength Leakage less than 1.0 ma at 1,000 vac
between circuits and case
i:
.i EMF suppression -15 vdc maximum _
I ,i
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Figure 6.5.2-3. Earth Resources Technology Series Redundant Solenoid -"
Propellant Valve
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_i Figure 6.5.2-4. Propellant Valve Signal Conditioning Electrical Schematic
The propellant valve was subjected to a complete qualification program at the componentlevel. ,,.
6.5.2.3 Fill Valve Assembly
The fill valve assembly chosen for the Orbit Adjust Subsystem was qualified by Rocket
Research Corporation on the Hydrazine propulsion Module program and has previouslybeen used by the Jet Pr pulsion Laboratory on the Ranger Midcourse Propulsion System.
Rocket Research Corp. has manufactured the valve in four different part numbers. These
valves differ only in the fill port size and/or the outlet tube stub size.
The valve is manually operated and consists of a needle which is screwed into a valve body :
I and seals against a sharp-edged seat in the valve body as shown in Figure 6.5.2-5. Thei basic seat is metal to metal betwe n the n edle and the valve body. Redundant seals are ! :_
obtained by use of a diametral O-ring seal on the needle and a bullnose O-ring seal on the
fill fitting on the valve body. The valve presented mounts by use of a bulkhead type fitting !:ion the valve body. Valve external leakage is limited to 1 x 10 -6 scc/hr He.
| 6.5.2.4 Explosively Actuated Valves _
!
Two NC explosively actuated valves are utilized for arming the system. These valves are
manufactured by Pyronetics, Inc. PyroneUcs has supplied explosively actuated valves _
00000005-TSD06
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Figure 6. 5.2-5. Fill Valve Assembly
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for a number of programs, inehding Mariner Mars Spacecraft Mldeourse Propulsion
I System, the Gemini spacecraft, and the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory. A normallyclosed explosively actu t d valve was utilized by Rocket Research Corp. on the Hydrazinc
Propulsion Module Program.
W The normally closed explosive valve s_,leeted for the ERTS Program is Pyronctics Model
No, 1267. The valve uses the explosive cartridge (Pyroneties Model No. 3532). (Figure
0, 5, 2-6}
The design charaetorintins of the valves are:
t_
i.I 1. Operating pressure 3250 pslg
2, Proof pressure 4875 psig
3, Minimum bur_t ffi00 pnig
4:, Leakage (Internal and oxteraal) 1 x 10 -6 see/see tie before or after
aei_tation
5. Aetuatioa time 9 ms maximum
The explosive cartridgc used to actuate the valve utilizes two separate TOPHET A bridge-
wires and a primary charge of lead azide. The squib meets the requirements of AFETI_M
127-1 and has the following characteristics:
1. Bridgewire resistance (each) 1.1 • 0.2 ohms
2. No fire current 1 ampere or 1 watt for 5 minutes both
bridges f
| 3. All fire 4 amperes on one or both bridges
4. Dielectric strength 50 volts rms applied for 1 minute between
shorted pins and case
5. Dielectric resistance Greater than 100 megohms at 500 vdc
6. No-fire static discharge Discharge of 10 kv from a 300-picofaradcapacitor applied across any br dge circuit
6.5.2.5 Filter :
The propellant filter (Figure 6.5.2-7) selected for the system is manufactured by Vacco :
Valve Co. The filter element consists of a series of stacked discs with chemmilled pas- ,,:
il. sages so constructed that any contamination is trapped and held. i_
This filt_,r design is one which has proven to be very reliable. The stacked disk approach i/_
allows parts to be thoroughly cleaned before assembly. The filter element is welded into
a stainless steel housing with tube stubs on either end for assembly into the system. ,_:
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The filter has a rating of 10 microns nominal and 25 microns absolute. This filter as-
i sembly was utilized in the HPM system, and filters of the same general design have wideapplication in a n_mbcr of space vehicles.
6.5.2.6 Pressure Transducer
The prcs3ure transducer (Figure 6.5. 2-8) selected for monitoring propellant tank pressure
I is Model No. 1025-0092 manufactured by the Instrument Systems Division of the WhittakerCorporation. It is designed to the requirements of Rocket Research Corgoration's Pro-
curement Specification CS-0024 and Source Control Drawing 24948. The unit has been
i} qualified by Rocket Research and utilized on the Hydrazine Propulsion Module programand is currently in production re1 the Apollo/LM spacecraft.
The Whittaker Model No. 1025-0092, which contains its own signal conditioning, is anabsolute pressure transducer which features semiconductor gauges bonded to a machined
diaphragm. The pressure transducer measures pressure from 0 to 500 psia. The sensing
I clement, incorporating semiconductor strain gauges bonded to a machined Ni-Span C con-stant modulus steel diaphragm, functions as an active arm of a Wheatstono bridge circuit
with the output fed into a differential amplifier of the integral signal conditioning eloe-
I tronics.
The integral cordwood electronic module provides isolation, regulation, and low-gain
I amplification of a 0 to _5 vdc output, using unregulated 28 * 8 vdc power.
6.5. 2.7 Temperature Transducer
l The temperature transducer selected for monitoring propellant tank temperature is a unit .,.
manufactured by Whittaker Corp. This unit was utilized by Rocket Research Corp. on the
Hydrazine Fropulsion Module (HPM) Program and has been previously qualified and utilized
on the Apollo/LM spacecraft. The unit contains sensor and signal conditioning. On the
HPM Program, seven of the sensors were utilized, and the signal conditioning for all seven
channels was packaged into a single housing. For use on the ERTS Orbit _,djust Subsystem,the signal conditioner is packaged similarly.
I The unit is Whittaker Model No. 3005-0065, a surface temperature transducer specifically
designed for aerospace flight telemetry and ground test instrumentation applications. The
uensor utilizes a pure platinum resistance element mounted in a strain-free manner inside
a hermetically sealed stainless steel housing to provide a high order of accuracy combined
with the most rugged construction. (See Figure 6. 5. 2-9)
I The signal conditioner uses all silicone semiconductor components welded together in
ruggedized cordwood construction and yields high-reliability operation.
1
.i
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Figure 6.5.2-9. Temperature Trans-
ducer System
!
I February 1970
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The unit has the following performance specifications:
I 1. Temperature range -100 ° F to +400 _ F (six channels)
0_ F *_o150 ° F (one channel)
2. Zero output/balance 00 • vdc
0. 0. 20
3. '_ll_sealc output _:5.00 _0.20 vde
, i 4, Lineartty Within _0.38_/100" F temperature span
5. Accuracy Channels 1-6:_5 _ F, -100 ° F to +120 ° F
I _10 _ F, +120 _ F to +400 ° FChannel 7: :_2° F, +40 ° F to +120 ° F
T
: 6._.2.8 St_r,_ctur_?...Linc__._,.a_ndF_it_ting s
The components utilized in the design will bc mounted in accordance with the following
.. design provisions:
1. Propellant tank: "slmll cap" mounting to module
2. Fill valves: threaded bulkhead type connection for mounting
3. Pressure transducer: four bolt hole pattern to transducer housing
4. Temperature transducer: signal conditioner, four bolt hole pattern
5. Explosively actuated valves: clamp around valve body squib housing '_'
6. Thruster assembly: three bolt hole pattern on upper injector flange
All lines and components will be brazed into the system using Aeroquip braze fittings. The ....
line size will be 3/16-inch tubing of 0.020-inch-_all thickness made of 304L stainless steel.The complete brazing process, including tube stub preparation and brazing temperature
cycle, was completely developed by Rocket Research Corporation under the Hydrazine
Propulsion Module program. The tube stub preparation involves the gold plating of each
tube stub end. This is a preferred approach to glass peening normally utilized due to the
possibility of contamination from glass beads.
6. 5.3 LONG LEAD ITEMS i_
l A tabulation of Orbit Adjust Subsystem components appears in Figure 6.5. 3-1 with an in-
dication of the elapsed time that occurs between placement of an order and receipt of the
part. The two longest items on the thruster assemblies and the propellant valves (24 !
weeks). The next longest lead item is the propellant tank (23 weeks). Of the eight items _ilisted, the propellant filters have the shortest delivery time (12 weeks). _'J
I 6-81 i_
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I APPENDIX 6.A
I ORBIT ADJUST TtIRUSTER PLUME IMPINGEMENT FORCES AND HEATfNG
|' A monopropellant hydrazhu-) propulsion system is being considered for orbit adjust function| on EATS. It would be desirable to mount the orbit adjust thrusters onboard of the EaTS
structure in a modular configuration about the CG of the vehicle, The feasibility of in-
I board mounting will depend in part upon the effect of disturbing torques and structure heat-,ing obtained by the thruster plume impingement on. the spacecraft structure.
|_ The two thrusters are arranged to have their thrust axis along the :J:x axes, The thruster
! pointing along the ..x axis fires between two support struts and into the solar panel latching
mechanism, The other thrustor is relatively free of obstructions in its firing direction.
T
:_ To determine the plume impingement forces and heating on the affected struts, a dosksldt)
computer program developed by I)r. R. Re Boerioke of General Eloctric-RESD was us_d.
",I This computer program was developed using the free molecular theory of Schaff and Talbot,$ The computer program requires a subroutine to be written which locates the target surface
elements, thrustor, and thrustor firing direction vectors in the C,artostan coordinate system.
The targetislocatedalonga principalaxis and the thrustorrepositlonodtobe in relation-
shipwith the target.
X
Since the supportstrutsare symmetrical about the -x axis, there is onlya need toevalu- _>i
ate theforces and heatingon one trussmember. The truss was dividedintosurfaceele-
ments as shown in Figure 6.A-1. The A was selectodas 2inches witha A0 of 30 degrees
i giving 12 elements of area per 2 inches of strut, The empirical positinn and directionalunitvectors are: ,,.
PositionVectors x = 13.47 inches
y = 7.569 inches
z = 7.065 inches
Direction unit vector:
I
x = -0,434 inch
y = -0o767 inch
z = -0.471 inch
!
!
l •
6.A-1
I
II
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I
Ax = 2 INCHES
A8 = 30 DEGREES y I
I
_. fTRUSS
TRUSS CROSS SECTION "_--_---.(-- ._-.x l
I
' I
Figure 6, A-l, Truss Surface Elements I "
The forces and moments obtained from the computer program were transformed and re-
solved into ERI_ Control System coordinates (Figure 6. A-2). Thruster parameters sup- Iplied for the computer program are as follows. ........
i. Thruster chamber pressure 400 psi I
2. Thruster chamber temperature 2200
3. Thruster area ratio 60:1 I
4. Thruster exit cone radius 0. 215 inch
5. Exhaust gas V 1.28 I
6. Strut wall temperature 460*R
The torques about the y axis caused by plume impingement on the struts is 0.122 ft-lb I
(0.061 ft-lb per strut). '.,:i:)_'
Heating of the struts was found to be a maximum at a point 9 inches along the strut above I _
the sensory ring. A 2. 59 x 10 "2 B_/in2-see heat flax was obtained at this point. This . _:.
heat flux for a user firing duration (20 rain) would revise the temperature of the truss to I _ 'approximately 1000 ° F. This heat transfer calc lation utilized cons raints favorable to ....
the strut (i. e., high emissivity, 1O0 percent view factor). _i_
I i,i ' .;6.A-2 ..
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œ! Figure 6. A-2. E_TS Control System Coordinates
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The heat flux from the thruster is a direc_ function of the stagnation pressure. The coro-
t puter program computes the heat flux attlizing the thruster chamber pressure as the stag-na ion tempera,are (free molecuiar flew). The chamber pressure of th thruster used is
at a maximum (400 psi) during initial burn. Therefore, the heat flux computed is a maxI- :
mum. The Propulsion System used operates in a blowdown mode (continuously reducingcha ber pressure), producing a corresponding direct proportional reduction in heat flux.
The values obtained were compared with values obtained by a plume impingement analysisperformed by Philco-Ford, S c and Re-entry Systems Division, and found to be relatively
the same.
Based upon the results of this analysis, tt is recommended that the -x thruster be mounted
at an angle of 20 degrees to the sensory ring, elevated 15 Inches above the sensory ring,
and mounted 22 inches outboard of the center of the tank. In this way, the exhaust plumeis directed between the struts in an area of greater clearance and above the p ddle latching
mechanism.
I
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APPENDIX f.B
!i PERFORMANCE OF THE SELECTED ROCKET ENGINE
q
6 B. 1 ROCKET ENGINE SIZING AND PERFORMANCE
6.B.I. I Engine Sizing
i The sizing of the Hydrazlne Propulsion Module (HPM) engine is based on work conducted
by Rocket Research Corporation under NASA Contract NAS 7-372. This program was
I concerned with the development of design and scaling criteria for monoprop_llant hydmzine
engines utilizing Shell 405 catalyst.
The equation governing the catalyst bed length to the engine design parameters is expressed
i q,_:
145G0.554
LB = 0.2 + ----
Pc0'306As 0.3 ,,
Where:
Z
j LB ffi Required catalyst bed length, in. .G = Bed loading, lbm/in.2-sec
Pc = Chamber pressure, psia
As = Specific surface area of catalyst, in.2/in. 3 ......'
The bed loading for the engine design is selected from consideration of catalyst bed pressure p_drop _nd desired engine life. For operation under blowdown conditions, consideration is
also given to the minimum bed loading as radiative heat losses (on a percentage basis) and
t performance reduction increases as the bed loading is decreased from the initial designpoint.
j The HPM engine, while nominally operating over the thrust range of 0.5 to 0,25 lbf, was 'designed to operate under cert in failure modes of the HPM system ov_ a thrust range of
1.0 to 0.1 lbf. The bed length requirements are dictated by the maximum initial thrust
t conditions as is seen from examination of the above equation.
! The long life requirement of the Hydrazine Propulsion Module engine led to a selection of a
bed loading of 0.022 lbm/in.2-secat the 1.0-lbf thrust level (0.011 lbm/in.2-sec at 0.5 lbO. _:
t The engine chamber pressure was selected as 200 psia at 0.5 lbf (400 psia at 1.0 lbf) and 25-to 30-mesh granular catalyst, which, has a specific surface area of 195 in.2/in. 3, was
selected. Substitution of the above numbers into the above equation gives the required bed
length of 0.785 inch and a catalyst bed diameter of 0.498 inch.
6.B-1
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The catalyst bed pressure drop is given by the following equation: [
1260 G1.8 Avl.2 LB ]Ap = .
el.7 _
Wherepreviouslyundefined tcrmgare:
AP = Catalyst bed pressuredrop, psid i
U
e = Catalyst bed porosity
The catalyst bed porosity is 0.38. Thus, at the 1.0-1bfthrust level, the catalyst bed pressure HI
drop is 4.9 psid. This low pressure drop is constant with providing an engine of high life [
capability.
The liquid pressure drop in the rocket engine assembly is dictated by the requirement of I
providing sufficient impedance to limit presstire oscillations. For systems which operate In
blowdown mo_2e,the system impedance (liquid pressure drop) _sdictated by the minimum
thrust condition since the impedance will increase with thrust level due to the flow
characteristics of fixed orifices. Thus, in blowdown systems, some compromise is often m
made in the liquid impedance at the minimum thrust level condition to limit the tank
at the initial conditions. The system impedance is defined by the equation: Ipressure
I ffi Pf" PcuPcd l
Where: II ffi Liquidimpedance ......
Pf = Propellant pressureat valve inlet, psia Dm
Pcu = Chamber pressureupstream of the catalyst bed, psia
Pcd = Chamberpressure downstream of the catalyst bed, psia. i
For the Hydrazine Propulsion Module engine design, a liquid impedance of 0.3 was selected
at the 0.25-1bf thrust level. Developmfmt testing indicated that this value wassufficient for i
engine stability. g
With the above liquid impedance, the rocket engine pressure schedule varies with thrust as B
shown in Figure 6.B-1. |
6.B. 1.2 EnginePerform.ance !
Monopropellant hydrazine engine performance is primarily dependent on the ammonia |
• dissOciationwhich takes place in the catalyst bed. The ammonia dissociation is a function 9f
6,B-2
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tile propellant residence time in the catalyst bed, tile chanlber pressure, bed loading, and
catalyst particle size. The results of NASA Contract NAS 7-372 have provided measured gas
sample data on tile effect of tile above variables. This program determined that the ammonia _
dissociation is strongly controlled by difftlsion of the gas products to and from the catalyst l
surface and can be correlated by the equahon:
'T
In (10'_)= 152"3G0"71t {_
dpO.32p c
, 1
Where previously undefined terms are:
IX = Fractional ammonia dissociatiou
t = Propellant residence time, ms
= Catalyst particle diameter, ft. Idp
Ammonia dissociation versus thrust level for the engine is plotted in Figure 6.B-2.
I
The theoretical characteristic velocity and thrust coefficient for the engine, based on the
ammonia dissociation values shown in Figure 6.B-2 are tabulated in Table 6.B-1 for thrust I
levels of 1.0, 0.5, and 0.25 lbf. For an insulated chamber, the delivered characteristic I
velocity has been experimentally established as 99% of the theoreUcal value. The XCd
w
correction for the nozzle is 0.97 (e = 100:1). Using the above number_ results in predicted
delivered performance for the engine fully insulated as shc,wn in Table 6.B-1 I
I
|
Table 6.B-1 II .'*.
ENGINE STEADY STATE PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
Thrust Level, lbf
Parameter I" I
1.0 0.5 0.25
Ammonia dissocmtion: % 63.8 66.1 69.1 I
Theoretical c*, ft/sec 4,280 4,265 4,250
Theoretical vacuum thrust coefficient 1.811 1.808 1.805 11
Delivered vacuum thrust coefficient 1.7575 1.7538 !.75 ! I D -_
Delivered c* (insulated), ft/sec 4,237 4,222 4,198 I ._o
Heat loss, % 3.18 6.35 8.2 I
Delivered c* (with heat loss), ft/sec 4,170 4,088 4,036
De!ivered Isp (with heat loss), lbf-sec/lbm 227.8 222.9 219.7 I _
6.B-4 I
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Due to thermal design constraints of the tlydrazine Propulsion Module {ItPM) reactor, it I
could not be fully insulated but had to radiate to space in order to limit the maximum
propellant valve temperature due to heat soak back after engine shutdown. With this I
constraint, the percentage of heat lost by radiation is tabulated versus thrust loyal in Table I
6,B.I, The heat loss by radiation results in a decrease in gas temperature and thus, engine
performance, This is expressed as: I
_q _,Tg
q Tg |
Since the characteristic velocity is proportional to tile square root of temperature, it follows I
that the change in engine characteristic velocity :_s;i result of the heat loss is given by: II
IIc* 2 q
!
Thus, with the heat losses of the HPM engine, the delivered performance is as tabulated in I
Table 6.B-1. Figure 6.B-3 plots engine performance as a function of thrust level for various II
propellan_'temperatures. Also shown on the curve is measured engine performance from the
HPM program which indicates the accuracy of the predictions. I
II
Measured instantaneous engine performance is summarized in Figure 6.B-4 wherein engine
performance is plotted versus engine burn time for the 1.0-, 0.5-, and 0.25-1bf thrust levels. I
The average specific impulse versus engine burn time is plotted in Figure 6.B-5 for the 1.0-, I ",,
0.5-, and 0.25-1bf thrust levels. These values are based on the time averaged integration of
the instantaneous performance shown in Figure 6.B-4. I
I6.B.2 SYSTEM THRUST LEVEL
The engine selected for the Orbit Adjust Subsystem is a nominally 0.5-1bf engine developed
and qualified by Rocket Research Corporation as a part of the Hydrazine Propulsion I
Module program. This engine has a demonstrated operating capability over the thrust range I
of _..0to O.1 lbf.
Table 6.B-2 I
SYSTEM THRUST VARIATION I
B
Condition +40oF +70OF + 120oF
Initial thrust .825 .870 .950 I
Final thrust .540 .568 .615 II
Initial tank pressure 517 553 616 I _'
Final tank pressure 312 331 362 _ ]l ,
i
6,B-6
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11 February 1970For design of the system to operate over the temperature extremes of 40 to 120°F, the
thrust variation in blowdown mode for designing for 1.0-1bf maximum initial thrust is
shown in Table 6.B-2, The numbers shown in Table 6,B-2 include allowancefl 5%, 3-sigma
for thrust predictability from engine-to-engine.
The propellant load must be sized to produce a minimum total impulse of 2.169 Ibf-secover
!i the environmental operating range (temperature extremes) and for the range of engine duty
=: cycles. Assuming that 25.4 feet per second of the correction velocity is delivered under
steady-state operation and 19.6 feet persecond is deliveredunder pulse-mode operation (I 2-
:_ 'sec pulses), 56.4% of the total impulse or 1,223.3 lbf-sec is required under steady_state
conditions and 43.6% of the total impulse or 045.7 Ibf-sec ts requiredunder pulse-mode
conditions.
ii Using the performance predictions of paragraphs6.B.2 and 6.B.4, assuming that all of the
total impulsemust be deliveredat 40°F, and accountingfor propellanttankexpulsion
efficiency and propellant line hold-up, a total propellant load of 10.1 Ibm at 40°F is
}iI required.
t 6.B.4 SYSTEMOPERATINGCHARACTERISTICS
the propellant load estimated in paragraph 6.B.3, the blowdown characteristics of thesystem have been calculated for system temperatures of 40, 70, and 120°F. The results of
i level are plotted as a function of total impulse delivered.Propellant requirements for 2,170bf-sec total impul e are shown in Figure 6.B-7. System operating charact ristic as system
temperatures of +40, +70, and +120°F are shown in Figures 6.B-8, 6.B-9, and 6.B-lO :
respectively. For the assumptions of this analysis, the burn time requiredto delivervarious
amounts of total impulse is plotted in Figure 6.B-11 for the system temperatures of 40, 70,
and 120°F.
6.B-9 _]
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APPENDIX 6,C
I ORBIT ADJUST SUBSYSTEM THERMAL ANALYSIS
I 6.C.1 Thermal Design
I Rocket Research Corporation's Orbit Adjust Subsystem thermal design approach is
, u described in general as follows. The propellant tank, lines, and platform are coveredwith a
35 layer blanket of superinsulation (NRC-2 or equivalent) to an approximate thickness of
I 1/2 inch. The 20-degree angle bracket of the -X thrusterand the three module support legs
are also wrapped with superinsulationand connected with the main portion in a manner to
minim'izeor eliminate all discontinuity and edge heat losses. The only p_'otrusionsfrom the
insulation blanket are the two thruster shields and reactor exterior surfaces.
The propellant tank and lines are conductively eonncct(,d to the aluminum platform and
i receive heat from the sensory ring via three tubular alumilmm mounting logs fastened :oBays (1-18), 6, and 12. The thruster valves rocciveheat from an alumi um bracket used for
mounting to the OAS platform (+X) or the 20-degreeangle support tube (-X).
,8
![ The rocket engine is thermally isolated from the propellant valve to alleviate soak back
heating of the teflon valve seat after a period of s_eady state-operation. The degree of
_] thermal isolation necessary to prevent excessive valveheating constitutes a problem area Ibr
_ passively maintai ing the catalyst bed at a proper temperature for _estart. Refer to
paragraph6.C.2 for additional discussion of catalyst bed temperature.
11
_ to 6.C.2 BaselineCold Environment
Thermal modeling of the baseline design incorporates the proposed HPMthruster m its
_ flight-qualified configuration. The OAS has been subdivided into the lumped parameter
-- model representations shown in Figure 6.C-1. Detail A identifies the structural breakdown
of the -X thruster located at the end of the 20-degree anglesupport. The critical nodes that
' must be maintained above 40°F arc the catalyst bed (4), metering orifice (9), propellantvalve (10). and propellant line (11). Nod_ 14 and 15 represent the p,'opellant temperature
and must also be maintained above 40°F.
.a
] Two extreme environmental cases are considered as a conservativeapproach to the thermal
design. The cold environment case outlined in Section 6.4.8.2 assumes that all radiative
I interchange between the OAS module and the spacecraft payload and sensory ring is
I neglected. Also, the effects of solar radiation, Earth albedo, and Earth emission are
conservatively neglected. The resulting steady-state heat balance yields the critical
I component temperature distribution shown in Table 6.C-1. Note that all baseline• te eratures are above 40°F with the exception of the catalyst bed values. The RRCdesign
goal temperature for the catalyst bed is 40°F. Below this value, reactor catalyst bed ignition
: _ delay (time from propellant injection to thrust start rise) is extended, resulting in an
1
l"
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Table 6.C-1
COLD ENVIRONMENT COMPONENT TEMPERATURES I
Condticiive _ Conductive Conduc'ltve- |1.5-Watt
Baseline Short to Short to Short to
200 Bracket Platform Sensory Ring Heater [
t
-X valve 40,7°F 36. I 41.8 41,9 44.3
+× v lvt, 45.9 ...... [i
-X catalyst bed 3,1 14,8 14.0 14,6 40.3
+X calalyst bed 8.3 ....... I
Propellant line 43.3 37.5 43.7 43.7 44.,5
mh
Propellant tank 42.4 ....... I
|,,
I
accumulation of propellant in the chamber This accumulated propellant, upon ignition,
rapidly decomposes, rcsultin$ in a momentary overproverpressurization of the thrust It
chamber (i.e., chamber pressure overshoot). Repetitive occurrences of chamber pressure [I
start overshoot can result in catalyst attrition and engine life degradation. Rocket Research
g
Corporation has successfully demonstrated cold restarts on the HPM engine with soak
temperatures as low as 20*F; however it is desirable to maintain the catalyst bed ;_[
temperature above 40*F to minimize chamber pressure overshoot and increase catalyst bed ,W
life characteristics in an application requiring greater than approximately 10 to 20 cold
starts. I _.
A conductive thermal short was modeled into the network to provide heat directly to the
reactor injector. The second case in Table 6.C-1 shows the resulting temperature distribution ',_
when the short is connected to the 20-degree angle bracket of the -X thruster. The catalyst .|
bed temperature is raised to 14.8"F at the expense of indirectly removing heat from the
valve. Note the valve temperature drops to 36. I*F (N2H 4 freezes near 35* F). !
It
The third case attaches the thermal short to the OAS platform in an effort to preserve the
valve temperature. The cross-sectional area of the conductive heat path was maximized to tr
compensate for the increased length between the platform and -X thruster. The resulting 1
catalyst bed temperature of 14OF is not adequate. Similarly, the fourth case connects the
thermal short directly to the sensory ring, yielding a reactor bed temperature of 14.6OF.
At this point, a 1.5-watt heater was input with the thermal short removed. A satisfactory
temperature distribution was achieved with a catalyst bed temperature of 40.30F. The
wattage could be decreased by addhlg the thermal short in parallel, or modifying the 21
extreme environmental conditions outlined in Section 6.4.8.2, These investigations will be
conducted in Pro3xam Phase D.
6.C-2
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I The hot environment case of Section 6.4.8.2 considers solar radiation inputs well
as as
radiation interchange between the reactor shield and sensory ring. Areas of concern include
valve transient soak back heating after reactor shut-down, and heat rejection to the
I spacecraft. The worst-case temperature distribution prior to reactorstart was determined bythe steady-state computer program. These results were input as Initial conditions for tl'.e
transient analysis. Table 6,G2 lists the various effects of solar radiation and the critical
I component temperature distributton_ for the baseline case with and without a 1.5-wattheater in operation,
I During steady-state operation, the propellant valve, line, and metering orifice a_sumc thetemperature of th propella t ank (62,4OF) due to efficie t convection heat transfer. At
the end of an 8-mtnute period of reactor firing at 1,600°F the flow of propellant stops, and
i all components receive heat from the hot catalyst bed, the 1.5-watt h_ater, and from thecombined effect of solar r diation, Earth albedo, and Eart emission (valu s obtained from
the General Electric Company Report on Earth Resources Technology Satellite Thermal
i Control Subsystem, Section 9). The reactor shieki reaches a peak temperature of 20°F.indicating zero radiation heat rejection to the s..nsory ring. The platform temperature
always remains below the sensory rintgtemperature, therefore there is no conduction heat
I reject0d to the sensory ring. Sixteen minutes after firing, the valve reaches a peaktemperature of 70.3°F. The rate of temperature decay is such that subsequent firings will
not cause component overheating. No problems are predicted in the hot environment
situations.
I
I Table 6.C-2 ""
I tlOT ENVIRONMENTCOMPONENTTEMPERATURES
ii
I Baseline I. Baselh_e Baseline End of 16 Min.Without With Heat r WithHeater &Mfm. After
Heater or Without and Solar Firing FiringSolar Solar
-X valve 58.9°F 62.4 62.9 62.4 70.3
o
I -X catalyst bed 9.0 45.9 60.4 1595.6 121.5
-X reactor shield 5.1 5.6 6.0 20.0 6.7
I Propellant line 62.6 63.8 64.0 62.4 65.5 !
Propellant tank 62.1 62.4 62.4 62.4 62.4
I Heat rejected to I 'spacecraft (watts) 0 0 0 0 0
I t .i'
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6.C-4 Method of Analysis
A detailed computer model was generated to simulate the OAS module nodes show_a in
Figure 6.C-2. Applications of steady-state and transient versions resulted in the information
given above. Tile conductive and radiative resistance connections between nodes are shown
in Figures 6.C-2 and Figure 6.C-3 respectively, The heat balance solution was performed on
an RRC developed thermal analyzer digital computer program utilizing a General Electric
time sharing computer terminal, Solar radiation heat was directly input to nodes 5, 6, 17,
18, 23, 25, and 26. The resulting steady-state hot environment temperature distribution [
servtJd as the initial condition for the transient heating analysis, The cold environment
analysis was performed on the steady-state version of the thermal analyzer program, i
I
!
I
]
:i!
!
'!
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APPENDIX ft. D
i i ()RBrr AD,TUST SUBSYSTEM STRESS ANALYSIS _TRUCTURAL SYSTEM
_=_'i";;; 6.D. i Calculations
;;_:_ 6.D.I. I Stiffness Properties and Component Fundamental Frequencies
_; 6,D. !. 1,1 Conic/Plate ,
_!}_ 6,D. I. 1,1.1 Stiffness Matrix - Conic/PlateI
=_ A1 = 10x1(36 = E A4 = 9,4 = R
i_?_;_i_ A2 = 4x 1(36 _- (3 A5 = 3,2 = H H
:t A3 =_ ,12_ = T Aft _ 7r/4 _ 0 -.-,
" !_ 0 .= _/4 _tn 0 _ nolo -. 707
/;_ Z _ 1 - AB sin/A4 eou _ 1 . 3,;2/fl,4 _ ,flBgfl
:i ![ P .1,a°z/2 +zz +A=o(l/Z) .1,a..66062/2+1,3191+,4102 ,01770
e, T _ IrA1A2 sin3 0 _ _rl0 x ,125 x ,7073 x 106 ,_ 1,38777 x 106
P/T _ ,012819 x 10-6
-,.,:_ O = 1 - Z2/2A2A3_r sin = 11 - .65962)/2 x 4 x .125 x _r x .707 x 1(36 .25436 x 10-6
__:,(.i._ _Ti(1, 1) = .267180 x 10.6 ..... ,
%_; p = 11/Z2. 1) sln2=.=.....#=co$2#1/.6596 - 1 = 1.2_865 ,
T = 2A1A3A42 _r sin30 _ 2 x 10x 106 x ,125 x 9.42_r.7073 = 245.2468x106 =_
_'_ P = 1.29865/245.2468x 106 = .005295 x 10"6 _'
,i
o} _' Q = (1/Z2 . 1) sin 0 = 1.29865 x .707 " ii
.... A2 cos20
T = T * = 245.2468 x 106 * .4/.707
!1 A1 sin30Q/T = P/T .7072/.4 = .006617 * 10"6
,: _Ti.(2, 2) = .011012 * 10"6
-_ 1 P = (.5/Z + Z/2 - 1) sinOlcosO = .5/.6596 + .6596/2-1-.087852
T = A1A3A4 _r sin20 = 1.38777 x 106 A4 = 13.045
I P/T = .0067345 x 10"6%
;_o Q = (1/Z Zl/2A2A3 A4 _r cosO= (l/Z- ZI/2T A2 cosO
A1 sin3O ::,,iii__'
_ :_ = (1/Z - Z)sin2/2T _A2 = .058028 x 10-6 Z '
. %,,
6Ti (1, 2) = -,051293 x 10-6 f
DET = .011912 x .267180 - .0512932 = .0005511_ x 10-12
...._ K112K33 = _Til2.2)/DET = 21.59 x 106 _
. ,Z 6. D-1 '_i,
' _ :_,_
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K12 _ K21-- +.051293/DET = 92,974x 106 I
K13 = K31 -_ -Kll
K14 = K41 = -[21,55x 3.2 + 92.974] 106 = 162.067 x 106 I
K22 = ,26118 x 10"6/DET = 484.317 x 106
K23 = K32 = -K13 I
K24 = K42 = -[92.979 x 3.2 + 484.317] 106 = -781.850
K34_ K43_'K14 IK44 -[-162.067 x 3,2- 781.850] 106 = 1300.465
=
6.D.1,1,2 Fundamental Lateral Frequency |
w == 10.8 + 4.1 + ,192 + .2 _ 16.3
f = 1 (K11g_ 1/2. 103 [21,59X386_ 1/2 I
5.D. 1. 1.3 Fundamental Axial Frequency
Amin = 21r6.3 x 125 = 4.95 in.2 |
f = 1 (AEg'_I/2 = 103 /'4.95 x10 x 386\1/2 =
For the purposes of this analysis for an environmental frequency range of 10-2000 cps I
assume that the conic portion of the plate acts as a rigid body. Ill ,,.,
6.D. 1.2 Support Legs II!
6.D. 1.2.1 Stiffness Matrix-Support Legs
ID = .75 I .1043 I
sin 40o = .64279 ' II "'
cos 40o = .76604
I
The usage of 3 equally spaced legs can be modeled as equivalent to 2 legs along an axis
lateral to the system, ll '+
|
• " / " _, .... : ;_'? _iilgi!_.l;mml_
<,_ : _;<_ _ ......
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6.D,1.2.2 ' For LateralAxts
I p /,,,,_V For lateralforceF _ I
I /Leg _F V= Fsin40 °
I
6V 8V
! _+ ,v. _o.,0o+_v.,n,0O
L L3 sin2 40o
= _ cos2400 + [:3 + .75(12- 3) Eli ,_,
" L.TO_'(=o+ 9._g;,1ox.=o43j
(.598 + 20.803)10"6 = 21.4 x 10-6 ....,
4: 8H11 K-I
_ K = 106121.4
6,D.1.2.3 LateralFrequency For 2 Equivalent Less
I w = 30.836 Ib
| _ _ :r_-) 37 \ 3o_31.4)
= 172.1¢ps
ii 6.D,1.2.4 For Axial Axis 3 Less Act At All Times
I _ t_V Foraxialforce,F= 1
/ Fp0¢_ p - Fsin40 °
t /40o L,,fp V = Fcos40O
! °'°'_
00000006-TSC02
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Thedeflectionsdueto P andV I
,, ,v I
, _v = _v+ 8v. &psin40o+&vco=40o i
L tin2 40° + L3 ¢m2 400 I
" A'_ [3+,76ii2-3)1 El
,, [,421 + 29.5] 10"6= 29.97 x 10"6 I
6.D. 1,2.5 Axial Frequency For 3 Equivalent Legs I
Ill
30.8"3-8x 29.g7 I
= 178,2cps II
6.D.1.3, Slanted Thruster I
6 .D. 1.3.1 Stiffness Matrix-Slanted Thruster/Leg roll/ 4 _ _ _ k m
L ffi 8.2"/ OD .- 1.25 A = .7854
.o-7_ .=:,o. Io sin 450 = cos450 - .707
II
6.D. 1.3.2 . Lateraland Axial Characteristicsare the SameFor X and Z I
,. l
3854 x 10 3 x 10 x .1043
= (1,044 + 176.2) .5x 10-6 = 88.6 x 10-6 I
atom
, ),,, u= m 297.1 cps88.6 x 1.25
6. D-4 :_
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I K - 3E_._l. 106
i 13 176.2
2-_ ti76.2x 1'251 = 210.7cps
[ 6,D, 1.4 Ring/PlateI
6,D, 1.4.1 Stiffness Matrix- Ring/Plate
CONIC
r -9.4
1
r I RIr = 1.276
I r/R = .784
I
IL
For lateral case, assume a ring of Case 5, TableX, Roark, "Formulas for Stressand Strain"
3rd Ed.
,li
a "140 _ ".622
i M = wh = 15.3x 3.2 = 48.96
3.2M
y= Oh = 03.2 = _
etEt3
= 3.2 x 48.96 10-6 = 57.3 x 10-6
140 x 10 x .1253
y= wlK
l - 413.1 cps
6.D. 1.4.2 For Axial Case Assume Case 22
_ 0 = .2479 ¢ = .00716
awR2 .00716x 30.386 x 122
y " = ' 10-6 = 1,628x10-6
I Et3 10x .1253
10-3 ( 386 _112 i
I' f" 2"-'_ _1,-_) " 77.5 cps _
6.D-5
.... _ . .,..... oi._"_ __-_'_'='_'_" ...... (_¢_,i _ ,j_' ,o_'.... .... "
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l11 February 1970 [6.D.2 ' Vibration Characteristics- System
6.D.2. I Lateral Case i
/E.1fsys " _ fcomponentsl
(1 1 1 1I"1 I= 4--_,1 + _+ _+297,1 172.1 37 5
= 84.3 cps I
sine IGL - 7.5x10 = 75g's
random (_ Q)I,2 (f )I/2 I
GL " 3 PSDxfx " 3 .11x 84.3 x10
= 3(12.07) 36.2 Grins (3 Sigma) I
Numberof lateralcycles nl (2 lateraltests)
nl = 84.3 x 2 x 4 minx 60 sac/rain= 40,464 cycles I
6.D.2.2 Axial Case I
(7T.5 1 1 1 ):I Ifsys = + 297.----1"+ 178.--"2+ 31_ .,,
= 45.0 cps I
G_ne = 6x10- 60O'S
o) iG_ nd°m = 3 .I I x 45 x I
= 3(8.82) = 26.45Grms(3 Sigma) I
Numberof axialcycles na
Ino = 45 x 4 x 60 = 10,800cycles.
L]
'' i
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6.D.3 , Stre_s Analysis
6.D.3. l Lateral Case
¢_.D.3.1.1 Conic/Plate (606 l-T6)
Forlg, V ==15.3
= V/A " V . 15.3
- 2.73 psi/g
' (_rDt) 21r7.14" x .125"
Mc Vh R Vh 15.3 x 3.2
o " _ == =_ _ " = 1.41psl/gI lrR3t lrR2t _r9.42 x .125
r$ = 2.73x75g = 205 psi
_r = 2.73 x 36.2grins = 99 psi
os = 1.41x75g = 106 psi
or = 1.41 x 36.2 grins = 51 psi
MS ALL HIGH >10
6.D.3.1.2 Support Legs (2 Equivalent Legs) (6061-'!"6) _
i
i "
#/g2F = 30.836 ;
F = 15.418#/g !
Mc co 0o Lsin40Oc 5 !
-_P + _ %F = F -- + •
o = A I I °
Where 5/8 allows for fixity condition
o = 15.418 _ + .1043 _.
os = 312x759 = 23,400 psi i-
MSy = Fty -1 = 40,000 -1 = 0.709 _oF.S. 23,400 x 1"
i
11 February 1970 !
6.D.3.1.3 Log/Slanted Thrusler 1606 I-T6)
t
For 1 g X- and Z.Axis I
F '_ 1.25#
a=_-- +_ _F .... +
A I I
(.707 8.2x.707x.625) = 45psi/g I= 1.25 \.7854 + .1043
i
as _ 3,375 psi I
or _ 1,629psl II
For 1 g Y.Axts I
Mc 1.25 x 8.2 x .625
= = = 61.4 psi/9 I "a I .1043
os = 61.4 x 75 = 4,605 psi
Or= 61.4 x 36.2 = 2,223 psi I!
MS All High>7.5
6.D.3.1.4 Ring/Plate (6061-T6) "
I
M = Wh = 15.3 x 3.2 48.96 in-lb/g I ...._,
o = _M _ .622x48.96 = 162.4psi/g •
Rt2 12 x .1252 I
os = 162.4 x 75 = 12,180psi
45,000 -1 = 2.284
MSy = 12,180
MSu = 45f000 -1 = 1.955
12,180 x 1.25
I ilior = 162.4x 36.2 = 5,879 ::_MS105 = 310__ = 4.273 I
5,879
I
I
6. D-8
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6.D.3.1.5 Moun[in8 Pad (6061-T6)
_, ...... 17"; >1
p = 15.3#x 9"+ 15.536#x 5.8"
,+,13.4,#/_
17"
Mc PLiSc 13.4 x 4/8 x .125
o '_ '_ '=' .... '_ = 357.3/gI I 1.8 x .253/12
os = 357.3 x 75 = 26,800 psi
iSy = 40--_000- -1 = 0,49326,800
MSu = 45,000 -1 = 0.343
26,800 x 1.25
or = 357.3x36.2 = 12,934
MS105- _ = 1.39712,934
6.D.3.2 Axial Case .
6.D.3.2.1 Conic/Plate (606 l-T6)
6.D.3.2.2 Support Legs (3 Equivale,l 6061-T6 Legs) 11 Fobruary 1970 !
3F _ 3O.83B%
F -= 10.279#/0 1
o _ -A-P + _Mc %F = F( sin4o°A +.Lcos40Ol El6) I
(.64279 8 x .76,604x.126 6 /= 10.279 .7654 ,1043 _ -_ =
+ 244.3 pd/g I
as = 244.3 x 60 = 14,660 psi
MSV _ _ .1 _ 1,729 I14,660
45,000 I
Msu _ 141660x 1.25 -1 _ 1.456
ar _ 244.3 x 26.45 = 6,463 psi I
MS105 = _ -1 = 3.797 I6,463
6.D.3.2.3 Leg/Slanted Thruster (6061-T6) I
F = 1.25 #/g
o = F(sin45° + Lc°s45°c t I----A--" I '!-
= + =.oo..,. a
os = 44.6 x 60 = 2,676 psi I
or = 44.6 x 26.45 = 1,180 psi
MS All High > 10 II
6.D.3.2.4 Ring/Plate (606 I-T6) I
= _W .2479 x 30.386 = 482 psi/g I :o t2 = .1252 _ IF
os = 482x60 = 28,925 :!_'
40,000 . i
MSy = _ -] = 0.383
28,925
45,000 I
MSu = 28,925x 1.25 -1 = 0.245 '_
'i6. D-10 f
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ar _ 482 x 26.45 = 12,749
MS1005 _ 31___0000.1 = 1.431
12,749
6.D.3.2.5 Mounting Pad (6061-T6)
3P = 30,836 #/g
100.28#
a ,_ PL/8___C_= 1Q.28x 4/8 x .625 = 274 p=i/g
I I 1.8 x .253/12
a_ _ 274 x 610 _ 16,445
I 400,0000 -1 _ 1.432
MSy _ 16,44"_----5"
1 MSu _ -1 '= 1.18945,0000
16,445 x 1.25
l or = 274 x 26.45 _' 7,247
MS105= 31_h9_000_= 3277
}1 7,247
6.D.3.2.6 TankTie Down Strap(6061-T4)
3P = 15.3
1 P = 5.1
P 5.1
] o = A 1.6 x .032 = 99.6 psi/g
t
os = 99.6 x 60 = 5,977 psi
] •
MSv = _ -1 = 2.3465,977
MSu = 35,000 -1 = 3.685
5,977 x 1.25
_ or = 99.6 x 26.45 = 2.634 psi
28,000
= _ _ High > 10 '_!:_
t MS105 2,634
I
' 6.D-11
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i
6.D,5 Conclusions
GF,-ERTS OAS structural system is adequate for tile specified environmental IThea,
levels and remains an elastic system at all times (no yielding)
b, The design loading conditions are the sinusoidal vibration levels and tile random i
and quasi-static acceleration levels do not impose with fatigue on strength I
problems.
!
I
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
I
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I APPENDIX 6. E
I ORBIT ADJUST SUBSYSTEMSTRESS ANALYSIS PROPELLANT TANK
_1 6,E, 1 Propellant Tank
I Pmax. op. = 660 psiI
As first cut use for sphericalsegment
I Pproof _ 1.5 Pm.o.
• Pburst = 2.0 Pm.o.
prF
o =2"-7-
t = 20
_' For burst
660 x 5.5 x 2.0 = .0242" _,
_J tb = 2 x 150,000 "
,£
11
'I For proof ._.,
.. 660 x 5.5 x 1.5 = .0195"tp = 2 x 140,000
The use of t = .0195 meansPb must be lowered
2or 2 x 150,000 x ,0195 °
_1 Pb = r - 5.5 = 1,064 psi
" ° 00000006-TSD02
i
!1 February 1970 1If the burst pressureis to remain pb = 1,320 psi and t = .0242,
0 _ == Iap = ppr 1.5 x 660 x 5.5 112,500 psi
2t 2 x .0242
112,500 i%fY = 140,000 x 100% = 80.4%
Discontinuity Stressesand Manifold I
I
a = sln-1 i.375 = .25 I
5,5 I
= 14.475o I
I
I
I 11 February 19701 + 2/3
K2 = 1 - 2 x 17.13 cot 14.475o = -13.743
| oooo%, Oq
i Ar--.0172F =_ &rM + &rq
8M _ Oq
i /, M_(4__3 Q 2_2,=.Et \ RK 1 = Et K 1
1 RM =,
2_" Q sin ¢
M 2/_ sir=o, Q
-.0172F = Et K1 'E-t /JR sin2a K2+
it
-.0172 FEt = 2RQ__.2 /_2sin2a
2/_ K1
= - RQ/3sin2a K2
l: Q = -.0172FEt
R p K2 sin2a "
= .0172 x 16 x 106 x .0242
-5.5 x 17.13 x 13.7"4-3x 252 F ',
= -82.3 F
i], -R -5.5M = .2_ 82.3 x 25F = 2 x 17.13 82.3 x 25 F
= -3.3F =
• F max = - T + 2 /_sina + R_" K"_"
; ( /=_ 82.3 1 13.743 + 1.9186.0242 1.9186 17.13 x .25 _
Q;
3.3 2 x 17.132
5.sx.6_,2 1.9185 ,,_
o2 ,,
F = -121,639 + 7,584 = -114,0E5 'I_:
6. E-3 '_
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For proof Burst I
_2 22B, 110 I
go to t = .0242 228,160 = .036815,000
!
!
!
!
!
I
I
!
!
|
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I ORBIT ADJUST SUBSYSTEM
RELIABILITY MATHEMATICAL MODEL|
I G, E. OAS MATHEMATICAL MODEL
OAS Probability
I [P A^ B^ C ^ D ^ E ^ F A G A H ^ J A Kopen ^ Lopen
^ (Kcloso A Lclnse) A (MI A M2) A N1
OAS Rt:liabillty
i RG Rlt' RJ ' RKopen '
:] A Iotal predicted G. E. OAS reliability is tabulated as fi)llows:
X X
I _ (l-Ri) < lr Ri
i I i I
Number of subsystems in serial reliability
Subsystem failure rate
Generic Failure Rate/ Generic Failure Rate ]
I_qllion Hours During (a) Million Cycles [ :_
Active Passive >_Component Operation Operation
Temperature transducer 18.0 5.0
N/C explosive valve 33.80
N/O explosive valve 8.50. 33.80
NOTE: All footnotes explained in paragraph 6.F.2
6. F-I
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G.E. OAS Reliability Prediction Analysis Summary (Continued) [
Million Hours During (a) 1 Million Cycles 1
[....Aciive e"S"ive
L
Component [ Operation Operation t
Fill valve f2) I|Propellant tank 0.1_0 2.24
Diaphragm (h) 0,50 1.04 m
Propellant filter 1,30 1,50 I
Pressure transducer 23,0 0,50
Thrust chamber (e}
assemblies (2) 44,00
lines and fittings ¢),80 I('omponcnt
Parallel O-rings 0,03/O-ring (See paragraph 3,8,1,2)
Propellant valves (2)(d) 0.02 I
I
NOTE: All footnotes explained in paragraph 6.F.2 I
G. E. OAS Predicted Reliability
_;GFRActivc = 83.84 x 10-6 I
tml = 0,96 hours (maximum mission burn time duration) I
_GFRA x tml = 80.5 x 10-6
ROASActive = O"GFR x tm I = .99992 I
_GFRPassive = 30.96 x 10-6
tin2 = 8,760 hours 1
KSOA = .01
KSOA " _GFRp x tin2 = 2,710.0 x 10-6 11
ROASPassive = e" KSOAXGFRp x tin2 --" ,99729
1
I
6. F-2
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Two propellant valvesand two explosive valws* I
GFRt,ycle_2 = ,30 x IO-t_ I
Imc2 = 50 valvecycles/nlis._ion (twice anticipuled mission)
RV4 = Seeparagraph 3.8, I, I I
GFRNIC valve L.'ydes = 33,8 x I()r_
, Tin3 = I cycle (a one-shot device) I
GFRN/O wflve cycles = 33,_ × lO-r_
Tin3 _ I cycle ('aone-shot device) I
, , = (,_GFR , + _GFRN/O) ' RV2
ROAS{'ychc O" N/{ Ira3 I
ROASCyclic _ (J-ltl_)O321(,t)_)_)_lff4) _ ,00_102
*Sc_ discussion in A[_p_ndlx 6.G I
For Ihe G. E. Orbit Adjust Subsystem predicted reliability .- I
ROAS = ROASActive ' ROASPassive " ROASCycli¢
ROAS = (.OOt)92)(.t)0729)(,OO992) I'
= .1)9713
| .,
6.F. 1 Reliability of the Series-Redundant Propellant Valves
Assuming that 70% (see Note A) of the Upper Limit Failure Rate listed in the AVCO tables Ioccurs in the failure to close or leakage mode and 30% (see Note A) in the failure to open
mode, then: tRo, reliability for opening properfy = I - (I_GFRo) TMc !
Rc, reliability for closing properly = 1 - (Y-GFRc) TMc I
GFro, generic failure rate of opening = (0.30)(0.30 x 10-6) I
GFrc, generic failure rate of closing = (0.70)(0.30 x 10-6) I
I!
i ¸
6
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i TMc, mission cycles (worst case) ": 50 (23 cycles are planned)
Ro = I-(9,0x 10-8)(50) = (},()t)t)_)Ot)
I
Re = l-(21,0xl0-gl(50l = O,OOOOO
RVSerle s Ro_Rc(2 - Re) = 0:100902
I (Note: Rsinglevalv e = RcR o = 0,o0oo81
For tile Orbit Adjust System of two series-redundant propellant valves, tile reliability may
.I• be stated as:
:1 rv2 = (o.o,)ooo2) =. 0:)')')0,4
,|
' NOTE A: The p_,rcentage of open versus dosing fldlurt_s has been based on Rockctdynt'
valvedata an(I Ii fldlu,re analysisof tile Parkervlflw: design,
a, GenericFailureRule Data have been taken l'rt)mAV('O ('orl)()rali()11Failur,:Rates _' ' '"lablcs, 10¢)2, unless otherwise sl,ak;d. Tile Tables' tlpi)er Failure Rate
Limits were utilized to obtain a conscrwitive system reliabilily value and to tic-
count t'or unknown spaceapplications and environments. The environmental "K"
by was employed analysis, since the
factor reconlnlend0d AVCO not in this
launch and boost vehicles anticipated for the Orbit Adjust Subsystem (OAS) havt_
had their induced environmental conditions well recorded and conlpiled, such
_ that tile proposed Rocket Research Corporation development and qualificationsprograms will reflect this knowledge. Also, much more is known today of poten ....
tial problems and how to cope with them, than was known in 1902. Thus, no "K"
factor is felt to be necessary. The failure rate numbers represent the GenericFailure Rate nlultiplied by ).he number of like components utilized in the OAS.
b. The propellant tank diaphragms (ethylene propylene) have undergone 800 hoursof compatibility tests, and 1,000 mission duty cycles with a defect one-half the
bladder thickness purposely included. A large amount of testing is still planned in
the areas of temperature, storage hydrazine compatibility, vibration and slosh '!:
I evaluation. (Until this testing can verify the expected design integrity, a high
failure rate has been assigned). ,:
l c. Thrust chamber assemblies (TCAs) of the half-pound force class have experienced =i_over 263 hours of burn time with no major failures. Four TCAs have undergone
21,500 second tests under a wide range of duty cycles: one assembly underwent v
I one million pulses in 24 hours with a burn time of 21,505 seconds; another saw !_40 restarts at altitude conditions. Allobjectives were met successfully in the four
full duration tests. In addition, other Rocket Research Corporation programs on
larger and smaller thrust engines have ironed ",t many design problems, the ,_results of which have contributed to the OA/_ design and help account tbr its
t'ailure-free development. ._
J '
6.F-5 :*'i',=ii
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d. The Parker valve('asingle .seatand solenoid version) has undergone a million-cyck,
te_t with the reactor assembly, The valve has thus far functioned extrenwly well,
despite some adverse conditions inlpo._t_don the valve. The desJgll of tile valve I
eliminates a lot of binding prohlem:_ witll its ample clearances ;uld guides, while I
th_ .,)oft ._eat reduces potential leakage problems due to small foreign particles.
The ser*,es redundant feature further eliminates failure of close or leakage prob- ]_
lems as was numerically demonstrated m the series r_dundant versus single seat- II
solenoid valve reliability evaluation contained herein,
6,F,3 Reliability As_ssment--Aetual Test Data I
The Orhlt Adjust Subsystem component_ exist as "off-the-shelf" qualified hardware, Of I
more importance Is the fact that all eomponent_ have b+:en previously qualified at lhe |
_,v._lemlevel and to a mort, ,severe firing Iid,_t;ionlife,
TIw prolmsed dt_tgn's reliability may be ba_e,l on tht_ prior _xperlence since the two I
r;ystems contain virtually Identical subcoml_Onents, The assessment based _)n actual data will II
hldlcale th(_ ability of an orbit adjus! subsystem If built today to adlieve the reliability goal
of 0,rio al a 50% t'o)lfidenco Icy01, I
Ill
A summary of Pocket Research ('orporatitm's ¢xp0rlenc¢ i)1demonstrating rdiabilliy on a
related program, the ltydrazlnt_ Propulsion Module (HPM), is tabulatt:d in Tabh, 3-8. The i
test dt'ta was generated without experiencing an accountable Callur¢, I
Based on data generated for Table 6.F-I, the following assessment shall be presented,
I
'l'hc 71.4 hours of demonstrated burn time was only a portion 133%) of the total burn time I
accumulated on thrust chambers during tile course of the program developmen t, qualifica-
tion. and acceptance test programs. All data generated during the program, although not I
considered representative of the final configuration, does yield experience on similar appli- |
cable elements, such as the catalyst, propellant valve, thrust chamber, and various internal
items. Therefore. the actual burn time experience used is extremely conservative in light of m
the additional firing data not utilized. 1
The reliability calculations, using r = 71.4 hours of cumulative actual demo_strat;on test
time, is as follows: I
I
X2
Where:
X = HPM test experience failure rate I
X = Chi-square percentile based on 50% risk and 2r + 2 degrees of freedom where ,I
= o accountable failures Ir
= 71.4 cumulative demonstration test time (hours)
6. F-6
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I .Y)
X - - 0.009734 failures/hr142.8
R = e'er i
o,
Where: ';
R = Estimated reliability
T = 0.06 maximum thruster firing time, hours '_
R = e-(0.009734)(0.96) = e.0.009345 [
I
R = 0.9907
iWhen utilizing an overstress modifier to account for' stress levels above which a system will
be subjected to during normal operation, the demonstrated reliability of the system is
higher. The actual demonstrated burn time (71.4 hours) when modified becomes 147.3 .i||equivalent thruster operational hours.
Based on the maximum mission duty cycle, the following assessment of demonstrated iIreliability may be made:
×2
2r I
Where:
_, : HPM test experience failure rate I
X - Chi-square percentile based on 50% risk and 2r + 2 _legrees of freedom, I
where r = o accountable failures I ....,.
T : 147.3 cumulative equivalent demonstration test time (hours)
1.39 I
_, = _= .00472
294.6
"t
R = e 4't |
lWhere:
R = Estimated reliability
_, : 0.00472 ] !!
t : 0.96 maximum thruster firing time (hours)
R : e "(0'00472)(0"96) = e "0"004531 ._ !
R : 0.9955 i
I'
Therefore, the demonstrated reliability, using actual test data an an overstress modifier, is
0.9c;55 at a confidence level of 50%. i]
6. F-8
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APPENDIX 6.G
I RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
DELETION OF THE NORMALLY CLOSED, EXPLOSIVELY
I ACTUATED VALVE FROM THE ORBIT ADJUST SUBSYSTEM
6.G.1 Tradet,ff Comparison of Dual (Parallel), Single, and No N/C Explosive-Actuated .....
I Valves
Changing from a single to dual (parallel) N/C valve increases tile reliability of the opening
function from .qq99fi6 to .999999. This, in effect, says that the function changes in failure
rate from 34/milliem cycles to I/million cycles. Tile first value is very low. and whether or
not tile risk should be decreased further can be justified only in terms of the true critic_dily
I of tile function of maintaining a closed system until the required moment of use. In such _n| evaluation, it must bc considered that dual valves would be subject to the same failure
modes and stresses. To yield its maximum potential, this redundant group should haw,
separate actuating circuitry, otherwise a probability exists that no actual gain would bc
I realized.
Considering the closing function performed by the propellant valves (series-redundant con-
] struction}, compared to the N/C explosive valve, the two propellant valves have a closing ,=
mode reliability of .99998. This is equivalent to a failure rate of 20/million cycles, which is
a lower risk than that possible with a single N/C explosive valve. =:
_i]i As shown below, a small gain in reliability is realized by eliminating the single N/C explosive
valve. Also, there is a negligible, and meaningless, decrease il, reliability in the system with
dual (p, lrall,'l_ N/C cxpl,,sivc valves, as compared to using none. .,
N/C Explosively Actuated Valve Reliability /"
,_. Single opening mode: .999966
- Two (parallel) opening mode: .999999
'] Propellant _ alve(s ) ReliabilityJ
Single - opening/closing: .999992
i Two (series) - opening/closing: .999984
Single - closing mode: .999990
Two (series) - closing mode: .999980i t :i
OAS Reliability =i_
With one N/C explosively actuated valve: '_.997130
With no N/C explosively actuated valve: .997296
With two (parallel) N/C explosively actuated valves: .997296
6. G-l/6. G-2
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i APPENDIX 6. H
i ROCKET ENGINE ALIGNMENT
I 6. H. 1 ERROR SOURCES
1. Rocket En_lneFlan_e Alignment. Assume. minimum shim thickness 0. 0005
inch. Angular error in alignment granularity is then 0. 0191 degree. At center
I of mass (22 inches from engine for worst--c_se engine), athis contributes
0. 00733-inch moment arm.
2. Thrust Axis Location Error. RRC predicts thrust axis concurrent with geometricaxis of engine within _0.25 degree. At center of mass, this amounts to 0. 0962
inch.
il 3. Center of Mass Uncertainty. Center of Mass measurement accuracy is 0.050
inch.
4. Center of Mass Travel to Propellant Depletion. Tank is mounted close to centerof mass. Maximum center of mass excursion plus or minus is less than 0.010
inch.
_i 5. Center of Mass Motion Due to ACS Gas Depletion. Center of mass travel as 12.1
pounds of Freon-14 are expended from the ACS system is 0.4 inch ior total gas
load. Past Nimbus flights indicate that the assumption of 50 percent gas expendi-
I ture averages for one year is still conservative.
6. H. 2 MAXIMUM WORST-CASE TORQUES
Assume: Alignment to initial center of mass location "_
Initial Error Moment Arm = RSS [(1), (2), (3), (4) ]
ii = _(0. 0073)2 + (0. 6962) 2 (0.050)2+(0.01) 2
= 0.109 inch
Therefore, the maximum torque early in the mission prior to the ACS gas depletion is
0.109 equals 0.0091 foot-pound, which is compatible with the attitude control system for
i| 12extended firing of 10-20 mi]:utes, such as required early in the mission for altitude cor-
rections. Later firings for durations of less than one minute may include a higher disturb-
!1 ance torque without exceeding allowable yaw pointing errors during CA burns of 20 degrees.I i
The maximum end of mission torque arm is 0.109 inch plus 0.4 inch center of mass travel
i equals 0. 509 inch, and resultant torque is 0.0425 foot-pound. Note that maximum system
- ' _i_
!
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thrust of, one pound is used for all easest sinee all propellant may not be used eoneur-
rently with all AC gas. ||
The attitude control gas required to oompensate for OA disturbances is approximately.
I0.255-inohaveragea_1(2:170pound-seconds)r18.6x10"_1b/seegasflow] I
(12) (1 ft-lb) L in worst axisJ
(yaw} I
' = 0, 86 pound gas
!
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
|i
I
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SECTION 7
I THERMAL SUBSYSTEM
I 7.1 INTRODUCTION
The ERTS satellite Thermal Control Subsystem operates to maintain all of the spacecraft
i components at required temperatures. Several techniques are used for this in-purpose,
eluding thermally actuated shutters, low duty cycle+ compensation heaters, a radiator plate,
radiation _nd rigid conductor coupling, multi-layer insulationt thermal coatings, and mass
I thermal capacity. One or more of these techniques applied for thermal control of each
are
specific component. These techniques have been chosen to minimize the subsystem weight
and power requirements. ERTS thermal requirement_ are satisfied by minor modification
I of the Nimbus with resultant minimum cost and maximum ofdesign
a use space proven
hardware.
_!_1 During the Phase B/C study, several arrangements of the payload instruments were con-
stdered. Concurrent thermal control investigations considered payload heat rejection by
radiators directly attached to the heat dissipators or their mounting plates, by heat pipe
I conduction to a radiator located above the sensory ring, and by direct radiation from the
regions around the instruments. The final arrangement groups the Multispectral Scanner
(MSS), the Return Beam Vidicon Cameras (RBVC), and their Wideband Tape Recorders
I (WBTR) in the Sensory Ring Center Section. Also included in this center section is the
Narrowband Tape Recorder (NBTR) and some other operational components. This equip-
_ii I merit is cooled by a radiator plate and by direct radiant emission from the instruments and ,the structure to which they are mounted. A transient analysis has shown that _he payload
environment is maintained within the required 20° C • 10 ° C for the worst case operating duty _
i cycles of this equipment.
The thermal control provisions of Nimbus are directly applicable to the sensory ring. Com-
i portent redistribution will accommodate the change in beat rejection capability of particularhays as influenced by the changed orbit Beta angle. No change is required for thermal
control of the Attitude Control Subsystem for application to the ERTS mission.
:i,
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7.2 REQUIREMENTS |
7.2.1 SPACECRAFT TEMPERATURE I
The basic thermal requirement is that the payload thermal enviromnent be maintained at !
20_ C • 10_ C at all times. The structure of the Attitude Control SUbsystem (ACS) is main-
rained at 25° C • 10° C. The environmental conditions to be accommodated by the thermal m
subsystem are listed in Table 7.2.1.-1.
Some eomponen_ may have tempera,are requirements in addlUon to those mentioned above.
These requirements, for instance, may be a limited rate of temperature change (applicable
to the attitude sensor mounted under the sensory ring) which is limited to 3"C per hour)) or I
specific component temperature level (the orbit adjust subsystem temperature is held within
4. rio to 49°C before operation). These specialized requirements are accommodated on an I
individual component basis, using the most appropr_t8 combirmtion of thermal control I
techniques.
7.2.2 PAYLOAD OPERATION I
The Thermal Control Subsystem is designed to accommodate operation of the sensory equip-
ment for its maximum daily utilization. This operational capability is limited by the data I
capacity of the tape recorders and the data reading speed of the transmitting and receiving
equipment. A worst case daily schedule is shown in Table 7.2.2-1. Operational cycles,
including the duration of the worst case daily cycle, are more fully described in Volume I,
Section 4.5 of this report.
This schedule shows a total daily operation of the Return Beam Vidicon (RBVC) cameras and ! >
the Multispectral Scanner (MSS) of 147 minutes. This is a daily average operating time of
10. 5 minutes per orbit. But from orbits 116 through 120 inclusive, the orbital average m
operation is 17.2 minutes per orbit, and all data are collected through concurrent use of the I
tape recorders. This condition established the maximum worst ease heating for the Thermal
Control Subsystem. I
TABLE 7.2.1-1. SPACECRAFT EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS
Orbit Beta Angle 37.5 degrees I
Orbit Inclination 99 degrees
Orbit Altitude Approximately 492 nm I
Orbit Period 103 minutes
Orbital Velocity Vector +X Axis I
Equatorial Intercept Approximately 2130 hours
Payload,Orientation Earth Oriented
'/-2 I '
L.
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TABLE 7.2.2-I, WORST CASE DAILY OPERATING SCHEDULE
DAY 9 - MINUTES PER OHBIT
i (From Volume I, Section 4. 5)
i Orbit Recorder MSfl Recorder RBVC RBVC MSS
Number Roe. Dump Rewind Ree. Ikuap Rewind
113 5.9 4.4 0 0 0 5.7 5.7
114 13, 5 3.4 0 0 0 0 0
I 115 5.0 0 1.3 2.8 0 . 7 9.3 9.3
116 14.7 5. 0 3.7 8.0 2.8 2.0 14.7 14.7
I 117 17.0 14.7 6.7 9.2 t_.0 2.3 17.0 17.0
1'18 12.1 17.0 7, 3 6.5 9.2 1, O 12.1 12.1
I 119 25.9 12.1 8. 6 14.0 6. 5 3.1 2_. 9 25.9
120 16.5 12. 4 4.5 8.7 12.4 1. 5 16.5 16.6
I 121 5.7 5.7 1.6 3.1 5.7 1.5 5.7 5.7
122 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I 123 6.3 6.3 2.4 3.4 4.6 2.0 6.3 6.3
124 0 3.2 . 8 0 9 0 13.7 13.7
I 125 3.2 4.0 2.9 1.7 4.0 1. 6 13.4 13.4
126 0 7.5 1.3 0 4.4 1.1 3.6 3.6
! -Total 106.4 106.4 48. 9 57.4 57.6 17.4 147.1 147.1
I
7.2.3 COMPONENT POWER :'_:.
m
The Thermal Control Subsystem must maintain component mounting ,_t, erface temperature
i within specification limits when these components are transferring their internally dissipated _heat to the spacecraft structure. Therefore, the r t of compo ent at dissip tion is a
requirement for the thermal subsystem performance. Center section equipment heat dis- !_
I sipation rates are given in Table 7.2.3-1. _
II
Sensory ring equipment location, heat dissipation rates, worst case duty cycle, and average _
orbital heat dissipation rates for both equipment operating and standby modes are shown in ._i_l
Table 7.2.3-2. :_:_
-1
, ,..
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TABLE 7.2.3-1, CENTER SECTION EQUIPMENT HEAT DISSIPATION (WATTS
.... T
Equipment Item Heat DissipationWatts
IRBVC 13)(Average during olmratlngtime) 30 each
RBVC Recorder (Noton during real time RBV data ,I_
transmission) I
Record (4fl% of RBV operating time) t3
Standby (54% of RBV opQrating time) 16 I
Average Record (100% RBV operatingtime) 37,I
IPlayback (Same as record time) it6Rewind (25% playback time) 10
RBVC Recorder Electronics(Mounted over sensory I
ring)(On during ontlrorecorder operation) 20
MSS During Operation ERTs-ERTS"ABfiBS0 I
MSS Recorder (Not on during realtime MSS data
transmission) I
Record (100% operating time) 63
Playback (Same as record time) 56 t
Rewind (25 % playback time) 10 I
MSS Recorder Electronlos(Mounted over sensory rll
ring)(On during entirerecorder operation) 20
,i
I
7,2,4 HEAT FLOW RATE RESTRICTIONS OF THE MSS
Because of sensitivity to thermal distortion, the heat flow rates between the spacecraft and |
the Multispectral Scanner must be restricted. However, the supplier agrees that a heat
flow rate of 15 watts to or from the spacecraft will not cause problems with instrument I
optical distortion.
!
1
!
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TABLE 7.2.3-2. SENSORY RING COMPONENT LOCATION AND HEAT DISSIPATION
_omponunt Heat Worst _asQ _ompartment Heat Dissipation
i Bay compontmt Dia_ipation D.tyCyelc Orbit Average _ _ /."Operating Standby Mode
1 WB Power Amp* 80 IV_PCM Memory O.4 _ont :tO.fi O.4
2 Battery fl, 0 Crmt
t
WBMoOa a,0 s. 0 a,0Signal Cond.
3 WB Power Ampl* 80, 0 IV_ 19, fi 0
MSS Mux 15.0 17_
4 Payload Rog Mod 12, 0 ;L_, i 2.0 0
i 13 _attory 6, 0 Ooat O,7 fl, ?Auu I_)ad Coat 0. 7 Cart
6 Pwr Coat Mod 33.0 Cent 33, 0 a3. 0 i
I 7 ltlWS Eleotronlos {L0 l'/t_: 3.85 3, 0Cmd htt Mod 3.0 Coat
8 Clock 27.0 Coat 27.0 27.0
I 9 RBV Combiner 10.0 17% 7.7 0.0
Battery 6.0 Cent
I 10 Battery 6. 0 Coat 6.0 6.01 VHF Cmd Rcvr 1.5 t
VHF DCS Rcvr 1.0 Coat 8. 5 8.5
I Battery 6. 0 Cent12 RBVS Electronics 5. 0 17c_ 6.0 5. 1
VHF Xmtr 1.1 Coat
I Premod Proc'r 4.0 Cont13 USB Equipment 7.5 Cent 7.5 7.5
14 RBVS Electronics 5. 0 17% 0.85 0
I 15 RBVS Controller I0.0 17_ I. 7 0
16 Battery 6.0 Coat 7.4 7.4
I PCM Coder 1.4 CentIV P Digital MUX 2.6 ent 8.6 8.6
Formatter
t Battery 6.0 Cont18 attery 6.0 oat _i
PCM Memory 0.4 Cent 7.4 7.4
t PCM Mem Seq 1.0 Coat
*One Wideband Power Amplifier or the other will normally be in low power mode. High
power mode shown for both as a worst case.
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7.3 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTION SUMMARY |
Tbe ERTS Thermal Control Subsystem is required to maintain the temperature of the payload !
environment to 20_C + 10°C, and the temperature of the Attitude Control Subsystem compo-
ment mounting structure to 25 "c _: 10"c. Temperature control is accomplished by different 9
m _an_ in each of the four major regions of the spacecraft, utilizing a combination of thermal- |
ly actuated shutters, low duty cycle compensation electric heaters, radiator plates, thermal
J,
radiation and rigid conductor coupling, multilayer insulation, thermal coatings, and mass f
thermal capacity (see Figure 7.3_1) I
7.3,1 SENSORY RING
I
Figure 7.3.1,_1 _howa the p!an form of the _onsory ring and lists the eemponent_ l_cludod in
it_ 18 equipment hays, Heat from this equipment is conducted to the periphery of the ring, m
where it 1_ radiated from the spacecraft through _hutters that are opened or closed according i
to the tt_mporature of the bay. Multllayor insulation covers the top and bottom of the ring to
lsolat,_ IL from the external environment and channel the contponent heat to the shutter regu- m
lated
radiati:_ Murfaces, Those radiating surfac_ are coated with white paint (¢vs _ 0.2, I
_" 0,_5) to maximize In heat rejection and minimize solar and albedo heat absorption, Dur-
ing h_w duty cycle periods when component beat may not be sufficient to maintain minimum
, |temperature with closo_.: shutters, electric heator_ are activated by command to supplement
the heat balance.
7.3.2 SENSORY RING CENTEI_ SECTION I
Figure 7.3.1-2 shews the Multispoctral Scanner (MSS) and Return Beam Vidicon Cameras i
mounted on the structural beams of the sensory ring center section. These beams also support |
the Wideband Video Tape Recorders, the Narrowband Tape Recorders, and several other com-
ponents. The heat dissipated by this equipment is radiated away from the MSS d_rectly, from m
the cavity surrounding the RBVC°s, from the radiator plate attached to the structure at the l
"_Xside of the MSS instrument mount, and through the insulation that covers the top of the
center section. The heat dissipated by this equipment varies from an orbit average of 87.8 t
watts during an orbit with 25.8 minutes of payload operation, to an average of 11.2 watts dur- !
ing an orbit with no payload operation.
Temperature control of these center section components is accomplished by the Thermal I
Subsystem by sizing the radiating areas to reject a carefully selected orbit average heat load,
using insulation over the components to restrict other heat flow paths. Heaters supply aux.- ,|
iliary heat to prevent component subcooling below 10 °C during those low duty cycle orbits J
when the component heat diss!.pation is below the Thermal Subsystem radiation heat rejection
capability. The radiating areas are chosen so that the component mounting interface tempera- 1
ture will not exceed 30 °C for the worst caso series of high duty cycle orbits, considering both i
radiation heat rejection and component mass heat capacity. Components mounted in the cen-
ter section will be coated with black pain_ (c = 0.9) to maximize radiation exchange, and the
external radiator plate will be coated with white paint (@s . 0.2, _' - 0.85) to provide high l
radiating capacity and minimize solar absorption. Silver filled silicon grease will be treed
to prevent high thermal path resistance in the vacuum environment at all attachment con- 1[
nectiens. !
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The Orbit Adjust Subsystem is mounted over the center section. It is covered by the center
section top insulation blanket and maintained above its minimum allowable temperature of
4.5 "C by radiation and conduction from the center section equipment and the sensory ring ]
structure. The thrusters are exposed, but are raised to satisfactory pre-operation tempera- !
ture by built-in 1.5 watt heaters, which are actuated by ground command.
17.3.3 ABOVE SENSORY RING
Figure 7.3.1-3 shows the location of the wideband video _.ape recorder electronics boxes. |
These packages are insulated and radiate their heat through windows cut in the insulation i
blankets. The insulation on the sides of the boxes is faired into the top insulation of the sen-
sory ring so that radiation can freely exchange between the bottom of the boxes and the ring. |
Black paint is used on these internal radiating surfaces, and white paint is used on the ex- I
posed box windows. The orbit average heat load can vary from 11 watts to 0. The window
area is sized (40 square inches per box) so that the net heat rejection, after accounting for |
solar, albedo, and earth fluxes, is sufficient to prevent the box from exceeding 30 °C during g
the worst case series of orbits, when accounting for both duty cycle timing and component mass
heat capacity. To prevent these components from cooling below 10 °C during orbits when the I
recorders are not operated, 3.5 watts compensation heat per box is required.
,!7.3.4 ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM
The Attitude Control System is a separate and distinct structural assembly located above the Im
Sensory Subsystem and attachedto itby six structuraltubes. The ACS also provides support n
to and actuationofthe solararrays. ACS thermal controlfor ERTS isthe same as for Nimbus
m
D. This system isdesigned to accommodate a wide range of orbitBeta (8) angles. Tempera-
ture control of the ACS is provided by passive and semipassive techniques similar to the sen-
sory ring. A unique aspect of the ACS thermal design is the enclosed shutter assembly. The ,u :,
4
shutter assembly is located between the equipment mounting deck and a dust cover/heat sink
as previously shown in Figure 7.3.1-2. This dust cover, suspended from the lower surface [[
of the ACS, is painted black on the inside and white on the outside. _
The white paint on the outside causes the dust cover to operate at low temperatures. The low !
temperature and black paint on the inside provide an adequate heat sink for the components
m
mounted above, which radiate to the cover through the shutter blades. !
Parametric analyses performed by the subsystem contractor and extended by GE for ERTS
show that temperature control to 25 °C • 10 °C can be maintained in the 37 degree Beta angle ,m
orbit. Average temperatures will be about 5 °C higher (to 26 °C) than for the 0 ° _ angle opera- |
tion with Nimbus. This extension includes the small radiation blockage effect of the WBRE "g
boxes mounted on top of the sensory ring.
I
1
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7.4 DESIGN ANALYSIS |
7.4.1 SENSORY IIING ]
Much of the spacecraft equipment is located in the sensory ring as shown previously in Figure
7.3.1-1. In concept, the sensory ring torus with its 18 equipment bays is an isolated thermal
entity. It is insulated on both the upper surface (facing ACS) and on the lower surface (facing
earth). The ring outer perimeter includes a set of ganged thermal control shutters on each t
equipment bay. The shutter-actuator system is adjusted so that the shutters are fully closed |
at 15 °C and fully open at 25 °C. The ring perimeter is insulated between adjacent shutter as- |,
semblies. I
Heat from electrical dissipation of the components installed in a bay is conducted to a radiating |
plate located inboard from the shutter assembly. If component power is cycled upward, the
extra heat increases the temperature of the bay and causes the shutter to open. This increases |tu
the heat rejection capability of the bay and the temperature rise is limited. Action in reverse
prevents the bay from cooling below temperature limits when component power is reduced. m
Figure 7.4.1-1 shows the relationship between equipment bay temperature and power dissipa- |
tion for the particular radiation sink environment of bay 4 caused by the solar, albedo, and
RF
earth fluxes. I
!
18 I .....,,
16
!
,.,.,
" 1
I I I I I I I I I J _
el( 12 t4 is is _o 2_ 24 2s t8 =o 1
RADiATiON SURFACE TEMPERATUR[ |eC) J _:
1
Figure 7.4.1-1. Representative ERTS Thermal Shutter Performance - Bay 4 '1
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The heat rejection capacity of any given bay can be increased, if desired, by removing insula-
tion from the bottom of the bay, by using the radiating capability of the external appendages
I may be attached to the bay structure, or by removing the shutters which increases the
that
radiation view factor from the bay.
I During low duty cycle orbits, temperature in the sensory ring compartments could fall below
the minimum allowable value of 10 °C even thought the shutters close completely. This is be-
i cause there is some heat leak through the closed shutters, through the other insulated surfaces,and through the other insulated surfaces, and through the sensory ring 8 taehments. The e-
fore, load compensation heaters are added to those compartments where component heat
i dissipation may fall below the lewl required to maintain minimum temperature. These heat-er are activated on command, so that th y are switched on only during low electrical demand
orbits when there is available power. This load compensation could be activated automatically
i by thermostats, but the command feature aUows the further flexibility to not provide power ifpower is in short supply. Thus lower oper ting component temperature can be _elected in-
stead of a component load power drain. Also, with payload operation mission profiles de-
i fined, (Study Report, Volume 1, Section 4.5) the time when compensation heater operation isrequired is known.
I While the thermal characteristics of the sensory ring have been defined and verified on threeNimbus spacecraft, analyses of the ERTS packaging configuration for the sensory ring bays
have been performed to give added assurance that adequate temperature control will be pro-
i vided. Two operating modes were studied: worst case and standby. For both cases, con-tinuous operation for six or more orbits was assumed since the time constant of the space-
craft is long (about 8 hours) with respect to one orbit. The worst case was based on a 17
l percent operating cycle for the payload and associated equipment, while the standby modeconsidered only the heat dissipation of equipment which Is always "on". In the standby mode ,
analysis, compansation heater requirements were established for those compartments in which
the heat dissipation was less than the heat leak at minimum temperature.
Table 7.4.1-1 shows the orbit average temperature by compartment for the worst case operat-
! ing mode previously shown on Table 7.2.2-1. Also shown is the orbit average dissipation for| each compartment and the nominal compartment heat rejection capability. The heat dissipation
rates were obtained from Table 7.2.3-2 shown previously. The special provisions discussed
I above accommodate the three bays (6, 8 and 13) where heat dissipation exceeds the nominal heatrejection capability. Table 7.4.1-2 shows the orbit average temperature by compartment
for the standby operating mode. In addition, compensation heater power requirements were
I determined and are shown. Based on the local thermal characteristics of each bay, orbitalvariations of 1 to 5 °C from these nominal temperatures can be expected.
i,
I The heat load in three hays (No. 6, 8 and 13) is higher than can be rejected through the openshutter at a bay structure temperature of 30 °C. Removing the insulation from the bottom of
bays 6 and 8 increases the bay heat rejection capacity. As the heat load in these bays is
I steady and does not cycle with time, shutter control is not required to prevent overcooling. :Therefore, the shutters on these bays also can be removed, further increasing the bay heat
radiating capacity. In addition, the spacecraft structure will conduct heat circumferentially
I around the torus ring. If adjacent bays are not heavily power loaded, some heat can be
i
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ITABLE 7.4.1-1, SENSORY RING THERMAL PERFORMANCE-WORST CASE
OPERATING MODE
Bay No. Heat Dissipation *Nominal Heat Rejection Average Temperature
(Watts) Capability (Watts) (°C) !i 5.2 11,3 23
2 8.0 12.7 22
I3 12.8 14.7 20
4 2.0 16.8 17
m5 6.7 17.5 20
6 33.0 16.8 ** 25
m
7 3.85 14.7 23
8 27.0 12.7 ** 27
R9 7.7 11.3 24
10 6.0 10.6 23
I
II 8.5 9.1 24 .
12 6.0 7.8 23
m
13 7.5 5.6 ** 22
14 .85 4.8 20 _
15 1.7 5.6 19 ,,_-"'
16 7.4 7.8 22 i
m
17 8.6 9.1 23
18 7.4 10.6 21 i
t
- Radiation to or from center section neglected i
- Heat loss or gain through insulation neglected D
w
* Based on heat rejection from an insulated compartment -
angle 35 o; bay temperature 27 °C with shutter full opeu. I
** Discussed in Section 7.4.1
I
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TABLE 7.4.1-2. SENSORY RING TIIERMAL PERFORMANCE-STANDBY
OPERATING MODE (WITH COMPENSATION HEATERS)
Bay No. Heat Dissipation - (Wat!s) Average Temperatures
Components Heater Total (°C)
1 0.4 2.0 2.4 16
i 2 6.0 6.0 18
I
3 0 2.5 2.5 16
l 4 0 2.O 2.O 15
5 6.7 6.7 19
I 6 33.0 33.0 24
7 3.O 3.O 21
8 27.0 27.0 25
9 6.0 6.0 22
10 6.0 6.0 21
11 8.5 8.5 23
I 12 5.1 5.1 22
13 7.5 7.5 2O
I 14 0 1.0 1.0 17
15 0 1.2 1.2 19 "
I 16 7.4 7.4
22
17 8.6 8.6 21
I 18 7.4 7.4 2O
conducted to these adjacent bays, further relieving the effects of local thermal overloading.
I capability can gained by taking advantage appendages. In bay 13, the o
Additional also be of
heat dissipation exceeds the local capability by two watts (see Table 7.4.1-1), but the USB
antenna is attached directly underneath. By properly coating the antenna mount surfaces and
I coupling structure, rather than isolating it as is the case with other appended
the mount to the
components, the excess two watts will be "siphoned" away from the compartment and reduce
the heat load on the shutter assembly. All of these techniques are combined to keep the ther-
bays 6, 8 and 13 from causing an overtemperature condition.real load in
d
In addition to the modifications discussed previously, there is the capability of radiative and ._ _conduc ive hea exchange between the compa tments of the sensory ring torus and the sensory
ring center section. Direct conduction is enhanced by use of 5 percent silver filled silicone
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grease in all the structural Joints, but because of the relatively long thermal path lengths,
conduction heat transfer is limited. Radiation heat transfer is encouraged by covering all ,.
surfaces with black high emissivity paint. Of course, for heat to transfer from one section I
iv
to another, there must be a temperature difference. So if heat is to transfer from the center
sectionto the sensory ringtorus, for instance,the torus must remain below the same maxi- r
mum temperature limit of 30 °C. _
For the data shown in both Table 7.4.1-1 and 7.4.1-2, the performance was first calculated !
on a compartment by compartment basis. Then temperature distribution was adjusted to ac- I
count for conduction between compartments. The results are conservative in that the tempera-
tures will be more uniform in actual practice as established by flight experience with Nimbus. I
As a result of this correction, the temperatures in those compartments having compensation I
heaters is above the minimum value of 10°C. Consequently, the heater power level could
be reduced if necessary, but not by a significant amount, _
I
External appendages such as antennas attached to the sensory ring are normally thermally
isolated, as mentioned previously. This means that these components will not operate within |
the sensory ring temperature restrictions, and that a component will experience a wide range !
of orbital temperature fluctuation, depending on its thermal capacity and radiative character-
istics. The attitudesensor isattachedto thebottom of the sensory ring. Itwillrequire insula- |
tionto isolateitfrom the externalenvironment, togetherwith low resistanceconductivecoupl- I
ingto the sensory ring, to limitthe rate oftemperature change of thisinstrumentto themaxi-
mum rate of 3 °C per hour. Design details of the thermal control packaging for this instrument 1
will be determined when further component design characteristics become available. 1
scT,o 1
The ERTS payload instruments are mounted in the spacecraft center section, as well as the
WBVTR (tape transport units) and the NBTRs. Although located above the center section I
structure, the Orbit Adjust Subsystem is a thermal part of the center section. The WBVTR |
electronic boxes are mounted on top of the sensory ring and operate in a separated thermal
environment. The results of temperature analysis for the center section and its equipment |
follow under the topics of overall thermal balance, thermal characteristics of the MSS, thor- !
real characteristics of the RBVs, and that of the Orbit Adjust Subsystem.
'4D
7.4.2.1 Center Section Thermal Balance 1
Figures 7.3.1-1, 7.3.1-2 and 7.4.2-1 show the payload and equipmen t arrangement in the
sensory ring center section. In addition to the MSS and RBVs, the 2 wideband and the 2 J
narrowband tape recorders are attached to the center section structural beams, and transmit
heat to these beams by radiation and attachment conduction. Some of this heat is radiated
from the opening used to cool the RBVs, and some is radiated from a 0.67 square foot, 2- i
pound radiator plate on the opposite or +X side of the MSS instrument. A small amount, about
4 watts average, is transferred to the MSS instrument directly. The center section thermal ']
balance is shown in Table 7.4.2-1. This table does not include the Wideband Video Tape Re- -1
corder Electronics (WBRE) but does include heat loss from the Orbit Adjust Subsystem.
1
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,!Study of the sensory ring center section thermal balance, with respect to the expected payload
duty cycles, has 'ed to the following conclusion.
TABLE 7,4.2_1, CENTER SECTION THE,I_MAL BALANCE
(Except for Wideband Tape Recorder Electronics) [,
Heat Rejection Capacity ,- 12 minutes scanner operation and 9 minutes WBVTR record per orbit
Heat Dissipatio n I
MSS 6.6 watts averag_ |
RBV (3) 11,4 " " |
WBVTR (RBV) fl,1 " "
!WBVTR (MSS) 11.5 " "
NBTR (Recording) I0.0 " "
NBTR (Playback & Standby) 1.2 " "
ITotal 46.8 " "
ttcat ROJcction I
Through top insulation
blanket 5 watts average t
From MSS instrument 10.6 " " I
Radiated from +X radiator 10 " "
Radiated from -X cavity 21.2 " " t
iTotal 46.8 " "
Required Exposed Area: I
-X cavity 1.0 square feet tm
*X radiator O. 67 " " I
Environmental Heat Flux (orbit average, watts/ft 2)
Cavity t
+X -X
a|l ]Solar 2.77 2.77 z
Albedo 4.75 5.95 i
Earth 9.50 11.90 1 i
! il
Total 17.02 20.62
(watts/f t2) ]Net flux out at 30 °C 18,0* 21.6**
* Used 68 percent heat rejection effectiveness from radiator.
** Used 90 percent heat rejection effectiveness, to account for antenna and other blockage effect. ]
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Heat rejection from the sensory instrument environment should be based on an orbit average
instrument operating time of 12 minutes. This means that during orbits that average more
minutes sensory instrument operation, these components and their associated c._v-
then 12 of
ter section structure will increase in temperature. Then during those orbits where the opera-
ring time is less than 12 minutes, instrument temperature will fall. Heat rejection from thea
:1 WBVTRs should be based on an average leeord time of 9 minutes per orbit. A continuous
seen rate of 7 minutes per orbit, with an associated 5.25 minutes of record time, will dissi-
pate an average heat rate of 32 watts, and will maintain center section temperatures at theR
,l minimum value of 10"C, To maintain 10"C for periods that average less than seven minutes
scanner operation, compensation heaters are required.
This load is distributed as follows:
I MSS 6 watts compensation loadRBVC (3) 2.6 watts each compensation load
t WBVTR (2) 3.5 watts each compensation loadNBTR (2) 11,2 watts continuous power
I Note: An additional compensation load of 11.2 is required i_ the center section is to main- :tatn minimum temperature with the NBTRts off for long periods.
I Sufficient heat rejection capability exists to increase the directly cooled operating time to ahigher value (say 20 minutss), but this would mean that load compensation heat would be re-
quired fox' all orbital periods that average less than 12 minutes scan time for a several orbit
I duration. This would require a severe compensation load power drain.
During the worst case situation with 17.2 minutes average operating time per orbit for 5 orbits,
I the center section components will increase in temperature. This series of high duty cycle
orbits follows a series of low duty cycle orbits, so temperature levels will be below the daily
average at the beginning of the high cycle orbits. But the daily average duty cycle is only
I 10.5 minutes during this high powered period of day 9. (See Volume 1, Section 4.5, Mission
Timelines.) This means that the average center section temperature will be 24 ° during this
day, because that is the temperature that will reject 10.5/12 - 0.88 times the heat that can
_1 be rejected at 30 °C, the chosen heat rejection capacity. Thus, instantaneous _emperatures of
the associated components will be higher or lower than this average number in accordance
with the cumulative effects of the operating duty cycle profile and the component heat capacity.
I ':5_
The WBVTR heat capacity is such that the one operating at the ht.ghest heat dissipation rate will '_ i
be limited to a rise of 17 °C during the worst case 5 orbit condition. This calculation does not _:i
include the heat capacity of the structure, of the temperature leveling effect_ of the MSS instru- i_
ment and other equipment, and so the calculated temperature rise is more than will actually
occur. Daring day 9 when this worst case occurs, the recorders are in record mode for a ',Jl
I total of 106 minutes. The record time is 86 minutes during the 5 orbit worst situation, i:__
case
Therefore, during the other 9 orbits of the day, record time averages 2.2 minutes per orbit. _
This is low enough to assure that the recorders will be operating near minimum temperature _
I
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at the beginning of high duty cycle orbits. The MSS recorder is estimated to be at a tempera- |
ture of 12°C at the beginning of orbit 116, and so will rise to 29°C by the end of orbit 120
Iaccording to the conservative calculation.
Maximum instrument operating time is not thermally limited. For in_tance, if operation is
started with equipment interface temperature near the minimum allowable value of 10 at?, I
there is sufficient thermal capacity in the tape recorders, the traits with the most rapid Ill
thermal response, to permit 45 minutc_ of operation, followed immediately by rewind and im
playback. This is greater than the recorder capacity of 30 minutes of data. Because of ][
readout system data handling capability, it is not possible for one long time record cycle to
w
follow closely after another, and so the operating components will have time to cool to Ja
minimum temperatures in between. I
Each NBT_ records continuously for alternate orbits, with 5ne recorder in playback while th_ mira
other records. Because of the change in orbital average power between record and playback, I[
these components also will cycle about the daily average temperature. But because the com-
m
bincd time constants of the center section structure and equipment are long with respect to dm_
an orbit, the NBTR temperature swing will be considerably le_a than that of the WBVTR. m
7.4.2.2 MSS Instrument m
m
At 25 °C, the M[_$ instrument heat rejection capacity from the optical aperture and from a
permissable 8 x 11 inch white coated radiator surface on the earth facing shroud is about aim
10.6 watts, about 5 watts greater than the instrument internal heat dissipation on a ERTS m
worst-case ds_ky average basis. All other external facing sur.Caces are insulated. The MSS
m
analysis from which these results were derived was included in Reference 1. According to m
information received from the instrument supplier, a heat flow rate of 15 watts between the I_
instrument and the spacecraft is acceptable. Therefore on a daily average basis, the instru- m /
ment will run cooler than 25 °C unless this five-watt average extra heat loss is transmitted ma
from the spacecraft to the instrument. But as developed in Section 7.4.2.1, the average I
center section structural temperature during the worst-case day is about 24 °C. Consequently,
for heat to be supplied from the spacecraft to the instrument, the instrument must remain m
below 24 °C on a daily average basis. During days with low scan duty cycles, an orbit average m
heat dissipation of 6 watts is required to prevent the instrument from cooling below 10 °C.
The heat storage capacity of the MSS is so large that it is possible to consider thermal con- m
trol on a daily basis rather than on an orbital basis. The average temperature of this instru-
ment rises only 1.9 °C during the five consecutive orbits defined in Section 7.2.2 as the worst m
case thermal requirement, including 4 watts average heat transferred from the spacecraft. l
I
Reference 1. Data taken from "MSS for ERTS, Concepts Review Conceptual Design Study I
Report, Vol. 1I," PriJect Control Copy RM-045, dated 9 January, 1970.
I
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I To limit heat flow between the spacecraft and th_ MSS, an overall thermal conductance of
0.75 watt per oC will be designed into the spacecraft/instrument attachment. With this
I conductance provision, heat flow to or from the spacecraft will be limited to 15 watts for
a 20"C temperature difference.
I The MSS instrument includes a cooler to intaln the detectorpassive ma temperature near
90_K. This cooler has three stages: first stage, referred to as a shield; a conical second
stage} and the third stage to which the detector is attached. Detector cooling performance
I adversely by spacecraft and spacecraft appendage. The first
can be affected heat from the
stage shield is cut back so that it and the second stage can "see" the lower surface of the
sensory subsystem insulation support. While energy from this area has been considered
I by sensor developer, the "viewed" surface of the insulation support will be treated as
the
reqtllred by the sensor analysis "_ minimize this influence. Accordingly, gold coated Kapton
will be bonded to the viewed a _t.
1
The only other source of heat from the spacecraft which could affect the cooler's performance
is the solar panel. The sensor position and shield anglos have been determined such that,
I during worst case (earth sunrise and sunset) a continuation of the first stage shield lines would
Just intersect the outer .orner of the panel. The first stage of the cooler is assumed to be at
i| 25 °C. Therefore, while the first stage has a good "view" of the solar panel, the influence ofI the panel heat on the first stage temperature will be small and the influence of the first stage
temperature on the third stage temperature is also small (1 °K increase in third stage per
30 °K increase in the first stage temperature). The third stage cannot see the solar array
11 ._anal directly.
A portion of the second stage can also "see" the solar panel. In the analysis, detector tempera-ture was _ 90 OKwhen it was assumed that the heat input to the second stage from the solar
panel did not exceed 1/4 that from the earth. On an orbit average basis, this is 0. 205 watts
1 (see Reference 2). Based on the product of the emissivity and area of the second stage of0.255 ft 2, the continuous view factor to a 40°C heat source would need to be 0.0174 to
provide that much heat from the panel to the second stage. In addition, since the panels re-
|, tate and can only be "seen"by the second stage for 40 minutes twice per orbit, the required
I view factor would have to be 0.0224. By calculation, the view factor from the second stage
radiator to the panel is less than 0.011. Therefore, the heat input assumption to the second
stage from the array panel is conservatiTe and the coolerWs performance should not be
I adversely affected.
i Detector cooler performance degradation due to radiator and shield contamination from theACS pneumatic, O bit Adtust Subsystem and gene l spacecraft outgassing has been investi-
gated. The thermal e_cts, as a result of the study, are negligible. Appendix A discusses
i the contamination problem in more detail.
_ Reference 2. Monthly Progress Report No. 2, "Multi-Spectral Scanner Sys_.em for ERTS,
"NASA Contract NAS5-11255, Hughes Aircraft Company, Space Systems
I Division, Report HS324-3100-2, November 1969.
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t7.4.2.3 RBV Cameras
The three RBV cameras are mounted in a plane parallel to the side of the MSS instrument. I
These cameras are mounted in the sensory ring center section. From the analysis shown
i
in Reference 3, it has been determined that 80 percent of the heat dissipated within the
cameras will be radiated to their surroundings: spacecraft structural beams, the camera '|"
mounting plate (which ie in turn attached to a beam), the inner face of the sensory ring m
torus, the insulated volume at the top of the center section (which includes the orbit adjust m
system tankage), one side of the MSS instrument, and restricted view from the bottom of i
the center section surround the RBV camera. The area of this earth facing opening is chosen
m
so that the _tructural members and the cameras themselves will radiate the required amount m
of heat to the external environment. Because thi_ opening is earth facing, it receives radiant
flux from earth emission, albedo, and some direct sunlight, However, the MSS instrument
blocks a part of this earth and albodo flux, and restricts the direct solar illumination to one I
8.6 minute exposure per orbit, and that is at a very oblique angle to the cavity opening. All E
surfaces within this center section cavity are painted black to maximize IR radiating c_pa-
i
bility and to minimize specular reflection. It may be necessary to coat the camera lon_ i
housing and lone barrel with a lower emittanco material to prevent these low or nonheat
producing surfaces from becoming too cold.
As shown in Figure 7.3.1-2, the camera lens housing and the lower end of the lens barrel I
protrude below the center section structure. This exposes these areas to the variable ex-
ternal environment heat fluxes. Because the net radiative and conductive coupling between m
these areas and the other parts of the camera is not large (per reference 3), undesirably i
low temperature and/or excessive orbital temperature variatto_e may occur in these exposed
par_s. A detailed instrument installation temperature analysis, together with a full scale m
thermal model test, will be conducted early in Phase D. It is likely that a coating with an i
s ffi c = 0.3 may be in the desired range for these surfaces. The requirements and
choice of ccati_g will be coord._nated with the instrument supplier.
m
An analysis h_s been pe_forlned to determine the transient response of camera temperature
to tl'_e worst case orbital duty cycle o_ Table 7.2.2-1. The analysis assumed that the camera n
surround was provided a net cooling capability sufficient for an average of 12 minutes scan $
time per orbit. The analysis included camera heat capacity but did not consider any heat
capacity for the spacecraft structure that comprises a major part of this surround. Conse- I
quently the re_mlting temperature excursion is exaggerated. Even so, this analysis showed
that a net temperature rise of the camera of only 8 °C occurred from the beginning to the end "'_
of the five orbit worst case period. The complete results of this analysis are shown in I
Figure 7.4.2-2. These results indicate that the variable effects of the external environ- |
mental flux will not have a significant effect on camera temperature.
, i
Reference 3. Letter from F.H. Bartholomew, RCS Contract Representative to Mr. John '1 .
Comstock, Goddard Space Flight Center, subject: "Interface Action Items", I
dated 31 December 1969.
1
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i 7.4.2-2. RBV Worst Case OrbitFigure Temperature During
7.4.2.4 Orbit Adjust Subsystem!
The tank and lines of the Orbit Adjust (O/A) Subsystem are a thermal part of the sensory "_
ring center section as shown in the upper sketch of Figure 7.4.2-3. The center section
I extends over this subsystem except for the thrusters. As none of the
insulation blanket
center section components approach the upper temperature limit of 49 °C for the orbit ad-
O Just fuel, there is no upper temperature concern for this subsystem.
Radiant heat from the center section equipment will prevent the orbit adjust subsystem tempera-
ture from falling below 4.5 °C within this insulated enclosure. Heat conduction along the in-
i sulated fuel lines will likewise prevent the fuel lines and valves from subcooling below the
minimum temperature of 4.5 °C requested by the subsystem supplier. The thrusters, how-
I ever, require radiant cooling when firing; therefore, they will become cold between operatingperiods. A 1.5-watt heater, activated on command, has been added to each thruster in order
to bring the thruster and its catalyst to desired temperature before operation. It does not in-
i Jure the system for the thrusters to cool below the freezing point of the fuel (about 2 °C), pro-vided the heaters are turned on one to two hours in advance of firing. Therefore, the
thruster thermal control heaters do not represent a continual power demand.
i 'Detailed thermal analysis of the Orbit Adjust Subsystem ts given in Section 6.4.8 of this re-
port. In addition to the maintenance of temperature mentioned above, this analysis shows
i that there is no effect of soak back heat from the thrusters to the spacecraft after firing.
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Figure 7.4.2-3. O/A Subsystem Installation l
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Section 6.4.4.2 shows that the thrusters are located sufficiently o_tboard so that there will
be no heating or coating degradation from exhaust plume irnpingnment.
7.4.3 EQUIPMENT MOUNTED OVER SENSORY RING
The wideband electronics for the two tape recorders is mounted on top of the sensory ring
as shown previously in Figure 7.3.1-3. Each box is insulated with a 25 square inch window
provided on the non-sun-seeing face to reject the dissipated heat. The side lasulation of each
t box mates with the top insulation of the sensory ring, with the bottom of the bc.x free to ex-
' change radiation with the ring. The orbit average heat rejection for a recorder cycle that
includes nine minutes of record time per orbit is 3_6 watts for each box. Load compensation
t heaters must be activated to bring the orbital dissipation box to about 2.5 wattsaverage per
during a series of low duty cycle orbits. This power will supply the heat required to maintain
these components at a minimum temperature of 10 °C.
7.4.4 ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
The Attitude Control for ERTS h,s similar and heatSubsyst¢,m a configuration dissipation
as for Nimbus D as shown prevlougly on _'igure 7.3.1-2. Parametric analyses performed
by the ACS contractor, and verified,, by GE, show that temperature control 25 °C + 10°C can
I be maintained in orbits with Beta to 40angles degrees. Average temperatures will be only
5 °C higher than for the 0 degree Beta angle of the Nimbus orbit.
I Figure 7 1 shows how component mounting baseplate temperature is affected by orbital
e4o 4-
average heat dissipation and Beta angle.
I 50-
I _40,|as +0,30
'_"E RTS BLOCKAGE
n 40- i _, _,'o%ao:0,3o, '_
r l _ BLOCKED /
, '/-,, •3o.,,,,.o.,,,_DL,,,,Mo,.,+
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Figure 7.4.4-1. Attitude Control System
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Curves A and B were taken from a study for Nimbus D. They show that ACS baseplato [
temperature is raised an equal amount by a shift from _ - 0" to fl - 30" as by a shift in
v:
u s _ 0, 17 to a degraded _s m 0.30, and that this effect is less than 20C. Curve C was
ta!;en from a Ninbus E study which investigated the effects on ACS temperature of the stow- _
ed ESMR antenna. This antenna has a 36 x 36 inch outline, much larger than the two
_._ x 13 x 4 inch electronic boxes mounted over the sensory ring and slightly blocking the t i
ACS radiator view to space. The antenna is stowed over the ,_ensory ring at essentially the L
same location as the two wideband tape recorder electronic boxes. Therefore, the difference
between curve C and curve B is a conservative estimate of the blockage effect on the EaTS
I
ACS caused by the tape recorder electronics boxes. Curve D represents the estimate for the
EaTS ACS in a fl _ 40" orbit, including an allowance for degradation of the white radiator
coating from an initial value of o/s _ 0.17 to r_s '_ 0.30 and including blockage effects of
the electronics boxes. There is an additional bulge in the sensory ring center section
insulation caused by the orbit adjust subsystem tank, but this bulge does net change the view t
to space of the ACS radiator, and so will have little effect on &CS temperature, Thus, from n
Figure 7.4.4-1, the ACS component mounting baseplate temperature is expected to operate
$
at about the midpoint of it8 allowable range (26 oC) at its expected orbit average power t
(38 watts). |
Study of all the available data on expected thermal performance of the Nimbus D Attitude t
Control Subsystem indicates that this system will perform the ERTS Mission without requir- I
izAgany change it. its thermal control concepts or hardware. The Nimbus D attitude Control
System is different from previous Nimbus spacecraft, but its Thermal Control Subsystem t
is expected to provide the same thermal environment of 25 °C :_ 10 °C. The ACS of Nimbus I
III, for instance, showed internal component temperatures that ranged from 27 to 32.5 °C
during orbit 2000. Analysis has shown that the solar array drive motors will operate about |
10 °C above the component mounting baseplate, well within temperature limits for these | ,
motors.
The Attitude Control Subsystem includes the support and drive for the solar array. In order [
to maximuze power from the array cells, the back of the array panels are painted white
to provide high emittance and minimum albedo absorption. For ERTS orbital conditions, !
the panels are expected to operate between temperatures of 40 °C and -63 °C. The calcula- !
tions for these temperatures are given in Section 8.3.2 of this volume.
Two auxiliary load panels are mounted on the * Y axis of the attitude control subsystem sup- [
port structure. These components are used to "dump" excess array output when load require-
ments are small and batteries are fully charged. Each panel consists of several resistive T
circuits which can be selected to extract from 0 to 200 watts from the unregulated bus during
satellite day. The panel design for ERTS was flight proven on Nimbus III and is used on
Nimbus D. For EATS, with a 37.5 degree _ angle, analysis shows that the 4- y axis panel ,._
temperature, at 200 watts, will range from 146 °C to - 20 °C, and at zero watts from -3 °C to
-59 °C. The -Y axis panel will reach a minimum temperature at zero watts of -68 °C.
7.4.5 ERTS-NIMBUS COMPARISON ["
The EaTS satellite utilizes much of the Nimbus hardware and experience in satisfying EaTS
mission requirements. This includes using the same thermal control concepts and much of
7-26 i_
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the same thermal control hardware. Typical flight data from orbit 2000 of Nimbus IH
shows an average sensory ring temperature of 21.2"C and an average center section tempera-
I ture of 24. I"C. Average, day-to-night temperature variations were 1 to 5"C. There was a
maximum of 3.5 "C temperature difference around the sensory ring. The ERTS satellite
i will operate with a polar vector-orbital plane angle (Beta) that varies between 28 degreesto 39 d grees instead of zero degrees for Nimbus. This means that the heat rejection capa-
bility of some of the sensory ring bays is reduced, but this has been compensated by equip-
'Ira ment arrangement and modified shutter response limits. For EATS, the shutters start to
, _ open at 15°C and are full open at 25"C, as cemparod to the Nimbus range of 19 to 27"C.
I The ERTS payload instruments, the MSS and HBVWs, are located in the sensory ring centersection. They and their associated tape recorders have a higher average orbit heat dissipa-
tion rate, and a greater variation in duty cycle, than the instruments located in the center
i sectionof previous Nimbus spacecraft.
The thermal design of the center sectionhas variedwith each Nimbus spacecraft,accounting
I for increasing heat dissipation rates and duty cycles. Nim},uv III and D have earth-facing
radiator plates, 0.92 it 2 on D, On those _pacecraft, it was possible to either mount compo-
monte directly to or conduotivoly couple them to the radiator. On EHTS, this design is
[ planned for the WBVTR components and will use a radiator of 0.67 ft 2. tlowever, the RBV• cameras are designed and installed in such a way th t c nductive coupling is not practical.
Analyses have shown that the surface area of the cavity surrounding the RBVVs is more than
i| adequate to reject the heat dissipated by the cameras. This design concept is both feasible
1 and proctical and is complicated only by the fact that the analysis is complex. However, a
thermal model is planned for Phase D in which it will be possible to empirically determine
the performance of the cavity radiator and provide support and verification to the analysis.
The model tests will also verify the passive temperature control of the Orbit Adjust Subsystem
!_ located over the center section but inside the insulation envelope. This sybsystem essentiallyhas a zero dissipatio rate but must be maintained at or above 4.5 °C at all times to prevent
freezing of the fuel. No problem is expected in this regard and analyses and tests will sub-
:| stantiate this fact. The wideband video tape recorder electronic boxes (2) are mounted on
I top of the sensory ring, and thermally, are nearly isolated from the rest of the spacecraft.
The boxes are insulated from the v_- _.e effects of solar and albedo flux, and reject heat
!| through windows cut in the insulation on their non-sun-seeing face. The size of these win-
I dows must be specified accurately to ensure that the high duty cycle dissipated heat will be
rejected within the allowable temperature of 30 °C, and that a minimum of low duty cycle
i compensation heat is required.
W
The analyses required for ERTS will not be significantly different in scope and extent from
I those of Nimbus, and the same high degree of correlation of analysis and flight data isanticipated.
!
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7.5 COMPONENT DESCRIPTION |
The components of the Thermal Subsystem for ERTS (listed below) are all flight qualified '1
design being used on one or more Nimbus spacecraft. Minor modification to certain com-
i
portents in order to accommodate sensor locations or op_rating limits are planned, but these 4m
changes consistent with similar previous modifications to meet specific conditions. Uare
These changes do not alter the flight qualified status of these components.
m
Item Description I
1 Shutter Assemblies I
2 Temperature Controller_ (Actuators)
3 Insulation
4 Coating_ I
5 Thcrmistor_
m
6 Shutter Position Indicators m
7 Telemetry Conversion Modulc_ m
8 Strip lteaters
9 Passive Radiator -.
n
!
!
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APPENDIX 7A
i CONTAMINATION OF MSS RADIATION _?OOLER
7,A. 1 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The second stage radiator cone degradation due to the propellant systems should be insignifi-
cant assuming,
i[ 1, A cone temperature of 180OK, Satisfactory detector cooling depends on a highly
reflective, highly specular surface in this cone,
_l _. Proper thruster operation.
3. Toleration of a few monolayer film,
Note; The ." 90 "K third stage radiator panel is a black honeycomb ptmel. Althottgh it would
collect more contamination than the specular surfaced cone, this accumulation is not
expected to lower the emittance significantly.
If the hydrazino thruster fails to operate and omits hydrazine, it i$ possible that a condensate
,_ thicker than a few monolayors could form tot a few minut'_s. The assumptions on which
.._ thisanalysisis based should be refined.
!_' The major degradationmode will,probablybe outgassingof condensiblematerials. Inaddi-
tionto plasticizers, etc., which are well known problems, water c_uld also create a conden-
sate if its rate of incidence on the cone is greater than about 7 micrograins cm -2 see-1.
:" Depending on the materials used and the amount of water they contain, etc., it is estimated
that this could cree, tea problem for the first few months in orbit. The typical condensable
material outgassed from the organics of the satellite at 320 °K will resublime from the 180 °K
! radiator cone 103 times slower than they aid from the spacecraft. The amolmt of condensate
i buildup due to this source will be primarily dependent on the geometrical configuration factor
between cone and the solar array panels. A detailed analysis of this aspect of tne problem
should be performed.
7.A.2 DISCUSSION
This is a preliminary analysis of the susceptibility of the MSS radiation cooler to degradation
caused by condensation of material which could change the cone surface from specular to dif-
fuse. The sources of contamination are primarily: _:_
1. Propellant from the Orbit Adjust Subsystem : i_
2. Propellant from the AttRude Control Subsystem i_
,_. Outgassing of condensable materials from the spacecraft
The orl:it adjust subsystem propellant is hydrazine. The exhaust produ ;ts are_ N, H, and _i
NH3, assuming _.he system is working properly. Tne total expulsion rate is about 2 grams ....
SeC" l. _,_
"-'
,i,_ __-,.-.-.-:.:-.. , ,.,,. , ' -.j- _._,..;.
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m
The lowest vapor pressure component of the gas, NH3, has a sublimation rate (1).of 1.7 x I
10-9; grams em -2 see -1 _t 180_K. Therefore, there is little probability that this would
accumulate a significant (2) condensate. If the propulsion system malfunctioned and emitted I
hydrazine itself, the _roblem is more complex tines its sublimation rate (3) at 180 °K ia about
7,2 x 10-6 gram em" see "1, If we assume that such a malfunction can be detected and the
thruster shut off within 5 seconds, then the total amount of material expelled would be 10 'I
grams (this would require a three second sample rate), If we now assume that only one part
in 104 of the hydrazine expelled reaches the radiator cone and that it uniformly covers 10-2
cm 2, then the resultant condensate would be significant(g) for only about 72 seconds. I
The propellant used in the Attitude Control Subsystem is Freon 14 (CF4) which has a sublima-
tion rate(4) of about 2.45 grams em-2 sec _1 at 180"K. Since this total system has a mass I
expulsion rate of about 13,5 grams see "1, it is very unlikely that this could result in a m
signific_mt(2) condensate.
m
Based on the geometrical eonfigucation of EATS, the major _oureos of outgassing which I
could produce a condensate on the radiator cooling cone are:
I. The solarpanels. I
2. The MSS package itself(ift_'oroare any open_,ngsbetween the cone sectionand the •
rest of the subsystem). I
3. Outgassed particlesfrom the entirespacecraftwhich couldreflectoffthe solar
panels. I
This source of condensateis importantsince these matorlai$willhave a much lower vapor mm
than the propellant products, and therefore, will not readily resublime aRer they Ipressure
strikethe radiationcooler cone. The technuques to perform thisanalysisare currently i ......
available(Reference4) and shouldbe utilizedto establishthe severityofthe problem and II
the proper countermeasures which should be implemented in order to ensure against de- •
gradation due to condensation of condensibles outgassed from the spacecraft.
I
I
I
1. Based on computations using Langnluirts equation and the vapor pressure data
listed in References 1 and 2. I
m
2. This type calculation is valid only for bulk deposits; therefore, significant is
meant as being gr_Jater than a few monolayers. t
3. Based on computationsusing Langmuir*s equationand thevapor pressure data I '
listedinReference I.
4. Based on computationsusing Langmuirts equationand thevapor pressure data I
listed iu Reference 3. ,.
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SECTION 8
POWER SUBSYSTEM
i 8.1 INTRODUCTION
i This section describes the results of studies carried out on the Electrical Power Subsystemfor the ERTS during the Phase B&C study program. Covered in this section are the re-
quirements, subsystem design description, results of design Studies and analysis, and a
summary description of components selected.
The basic function of the Power Subsystem is to provide electrical power required to
i operate the spacecraft subsystems and payload during the mission.
The ERTS Power Subsystem consists of the following major components.
I 1. Two solar nrray paddles
2. Eight battery storage modules
I 3. Power Control Module
4. Payload Regulator Module
I 5. Auxiliary Load Controller
6. Two Auxiliary Load Panels
I 7. Unfold Tinzer Module ...._,
I 8.2 SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
The power subsystem is required to supply electrical power to the spacecraft for: ,
I 1. All housekeeping loads
2. Operation of the payload, recorders, and transmitters throughout the one-year
t design life.
The spacecraft is in a 2130 ascending node orbit at a 492-nautical mile altitude with an "m
I approximate 103-minute period. Frequency of payload operatio_ is defined by mission
requirements and is determined by target areas as related to the orbit. Consequently, _
payload operating times may vary from zero to 20 minutes per orbit. Orbital regulated :__'iii
power requirements for ERTS are noted in Table 8. 2-1 for both average and peak loads. _ • i' :'_
i In determining the average time of operation, a worst-case condition consisting of 14 |_consecutive orbits (defined as Day 9) was analyzed. Day 9 assumes maximum payload :
operation over all land masses, no cloud coverage with operation only restricted by the :_
t
./"
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TABLE 8. 2-1. ERTS REGULATED POWER REQUIREMENTS I
Orbital
Average Peak Transient I"
Power Subsystem 2 2 |
!
Attitude Control Subsystem 35. 5 99, 5
!Thermal Control 1.0 10, 2
Communications and Data ttandling _ _ |$
Housekeeping Total 96, 5 183, 7
I
Operating I
Ave rage Peaks Transient
Attitude Sensor 1, 6 1.6 I
i
RBV Operating 155 163 294 (90 MA/15 pS) $
MSS (Operating) 65 (A) 70(B) 70
DCS Receiver 1 1 I "
VTR Record (2) 83 (each) 166 (2) 250 (4 seconds each)
m
Dump 76 152
Standby 35 70 i!
Rewind 30 60 |
WB Transmitter(2) and Modulator 125 125
RBV Shutters 30 A @26V (100 pS) !
!
]
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WBVTR storage capacity of 30 minutes of tape. During this period the payload (cameras
and multisp,_ctral scanner) operate for an averav,-: of 10. 7 minutes per orbit and the
average regulated bu_ power is about 155 watts.
Battery depth ef discharge may not exceed 50 percent on a one-time basis for a new battery
(launch and acquisition), and a 25 percent depth of discharge per orbit throughout the
spacecraft design life.
I 8.3 ._UBSYSTEM DESCRIPTION
t 8.3. 1 SU]_SYS'rEM S[]MMARY
The iPow_r Subtly strum provides the electrical power required to operate the spacecraft
and its subsystems from tr_msfcr to internal power prior to launch through the one-yeardesign lifo. (So_ Figure 8.3_,1. )
i A Solar Array/Battery ,_ystom provides power through ,l L'ogulatad bus to sustain orbitaloperations. Tim battery co_pliment provides sufficient ener y to support the spacecraft
during laanch, ,mcunt and ac.quisition phases prior to deployment of the solar array. A
block diagram of the subsystem is shown in Figure 8.3-2, and the component characteris-
tics are summarized in Table 8. 3.1-1. The deployment mechanism is included as part of
the structure subsystem (Section 2), and the solar array drive is considered as part of the
I Attitude Contrel Subsystem (Section 5) of this report. The total weight of the Power Sub-system, as previously defined, is 254 pounds.
I 8.3.1.1 Power Subsystem Functional Description
During the hmnch sequence, the solar arrays are in the stowed position, and the batteries '
| deliver power to the regulated bus through the power control module, Upon separation| of the adapter from the spacecraft, relays are energized in tha unfold timer, which causes
the paddle unfold pyres to fire at predetermined intervals. When the cables are cut, the
I unfold motor is sta_ed, deploying the solar arrays, They then begin tracking the sun, andwith its acquisition, the solar array assumes the power-generating function for the space-
craft.
I During sunlight periods, the solar array delivers power to the unregulated bus in the power
control module at a voltage of from about -30 to -39 volts (the ERTS Power Subsystem has '_'_"
a negaiive bus). The lower limit is set by the battery discharge voltage; as -30 volts is _:approached, load sharing occurs, and the batteries begin to discharge. Above -39 volts,
voltage limiters (located in each of the battery modules) automatically shunt excessive _
current from the solar array bus up to a maximum of 12 amperes. Additional power _ _
' management functions are carried out by the commandable auxiliary load controller which _ii:i_
causes power to be drained from the solar array bus to one of the auxiliary load panels, i _
These auxiliary loads are generally required only when normal spacecraft loads are very _
light, and solar array output is high. '!_"_ili_
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In addition to battery coils and shunt elements, the battery modules contain the charge
control electronics, a battery on/off relay and a 15_aoll tap for providing largo surges of
I current to the Ires in ofdirectly rognlflt_d
_aso emergencies.
The power control module contains two redundant, pulse width modulated regulators which
I sapply the -24.5 volt regulated bus, two redundant auxiliary regulators supplying a -23. 5
volt bus, a trickle charge override switch to override the trickle charge on the battery
modules, 8 battery isolatto,_ diodes, a regulated bus comparater, the shunt dissipation
I driver, and fuse blow inputs for the lfi_coll battery tap.
The power control module foods regulated -24. 5 volt power to the ACS, thermal control,
I command and data hlmdling' Hub_y_tom and the power switching modulo. It also foods
unregulated power to tb_ unfold tlmt_r _md the power switching modulo. The emergency bu_,
from th_ mtxfliary rogulatorn, is i_sod by the command subsystem for receiver and clock
I op_rntlon.
i The power swlt_l_h_ nl_Jdulc contains pyre-firing circuitry lind relays for control of i_putpower to thc_ comn_andablo subsystmns, as well as the payload regulator modulo.
i The payload regulator _m.lulo i_ id_ntical to the power c,ontrol modulo and contains redun-dant PWM rogultltors for p_'oviding -24.5 volts to the IIBV cameras and wide band video tape
recorders.
I When the power required by the spacecraft subsystems is in excess of that which the solar
array can provide, as evidenced by the array voltage dropping to the battery discharge volt-
i age (less the drop across the ieolatton diodes), the batteries will discharge and load sharingwill occur between bqttc, ries and solar array. S ould he drain be excessive (such as might ,,,,,
occur during a short), and the regulated bus voltage drop to less than 18 volts, the 15-cell
i battery fuse tap is acUvated, and 15 cells discharge directly onto the regtflated bus. Thiswill blow the fuse or clear the short by burning it out.
I During eclipse periods the batteries discharge onto the unregulated bus through the isolationdiodes located in the power control module to supply spacecraft loads. Batteries are re-
charged by voltage limited, temperature-compensated charge controllers located in the
i individual modules. Each module also contains circuitry to reduce the charge to a tricklerate, should battery temperature increase to 45°C. The trickle charge c n be verridden
by the trickle charge override function located in the power control module. Battery
i charging occurs when the solar _rrays receive solar energy and should _he charge controllernot prove effective i control ing overcharge, the atudh_. y load panels are activated to
drain off excess array power.
i .5"
I
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8, 3. 1.2 Solar Array I
The ERTS solar array consists of 10,304 2 by 2 centimeter N/P silicon fmlar cells mounted
two platforms. A breakdown of the solar coil circuits ou each platform is as follows:
on
6 circuits 6 parallel x 94 series |
2 circuits 5 parallel x 94 _eries |:
1 circuit 9 parallel x 99 series !
Each circuit has redtmdant diodes to provide isolation during orbit eclipse and to minimize |
the effects of a posMblo short-,to_ubstrate failure, ||
The solar cell used on this array is nominally 12 mils thick and has a base reM_tivity of
1 to 3 ohm,,cm. When these ccll_ are connected in the circuit configuration described above. m
the solar array I-V characteristic at 35°C and normal incidence iN as shown in Figure 8, 3-3. I
The Klassing loss has boon accounted for in this etwvo, so that it is representative of the
nominal beginning-of-lifo _olar array performance, This basic solar arrtty characteristic. m
when operated in the mode described in Section 8.4.2, forms the basis for the prediction of I
Power Subsystem load capability for the ERTS spacecraft.
!
"- !
12-
- !al io
_ s _- .
, l
0 I I I I J_ I
0 I0 _0 30 40 50 60 ]VOLTAGE (VOLTS)
Figure 8.3-3. Solar Array Operation at Output Side of Blocking Diodes I
(Temperature = 35°C)
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8.3. I. 3 Storage Modulo
Each storage m_dulo contains 23 series-connected, 4, 5 ampere,_hoar, hermetically sealed,
nickal-.aadminm _alls. In addition, each modulo aontaina the clo_cd-doop charge controller
asaoalated with each battery. This controller limit_ the charge currant to a proaet value
_l (1.1 amperes per module) and also reduces the charge currant when either the battery
voltage or temperature roaches a predetermined limit, A ground eommandable override
circuit (in the power control modulo) opens the voltage-temperature control loop in the
t charge controller, permitting battery charge rates based on the battery/solar array voltage
relationship. A shunt dissipator in provided in each modulo to control the di_Mpation of ex-
cess array power up to 50 watts. All ahunt dinMpntors in the aystam ar_ turned on at
approximately the same titan by a single focdbflck mnpltfler {shunt dissipator drivor) in tho
power control modulo. In tim nagatlva leg of each battery lt_ a battery disconnect latching
rainy which can btJ actuated by ground command. Thl_ relay al_o di_eonm_ots the batterya
I fuse blow tap line. Thi_ batt_ry tap in t,aed to _upply the necessary current to clear
fattlts on tha fused pewter !lna_. A photograph of th_ ntnrago modulo is shown in Figure
_: 8.3, 1. ,t Power Control Modulo. nnd Payload Regulator Modulo
__ power payload regulator are Identical unit_, and each con-
The control modulo and nlodule
tains rod,redact PWM-typo regulators, a regulated bus oomparntor (RBC), rodtmdant
l
I .%
Figure 8.3-4. Storage Module _=
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auxiliary regulators, the shunt dissipator driver, and telemetry monitors for the regulated |
btm current and voltage, the solar array bus current, and the unregulated bus voltage. A
photograph of this module is shown in Figure 8, 3_5. The payload regulator module provides |
regulated -24. 5-volt power for the RBV cameras and wide hand video tape recorders, while I
the power c_ntrol module furnishes power for all other spacecraft subsystems.
The PWM regulator switches automatically from one redundant series-switching element I
to the other when required by the regulated bus comparator. The regulated bu_ comparator
senses the regulated bus voltage continuo:zs_..y. When a change of more than + 2 volts from |
, the regulated --24, 5 volta occurs for more than 70 to 110 milliseconds, the RBC provides !
the logic and command to turn on the standby regulator and shut off the operating regulator.
The PWM regulator itself is current-limited to approximately 20. 0 ampere_, With further |
load increases, the regulated bus voltage will do0rcase towardH zt_re, The regulators will I
not bc _witchod while under overload,
I
The outputs of the two attxil!a_y rogulator_ are "orhr'together to form a common auxiliary I
bus which supplit_ power for. telemetry battery protection circuitry, and control modulo
circuitry (primarily the regulated bus comparatar-RB_). Each auxiliary regulator is |
diode-gated with _zo regulated bus to provide power to the spacecraft command clock and $
command receivers, so that commtmda can _till be catered duz_ng temporary loss of regu-
lated bus voltage. I
AP_D
"-- |ImU! Ultda¢_al lllu_ItOl ,
J
]
Figure 8.3-5. Power Control Module ]
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A differe.tial amplifier senses the solar array bus voltage and, at a preset value, provides
the driving signal to turn on each of the eight shunt dissipators in the battery modules. It
t effectively loads the solar array and prevents high-.voltage damage to the andregulator
charge controllers.
The charge control override circuit in the control modulepower provides
a signal, on ground
command, which removes all over-voltage and over-temperature constraints in each of the
b._.ttery modules. All charge controllers would then be operating in their normal conducting
mode.
Regulated bus current and solar array bus current telemetry signals are generated by mag-
use a common 3.5 to 4.0 kHz oscillate2.
netic amplifier circuitswhich
Battery module power ground is returnedto the power controlmodule, with onlyone power
I supply to the spacecraft ground. All telemetry circuits are providedground
connectionmade
with a separate telemetry ground.
I Spacecraft subsystem power for noncritical loads is drawn from the regulated bus through
appropriate fuses. Critical loads are supplied directly from the regulated bus.
i 8.3.1.5 LoadAuxiliary System
The auxiliary load controller contains the circuitry for switching the auxiliary and shunt
i onto the solar array bus. In addition, this module affords isolation for the various
loads
signals monitored and functions controlled by the AGE through the spacecraft umbilical.
i Telemetry functions derived in this module include auxiliary, shunt and compensatoryload On/Off status, shunt load currents, and command enable/disable.
i The auxiliary load panels are mounted on two front pairs of struts that attach the AttitudeControl Subsystem to the sensory ring. These panels house he resistive s un and a xiliary
loads, as well as the shunt regulator collector resistors.
I The system of auxiliary loads is used to provide a manual (by command) method of shunting ....
solar array current through resistive loads in order to limit solar array bus voltage. The
i auxiliary loads are connected to the solar array bus through command relay contacts, suchthat each l may be turn on individually b separate commands, and ll loads may be
turned off simultaneously by a single command.
I The dissipative capabilities of auxiliary loads, Numbers 1 through 5, and 20, 50, 50, 140
and 140 watts, respectively. (Each of the eight shunt loads can dissipate up to 50 watts.)
8.3.2 SUBSYSTEM PERFORMANCE ;}_
i The requirements statedinSection8.2.1 are satisfiedby the proposed subsystem. Space- ,_craR ho seke pingloads can be support.edon a continuousbasis, and payloadoperathlgtimes
of more than 20 minutes on a sL'_gleorbitcan be supported.
8-11
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8.3.2.1 Solar Array Output I
I
Basic power subsystem capability is defined by the solar array output capability. This may
best be illustrated by Figure 8.3-6, where the average bus power is illustrated for a new '|array (176 watts) and for an array at the one year design point (167 watts). Factors which | i
effect the power-generating capability of the array are:
II
1. Solar incidence angle I
2. Seasonal variation in solar intensity |
3. Degradation factors related to the age of the array. |
V-I curves for a new solar array are shown in Figure 8.3-7 for -60°C, 0°C, +30°C, and |
+60°C, and V-I curves for an array at the 12-month design point are shown in Figure 8.3-8 II
for the same temperatures. It can be seen that the array output power is also a function of
temperature, and this temperature varies during the orbit from a minimum of about -60"C
upon emergence from eclipse to a maximum of about +50 °C. It should be noted that because B
of the orbit position, 0930 descending node, and since the solar array is oriented normal to
the orbit plane, a seasonal solar incidence angle variation of from about 28 degrees to 40 j
degrees will be experienced by the array. This has the effect of decreasing the solar array B
output current, with increasing incidence angle. The eclipse period is also affected by the
incidence angle, or/3 angle, varying from about 33 minutes at 28 degrees to about 29 minutes _
at 40 degrees. J
O.
|
i601 , I I I i', I I
0 2 4 6 S I0 12 J
ARRAY AGE (MONTHS)
Figure 8.3-6. Regu;ated Bus Power Capability Versus Solar Array AGE ,I
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i| Figure 8.3-8. ERTS Solar Array (Summer Solstice 12 Months, _ =28 °)
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8.3.2.2 Power Profiles _i
Power profiles were generated for a worst-ease condition of 14 orbits, defined as Day 9
(Reference Volume 1, Section 4.5) with power requirements as shown in Section 8.2.1. |
These power profiles considered operation of the payload subsystems and required house- !
keeping functions, and were utilized on a desk-side computer program to develop energy
balances on a daily basis. Calculations were made, using array power and battery values as I
estimated at the 12-month design point, and included the effects of shadowing the spacecraft |,
on the array. A summary of the results of the analysis is contained in Table 8.3-2. The t
accumulated charge discharge ratio is a measure of the relationship between the amount |
of energy returned to the battery and the amount withdrawn. Extensive testing and flight
i
performance of Nimbus spacecraft has shown that if this value is maintained at an average of !
TABLE 8.3-2. DAY 9 POWER SUBSYSTEM OPERATION I
I
Payload Accumulative Accumulative
Orbit No. Operating Time Charge/Discharge Maximum
(minutes) Ratio Dod (%) AverageBusPowerRegulated(watts) I
i
113 5.7 i.i0+ 6 128 |
$114 0 I.i0+ 6 124
115 i0.2 1.10+ 6 129 | 4
116 14.7 1.i0+ 8 139
117 18,0 1.10+ 14 151 'i|
,|118 12.1 I.i0+ 18 156
119 15.5 1.10 17 159 |I120 17.9 1.03 23 164
121 9.8 1.06 23 161 |g
122 1.7 1.10+ 20 161
123 10.8 1.10+ 7 157 | •
124 14.1 1.10+ 6 155
125 16.6 I.i0+ 8 157 ;|
J
126 3.3 1.i0+ 6 155
]
]
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1.1 or greater, the batteries will remain charged, and an en_rgy balancL an be said to
exist. In order to achieve reliable operation for the one-year design life, it is necessary
to restrict the battery depth of discharge to an orbital average of 15 to 20 percent and to
limit maximum excursions to 30 to 40 percent. As can be seen from Table 8.3-1, beth of
those conditions are satisfied by the ERTS battery storage modules. Battery depth of
discharge for the Day 9 orbits is noted in Figure 8.3-9, where, it may be noted, that the
maximum value is 23 percent. Finally, the average regulated bus power is an excellent
I measure of subsystem performance capability. From Table 8,3-I, it can be seen that the, accumulative average bus power for the worst-case condition is 155 watts, Comparing this
to Figure 8.3.2-1, it can be seen that the subsystem capability of 167 watts at the end of one
year exceeds tim expected worst-case condition, The design margin on this basis of com-Im ison is 12 wattl .
If it is assumed that the payload is to be operated on a repetitive cycle consisting of 50 per-cent real-time transmission and 50 percent recorded data, a capability of 167 watts of
regulated bus power is equivalent to 15 minutes of payload operation per orbit. A power
| profil_ showing this type of operation is given in Figure 8.3-10, and includes with general
! housekeeping functions, real-time data transmission for 7-1/2 minutes, data recording for
7-1/2 minutes, data playback and transmission and recorder rewind operations. Operation i
I can be extended to 20 minutes of total payload operating time per orbit at the end of one year :by canting the solar array by 33 degrees. This has the effect of decreasing the solar
incidence 'angle on the array and increasing power output. This is discussed in detail in i_
I  oot,o°
8.3.3 SPACECRAFT INTERFACES !!
The primary interfaces between the Power Subsystem and the spacecraft are electrical, ...
mechanical, and thermal. Electrical interfaces are power, commm_d signals and
telemetry. Mechanical interfaces are weight and configuration, and thermal interfaces
are component power dissipation and temperature constraints. Table 8.3-3 is a summary
of these interfaces for each Power Subsystem tempera'at. In this table, Rating applies to
t component desittn capability, and the Voltage is with reference to the rating. The solar
array orbital average power rating at beginning of life is 500 watts at 35 °C. The subsystem
weight is the total of actual component weights and is 253.9 pounds. Thirty-five commands
and 84 telemet, y channels (42 analog) are required.
The sizes of fuses located in the power control module are selected, based on load require-
ments. A minimum of three times the nominal load is used as the design criteria.
Power is transferred from the solar arrays through slip rings, identified in the Controls
Subsystem. The voltage drop is less than 0.2 volts at rated array output _
r_
;
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4 DESIGN STUDIES AND ANAINSIS _8.
The objectives of the studies were to determine power r_qutrements of the Earth Resources 1
Technology Satollit_ subsystems and from these requirements calculate an energy balance |
that would assist in the selection of a power subsystem design and in sizing of power sub-
l
system components. [
Power profiles were constructed and energy balanced calculated for the Earth Resources
TcehnMogy Satellite using the RFP requirements as defined in Section 8.2 as a baals for I
internally generated values, Tradeoffs were made in order to determine the type and size l:
of power conversion and regulating equipment required by the spacecraft and payload sub-
systems. I
It was required that the effects of seasonal variations, changing shadow patterns and other
factors on the solar array output be evaluated and their Impact on pow.r subsystem per- |
fovmanee determined. I
8.4. I POWER PROFILE ,|
I
Power profiles, representing average orbital loads, peak power and the launch and ascent
phase were generated based on spacecraft subsystem and payload power requirements. A •
summary of power requirements for orbital average and peak loads is shown in Table 8, 4-1. I
TABLE 8.4-1. EARTH RESOURCES TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE REGULATED |
POWER REQUIREMENTS B
Power (Watts) 1
Average Peak Transient
Power Subsystem 2 2 -- |
Attitude Control Subsystem 35.5 99.5 |
Thermal Control 1 10.2
Communication and Data Handling 58_ 72. 'i
Housekeeping, TOTAL 96.5 183.7
Attitude Sensor 1.6 1.6 i-,
RBV Operation 155. 163. 294 (90 Ma/_ sec)
MSS Operation 65 (A) 70 (B) ,_
DSC Receiver 1 1 J
WBVT Recorder
Record 83 (ca) 166 (2) 250 (4 sec) _
Dump 76 152 ]
Standby 35 70
Rewind 30 60 ..,
1
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TABLE 8,4-1, EARTH RESOURCES TECItNOLOGY SATELLITE REGULATED
POWER REQUIRE ME NTS (Continue'I)
Power(Watts)
Average Peak Transient
WB Transmitter - RBV
RBV 80 80
MSS 40 40
Modulator fi 5
RBV Shutters 30A (426 volts
(100 ms)
Note. Payload c_qullmmnt power _requirements lind eharaeteristies are detwiled hi
Vohune lI_ So.atlon 3,
8.4.1.1 Pcttk l;owcr lam.ds
Certain of the more signtfk, ant peak power loads are discussed in the following paragraphs.
The RBV operating power of 155 watts is an average value for a 25-second picture taking
sequence. During this 25-second period, the cameras go through a prepare cycle for 13. 5
seconds (54 percent) requiring 163 watts of power, and read out 11. 5 seconds (46 percent)
requiring 146 watts of power. A 1-minute warmup period requiring 75 watts of power pre-
cedes each RBV operational period. "'
Since the WBVTR is required to record the RBV data only during RBV readout, WBVTR
recording time is approximately 46 percent of RBV operational time. Readout of the VTR
requires the same tima as recording while the rewind operation occurs at four times the
recording speed.
A power profile for 20 minutes of payload operation in an orbital period is shown in Fig-
ure 8.4-1. In this ease, payload operation is assumed to consist of 50 percent real time/
50 percent recorded operation, with recorder dump and rewind occurring during the day.
Launch and initial stabilization sequences load requirements are shown in Tables 8.4-2 and
8.4-3 and are graphically presented in a time sequence on Figure 8.4-2. The total energy
removed from the batteries prior to sun acquisition, and the generation of power from the '
solar array, will amount to about 160 watt-hours, resulting in a 17 percent depth of dis-
charge for the batteries.
7i__-,
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TABLE 8.4-_, LAUNCH POWER
8_tbsyst_m Watts [
Power 2
Attitude Control 49 J|i
Orbit Adjust Telemetry* 1. 8
Thermal Control 10, 2
Compensation Heaters 0 _,
Communications and Data Handling 58
Attitude, flon_or 0
any o I
MSS 0
WBVTR 0
WBTMR 0 I
DCS Roeoivor 0
Total I
*'htrnod off after O/A maneuvers l
I
TABLE 8.4-3. ATTITUDE CONTROL STABILIZATION MODE
m
Control l,ogicand SignalProcessors 8.8 l
Roll Flywheels and Scanners 30
I
RMP 10
IInitiationTimer .8Solar Array Drives 24
Continuous Telemetry 1.7
Pneumatics 44.6 ||Yaw Axis Rate Gyro 9
Total 158....__99
l
8.4.2 SOLAR ARRAY V-I CURVES
Earth Resources Technology Satellite spacecraft solar array performance may best be
predicted based on data from the testing of the Nimbus D solar paddles. An I-V curve,
obtained at 35° C with new Nimbus D paddles is shown in Figure 8.4-3. With this basic
data, I-V curves were developed for the Earth Resources Technology Satellite solar array. ,J
l
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Degradation and correction factors as shown in Table 8.4-4 were considered in calculating
the solar array output. I-V curves were constructed for a new Earth Resources Technology ]
Satellite array at launch (Figure 8.4-4) for a 12-month old Earth Resou_es Technology J ;,
Satellite array during summer solstice (Figure 8.4-5) and for an array _anted at 33° ,
summer solstice after 12 months in orbit (Figure 8.4-6). In each case, performance |
curves calculated for -60 ° C0 0° C, 30° C, and +60° C reflect actual orbital array tempera- |
lures. Estimated solar array temperatures are shown as a function of orbit time in Fig-
ure 8.4-7 at solar incidence _ angles of 28" and 37.5". i[
The Earth Resources Technology Satellite is expected to have a higher temperature effect
of albedo than Nimbus as the spacecraft crosses the ecliptic plane in sunlight due to the '.|
lower altitude. This tends to offset the lower temperature effect of non-perpendicular solar l
illumination of the arrays, such that the predicted Earth Resources Technology Satellite
solar array temperature profile is quite similar to that observed from Nimbus flight telem- T
etry data. J
8.4 2.1 Effects of Variation in Beta Angle _
Variations in beta angle with season are shown in Figure 8.4-8 for a spacecraft with solar
paddles oriented normal to the orbital plane and launched into a 0930 descending node orbit. :1
If the launch occurs at vernal equinox_ the _ p,ngle starts at a value of about 3T. 5 degrees, ..|
decreases to about 28 degrees during the summer solstice, and increases to a maximum of
t
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TABLE 8.4-4. SOLAR ARRAY DEGRADATION AND CORRECTION FACTORS
Current Voltage
Ultraviolet 0.97 --
Solar Intensity - Vernal Equinox 1.00 --
Solar Intensity - Summer Solstice 0 967 --
Standard Cell Uncertainty 0.975 --
Radiation Degradation - 12 Months 0.935 0.95
Measurement Uncertainty 0.99 0.99
i Solar Incidence (_) AngleEarth Resources Technology Satellite
Vernal Equinox 36°
Earth Resources Technology SatelliteSummer Solstice 28°
Canted 33 ° Summer Solstice 5°
!
I 40 ° during the winter solstice. Since the solar array output current is a direct function ofthe cosine of solar incidence angle, it can be seen that by decreasing this angle the array
output may be increased. By canting the array at 33 ° to the orbital plane, the solar inci-
I dence angle may be decreased to the range of from -5 ° at summer solstice to +7° at wintersolstice. Referring to Figures 8.4-5 and 8.4-6, it may be observed that at 30° C, the out-
put of the normally oriented array is about 10.4 amperes at 35 volts, while the array _
I canted at 33 ° will provide 11.8 amperes at 35-volts a 13.5 percent iucrease in powergenerating capability.
I 8.4.2.2 Solar Intensity Variation Effects
The variation In solar intensity with season is a function of the distance between earth and
I the sun as shown in Figure 8.4-9. Assuming vernal equinox solar intensity as 1.0, thesolar intensity rises from a minimum relative value of 0.97 at summer solstice to a maxi-
mum of 1.03 at winter solstice.
I 1013Radiation is estimated at 8.8 x 1 MEV electrons per square centimeter per year at
the Earth Resources Technolody Satellite mission altitude of 492 nm. This total value
I cf flux will decrease the solar cell short circuit current by 6.5 percent of its initial valueand open circuit voltage by 5 percent of its initial value after one year in orbit.
t Ultraviolet degradation is a measure of the darkening of the filter glass by ultraviolet radi-ation. The total effect is noted very quickly once the solar array is in orbit and is estimated :
i
to reduce the short circuit current by 3 percent based on average laboratory test data.
Shadowing of the array by the spacecraft is a function of the _ angle and the orbit time. _!_
Measurements were made in the laboratory using a model spacecraft and a collimated light
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source at several different beta and orbit angles. Figure 8.4-10 shows the effects of
shadowing estimated at the worst case one year design point, when the beta angle is 28 ° .
Figure 8.4-11 is a photograph showing several views of the test vehicle during shadow
tests.
t 8.4.3 ENERGY BALANCES
i Energy balances were calculated for the Earth Resources Technology Satellite spacecraft, o both an orbital basis and a daily (14 orbit) basis.
i 8.4.3.1 Orbital Energy Balances
A Desk Side Computer Program was utilized to make orbitalenergy balances for the Earth
Resources Technology Satellite spacecraft, using load requirements and power profiles asdefined in Section 8.4-1. It was assumed for all eases that payload operation was split
50/50 between real time transmission of data and recorded operation for transmission later,
The orbital eases were designed to be used for comparison of different systems, and do notrepresent real operating conditions.
I oo- /
I o.._ / ._
/
i / /r" _,
I _o.._ /
0.84 _
I
o.e2
' I I I I I I I I I ....
°'_°o _ 4 e s ,o ,2 ,4 ,6 la
( TIME FROM END OF ECLIPSE (MINUTES)
Figure 8.4-10. Earth Resources Technology Satellite Solar Array Shadowing
Effects (Summer Solstice, _= 28 =) _
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The orbital energy balances were run using three different sets of solar array output data:
(1) normally oriented, new array at vernal equinox; (2) normally oriented array, 12 months
in orbit, at summer solstice; and (3) array canted at 33 ° , 12 months in orbit, at _ummer
solstice. In all eases the effects of shadowing wer_ considered on the solar ari'ay output,
and a model of the PWM regulator was included in the program to account for losses in the
power subsystem. The temperature of the array as a function of orbit time was calculated
and array output calculated from the V-I curves discussed in Section 8.4.2.
8.4.3.1. 1 Orbit Energy Balance Results
Energy balances were calculated for 12, 16, 20, and 24 minutes of payload operation per
orbit, split 50/50 between real time transmission and recorded data. The results were
displayed as the ratio between battery charge to diseharg_ (C/D) energy and the final state
of charge at the end of the orbit. For an energy balance to exist, it is necessary that theC/D ratio be 1.1 or greater and the state of charge be 1.0 or greater. From extensive
laboratory testing and flight performance of Nimbus batteries (identical to the Earth
Resources Technology Satellite batteries) it has been determined that a C/D ratio of 1.1insures a full recharge of the battery if battery temperature is maintained at 25oC, maxi-
mum. This temperature has boon maintained on Nimbus spacecraft and is not expected to
I be exceeded for Earth Resources Technology Satellite. Figure 8.4-12 shows the results ofenergy balances for the three cases mentioned above. It can be seen that for Case I an
energy balance exists when payload operating time is 17.2 minutes or less; for Case 2 an
I energy balance exists when payload operating time is 15 minutes or less and for Case 3 anenergy balance exists when payload operating time is 20 minutes or less per orbit. Fig-
ure 8.4-13 shows a typical printout from the energy balance program for the new array
I with payload operating time of 20 minutes per orbit and a baseline load of 100 watts In
addition to totaling the C/D ratio and showing the final state of charge, printouts occur at i_
10 minute orbit intervals which show: (1) gross array pov,_r, (2) load power supplied, (3)
I battery voltage, (4) unregulated bus voltage, (5) accumulative ampere-minutes charged,(6) accumulative ampere-minutes discharged, (7) state of charge of battery modules, (8)
charge (+) or discharge (-) current per module, and (9) excess current passing through
I shunt elements.
8 4.3.2 Daily Energy Balances
Power profiles and energy balances were also calculated for potential mission sequences
as defined by mission analysis on a daily basis. Two specific cases were examined.
I The first represents payload operation over the continental United States plus one hour
recorded outside of the United States for one day of 14 orbits. Average payload operating
I time is 5.60 minutes per revolution, with real time data transmission occurring anaverage of 1.33 minutes per revolution and recorded payload operation for 4.27 minutes
average per revolution. This was nan simulating solar array operation at the one year
I design point and summer solstice conditions for both a normally oriented and an array i
canted at 33 ° . In both c_tses the charge/discharge ratio after the 14 orbits was in excess
of 1.1 showing that _.n energy balance was maintained on a daily basis. .
8-29
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The second condition examined is defined as "Day 9" (reference Volume I, Section 4.5) and
represents a worst cane condition on a daily basis. "Day 9" assumes maximum payload
operation over land masses, no cloud coverage with operation only restricted by the video
tape recorder storage capacity of 30 minutes, For these 14 orbits payload operating time
averages 10.5 minutes per orbit and is shown on an orbital basis in Table 8, 4-5 with real
time and recorded operation identified,
Energy balance calculations were made assuming a normally oriented solar array with
battery, operating after 12 months in orbit and during summer solstice conditions. The
two measures of satisfactory operation, battery charge to discharge ratio and battery
depth of discharge arc shown for each orbit in Figures 8,4_14 and 8, 4_15 respectively, It
i may be noted from Figure 8, 4_14 that the C/D ratio may drop to less than I, 1 on certain
orbits, but is above 1, 1 on others so the net effect is an energy balance on a daily basis.
Figure 8.4-15 shows batterydepth of discharge does not exceed 23 percentwhich insures
not only long battery life, but also that the unregulated bus voltage will not fall below the
minimum -26.5 volts necessary for PWM regulator action,
i
I TABLE 8, 4:-5, MAXIMUM I)AILY PAYLOAD OPERATION
I Real Time Record Total Recorder DumpRevolution Oporatton Operation Oporati.on 'rime Time
i
I 113 5.7 -- 5.7 5.0
114 ...... 13.5
I 115 4.3 5.0 9.3 --
116 -- 14.7 14.7 5.0
I 117 -- 17.0 17.0 14.7
118 -- 12.10 12.10 17.8
I 119 -- 25.9 25.9 12.10
120 -- 16.5 16.5* 12.4
t 121 -- 5.7 5.7* 5.7
122 ...... * --
i 123 -- 6.3 6.3* 6.3
124 13.7 -- 13.7 3.2
! 125 13.4 3.2 16.6 4.0
126 3.6 -- 3.6 7.5
I TOTALS 40.7 106.4 147.1 106.4
Avg/Rev. 2.8 7.6 10.5 7.6
• Recorder activity inhibited because of storage capacity. _
i
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8.4, 3.2. 1 Results
The accumulative effects of orbital energy balance calculation_ are shown in Table 8.4-,0.
Accumulative battery charge and diacharge energy arc noted with the regttltant C/D ratio.
The C/D ratio dropa to a minimum of 1.03 during orbit 120 but roturna to an acceptable
level of 1.18 by the end of the tenth orbit cycle. During orbit 120, the batteries have
bus power rcaclms a maximum value of 164 wattn by orbit 120, and gradually drops to the
final figure of 155 watts by the end of the fourteenth orbit, This value is well below the
167 watt average calculated in paragraph 3.2 as representing the capability of a normally
oriented array at the 12 month design point.
Power profiles were d[_wfloped for eachorbit based on equipment power requirements as
noted in Table 8.4 _1 and equipment operation [t_ defined by mid,ion analy_l_.
'rABLI( 8.4:,,_i. DAY 9 ENERGY BAI,AN_E CALCULATION_
J
| Orbit Accumubttivo Aecumulativ,_ Aooumulattw._ Ae(mmulativ¢_ Maximum
No, Clmrg_; Dl_:hargo C/l) Average Do])(_)
t (AMP-MIN) (AMI)-MIN) Bus Power
317 1,10 + 128
:1 114 606 327 1, l0 + 124 6
115 963 550 1.10 + 129 6
iI 116 1306 861 1.10 + 139 8
1588 1.10 + 151 .......
118 1896 1622 1.10 + 156 18
119 2162 1954 1.10 159 17
2406 1.03 164
121 2744 2589 1.06 161 23 .:
I 122 3180 2754 1.10 + 161 20
3481 1.10 + 157
124 3809 3281 I.10 + 155 6
125 4127 3556 1.10 + 157 8 ',_a
126 4458 3774 1.10 + 155 6 ,,,
,_
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8.4, ,t PAYLOAD REGULATION AND CONVERSION REQUIREMENTS
Payload load requirements may be differentiated into orbital average, peak, and transient
requirements, and all three conditions have an influence on the power conversion and
L
regulating equipment design, (A more detailed power requirements description is contained '
in Volume II, Section 3 of this report. )
8.4.4.1 RBV Camera Requirements
The RBV cameras require an average of 155 watts of regulated power during each 25
second picture taking sequence, obtained from a 1fl3 watt requirement for 13.5 seconds
during the prepare cycle and a 146 watt requirement for 11.5 seconds during readout.
"_Vhen first starting a picture taking period, which may cmmist of several 25 second
nequcncen, the RBV cameras require a 30 ampere p_lse of de power to open the shutters. l
The transient occurs for 100 milliseconds and is followed by a 50 to 60 second warmup [
period during which 75 watts of power is required. Each 25 second sequence is initiated by
n 294: watt pt;lse which rapidly decays (90 me/microseconds) to the normal operating level
noted in Table 8.4-1. All RBV operations require power from a -26 volt regulated bus ["
except thn Initial shutter opening.
$
1_, 4.4, 2 Vtdoo Tape Recorders Requirements
The vide.o tape recorders require a regulated 250 walt pulse, each, for motor start up m
from an off condition, which decays to the nominal standby value of 35 watts within 4 I
8c_{_onds.
Changes from WBVTR standby to an operating mode require transient pulses, all regulated I
power, which decay to the nominal value within one second as noted below:
1. Record Mode I
Star,up from Standby 110 watl_
Steady State 83 wa_ts I
2. Dump Mode
Star,up from Standby 106 watts 'I
Steady State 76 watts I
3. Rewind Mode I
Startup from Standby 11_ watts
Steady State 30 watts
!
]
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8.4.4.3 Multtspectral Scanner Requirements
The Multlspectral Scanner for Earth Resources Technology Satellite A require_ _maverage
of 65 watts of -26 volt dc power during operation and the scanner for Earth Re_oarces
Technology Satellite B requires an average of 70 watts of regulated powe- _uring operation.
Table 8.4-7 is a tabulation of spacecraft power requirements. Housekeeping loads are
defined in detail in Table 8.4-1.I
8.4.4.4 Power Control Module
I The basic power control module, as designed for the Nimbus spacecraft, has a capability of
supplying a maximum of 490 watts for the -26 volt regulated bus. From Table 8.4-7 it can
i be seen that the maximum average power requirements of the Earth Resources TechnologySatellite spacecraft co ld exc ed this value if th recorder were operating at the same time
cameras and transmitter we_ _ functioning, and peak power requirements could reach a
i level of over 700 watts exclusive of transients.
In order to provide the required regulated power, the proposed Earth Resources Technology
i Satellite power subsystem uses two pair_ of redundant PWM regulators, contained in twoidentical po er control odule boxes.
i TABLE 8.4-7. SPACECRAFT POWER REQUIREMENTS
Power (Watts)
I Average _Peak Transient/DurationWatts - Sec. ...._
I Housekeeping, Total 96.5 183. 7Attitude Sensor 1.6 1.6
I ";VBTransmitters (2) 125 125WBVTR (2) Start-Up 250/4 each
Standby 70 70
t Record 166 166 llO/1 eachI_mp 152 152 106/1 each
Rewind 60 60 115/1 each
| RBV Shutter Open 780/. 10 (30 amps)
Operate 155 163 294 (90 ma/_sec. )
_,ISS Operate 65/70 IA/B I 65/70 --
TOTAL, Maximum 609/614(A/B) 704/709 --
I
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8.4.4.5 Payload Regulator Module
Because of the transient power spikes, it was decided to effectively is61ate the WBVTR's
and RBV camera and put them on a separate regulated bus. The box housing these regu-
lators is called the Payload Regulator Module. Splitting th_ power requirement_ in this
manner, 288/293 watts o_ average power (375/380 watt_ peak) are provided by the regu-
lated bus from the PCM and 321 watts of average power (329 watts peak) are provided by
the PRM regulated bus, In addition, th_ PRM may be switched off by command to the .
power switchIng module when not required and save the standby power losses.
The 30 ampere pulse required for shutter operation of the I_BV cameras is taken directly
from the batteries and so is isolated from other spacecraft loads. WBVTR motor start_p "
imposes another transient on the power subsystem, but this is isolated from other sub-
systems since it comes off the regulated bus In the PRM. The maximum load condition
that could occur at WBVTR startup is if the RBV is in the peak power mode. At this
time a maximum of 413 watts would be ptmah_g through the PWM regttlater in the payload
regulator module. The 250 watt VTR motor starting load decays to 35 watts within 4 i_
st_oonds so by the simple expediency of permitting a 4 second time delay between startup t
of the two VTRts a regulator overload condition can be avoided.
"1Startap transients for various modes of recorder activity from the ._tandby mode, even
if both WBVTR's should operate together would not exceed the 250 watt load experienced
on motor startup and therefore represents a safe condition for the PRM regulator. A |
condition which must be avoided, however, is starting the RBV cmnera, with the atten- t
dant 294 watt pulse, at the same tiine the WBVTR's are starting operation in one of the
active modes. This condition will never occur because separate commands are given to the | ,
WBVTR and RBV components and commands will not be programmed at intervals more |
frequent than one per second. WBVTR startup transients decay to nominal operating
values in one second, except for motor startup, and the RBV transient decays in much _
less than one second. | _
8.4.4.6 Battery Beconditioning [ ;v
Nickel cadmium storage cells are subject to a phenomenon that has become known as
memory, effect. This is defined by Milner and Thomas * as follows: "The effects of |
previous history are also seen in partial cycles, where repe_tlve treatment eventually 1
modifies the charge-discharge behaviour so that it approaches that which would be ob-
served at an electrode whose capacity is equal to the fraction of the total capacity being _
cycled, although the remainder of the capacity is available at lower potentials than nor ....
t
mal. In cells, this is known as the 'memory' effect, and in all cases it is wiped out by
complete cycles. " i i ;
Theoretically, this effect can be explained by the fact that the chemical changes occurring
at the electrodes are changes in solid phases and therefore proceed at very slow rates. !_ _
Repetitive cycling slowly converts the crystalline structure and the state of hydration J
of the nickel oxide in the positive plate to a semistable form with limited capacity.
"T
• Milner, P.C. and Thomas, IT. B., "The Nickel Cadmimn Cell," Advances ill Electro- l!
chemistry and Electrochemical Engineering, eel. 5, interscience Publishers, 1967.
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Cycling test programs performed on nickel cadmium cells for the many space programs
and tests performed by the Naval Quality Evaluation Laboratory all show some degree
of memory effect, although it is often difficult to say what portiov of me cell voltage deg-
_dation t_ due to memory effect and what portion is a permanent degradation due to
plate and separator aging.
It has become very clear, however, that the cell temperature is critical. On Figure 8.4-16
there are results from a 3000-cycle test performed at 0° C, 25°C and 35 ° C. It is diffi-
cult to say what portion of the decline in average cfell voltage is due to memory effect, but
it is obvious that there is a very significant difference between the 35°C temperature and
the 25_C temperature. The data shown in Figure 8.4-16 is typical.
On space missions such as ERTS, it is to be expected that there will be some memory
effect in the nickel cadmium batteries. The ERTS Nimbus power system and spacecraft,
however, arc designed to keep the battery temperature nominally at 25°C and ther_fore,
as indicated in Figure 8.4-16, there is a minimal effect. For the ERTS mission, the
battery temperature will be maintained nominally at 20 ° C and, in addition, the depth
of discharge will be of a much more random nature, varying from perhaps 8 to 29 per-
cent over a 24-hour period. This random depth of discharge will minimize the memory
effect for ERTS.
The effect of reconditioning nickel-
cadmium batteries has been found to be
temporary when the cells are deep dis-
charged and then recharged and over-
charged. To produce a permanent re-onditioning, it is n cessary to individu-
ally discharge the ','.'tckel-cadmium cells
t to zero voltage. This procedure must beperfo med at least twice with a low rate
recharge after each discharge. The
equipment and time requirements makethis type of reconditioning impractical in ,, _
orbit and are believed unnecessary for _,
i ERTS. _,_ , /-_c
8.4.4.7 Summary _ " ____.. -
td! "q NOt[.I[ LI _-- *4AMP-HRThe power conditioning and regulating _ .+E.,c..Lc.o.,UMCE_LS
system proposed for ERTS is a completely ,.o- *,,%o(,, o, o*SC.A.,E
I redundant system, employing duplicate -..*..,..v.c_L,_,w,...o
L_£CONOITIONING
undant PWM regulators in the Power o, t I I t I ; ,.I000 I_0¢ 2000 2500 3000
Control and Payload Regulator Modules. c,cL,,
t This feature avoids overload conditionsand provides is lation to other spacecraft
subsystems from payload power spikes _nd Figure 8.4-16. Average End-of Discharge
[ transients. Cell Voltage Vs. Cycle
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SECTION 9
E LECTRICAL INTEGRATION
9.1 INTRODUCTION
The spacecraft electrical integration subsystem includes the distribution harness and the
following components: Preflight Disconnect, Power Switching Module, Electromagnetic
interface considerations are also discus_ed as part of this subsystem.
9.2 REQUIREMENTS & FUNCTIONS
The Harness provides the electrical interfaces between the payload sensors and all space--
craft components. It is a critical element in the performance of the communications
subsystems and also in the minimization of interference between components. The functions
of the Harness Subsystem include the following:
1. Provides signal interconnections between spacecraft service vubsystems and
i payload sensors
2. Distribation of regulated and tmrogttlated power
i 3. Collection of telemetry data
I 4. Distribution of commands$
5. Provides ground reference for all components
The primary design requirements established for the harness are as follows:
I 1. To provide accessibility to all components during test while the vehicle is in anoperating mode
!
I 2. To minimize the noise radiated from and the noise picked up by the harness
3. To limit the voltage drop in the power harness to 1 percent of the supply voltage
4. To provide an adequate transfer function for all signals
5. To provide selective redundancy for critical vehicle functions
6. To minimize subsystem weight
7. To minimize the magnetic moment of the harness
9-1
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Design features of the Harness which will attain these requirements are as follows:
I
1. The component accessibility achieved through Judicious harness routing in the I
component area
I
2. Requirements for shielding, shield termination, and routing of harness have _ ,+
been specified. Critical signals are run as twisted lines or coaxial cables
r'
, 3. Wire gauge for each power line and return will be sized to limit the IR drop to
less than 1 percent
4. Minimization of harness weight will be a key factor in the design of the Telemetry
and Command Subsystem Harnesses and in the design of the Power Subsystem
harness
5. The selection of non_.aguetic connectors and the twisting of the Power Distribution
wires will minimize the contribution of the harness to the magnetic moment of the
spacecraft
9.3 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTION i
9.3.1 HARNESS
Physically, the harness divides into ,Sensory Ring Harness, top and bottom, to include both
the spacecraft and sensor subsystem segments, and the Attitude Controls Interface Harness, °
routed up the struts, and the Adapter Harness ....
The major portion of the harness is located at the top of the sensory _ng with inter- ........_
connections to the bottom loac_d sensor equipment being routed down through the cross-
beam area Just inboard of the modules. Connector breakouts to the sensory ring modules #'
are routed along the castings between the modules to facilitate installation and removal
of modules. The Solar Array and Attitude Control Subsystem interface segments are
routed and clamped external to the truss tubes. See Figure 9-1.
Functionally, the harness can be segmented as follows: +
t
I. Power .'_+-
Separation i' _
+,
3. Command '"+_|.4. Telemetry ,_,
5. Thermal I
6. Communication I
7. Sensor (RBV, MSS)
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! Figure 9-1. Electrical Integration Subsystem
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Each of the functional harnesses was analyzed for signal level and frequency content to
determine shielding and routing requirements to minimize electromagnetic interference. 1When harnes separatio for EMI p rposes is impractical du t physical spac limitations,
the harness segments will be individually shielded for maximum isolation. The functional
harness segments will be segmented to facilitate fabrication, test, and installation. I
Table 9-1 _hows a summary of the major harness segments, including an approximation of
the number of connectors. The estimated weight of the harness subsystem is 135 pounds. IThe major p rtion of the weight data is derived from actual Nimbus data thus offering
more accuracy to the estimate.
Table 9-1. Harness Summary I
Number of Harness* ISegments Number of Connectors**
Power & Separation 18 114 I
Command 8 57
PCM 19 118 !
Thermal 6 6 I
Power Switching Module
(SwitchedPwr & Signals) 1 20 I ,
DCR 2 4 I
WB 12 33
NB 12 33 I
RBV 9 27 I
MSS 2 6
Adapter 7 18 I
Total 96 436 I
* Includes 31 coaxial segments I
** Includes intra subsystem interface connectors
]
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9.3.2 POWER SWITCHING MODUI,E
The power switching module is the interface between power, spacecraft loads, and command
subsystems. The major function_ are to provide power and signal switching, load fault
protection, and to provide voltage dropping resistors for limiting the unregulated voltage
applied to the orbit adjust solenoid valves. Telemetry circuits are necessary to indicate
switch position, pyre firing events, and system bus voltages.
The pyre firing relays and small signal relays are assembled in separate RF compartments_
Fuses and telemetry circuits are mounted on circuit boards. Power command and telemetry
circuits are electrically isolated.
The regulator module is 13 by 13 by 3-3/4 inches, and is designed for mounting on the
ERTS sensory ring cross beam, where its central location will optimize the interconnecting
harness, which interfaces with all major subsystems.
9.3.3 PREFLIGHT DISCONNECT COMPONENT
The Preflight Disconnect component provides for remote disconnect of power and monitor
t circuits (required during the pre-lannch phase only) between the adapter and spacecraftprior to launch. Demating prior to launch eliminates the requirement for an umbilical
quick-pull type disconnect which would be demated at separation of the shroud or adapter,
I in flight, thus enhancing the overall reliability of the separation sequence.
The preflight disconnect is a motor driven plug which mounts in the adapter, and the
I associated receptacle is spring moun_d on its base to permit movement in the event of
slight misalignment during mating. The plug can be remotely mated to or demated to make
or break connections to the associated ground equipment.
!
!
I
I
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SECTION 10
I INTEGRATION, TEST AND LAUNCIt SUPPORT
This section provides a summary of the ERTS test program, forming the basis for what will
I be the Integrated Test Plan for Phase D. The plan aescrtbes the tests to be completed in
the areas of:
I 1. Electronic parts tests
2. D_sign development tests such as:
I Breadboards of electronic components of new design
Development, evaluation tests of new components
I Structural development model
Thermal model - sensory ring center section
I, Antenna test model
Harness mockup
I 3. Qualificationtests
Component
Subsystem
4. Acceptance test of flight hardware
l' Component .,
Subsystems
I Spacecraft system
5. Prelaunch preparation
I The test plan cover_ the various levels of hardware assembly ranging from materials and
electronic parts, components, subsystems, and the spacecraft system level of assembly.
I The total program flow from system requirements to launch operation is shown in Figure10.0-1.
I The final subsection deals with the rationale for elimination of a prototype spacecraft on theERTS A/B Program. This information was previously reported in the Spacecraft System
Design Phase B/C Study Interim Report submitted 12 January 1970.
10.1 INTEGRATED TEST PLANNING
10.i.iPROGR I'ESTRZQ IREMES
The testplan is designed to meet therequirements of General Environmental Specification ii_
l S-320-G-1, Design Study Specification S-701-P-3 and ERTS WB System Spec SWq?7_0. A ,"_10-1
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summary of these requl: ements, and the method of implementing them is shown in Table
10.1-1, Spacecraft Test ._tequirements and in Table 10.1-2, Component Test Requirements.
General Electric proposes:
1. The elimination of the EaTS prototype spacecraft. Instead, the spacecraft
j qualification tests will be done with the following approach:
a. The structural test model, early after program go-ahead, will be used to
i| qualify the structure desi_, and to establish vibration levels and shocklevels at the individual component locations.
b. The functional performance characteristics of the spacecraft will be
_:_ evaluated using the Bench Integration Test equipment. This fully operational
test bed permits a thorough evaluation of component and subsystem
performance, and system interactions. There is the advantage that the
_I BIT testing can start early, using development hardware. For example,
the Attitude Control Subsystem functions can be provided for the EaTS
BIT by the use of the Nimbus D ACS, nearly identical in design to the! ERTS ACS. This test bed will be used to prove hat the components of
new design interface and function correctly with the rest of the spacecraft
system.
c. The Acceptance Test Program is structured so that the functional perform-
ante test of each flight spacecraft is evaluated in detail with extended opera-
tion, including operation under a thermal vacuum test cycle and vibration
_ t_st cycle. This approach, in which the flight acceptance cycle is very
similar to the qualification cycle, provides opportunity to evaluate EaTS
I vehicle performance and measure performance changes even without a
prototypeunit. ,_,
i d. There is a great amount of data on Nimbus performance characteristicsand capability gathered from prototype and flight spa craft performance
test and environmental tests over nine years of the program, and from
t three successful long duration flights. The design characteristics ofb_imbu are well understood. Since major elements of th EaTS space-
craft will be similar in design characteristics, much of the Nimbus data
i can be extrapolated to meet the EaTS qualification requirement. Thus,many features of EaTS d sign can be evaluated by analysis and comparison
of similarities. For example, the Nimbus spacecraft was subjected to
acceleration tests on a centrifuge. Factoring in differences in the structuredesign, this data will be used to determine that the EaTS spacecraft design
is qualified to the acceleration loads it will encounter during launch on
_i the Delta N.
2. It is proposed that the magnetic properties tests at the component and spacecraft
level be eliminated. The magnetic moments factor and its influence on the vehicle!! ,orbitalattitudeisunderstood. A magnetic moments compensation uetwork has _
been designed and will fly on Nimbus D. It is designed to provide a commandable
i degree of compensation for the spacecraft magnetic moments disturbance in
-4
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flight. This same equipment will be used for ERTS, making it unnecessary to
conduct the magnetic properties tests. II
Also, since there is no sensitive magnetometer on-l_ard the spacecraft, there
III
is no need for precise low-level magnetic field measurements and deperming
operations, i
3. The EMC tests have been simplified from a full scale test over wide frequency
ranges to an c,perational type test where searches are made for transient and _!
noise problem_ with the spacecraft system operating in an anechoic chamber. |
During these tests, the spacecraft is operated in normal flight-type sequences
and monitored closely for malfunctions caused by spacecraft generated noise II
and transients. The spacecraft is also subjected to selected bands of radiated II
RF energy. These tents provide evidence that the spacecraft is not generating
signals or transients which will degrade its operation, and that it will not mal- i
function under the eenditioas of radiation it is expected to encounter. Thi_ teat II
is less than the full scale investigation including susceptibility, conducted,
radiated interference over a broad frequency spectrum described in fl-320~G-], I
RI
The method of implementing the oth___rrequirements is shown in the Requirements
Charts, Table 10, 1-1 and Table 10.1-2. i
II
I0.1.2 TEST PIIILOSOPHY
The General Electric test approach for the ERTS ProgTam is based upon the _roposition _
that on-orbit failures in the spacecraft can be eliminated by the following program approach:
1. Failure prevention by thorough well-through-out design, using flight proven hard-
ware and good desiga techniques.
2. Failure prevention by placing emphasis on careful workmanship by skilled, ]
trained, experienced craftsmen, and thorough, effective quality assurance mea- _ _
sures.
J,
3. Failure protection by incorporation of effective redundant and backup operational
mode capability.
4. Failure removal by thorough and extended testing. 1
General Electric places heavy emphasis on a comp, vnensive functional performance and
environmental test program to discover performance deficiencies. The test program planned ]
for the ERTS program is similar to those successfully implemented on Nimbus and classified f
Air Force programs. The ERTS test program is based on test experience that shows that
failures and defects can be found and corrected by means of an extensive ground _est program,
and that improved failure-free on-orbit operation will resuJt. General Electric places
!
strong e,nphasis on a comprehensive functional performance and environmental test program '
to uncover inadequacies in the design and deficiencies in materials and workmanship.
These tests are conducted on progressively higher levels of assembly -- the "building block J
approach". !
Screening tests are performed at the piece-part and basic material level, followed bY tests |
on the c_mponents, the subsystem as feasible, then the completed spacecraft. For hardware
,10-10 _;
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of a new design, development testa are performed to evaluate the design and establish the
design limits; qualification testa are performed to demonstrate that the design meets the
I specifications and requirements. Acceptance testa are performed on all the units intended
m
for flight application or ibr flight spare use.
I I0.1.3 TEST APPROACH
The test approach shows General El¢_etric knows and understands the ERTS program and the ."
I program requirements of Specs S-320-G-1 anti S-701-P-3 and can implement them in an
' effective, economical manner.
The teat objective is to demonstrate that reliable ERTS spacecraft haveprogram long-lifo
boon built and that they meet program requirements and _pocifications, The test program
has boon tailored ta a design approach of using available off-the-shelf hardware, with knowne
[ characteristics oatn.bllshed by successful flight qualification, or by ground t_st under similar
application conditions and environmental conditions. The objectives of this program approach
are to:
1. Improve tile probability of tmccossful flight
2. Accomplish the program on schedule
3. Complete thetestprogram economically
i The General Electric test approach on the ERTS program features the following:
i! 1. Emphasis is placed on extended operation of the spacecraft under environmental
_! stresses as thermal-vacumn exposure, and vibration. During these tests, the
spacecraft is operational. Functional performance characteristics are measured
before environmental test, after environmental test, and during the exposure as
appropriate. Each flight spacecraft is subjected to these tests. This test ap-
proach results in each component being operated through its expected functional
sequences and the back-up or redundant modes, a significant number of times,
i but not approaching its life cycle capability.
2. The ERTS test approach far flight hardware features testing at each progressive
level of assembly -- the "building block" approach. Materials are accepted and
certified; electronic parts are screened for performance characteristics, then
"burned-in" under load by extended tests under conditions such as elevated
temperatures.
Components are subjected to,acceptance tests which include:
!i a. Functional operation (including leakage and mechanical operation, as
applicable)
b. Vibration test
c. Functional operation
10-11
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U
d. Thermal vacuum test (including functional operation during tout)
a, Functional operation I
u
lleavy emphasis Is placed on component tenting because functional charac-
teristics are readily measured and performance determined. Defects are m
more easily detected and repairs can be made at minimum cost and n
minimum schedule impact,
Testing at the subsystem level of assembly in Judiciously applied on certain sub.- II
systems which: |
a, Require unique performance parameters veeifled and where it would not
be practical to verify thane parameters wi;h the entire spacecraft. I
b. Require highly quantities measurements to be made that would eompllealx_
and increase the cost of 01e system AGE, t
11
e. tlequlr_, interfae_ vet!ricer!finS that are best Imrlhrnmd on a lowm, lewd
of test.
For example, _poclaliz_,dtoHt_willbe made on the AttitudeControl Svbsy_t_m I
m
and the {)rbitAdjust flubsystom. Those subsystems are packaged In testable
subassemblies, and moanlngful testswhich requlro spoclalsetups and sptmlal m
equipment can be completed. I
The final tests are performed on the spacecraft level of assembly. The space-
craftisfullyconfiguredand most r_presentatlveof orbitalflight.System inter- m
actionsand totalspacecraftperformance is measured under ambient conditions, l
under vibrationloads and for a relativelylong periodunder thermal vacuum
conditions similar to orbit environment.
m3. Continuity of test is emphasized; it is an iutegrated test program. System per- ......
formance is evaluated at all levels of assembly, and the data and results are i
fed back and used in evaluating the results from the downstream, higher level of
assembly tests. m
Similarly,as isshown in Figure 10.0-1, the testprogram evolves through the n
logicalstepsof: |
a. Development testand evaluation
m
b. Qualification test
c. Acceptance test lib
The results of the development tests are used to establish the design, evaluate i
the design characteristics, and to determine design limits, and to provide
confidence that the design can meet qualification requirements. From the t
design/development tests, there results not only the workable spacecraft unit _
design, but the test procedures to be used on prime quality units are developed
and checked out, and the test equipment is debugged. Also, operator skill
and understandiug of the test article and test equipment is achieved so he can |
do an effective Job on the qualification and flight units.
!
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The data from qualification tests and acceptance tents is fed into the teat data
file -- available for use in h'*or testing, or for support of on-orbit operations
I or investigations. 'rhc integration of the data flow and test experience
across
the program Is pictured in Figure 10. l -1.
I 4. The General Electric ERTS teat approach 0rovides that continuity of testexperience will be carried over from factory integration and test to launch site
operations. Key people from the factory test team will accompany the npaee.-
I craft and direct and support the General Electric operations at the launch site.
Aa feasible, the same system tent procedures, quality assurance standards, and
i lnstructlon_ will be used at the launch _lte. Also, similar test equipment willbe used, and as many of the computer plogtam.._, an feasible.
5. The test program aS based upon thtJ requirement to use available, fligl, t proven,
l off-thr_.-shelf untt_ in the dot_lgn st the _pacecraft. Thu_ the need for eompon¢,ntdevelopment starting with breadboard teats and engMeoring evaluation tent. ls
nearly eliminated. Through the use of ltoms already qualified by s_eeessful
] flight, or by gJeu,;d toot to appropriate test levels the qualll'loatton '_st program
I
is greatly roduotld. "this approach,.,! is con.latent with the need for an early flight,
• and a short dowlopmont/tost cycle and an effective, but economical program.
:il O. The EItT_ _ost progra, a is ,losig_lod to acconll)lish the teat objectives and meet
the program roouire',,mnts without a now prototype spacecraft for qualification.
1 7. Any spare units will be built to prime quality a_s,!_rance requirements and will
meet the same quality requirements as flight u:li_,s.
I r .... _ WICIUND r_'tlT .-_- .....................
I I ' "'T"' 1 "
L !
I I I i r ' --I OE$1QN AND _I I I I t CHANOE__j I r------"-----_
I I I I I _'1 o_,o,, I
I:1 1 1 1 A oo._,.,..,o. _-J II I >,
I Ir-........ ' ,11 rears P----1I I _.___.a___._ ._
I I L__.I -,o., r----" I
I Figure I0.1-1. Test Flow Design _,_|
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110.1.4 SCHEDULE
The schedule for the planned test activities has been integrated with the EaTS Program D
Master Schedule, and is summarized in Figure 10.1-2. Scribe oi the key features of the
i
schedule which affect the test program are the following: B
1. Several activities must start shortly after program go-ahead. The structural
development model testing must start early. Gbviously the deslgn of the structure
to the spacecraft design. The data from the dynamic test is needed to His basic
define the dynamic input to the individual component considering their location
i
in the spacecraft. a
Tests of the Thermal Model - Sensory Ring Center Section must also begin early
because the results of these tests influence the thermal interfaces with the
experiment sensors. Any changes from calculated thermal e.nditlons must be |
fed back to the seasor contractors rapidly. |
2. The design and the breadboard evaluation of the new components used in the n
Communication and Data Handling Subsystems is critical. A relatively long I
period of time has been allocated to purchase the new units. As soon as they
are available, the evaluation tests and the qualification tests must be completed
rapidly. The BIT subsystem integration tests will have been started, and these [
tests will go on in parallel with the C and DH new component qualification tests.
3. Design and fabrication of the BIT must start early. This can be done since the [
design is similar to the equipment used for Nimbus and much of the development !
hardware is available.
|
4. All tests, including the Orbit Adjust Subsystem can be completed before the [ ,:
spacecraft is mated and started through spacecraft level tests.
5. Based on the present launch schedule of one spacecraft per year, there is no over- I
lap of the test crews or test activities between EaTS A and EaTS B.
6. The schedule shows that the BIT equipment is available to allow back-up test I
capability for solving problems encountered during systems test, thus helping I
maintain planned schedule.
7. The spacecraft system tests are scheduled on the basis of a two-shift per day I
operation, and allows flexibility in solving test problems and other contingencies f
by adding a third shift. i
8. The spacecraft integration and test cycle is predicated on the payload sensors I
being through Bench Acceptance Test and ready for integration into the space-
craft during the subsystem assembly activities. With some sacrifice in i
assembly and test efficiency, a !.ate sensor package could be installed into the l
spacecraft _uring the sensory ring electrical integration and compatibility
operations. Later, delivery would involve rework and retest.
10 -14
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10.2.1 PARTS TESTING
10.2.1.1 Screening Tests
: The test program that will be used for ERTS electrical, electronic, and eleetromechantcal
parts will provide verification tha_ the parts meet quality standards and have the stability
required by the mission. Screening tests will be performed on a 100 percent basis to
eliminate parts that are defective or deviate from normal. The tests which apply to any
particular part will be specified, by the part specification based on individual part
characteristics.
1. Carbon Composition Resistors Visual inspection
DC Resistance
Noise
2. Film Resistors Resistance
Temperature Cycling
Power Burn-In for 100 hours
3. Wirewound Resistors Resistance
Temperature Cycling
Power Burn-In for 100 hours
4. Solid Tantalum Capacitors Capacitance
Temperature Cycling ::,
Power Burn-In for 96 hours
5. Ceramic Capacitors Electrical Characteristics ° "'
Temperature Cycling
Voltage Conditioning
6. Glass Capacitors Electrical Characteristics
Voltage Conditioning
7. Inductive Devices Electrical Characteristics
Thermal Shock
High Temperature Bake
8. Relays Electrical Characteristics
Vibration
X-ray
Run-In (5000 operation contact miss test)
Seal test i
10-17 :
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9. Transistors High Temperature Storage /
Thermal Shock l
Back Bias Bake (PNP Types Only) I 1
Acceleration . /
Seal Tests 1!Electrical Characteristics [
Power _urn.-In (168 hours) 1
Electrical Characteristics /I10. Diodes High Temperature Storage /
Thermal Shock /
Seal Tests lI
Electrical Characteristics [
Power Burn In (168 hours) 1
Electrical Characteristics I 1
11. Integrated Circuits Pre Cap Inspection [
Stabilization Bake |ITemperature Cycling l
Acceleration ]
Seal Tests ]]Electrical Characteristics ]
. Power Burn-In (168 hours) [
Electrical Characteristics I l
10.2.1.2 Qualification Testing i]
Spacecraft components will be designed from approved parts, as listed on PPL-10. No ] i [t
qualification of new part types is expected. ...._ [
I lThe Parts Selection and Test Plan is covered more fully in Volume HI of the Final Report. [
J
10.2.2 DEVELOPMENT TESTS [t /
The ERTS spacecraft will be designed and built from flight-proven, available equipment; |
therefore, the development and design qualification program is relatively simple and short. [IThe following is a summary of the development tests to be performed. I|
10.2.2.1 Subsystem and Component Development Tests ] : 1
10.2.2.1.1 Structural-Thermal Development i Ii
The Structural Development Test Model will be built early in the program to evaluate I
structural characteristics of the spacecraft and to provide structural design information to _,ii
the component/subsystem designers. The Structural Development Test Model will be sub- _iIJected to vibration tests. Test inputs will be designed to provide dynamic response charac- !
tertstics of the structure. Also, dynamic inputs at the component installation locations
will be measured and this information provided for component design. Initial low level
I0-18 I
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tests will provide dynamic response characteristics. Then tests will be conducted with
, vibration level inputs high enough to qualify the structure for ERTS flights with launch by
I the Delta-N launch vochicle. Shock tests and alignment re-chocks will be made. The
Structural Dynamic Test Model will be used to verify mechanical fit and compatibility with
the Orbit Adjust Subsystem. It will establish the interfaces and compatibility with the flight
i_I adapter, the S/C handling equipment, the vibration and thermal vacuum test fixtures, and
the alignment and mass properties fixtures.
_i The thermal model of the sensory rtng center section will be used to define and measure the
temperature interfaces to the center section mounted ERTS new components and sensors In
ii the sensory ring, as well as to ,_e;ine the size and configuration of the requt_'ed radiatorplate. Table 10.2-1 present a summary of the spacecraft structural and th rmal tests.
'i 10.2.2. _. 2 Attitude Control
Minor development tests are required on the ACS subsystem. The design is that flown on
t Nimbus. The same components will be used, The magnetic moment compensating networkplanned for ERTS is being developed presently and will be flown on Nimbus D. The Control
Logic Box will be repackagod. A pro-qualification test will establish that the repackaged
t unit is ready for qualification test.
10.2.2.1.3 Electrical Power
I No development tests are required for the electrical power network. Present design and
components used in Nimbus design will be used.
10.2.2.1.4 Electrical integration .......
! Harness Development. Harnesses for the ERTS spacecraft sensory ring will be developed
on the harness mock-up. Dummy components of the correct configuration, with correct
connector placement and orientation are installed in the mockup structure in locations
simulating true mounting in the spacecraft. The harness is fabricated to fit the optimumrouting develop d sing the mockup. Harness routing, wire lengths, mounting loca ions
of harness tie-downs are determined from the mockup. Harnesses developed on these
ii mock-ups are used as a template to build harnesses boards for the flight spacecraft
harnesses.
The harness for the Attitude Control Subsystem will be used as designed for Nimbus with5
! only minor changes. No further development is required, i!!
!| Power Switching Module. A new component will be designed to perfor, n the power switch-
i trig function. An evaluation test consisting of verification of functional performance in- ,_
cluding design limits will be completed. The new component will be evaluated for compati- ,ii
bflity with the spacecraft system interfaces in the Bench Integration Tests. The Power
I Switching Module will be qualified for ERTS application. Vibration test and thermal vacuum _
qualification tests are required. _"
10-19 _
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10.2.2.1.5 Orbit Adjust Subsystem
I The Orbit Adjust Subsystem (OAS) will be built from off-the-shelf hardwaro_ a minimum
number of development tests will be required. Development tests will be conducted to
11 prove tile lifo cycle capability of the tank and the capability to expel the propellant (see
I Figure 10.2-1). The tank will then be subjected to burst pressure test. The structural
mounting of the OA8 propellant tank will be sobJooted to a vibration test to prove the den
: ] sign. Development test of the new bladder material, Ethylene Propylene Rubber, in the
!| propellant tank will be completed by the OA_ contractor,
i 10.2.2.1. fl Communications and Data Handling
The Commtmteations nnd Data Itandling subsystems will be oonstruetod from off-,the_-shelf
c_,ompenents developed and used on other programs. For soma components, repackaging
_._ to meet EaTS applleation or installation configurations will be necessary. The now eom,-
pononts inelnde the following:
:! 1. Narrow Band Equipment
VIIF TransmitterCMD lioceivers
CMD h_togrator Unit
USB Equipment
• Transmitter
• Receiver _"
i!
i_ • Diplexer
Pre-Mod Processor ,_
, PCM Tape Recorder
_ 2. Wide Band Equipment
Diplexer
: Power Amplifier ,:_!,
Modulator
Conditioner Box _
The hardware flow for these units is shown in Figure 10.2-2.
For hardware, where no design changes are planned, no development tests will be required.
i , , ,. k,
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PROPELLANT TANK
.......H _HTANK AI_SY l v CYCLE LIFE EXPULSIONACCEPT EFFICIENCY(BLAnDER-TEST)
BURBT IN_IPECTION I
i ......
ORBIT ADJUST STRUCTURAL MODEL I
!
n ttq '°"-'"'VISUAL VIBRATION INSPECTIONI
Figure 10.2-1. Orbit Adjust Subsystem Development Program
i
H-----]/PURCHASE _I ENGINEERING BENC BENCH
OR .._ EVALUATION _ ACCEPTANCE _ INTEGRATION
FABRICATE TESTS TEST _ TESTSCOMPONENTS
I i ii i i, i
• FUNCTIONAL CHARAC- •FUN'gTIONAL TESTS • FUNCTIONAL TESTSOF
TERISTIC THE SUB-SYSTEMS
• OPERATIONWITH BOUND" eNARROWBANDDATA
ARY LIMIT INPUTS eWIDEBAND DATA
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• PRE-QUALIFICATION • SUBSYSTEM/SYSTEM
ENVIRONMENT TEST AS INTERFACES
ELE_;_TED TEMPERATURE, e ELECTRICAL POWER !
V!BRATIONoETC. • OTHER SUBSYSTEMS II
,
Figure 10.2-2. Communications and Dat_ l_Iandling Hardware Flow
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I The antenna model spacecraft will be fitted with the ring antennas. Simple simula-sensory
tion of the spacecraft components and ground plane sufficient to make antenna pattern
measurements will be provided. Antenna characteristics such as impedanc_ and VSWR
' will be measured, then antenna beam and measurements will be made at thepatterns gain
specified frequency of operation of the communication and data links. The model will be
used to assure that the spacecraft design allows sufficient view angles and clearances for
I the experiments and the antennas. The antenna measurements will be made at thepattern
GE Valley Forge/King of Prussia antenna range described in the Facilities Section.
I The command antenna performance will be evaluated using Nimbus Theequipment.
com_
mand antenna from Nimbus C Program will be installed in the Nimbus D antenna models.
Gain and impedance measurements will be made at the ERTS command frequency.
i q
10.2.2.1.8 Subsystem Functional Performance
l As the evaluation units and tested and theearly engineering
ape developed component per-
formance is met, this development hardware will be incorporated into the Bench Integra-
tion Test (BIT) set-up. Also, as existing proven design hardware becomes available, it will
[ be integrated into the BIT set-up. Before the first flight spacecraft goes into acceptance
test, the BIT will provide the capability to check interfaces between all the subsystems,
and spacecraft functional performance tests will be made. For this all-up test, the At-
titude Control Subsystem of Nimbus D prototype will be used as necessary. For investi-
gation of detail problems, only select components may be used rather than the whole ACS.
[ For example, in checking RF compatibility, past experience has been that, rather than use "the whole ACS with the sensory ring equipment, the same transient problems could be
simulated with only the momentum exhangers -- flywheels -- hooked up. The BIT tests will .....
provide an opportunity to check out electrical integration procedures and test equipmentbefore prime equipment is tested. It provides the opportunity to check out the ground sta-
tion equipment and system electrical test equipment and all associated computer programs
i and procedures.
10.2.2.1.9 Payload Integration
i_ The payload sensors are being developed under separate contracts, and will be supplied to
General Electric as GFE. The integration tests and tests of interface performance will be
t done on the Bench Integration Test setup.
10.2.3 COMPONENT QUALIFICATION TEST
ii! Qualification tests to the requirement_ of SVS 7739 will be performed on components which
are new in design and have not been qualified previously. The implementation of the com-
ponent qualification requirements is summarized in Figure 10.2-3.
I !
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FINAL WEIGHT FUNCTIONAL VIBRATIONINSPECTION PERFORMANCE TEST
'INCLUOE LEAK RATE •SINE
.FOR SEALED UNITI; •RANDOM
• , |
FUNCTIONAL ___ FUNCTIONAL
PERFOffMANCE ACCELERATION PERFORMANCE ICHECK AGAINST RECHKC;4 PERFORMANCE
PREVIOUf_ TE_TS
I .... " I
I
- VACUUM PERFORMANCE EM,C, ,
• VACUUM I x IO"s TORE RECHECK FOR DEFINED FOR
• TEMP, CYCLE FROM HIGH CHANGE INDIVIDUAL COMPONENT
TEMP.9DAysTO LOW APPROX,• , DEPEND8 ON
LOCATION ON SiC
Figure 10.2-3• Typical Component Qualification
I
The approach to component qualification to EBTS requirements is:
1. Off-the shelf available components will be reviewed for qualification status from [
previous applications. If previous tests and flight application are comparable,
and component performance was good, it will not be requalifled.
2. Redesigned components will be reviewed to determine the qualification status and
need for possible requaliflcation.
3. One of each new component design will be qualified•
4. Experiment qualification will be completed by the experiment contractor.
5. The unit to be qualified will be of "prime" quality, built to the same quality i
standards and quality control as flight units.
6. Parts for prime equipment construction are selected from the Approved Parts IList, PPL-10. Any new parts are qualified. _.
7. Tests to be conducted will include functional tests and environmental tests. A
functional test will be performed before, and after the environmental test to de- I
termine any change due to the exposure. The component will be operated during
the environmental exposure, as feasible. A typical qualification test sequence is
illustrated in Figure 10.2-3• I
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Many of the components planned for ERTS dc_it,;ri ha,re boon qualified by previous test and
successful flight in similar application. Components which are new and require qualiflca-
Im tlon arc listed in Table 10.2_2.
10.2.4 COMPONENT ACCEPTANCE TEST[
Acceptance tests are performed on each unit intended for flight application, flight: spare use,
or for qualification test. Acceptance tests demonstrate specification compliance and the
i_ capability of the unit to perform under the launch and on-orbit environmental levels. The
tests arc designed to provide assurance of high quality of operation without materially de-
i trotting from the useful life of the unit.
The acceptance test cycle will include environmental stresses not exceeding normal flight
levels. For subcontracted units, the acceptance test would normally be done at the sub-
contractor's facility where needed sp_ tel test facilities and trained specialists arei,
available.
I component processing cycle is in Figure 10.2-4. For componentsThe summarized the
which have been purch',lsed from the subcontractors, or have been received GFE, a func-
tional performance ch:'::::l¢will be made after the units have been received at GE. This will
assure that the units are functional before they are integrated into the spacecraft. _,
10.2.5 SUBSYSTEM ACCEPTANCE AND QUALIFICATION TESTS
Subsystem level tests will be performed where the subsystem t_i packaged and configured
i so that meaningful tests can be run. For example, acceptance tests will be run on theAttitude Control Subsystem and Acceptance and Qualification tesI:s will be performed on the
Orbit Adjust Subsystem. In both cases, they are configured as an integral deliverable unit :;:"'
with clearly defined functional and mechanical interfaces.
The Attitude Control Subsystem has been qualified by test and flight on the Nimbus program.
It will be used with no significant design changes; therefore, no qualification test is planned.The acceptance test of the ACE is shown as part of Figure 10.2-5, typical for each flight
unit.
I The Orbit Adjust subsystem will be qualification tested for ERTS requirements. This is
shown in Figure 10.2-6. The Orbit Adjust will be acceptance tested at the subcontractorts
site as an assembly, as shown in Figure 10.2-7, before it is integrated into the spacecraft
Functional characteristic tests of the Communications and Data Handling Subsystems will be
accomplishe i as part of the subsystem integration tests of the bench integration tests.Performance of the Electrical Power network will be evaluated as part of the subsystem
integration tests in the bench integration test. _.
!
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Figure 10.2-7. Orbit Adjust Subsystem Acceptance Test Plan
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i0.3 SYSTEMS INTEGRATION AND TEST N
10.3.1 REQUIREMENTS N
Requirements are:
1. Outline the Systems Integration and Test Plan I
2. Identify non-testable items in the All-up Configuration m
10.3.2 SUMMARY
10.3,2.1 Overall Plan I
The overallSystems Integrationand Test Schedule isshown in Flgur_ 10.3-J. As shown_ i _
the plan for ERTS is made up of three interrelated plans: U
1. Equipment Compatibility Tests
w
2. Bench Integration Tests
3. Flight Spacecraft Acceptance I
_v
The first two (i. e., Equipment Compatibility and BYI) are for the purpose of demonstrating
early system mechanical and electricalcompatibilityina timelymanner so thatincom- |
patibilltiescan be correctedbefore the startof the FlightProgram. !
Because ERTS-B will be identical to ERTS-A no such programs are planned for the second |
Flightunitas compatibilitieswillhave been demonstrated already. ! ,,
The systems test plan proposed is a result of detailed study of the ERTS requirements. It |
is in compliance with GSFC Environmental Specification S-320-G.-1 & S.-701-P-3 with
respect to the Flight Spacecraft Acceptance Test Cycle.
!
Because the ERTS spacecraft proposed is made up of ERTS unique subsystems, proven
Nimbus D equipment, and a modified Nimbus structure, many opportunities for achieving
economies in utilizing existing Nimbus designs, equipments and procedures are offered and |
fully exploited. Specifically, the plan capitalizes on these opportunities in the following !
areas:
Ii
i. BuildBench IntegrationTest Board identicalto Nimbus D. I
2. Share some low utilizationNimbus mechanical and electricalAGE. |
3. Buildmost of remaining electricaland mechanical AGE to modifiedNimbus |
designs.
mm
4. Many test requirements and procedures will be Nimbus documents revised for N
ERTS. _!
N
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I 5. All spacecraft handling procedures will be identical to Nimbus procedures, except
for handling of ERTS unique subsystems such as OAS, MSS, RBV, and WBVTR.
I 6. Software and Data Evaluation techniques will be similar to those developed for
Nimbus.
7. Test facilities, except for a separate Electrical Systems Test are thearea, same
as those used for Nimbus and the designs for installation of a Nimbus-type vehicle
in these facilities are in existence.
8, Personnel experienced in system test of a Nimbus-type spacecraft are available.
l The block diagram of Figure 10. fl--1 shows the interrelationship of the several phases of the
. Systems Test Plan and how optimum use is made of th_ Structural. Development Model and
Bench Integration to ensure complete compatibility and checkout of all spacecraft subsystems
i1 and supporting AGE before utilization with the Flight Spacecraft,
It should be empha_dzed that throughout the systems test cycle, after initial integration of
t all subsystc_ras, that the source of all data for performance evaluation is through the space-craR toh_metry system and the experiment data links to their respective test ground stations.
Ground station outputs, whether from the telemetry processor .,_ the exp_rimont video proc-
ossors, are used almost exclusivelyfor determining spacecraftperformance, thus completelyintegrating,debugging and verifyingcompatibilityof thisequipment as well as developing
operatingtechniquesand procedures for lateroperationaluse. After initialsubsystem
t integration, no hardwire connections will be made to the spacecraft, except those necessary
,_ for ground power, rf transmissionand inthose cases where specificsubsystem trouble-
shootingis required.Inadditiontoensuring complete dependence on ground stationequip,
I ment for evaluation,thisphilosophyalsoguarantees minimum disturbanceto spacecraftharnesses and connectorsonce they have been v_rifiedand mated. ,,....
The sequence of testing is identical to that of Nimbus vehicles for the last three programs
and that planned for at least the next two. This sequence, with thermal-vacuum occurring
before vibration is thoroughly proven and provides the advantages of less spacecraft handling
and fewer paddle installations with their associated deployment tests than the more common
test cycle of vibration before thermal-vacuum. The overall test schedule is thus reduced by
the planned sequence.
i] Three areas of system operation will not be tested during the acceptance test program:
I 1. Opening OAS pyre operated fuel valves. New valves would have to be brazed into
...._ the system ff this test were performed.
2. Pyre release of MSS covers. Cover over scanner is hermetically sealed. Re-moval of cover in earth environment could cause sensor contamination.
3. Hot firing of OAS. Pyre valves would have to be replaced.
I i!
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Although these functions will not be tested at a system level, they will be thoroughly tested
at the component and subsystem level by the suppliers. In addition, all pyre circuits will I
be tested several times using bridgewire simulators at the system level, $
10.3.2.2 Equipment Compatibility Tests i
i
Because it is undesirable from a safety standpoint as well as possible impact on flight
spacecraft schedules to use test support equipment for the first time on a flight spacecraft, a
, tests that demonstrate compatibility before the equipments designed use are necessary. $
Figure 10.3-2 shows the schedule of the various tests planned for determining corn- i
pattbility of insulation, AGE and test equipment with the ERTS spacecraft system. |
Although a specific schedule is shown for purposes of illustrating estimated elapsed times
for perf0rming these tests, it is not really necessary that they occur either in the sequence i
or at the-times shown. The only real requirement is that they are performed far enough in S
advance of the utilization of the hardware on or with the flight spacecraft that sufficient
time is avai,able for modification and retest if necessary prior to their flight use. i
m
This plan fully checks out all equipment that interfaces either electrically or mechanically
with the flight spacecraft and adapter during its intergration and test cycle and adequately i
demonstrates compatibility. m
10.3.2.3 Bench Integration Test (BIT) i
Experience has shown that the earlier in a program system compatibility testing begins the
less such problems and subsequent delays in the flight schedule will occur during flight i
integration and test. In addition, if these tests can be performed and problems determined _ ,,,_'_,
while flight hardware is in its fabrication stage, in most cases modifications to correct the
problem can be incorporated with no ir_lpact on the start of flight integration. !
I
The ERTS system Integration and Test Plan take_ full advantage of this concept by proposing
a complete program of Bench Integration Testing with Engineering Model hardware. This i
hardware is the very first available in the program and will allow the start of system in-
tegration at the beginning of February, 1971. Figure 10.3-3 shows the schedule for the
proposed sequence of tests during Bench Integration. Testing is planned for one shift per day, i
five days per week. The schedule shows much contingency time available in that it can be I
extended or expanded to multishift testing. Fabrication of a Bench Integration Test board
will begin immediately following contract go-ahead. The basic design is established, being _ _
identical to the Nimbus D design shown pictorially in Figure 10.3-4. Therefore, ordering I
of parts and actual construction of the board can begin immediately. The pacing item for _
total board preparation will be the definition of the spacecraft system harnesses, i
i
Because these system harnesses will be duplicated on the BIT board as to wiring size, type,
shielding, grouding, connectors and as closely as possible as to length, early definition is i
essential. Subsystem harnesses will be identical to the flight harnesses, but will not be J
built prime. The BIT board will duplicate the spacecraft electrically except for physical
configuration. I i
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Electrical integration and compatibility tests on the board will proceed much the same as I
integration and compatibility with the flight spacecraft. Power, Clock/Command and
'_elemetry subsystems will be electrically integrated first onto the board followed then, ][
in an orderly sequence, by all of the remaining spacecraft subsystems as shown on the
schedule. Because power, clock, telemetry, separation, thermal and attitude control are
essentiallythe same as for Nimbus D, itis anticipatedthat these subsystems willbe en-
gineeringand prototypeunitsalready inexistence.
Following integrationof allsubsystems a seriesof system testswillbe performed to check S
system electricalcompatibility.These willincludea testto operate each subsystem in all E
of itsuniquemodes while determiningthe effectof itsswitchingtransientson allother
spacecraftsubsys'_o)ns.In addition,standardtestsimulatedorbitswillbe developedthat
are reasonablesimulationsofactualoperatingmodes. These willhelp developoperating m
techniquesas well as demonstrate spacecraftelectricalcompatibility.
i
Finally,selectedcomponents and subsystems, whose operationwould be degraded by rf in-
ter:forence,willbe testedforRf susceptibilityfrom spacecraftgeneratedrf energy. This
will be accomplished by spraying the component or subsystem with an Rf probe powered by
the appropriate transmitter. In this manner, areas of susceptibility can be determined and U
appropriate corrective measures taken.
m
Throughout BIT, the testing will be accomplished using actual flight electrical AGE, test
gr_tmd stations and software. However, the flexibility exists to use alternate methods of
ground power and data processing and redaction should delivery of any of the aforementioned
equipments by delayed. For example, individual Bench Test Equipment (BTE) can be used •
for processing experiment outputs should their ground Qtations not be available.
"_'.summary, _he Bench Integration Test Progra_.n proposed for EaTS is very similar to _ _'
those conducted previously on both Nimbus B and Nimbus D with very satisfactory results,
and further, similar to those planned for the upcoming Nimbus E and F spacecraft. I
lC. _. 2.4 Flight Spacecraft Acceptance
The Flight Spacecraft Integration and Acceptance Teat schedule is shown in Figure 10.3-4.
The schedule, as shown is consistent with a planned March 1972 launch. It allows maximum
time for delivery of flight hardware. In addition, testing during Sensory Ring Electrical I
Integration and Compatibility is planned for one shift per day, five days per week which m
allows maximum contigel,cy time during this cr:ticai period to allow for retest and reintegra-
tion because of hardware problems encountered and late h_rdware deliveries. The remainder _ _
of the cycle is two shifts per day, five days per week, except for the Therrr.a_-Vacuum Test •
and tear-down which is three shifts per day, seven day's per week. Therefore, contingency i
time during thisportionof the cycle ismade up of the thirdshiftsand weekends. Times R
estimated for each individual test are consistent with previous experience for similar te_ts _ _
of Nimbus spacecraft.
!
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Sensory Ring Electricalh_togratlonand Compatibility- The cycle shows sixty(60)
shiftsof activitydevoted to initialelectricalintegrationand compatibilitytestingof the i
Sensory Ring. The sequence of thistestingwillbe similarto thatused during Bench In-
tegrationand itisanticipatedthatthe same procedures with minimum revisioncan b_ used.
During this test period, particular attention will be devoted to payload integration because this I
equipment and its supporting data handling equipment makes up the majority of the equipment I
not previously integrated into a spacecraft. Integration of the payload will encompass the
following specific tasks: I
, 1. No load interface checks of power, command and clock inputs I
2. Loaded measurements of power, command and clock inputs m
3. Unloaded and loaded measurements of telemetry outputs B
4. Measurement of current requirements for each operating mode i
5. Line voltage drops for all operating modes i
6. Current and voltage transients generated by all switching within the subsystem I
7. Measurement of noise fed back to the bus by all operating modes of the subsystem i
8. Operating check of all command functions
9. Complete functional test of subsystem utilizing GFE targets as stimulus and
evaluation of subsystem data as received over telemetry and video data communi-
cation links I
10. Compatibility testing whereby Sensory Ring is exercised in all operating modes
and experiment data is evaluated for degraded operation attributable to other m
subsystem operations. I q 4_ _
11. Compatibilitytestof experiment with itsgo/no-go targetsin the FlightAdapter
to determine proper field of view, alignment and adequacy of stimulation. I "
l12. Installation and fit check of insulation
The list of tasks given, with appropriate deletions or modification is appropriate to the i
integration of each subsystem.
m
10.3-6 is a detailed breakdown of the electrical integration and compatibility tests iFigure
of the Sensory Ring.
w
Controls E. L & C and Electrical Systems Test - Sensory Ring electrical integration g
and compatibility is followed by installation and electrical integration and compatibility of
m
the Attitude Control subsystem. This completes the major integration effort on the space- =.
craft and it is now complete except for insulation, antennas and solar paddles. At this point
the Electrical Systems Test which is a complete spacecraft functional test is performed.
This test provides baseline data against which the system will be evaluated throughout the n
remainder of the acceptance test cycle, i
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Spacecraft Alt_mnent _ Because insulation has not yet been permanently Installed,
spacecraft alignment is performed at this time. All critical components including RBV,
MSS, attitude sensor and attitude controls will be aligned by optical techniques. At this |
time, measurements only of the Orbit Adjust System position will be taken. Because the
OAS nozzle thrust axis must be aligned through the spacecraft center of gravity, this align.- i
ment cannot take place at this time because center of gravity determination has not yet been |
made. The OAS measurement will be used as a reference during the alignment following
the vibration test to determine if movement has occurred through vibration. At that time, i
the OAS nozzles will be properly aligned as data will then be available. |
R. F. Compatibility (orbital configuration) _ Spacecraft insulation and antennas are then i
installed and the spacecraft is suspended in the RF reflection free eavironment of the m
anechoic chamber for rf compatibility testing in orbital configuration. Orbital configura-
tion is simulated, except for the solar array which is not included because they cannot be
extended without mechanical support which would cause undoslreable RF reflections and B
pattern distortions. Previous tents on Nimbus spacecraft have demonstrated that the
absence of the solar array does not materially affect antenna tuning. RF tests include
antenna tuning and VSWR measurements, transmitter power, frequency and spectrum m
measurements, receiver threshold and susceptibility tests and simulated orbits to detect
degradationof payload performance under simulatedoperatingconditions. I
Thermal-Vacuum - The thermal-vacuum testisperformed next. This testwillcover
a 2-week period at a vacuum of 10-5 torr or less. Following a prescribed temperature/ Hi
time profile the spacecraft will be tested while structural temperatures are maintained at m
10 °, 25 o and 35 o for varying periods of time, and during the transition periods between
these plateaus. I
Figure 10.3-7 shows the planned temperature-time profile. Heating and cooling of the space-
craft will be accomplished with radiant heat sources (IR lamps) and the cold (liquid nitrogen n
cooled) chamber walls. A series of simulated orbits will be developed that will exercise l
the spacecraft in all modes, including redundant modes. These orbits will be performed
continuously, except during those periods of time when special tests, such as RBV and MSS
calibrations, controls functional and leak tests are performed. Figure 10.3-7 is coded to i
show when each type test will be performed during the thermal-vacutun tests. GFE targets
will be installed in the spacecraft mounting adapter to provide calibration stimulation for the i
RBV and MSS experiments as well as the attitude sensor. Leak tests of both the attitude m
controls cold gas system and the Orbit Adjust System tank will be performed. Although the
Orbit Adjust System cannot be hot-fired, the test installationw ill allow for testing of i
solenoid operation and flow through the engines by providing a pressurized gas to the test m
fitting of the subsystem. During the latter phase of the Thermal-Vacuum test, the series ,
of initial activation orbits that have been developed for actual activiation of the various space- i
craft subsystems after launch will be performed. These orbits will be modified if necessary
as a result of this test. (Personnel from the OCC who will be responsible for this activity
at launch will participate in these tests. ) Just before pump-down and immediately following n i_
vent-back a spacecraft functional test will be performed to determine spacecraft performance
degradation, if any, through thermal-vacuum.
|
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During pump.down of the chamber, the spacecraft will be operated in launch made. That is,
those subsystems thatmust be powered such as Power, Controls, Clock/Command, Ionly
Telemetry and Telemetry transmitterswillbe operated, Although the chamber pressure
m
decay willnotduplicateactuallaunch conditions,carefulobservationwillbe maintained for II
evidence of corona formation through the critical pressure range. In addition, restraints I
will be established, if necessary, for any hardware generating high voltages, concerning
m
when it may be turned on after reaching minimum pressure to allow for complete out-
gassing and
elimination of the danger of corona formation. II
Provisions will be made to prevent the MSS radiation cooler from cooling too fast and thus It
causing ice formation in the detector before it has completely outgassed. This will probably I
be accomplished by operating the coolers heated during this period. This precaution will
not be necessary if provisions are made in the Sensor for continuous purging of the instrument I
with an inert gas such as dry nitrogen during pump-down and stabilization, (An analysis of I
possible contamination of the MS_l f{ens(n" is included in the Appendix 7. A Section 7, Volume
11, of this study report). I
I
Epoxy Shln_Installatlol.l- Afto_ the Thermai.-Vaemm_ teat,the epoxy shim thatmust be
insiailciion-tlmflightadaptorfor preventingexcessivedistortionand resultantspring forces I
when the spacecraftismated and separationba_._dhlstallcdand torqued,willbe poured and I
allowed to cure, Itisnecessary thatthe flightspacecraftl_eused inthisoperationto produce
the exact fit requirud. Therefore, the spacecraft must sit on the adaptor for the 24-to-30- I
hour period required for shim curing. |
Weight and Balance - Mass properties tests are next performed to verify compliance •
with principal axes location specifications critical for predicting attitude control subsystem m
performance. These tests include spacecraft weight, location and product of inertia deter-
mination. I
They are conducted with the solar array off the spacecraft because of the necessity of spin-
ning the spacecraft up to 30 rpm on the Pelton Dynamic Balancing machine for product a
of inertia determinations. This could not be accomplished with the solar array installed |
and deployed, as they would have to be for meaningful data, because these determinations
are for flight conditions. Therefore, the effects of the solar array and its latching hardware I
is determined mmlytically. m
Past experience has shown such close agreement between moment of inertia calculated •
and empirical values that moments of inertia will be determined analytically rather than $
by test.
Paddle Deployment, Spring Determination and Antenna Tuning - Solar paddles will then I
be installed, folded, latched and torqued to get the spacecraft into launch configuration. ARer
a paddle deployment with live pyres to test the deployment mechanism, the paddles are
I
I
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1
rofolded and a spring determination test is performed to provide data for separation spring
I selection. This test consists merely of weighing the spacecraft and adapter and determiningthe center of gravity location t)f the spacraft in the pitch-roll plane.
I While springs for the adapter are being selected by computer analysis of the spring deter-mination test data and arc calibrated for adapter installation, the spacecraft antennas
will he tuned and VSWR measurements made in preparation for the lauhch configuration
RF compatibilityTest.
Interface Checks and Critical Dimensions _ After antenna tuning, separattc_n springs
i| have boon selected at_d calibrated and are ready for installation. The next two tests prepare
1
the adapter and install it to the spacecraft to put it into final configuration for the RF com-
patibility and Vibration Tests to follow.
I
First the Interface Check Test which locates the separation springs properly in the Flight
Adapter, measures their travel, mates the spacecraft to the adapter and measures the inter-
face gaps, if any, between the separation surfaces of the soacecrait and adapter, floats the
spacecraft on the separation springs and measures the distance between separation surfaces
to compute separation tumble rates and finally installs and torques the separation band and
setsthe separationswltchosand springs. The spacecraftisnow in launchconfiguration.
Criticaldimension measurements are then made by opticalmeasuring techniquestodetermine
if an adverse tolerance stackup during assembly of the system has produced out-of-spec
measurements at certain critical, low-clearance areas in which the spacecraft/adapter/
shroud dynamic envelope is at a minimum. These areas will be defined as a result of inter-
i_ face studieswith the launchvehiclecontractor.
RF Compatibility(Launch Configuration)- The launch configurationRF compatibility
ii Test is then performed with the _.pacecraft/adapter assembly sitting on a metal plate to
simulate the SACS Ring interface ann located in the Systemu Test area. This configuration
simulates the highly rf reflective environment of the gantry. Tests are performed to verify
i! th_ RF peribrmance of the adapter reradiators, demonstrate adequate margins in receiver
performance and to determine if the gantry environment will seriously degrade open-air
transmitted data.
Vibration - The spacecraft vibration ac,_eptance test will then be performed. This test
will consist of vibrating the spacecraft to the acceptance test levels, both sine and random,
!i_ defined in GSFC Environmental Specification S-701-P-3 for the Delta launch vehicle. How-
ever, in line with current practices in this area sine vibration above 200 Hz will be deleted
and replacedby a separation pyre test. This test produces a more realistic duplication of the _
,ihigh frequency, high g load, narrow band-width vibration produced by the various shock _+
loadings on the spacecraft during launch, ascent, orbit injection and separation. The test is
j| performed by firing the separation pyres and cutting the separation band bolts with the _;spacecraft sitting on the adapter. After the separation pyre test, a test will be performed to
verify that the pyre firing circuits for the MSS covers and the OAS pyre-actuated values
i work properly by firing bridgewire simulators in these circuits, An evaluation of
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currently available on Thor/Delta launch vehicle shock bpectra and recent separation tests l
performed on Nimbus vehicles shows the pyre shock to be the most severe of the shock
loadings. During vibration and the pyre shock test, the spacecraft will be in launch con,_ig,.,r- •
ation with all pyres installed and propellant tanks charged to full weight. A simulated |
fuel, duplicating the weight, will be used in the Orbit Adjust System propellant tank. The
spacecraft will be operated on battery power for this test as during actual launch. B ore In
the vibration test and following each axis shake an abbreviated electrical performance test i
(go/no-go) will be performed to ensure that the spacecraft has not suffered degradation dur-
ing the test. In addition, complete visual inspections are conducted as well as a chip and •
crack inspection of the solar array at the end of vibration. I
Paddle Deployment & Illumination- Followingvibrationand pyre shock a solararray de.- •
ployment with livepyres willagain be performed todemonstrate thatthevibrationenviron- |
ment did not adversely affectthe deployment mechansim. The spacecraftwillthen be moved
to the Space Environmental Simulation Laboratory where illumination of the Solar Array will
be performed. This test verifies the I-V curve for each cell board of each array as well as |
providing an end-to-end check of the power system by actually powering the spacecraft from
the illuminated array. In addition, the blocking diodes are checked as well as the isolation •
between solar cells and paddle skin. |
Check of A]ignment- The complete alignment of the spacecraft is then checked to determine I
any changes due to vibration. At this time, the Orbit Adjust Subsystem nozzle axis will be |
aligned through the spacecraft center of gravity after first determing that the measure,_ents
taken during the first alignment before vibration have not changed beyond specified allowa- i
ble shifts.
Orbital Operations - Following alignment and prior to mating the spacecraft to the flight i
adapter for the last time the Orbital Operations Test will be performed. This test is m
on the check of calibration adapter so that the experiments may be stimulated from the
, GFE targets. The test extends for six shifts, during which t.'me repetetive simulated orbits • _4
', are performed. These orbits will be identical to those performed during thermal-vacuum t
testing. '_
m
The purpose of the test is to exercise the spacecraft continuously for an extended period i
before preparation for shipment to ensure that there are no imminent failures from vibra-
tion. i '._
At the conclusionof the OrbitalOperatio_Test, the flightacceptancecycle iscomplete, ,
except for installing the flight adapter for the last time, placing the spacecraft in launch i
configuration, and performing a leak test before initiatmg the preshipment activities, i .
InterfaceChecks & CriticalDimensions - Interfacechecks and criticaldimension testsare i
performed to installthe adapterand make finalclearance measurements. The spacecraftis i
now in a configurationfrom which itwillnot be changed, except for pyre arming, untilitis
launched unless a major failure occurs during prelaunch actitities. I
/
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Leak Test ,- A leak test of the ACS cold gas tank and the Orbit Adjust Subsystem is the final
test performed inthe acceptance test cycle. This test ensurc_ that the vibration envirom-ment has not produc d any ai._nificant increase in l akage ate. I is performed by sealing
the spacecraft in a plastic enclosure, charging the systems with Freon 14, and monitoring the
I increase in concentration of Freon 14 in the captive volume with an infrared photo spectro-meter.
I
I,
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10.4 LAUNCH SUPPORT
10.4.1 REQUIREMENTS I
1. Outline Launch Support Plan
10.4.2 SUMMARY i
General Electric will support GSFC in all prelaunch activities at WTR. Additional i
support will also be made available for initial OCC operations. These activities will m
include but not be limited to:
m
I. Participate in Launch Readiness Review
2. Preparing detailed t_st procedures
U3. Performing spacecraft Tests (at the SAB and at the Pad)
4, Checking out the communication links, Pad to SAB
g5. Participating in launch operations-planning meetings
6. Preparation of plans and schedules for GSFC ||7. Setup and checkout of AGE and ground stations,
8. Preparation of initial activation sequence ||9. Evaluation of initial spacecraft performance, post-launch
10. Preparation of launch and post-launch reports, ma
10.4.2.1 Prelaunch Schedule
Illustrated below is the overall schedule of prelaunch activities: I
1972 I
MONTH MARCH APRIL
11 12 13 14 15 IFW 10
!1
PRESHIP WTR LAUNCH
TESTS & ACTIVITIES I
mSHIP
I
I
I
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10.4.2.2 PrAship Activities
I The spacecraft acceptanc_ _,tests are normally followed by a final alignment, final antenna
tuning, and a critical dimension and interface check. Once these are accomplished the
i preship activities are initiated starting with a space-craft go/no-go confidence test.This is the same test that will be performed several times at the launch site And serves
both to ensure that the spacecraft is ready for shipment and to familiarize the selected
I launch test crew with the launch procedures. A final inpsection is then performed ac-cording to detailed wri ten procedures, and the spacecraft is boxed, pack d and prepared
for shipment. The spacecraft is shipped in launch configuration and will not be altered
i| from this condition throughout spacecraft checkout and launch activities unless a major
| failure occurs. In the event of such a failure, GSFC will decide whether to perform the
fLx in the field or return the spacecraft to VFSTC.
J" 10.4.2.3 Transportation
_ Transportation of the spacecraft will be accomplished using tried and tested procedures
_ used to transport the Nimbus spacecraft to WTR. The spacecraft, in its protective
hum'dity bag and transportation cover, is loaded into the test and calibration (T&C)
dolly. The dolly is then loaded onto an air-ride van and driven to the Willow Grove Air
?, Station where it is loaded onto a C-130 aircraft.
'- The spacecraft will be flown to Vandenberg AFB where another air-ride van will be
. waiting to transport the spacecraft to the Satellite Assembly Building (SAB). GE per- :':
sonnel will accompany the spacecraft on the C-130 aircraft.
_ 10.4.2.4 WTR Activities :
" Activities at WTR are summarized in Figure 10.4-1. A description of each block on /
J_ an R-Day basis, follows:
ii a. Test Ground Station Shipment. Approximately one month prior to space-
g craft shipment, those elements of the Test Ground Station necessary to
support the spacecraft during hunch operations, the Blockhouse Console
!_ and the Launch Pad Building Console (for powering controls scanner
-_ stimulators in shroud) will be shipped to WTR, setup and check-out prior /_
to receipt of the spacecraft
ii b. Receipt at WTR (R-14). Receipt of the spacecraft at WTR will occur at :_
the Vandenberg AFB landing field where the spacecraft, protected by its _
transport cover and hinted to the test and calibration dolly, will be se-
!, cured in the aircraft. At the landing field the spacecraft/dolly assembly _
will ve off-loaded into an air-ride van and driven to the Satellite Assem- <
] bly Building (SAB)at South Vandenberg. Escort service for the spacecraft _L_
! will be provided by the Vandenberg AFB Air Police.
I0-51 $
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e. Spacecraft Inspection (R-13), After unloading the spacecraft from the
i transport trailer, it will be removed from the T&C dolly and mated tothe utility dolly. With the spacecraft within a facility providing dust-
free enclosure, a complete visual inspection will be performed to verify
I that no damage has occurred during shipment.
d. Confidence Test (R-12). A go/no-go confidence test of the spacecraft is
| performed including a complete functional test of the attitude controls to
! verify that no damage has been sustained during shipment. This test is
an exact duplJcatt_ o_ the one performed during the prelaunch activities,
1
_, Leak Tests (R-11). A leak test will be performed to verify that no de-
gcadatton of the ACS or OAS has occurred. These tests consist of charg-
ing the subsystem under test with Freon-14 and enclosing the entire
_ spacecraft in a plastic bag. After several hours for stabilization have
elapsed, samples of the air in the bag are examined using an Infrared
'T
i_l Spectrometer to determine the amount and rate of increase of Freon-14.ACS pneumatics leak will be performed first followed by the leak test of
the OAS tank.
1 f. Battery Conditioning (R-10, R-9). A final battery conditioning cycle will
performed that will discharge the batteries to a pre-determined depth
and will then bring them up again to a final top-off charge. The batterieswill then be flight-ready with a known state of charge.
During this period a complete analysis and review of the SAB activitieswill occur.
g. Final Inspection and Pad Prep (R-8, R-7). A complete spacecraft inspec-
• tion, similar to that performed at General Electric and again after re-
ceipt at WTR, will be made. A pneumatics pressure top-off will then be
_I made and the spacecraft put on the T&C dolly, covers installed, _nd t___e
!_ entire assembly loaded into the air-ride van, transported to the pad,
positioned under the gantry crane hook. Using a mobile crane the space-
' craft in its cover assembly will be raised to the gantry greenhouse, set down
on the fourth level for removal of the lower humidity bag and collector ring,
and then raised to the top of the previously erected booster, where it will be
mated to the SACS ring interface. The spacecraft covers will be removed I
and a dry. air purge within the spacecraft humidity bag will be initiated and
maintained until the environment in the greenhouse is within acceptable con-
trol limits, i'_
i
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11 February 1970 ]_|h. Pad Inspection a_d RF Link Check (R-6). On R-6 day all Adapter to
SACS ring interface connectors will be made. A visual inspection will
follow to determine that no physical deflelene_ies have occured as a re-
sult of handling since the SAB inspection. The spacecraft will then be m
powered up and an RF link check performed to verify all links.
Each subsystem will be operated for a brief period and a thorough analysis B
of the data made.
I
A final flow check of the orbit adjust thrusters will also be made. This
consiats of loading a cold gas into the system test valve and firing each m
solenoid by command. Small bags will be placed over each thruster to
verify porting of the g_ts.
W
Spacecraft Confidence Test IR-51, R-5 day begins Ii.
Shroud Installation and
with the installation of the mock C/D pyres. These pyres will be used in
later teste to assure proper operation of the spacecraft and launch vehicle
timing and firing circuits. A shroud to spacecraft clearance check will B
then be made during installation of the shroud. An RF link check and the
go/no-go confidence test will be run to verify that all subsystems are
still operating within acceptable limits, and that no RF links are disturbed i
by the shroud, w i_
J. Mock Countdown (R-4). A full countdown rehearsal will be performed with
all countdown stations ma_ed and all spacecraft launch vehicle tasks per- |
formed except for Thor fuel tanking. During the spacecraft tasks, an
RF link check, go/no-go confidence test, set-launch mode, and spacecraft
monitoring functions will be performed. |! _.
Bridgewire separation and unfold pyres are installed in parallel with the
launch pyres and connected to the S/C pyre cables to test for accidental |
firing during the Mock C/D and RFI tests. After a planned T-5 abort, an
RFI study will be made by the range to verify that all radar and tracking _
equipment is compatible with the launch vehicle. |
k. Shroud Removal and Remove Countdown Pyres (R-3). After the shroud is i
removed, the mock countdown pyres are examined to verify that no ex- B
traneous firings occurred during the Mock ',?/D. The pyres are then made
safe by the installation of shorting plugs until the launch vehicle "all sys- m
terns" test when the Mock C/D pyres will be fired through their normal $
firing circuits during the launch vehicle timer rim.
l
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I, Vortical Pyre Test (R-2). R-2 day activities consist mainly of an in-
i tograted "all systems" vertical pyre test. This test simulates the se-quenc of events from launch until separation. Spacecraft and lnuneh
vehicle timers are allowed to "time out" and pyre firing circuits blow
| the mock pyres, After verification that the pyres have blown, they are| removed In preparation for the arming of the flight pyres,
m. Spacecraft Confidence Test (R-I). Fueling of the Orbit Adjust Subsystem
occur on day just prior to retnstallation of the shroud. In-will R-1 the
itial studies indicate that the advantages of fueling the subsystem before
shroud installation outweigh the advantages of "waiting until the last min-
ute, no time on how long the tank can remain fueled
I, There is limit
beibre detanking is necessary.
I At the completion of this task, another go/no-go confidence test will be
performed. This will be the last confidence test performed before en-
tering the R= 0 , launch countdown tests.
i], n. Countdown (R-0). R-0 day will begin with an RF link check to ensure all
data and communication links are operating satisfactorily. This will be
followed by an abbreviated go/no=go confidence test which will be analyzedand critiqued immediately following its conclusion. Following the critique
the spacecraft will be put into the launch configuration mode, and
a spacecraft monitoring plan will be exercised until lift off.
10.4.2.5 Post Launch Support
l Trained test personnel will support the OCC just prior to and during initial orbital ac-
tivity. The detailed familiarity with spacecraft design and ground test performance,
i which will be essential to the successful completion of each activity, will be provided
through these support efforts.
i_, 10.4.2.5.1 Initial Activation Sequence
Prior to spacecraft V/T testing, a team of GE/GSFC personnel will devise an initial
I activation plan. This plan will include detailed orbital procedures for "turning on" the
: spacecraft and emergency procedures in the event of a subsystem failure. These pro-
cedures will be tested and debugged during the V/T test period. Magnetic tapes with
j _ the spacecraft test data will then be used at the OCC to train personnel in the initial
activation sequence. Past experience has indicated this to be an invaluable aid in re-
hearsing critical phases in the post-launch activities.
..q
1
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J10.4.2.5.2 Performance Manual
This document is intended to serve as a guide to understanding the operating eharae- I
tertstics of the ERTS A or B Flight Spacecraft. It is addressed mainly to the person-
g
nel involved in the launch activities and in the subsequent operations of the spacecraft mm
in orbit. To the latter, it provides information upon which to Judge normal operation
of the spacecraft on a near realttme basis.
Off-line, it provides the criteria upon which to quantitatively evaluate spacecraft per.- I
formance. Some of the salient features of this document include:
1. Telemetry Summaries I
2. Temperature Correlations
m
3. Transmitter Characteristics I
4. Anomaly Summaries
5. Operational Constraints I
10.4.2.5.3 On Line Support |
I
The on-line data evaluation personnel used during test and launch will provide the same
type analysis support at the OCC. Their familiarity with actual spacecraft response in |
real and non-realtime will provide a thorough spacecraft knowledge to balance the OCC I
assigned personnel's thorough operational system knowledge to the mutual benefit of the
online evaluation activity.
10.4.2.5.4 Off Line Support
Off-line, in-depth, evaluation performed during spacecraft system testing provides a
data base for flight off-line vvaluation. In-depth analysis during test has as its natural
product complete test trend analysis, signature identification, and calibration veriflca- |
tion. This data is made available, through the several system test reports and the I
performance manual, for comparison with the in-flight spacecraft performance. Per-
sonnel from the off-line evaluation crew will be in place at OCC to aid in the measure- •
ment and evaluation of actual flight data against expected data. A true evaluation of I
spacecraft subsystem and system performance is then possible in that actual perform-
ance guidelines and standards are used in this evaluation effort. _
g
10.4.2.5.5 Flight Activation Report _,
iThis report describes in detail the initial flight performance of the ERTS A or B space-
craft and includes typically: ,
1. Launch and activation event summary. I
2. Initial orbital parameters
10-56 !
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3. Evaluation of the separation and unfold subsystem.
I 4. Evaluation of initial stabilization
5. First look evaluation of the _ubsystom parformanco through the first
i two to three days with particular emphasis on such items as power andthermal management, command and clock, and communications subsystems.
6. A cursory ev_luation of the initial data received from the MSS and RBVC
I subsystems.
I
i
i
i
/,
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10.5. 1 REQUIREMENTS I
A study has been performed to define facility requireraents necesuary to accomplish the
EaTS integration and test program. Particular attention has boon given to the trader I
offs required because of a possible parallel ERTS/Ntmbus Te_L Program.
Maximum use will be made of existing GE Test Facilities which can be used without I
modification. Additional facilitie_ will he acquired only where facility sharing is im-
practical due to constant use by the Nimbus Integration and Teat Program, I10. 5.2 SUMMARY
To accomplish the requirements of the EaTS Spacecraft Integration and Test Program, I
_pocial to_t facilities must be provided. Many facilitic_ exiAt at the GE space Center!
others will have to be constructed. Brief doscript|,oa_ of the facilities arc given in the
fellowing sections. I
10.5.2.1 I_RTS/Nimbus Shared Facilities
Due to the similarity between the existing Nimbus spacecraft and the ERTS spacecraft, ::"
most facilities can be shared on an "as Is" basis. No conflict is anticipated for facility :I
availability based on evaluation of the EaTS flight A Spacecraft Acceptance Test Schedule, I
shown in Figure 10. 3-1, and the Nimbus E/F Spacecraft Master Schedule, dated 29
December 1969. Scheduled use of the facilities is shown in Figure 10. 5-1.
10.5. 2.2 Proposed ERTS Integrated Test Facility (ERTS only) I ,
Fulfllhnent of the EaTS Spacecraft Integration and Testing Requirements requires con- I _
struction of an ERTS Integrated Test Facility. This facility will contain the following i:
areas (Fig. 10.5-2). I !
1. System Integration and Test Area
2. Bench Integration and Test Area I
3. Ground Station and Data Processing Area
4. Data Display and Evaluation Area I 'i
10. 5. 2.2.1 Systems Integration and Test Area _''
A systems test tent will be provided to maintain a clean environment for spacecraft ::_
testing. The test conductor, test controller and duty engineer will each have a desk in
this systems test area. All electrical AGE required to support spacecraft testing will Ibe located adjacent to the systems test tent. A test conductor's console will also be pro-
vided.
I
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10.5.2.2.2 Bench Integration and Test Area
I This area will contain the Bench Integration Test (BIT) board, as well as all bench test
equipment for the spacecraft subsystems. It will be maintained as a clean area. ln-
i luded in this area will be a room for test equipment storage.
10.5. 2. 2.3 Ground Station and Data Processing Area
I This area will contain the ground station and data processing equipment to accommo-
date the computers associated wlth the various ground stations and data processors.
I A raised floor will be provided for air conditioning and interconsole cabling. Ground: commands "will be sent t the spacecraft, and all telemetry data from the spacecraft
will be received in this area. The data will be processed and then displayed in the data
i display and evaluation area.
10.5.2.2.4 Data Display and Evaluation Area
I This area will contain the data printers and brush recorders which will be used for on-
line, real-time data evaluation during spacecraft testing.
I 10. 6 REQUIREMENT FOR PROTOTYPE ON ERTS PROGRAM
i Assessing the need for a prototype spacecraft for the ERTS project is the most signif-icant task affecting the overall Integration Test Program. The final ass ss ent of this
need concludes that the program requirements will be fully satisfied at less cost through
i the implementation of a Bench Integration Test (BIT) program in conjunction with cer-ain auxiliary testing utilizi g a model spacecraft. The following sections discuss the
rationale which is the basis for this conclusion. _'
! 10. 6.1 PROTOTYPE SPACECRAFT REQUIREMENTS
I A prototype ERTS _pacecraft would fulfill the following requirements and functions:
1. Environmentally qualify, at a systems level, the structure and new subsystems.
2. Verify electrical, mechanical and RF compatibility of all subsystems.
3. Verify compatibility with all electrical and mechanical AGE.
4. Verify compatibility with ground stations and software.
5. Debug and test operating procedures.
6. Train personnel in spacecraft handling and ERTS unique hardware, ii
I0.6.2 PROTOTYPE SPACECRAFT - BIT COMPARISON| :"
Table 10. 6-1 compares how each of these requirements is satisfied, either by the more
conventional use of a prototype spacecraft or by the approach of using the BIT supple-
mented with auxiliary testing.
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Table 10. 6-2 outlines the relative advantages/disadvantages of the two approaches. Fr_,,1
a analysis of thest_ prc)s and cons, it has been concluded that, although a prototype space-craft program fulfills numer u valu ble functions and requirements, essentially the same
functions can be fulfilled by BIT at lower cost and in a more timely manner.
!
!
I
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TABLE 10. fi-2. PROTOTYPE BIT COMPARISON (ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES)
^dvnntngoa '1
Coat
1. One shift testing only for _nme time period na prototype toat_ (PrototYpe 2 shifts). I
See Figure
2. PrototYpe _pncecraft movva eliminated. _D_! prep. and moves much le_s complex. 1
M
3. Mueh of testing defined fNr SDM would be performed even with prototype.
.I. [_maller teat and ew, luatirJn erewa required for moat of BIT program, t|fi, Analysis for Nimbus D of _ubafltuflt_g BIT for an Engineering Model Teat Program revealed
0. fi million dollar anvingn.
RlmpllfledOperation I
1. Components anally _plneed in minutes vernua h(_ur, fe_' nsqembled apaeoornft.
2. Aeco,nlbllity of oompanent_ for trouble_h_.[ing, 1
I
3. BTE can be used for much of the to_t per/o,! fc,r subsystem evaluation if ground station and
software are not fully available.
I
4. Eng/noering model hardware used instead of prototype. I
5. Time consuming spacecraft packing and movement eliminated.
6. The BIT program can be readily changed to compensate for late hardware delivery, hardware I
failures, ground station and test equipment malfunctions, and software problems. Once prototype i
Sensory Ring EI&C is completed this flexibility does not exist for a prototype program.
7. Additional and revised testing can be easily incorporated into a BIT program with no impset on 1
facilities scheduling. In addition, since testing is scheduled for only one shift/day_ five days/week. I
much conttug_ncy time is available.
8. Safety and environmental control much easier to maintain with a BIT design setup in one area rather t
than a spacecraft moving from area to area. 1
Disadvantages
II
1. Limited RF Testing. Although a disadvantage in that RF compatibility/s not fully established. 1
experience en Nimbus has shown that prototype RF compatibility testing does not necessarily
shorten or simplify the flight cycle.
2. Vacuum-Thermal Operation, No experience or procedure checkout is obtained for the complex 1
i
Vacuum-thermal test. However. Nimbus D is presently in vacuum-thermal without the benefit _i C
of a prototype or engineering model vacuum-thermal and the test is proceeding at least as smoothly
as with previous spacecraft which had models preceding the flight in vacuum-thermal. !
3. Test Procedure Checkout and Debug Limited. BIT only checks out procedures for'spacecraft !
electrical Integration and eompatibfl/ty. However, oth_r procedures seeh as mass properties,
alignment, vibration, etc., will be closely patterned after Nimbus procedures that have been
performed numerous times. I :J
4. Full 8paeeernft Adapter Electrical Compatibilit_ Net Demonstrated. Without a prototype space-
craft operation of flight adapter targets in conjunction with opseecraft sensors emmet be tested.
However. th/s checkout i_ the flight cycle is early enough that problems can be resolved if 1
incompatibilities e_0_t. _ i
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3ECTION 11
AGE
I 11.1 MECHANICAL AGE
The Mechanical AGE subsystem will consist of the mechanical equipment necessary to
l safely and efficiently transport, handle, assemble, test, service and stimulate the space-
craft and its subsystem modules during factory development tests, bench integration tests,
J acceptance tests, transport to the field, field checkout and prclaaneh activities.
21.1, 1 MECHANICAl, AGE REQUIREMENTS
IL 1.1.1
During the transport (over-the-road and air), the extreme onviromnents to which the space-
I craft be subjected willmay apply.
1. Shock (any axis) - 5g
![ 2. Temperature - Between 25_ F and 125' F
3. Pressure - 30. 5 to 11-1 inches Hg ABS.i!, 00 oroon
i_ Shipping containers will alter the following simusoidal vibration environments to below flight
level environments for the equipment contained therein. ,
Frequency (Hz) Acceleration Displacement
- (g; O-Peak) (Inches, D.A. )
i
2 - B +_0.
5 -9 0.30
9 - 27 +1.3
27 - 52 0. 036
52 - 500 +5. 0
i
{!i,i
.22,
,, _ . ¢. . L - -- • 7 ?7' ,"
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Equipment in its shipping containers shall be capable of withstanding the following drop
heights. I
r-- . .e- ....
For Equipment Plus Shipping Free Fall
Container Gross Weight l_iot Drop Height IExceeding (lb) (in,)
20 36 I
50 30
100 21 I
150 18
BOO 16 I
600 14
.... i11.I.I.2 FuoISorvieing_
Fuel servicing requirements are as fl)llows: I
Orbit Adjust Subsystem
Hydrazine - 10 lb I
GN2 - 0.6 lb at 660 psi [Attitude Control Subsystem
Freon 14 - 2000 + 20 pounds per square inch at 25 + 3° C
Moisture content less then 0. 3 ppm I
Contamination level size (microns)
Maximum Particles/100 cuft i
Less than 5 No Requirement
5 to 24 150 Ii
25 to 50 3 :_:
Greater than 50 0 I '_
r_
II.i.I.3 Mass PropertyMeasureme_ i'Mass property measurements shall be made with equipment and facilities to produce the I
following accuracies: i!_
Weight +0. 1 percent I _
cg location - x and y axes +0. 020 inch, +0. 050 inch
Products of inertia +3 slug-inches I t
_tl-2 I i
L
_ '_i: :;'.i!o. _ _ ......................r _ ..... _ ,,_:_ .........;:.,:............................
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11.1.1.4 LeakageRate
ACS Subsystem- 1 SCC per hour
i 11.1.1.5 Vibration
Spacecraft fixture design goal - natural frequency greater than 300 Hz.
I ii, I, I. 6 Structural Design.
I Yield strength > 3 times limit load
Ultimate strength > 4. fi tim0s limit load
.I Proof Load _ 2 times limit load.
I Alignment and cheek of aligmucnt requirements and Measurement accuracies are listed for
the various spacecraft elemen'ta in Table 11.1.1-1.
I Ii. I. 2 INTEGRATED TEST REQUIREMENTS
I An analysis of the integrated test plan as related to mechanloal AGE functions has resultedin the functional requirements delineated below for each series of testing.
I 11. I. 2. I Spacecraft Subsy_tem Test Requirements
A review of the Integrated Test Plan indicates that only the modularized subsystems
I (Orbit Adjust and Attitude Control) are environmentally tested at the component level andintegrated and checked as a subsystem at Bench Integration Testing prior to installation
in the spacecraft.
I Because of the minimal complexity of component ft_tttrtng for environmental testing, the
component flxturing will be furnished as part of the environmental test equipment and is
I not within the scope of this AGE subsystem.
i
' "F'
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TABLE 11.I.1-1. ALIGNMENT REQUIREMENTS m
J, J _. •
ml_tln!
Componsnt/Sonsor A_Ignment ' Accuracy " Alignment _jm°ke
n_
A ouraoy
_°) _±') of' (_') I|1, Attitude _ontrol 8y_tom
(componenttoAcS Astor)
a. flcannerAngularMlnallgnment I
mBoll 0. 41 0. 01 0. 41 0. 01
Pitch 0. 41 0.01 0.41 0. 01
Yaw 0. 33 0. 0l 0. 33 0. 01 i
Sb. Ral_ Monitoring Paokag_
P_II 0.41 0.0! 0. 41 0. 01
Yaw 0. 50 0.0] 0. fi0 0. 01
ms
o.,,aw , I
Iioli 0.4! 0.01 0.41 0.01
lqtch 0.41 0.01 0.41 0.01Y,,w 0.,o o.0l 0.0o o.o1 il
H
,I. f4ola_Array Drlw_ 8bnft
IIoll 0,,qS 0,01 O,3_ 0. 01
Yew 0. 32 0.01 0.3S 0.01 i
lloll Off_ot 0. 045 _. 00O In. *0. ¢03 In. 0. 04G +. 00It In. .,.0. 00_ in. l
Y_w Offsot 6G.000 ,_. 013 h,, 4".0,003 in, 00. 000 +'.013 in. _0. 003 in.
pitch Off,or 30. (t78 4. 000 In. 0. 0{.q In. S0. 0'18 .. 000 In. _0. 003 In.
d. ACB Ooomot_c Axo_ to Spacecraft Axes I
1_oll 0. !0 0. 01 0.10 0. 01
pitch 0.10 0. 01 0.10 0. 01
Yaw O, 10 O,01 O,I0 O,01 fl[
Concentricity 0. 036 In. __. 003 in. 0. 0S8 In. _0. 003/n. I
3. I_tBVto RBV
Boll 0. 0066 Oo0010 Oo011 O,0016 I
pitch O. 0088 O,0016 O,011 O,0016
Yaw O, 8 . 6 , .
4. tIBV to Spacecr_t Axe_
Roll 0.05 0.008 0.I0 0.01 I
Pitch 0.06 0.008 0.10 0.01 m
Yaw 0. 0b 0. 008 0.10 0. 01
6. M_ to8/C Axes ,I|Roll 0.05 0.008 0.10 0.01
Pitch .%06 0. 008 0. I0 O.01
Yaw 0. 06 O.008 0. I0 O.01
0, orbit AdjustNozzles I
W
Thrust vector intersects 1/4 in. sphexe at center of mass +0. 508"
7. Attitude Measuring Sensor to S/C Axes la
Roll 0, 08 0. 01 0.10 0. 01
pi_eh O.06 O,O1 O,10 OoO1 MI
, Yaw 0_05 .. o.01. 0.I0 0.01
I
!
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l 11 February 197011.1.2.1.1 Attitude Control Subsystem
I The attitude control subsystem test plan includes the following test sequences andattendant mechanical support requirements:
I Test Requirement
Functional Stimulate scanners In pitch and rgll
I Stimulate solar array sun sensors at orbital rate
Support subsystem modulo
I Check alignment of sensing components, pneumat/c nozzles
and solar array drive shaft with respect to geometric axes
I Lift the Subsystem module
Check pneumatic response and leakage rate
I Check shaft position against pot output
Charge pneumatics
J Vibration 3-axis qualifica_on is performed on a S/C model.
No Subsystem oriented equipment required except pneumatic _ii charging. Yaw axis workmanship shake requires fixture to _
adapt Subsystem module to shaker.
J _hermal Vacuum Same requirements as functional t_st plus thermal control
equipment and chamber adaptation equipment. ....,
J Weight Adapt Subsystem module to scale, iv
Functional Support Subsystem module
|'• Check leakage rate (no special equipment required) '_
Vibration 3-axes shake performed on spacecraft model (no special
equipment required)
Fuel servicing equipment to load Subsystem w_th simulated _
hydrazine (H20).
Weight Adapt Subsystem module to scale. !._
!
i ,.i
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11.1.2.1.3 Bench Integration Tests
Bench Integration mechanical test equipment such as support fixturing, stimulators, etc., I
will be furnished by the supplier of the subsystems as GFE when required.
Im
11.1.2.2. Spacecraft Test Requirements I
11. I. 2, 2. 1 Spacecraft Models I
g
Three simulated spacecraft will be utilized for specific development activities: a structural
development model for structural qualification testing, a haruess mockup for electrical
wire harness configuration development, and, an antenna model for antenna pattern i
me asurements.
The harness mockup tll be assembled and supported with manufacturing tooling. No I
mechanical AGE will be required to support this model.
l
Mechanical support requirements associatcd with each activity of the structural develop- i
ment and antenna models are given as in Sections 11.1.2. 2.1 and 11.1.2.2.1.2.
il
11.1.2.2.1.1 Structure Development Model g
i i
Test Requirement • _
S/C Alignment Transport to alignment facility I
Apply alignment targets Ill
Transfer model to alignment fixture g
Check alignment with facility equipment
I
3-Axis Vibration Transport to Vibration Facility
Transfer from transport vehicle to lateral vibration fixture i
Rotate yaw model 90 degrees for roll axis shake
Transfer model to vertical vibration fixture for yaw axis shake I
w
Transfer model to modified utility dolly for pyre shock tests
Check of Alignment Transport model to alignment facility and repeat initial I 1_
alignment activities.
II. I. 2.2. I. 2 Antenna Test Model
I
Test Requirement
i
Antenna Pattern Transfer model to VFSC Building 300' _
Measurement I
......... Suspend antenna model with RF transparent sling 1
_DB
11-6
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11.1.2.2.2 Spacecraft System Test Requirements
i Flight A and Flight B spacecraft will present identical requirements to Mechanical AGEfor system test support equipment. Test segments and their attendant functional require-
ments with respect to Mechanical AGE are as follows:
Test Requirement
1. Sensory Ring Electrical Support Sensor Ring with 90 degree turnover capability
t Integration and Checkout Stimulate sensory ring experiments
2. Assemble Spacecraft Transfer sensory ring to utility dolly spacer assembly
Transfer ACS from support fixture and install on struts.
High access required. .....
i 3. ACS Electrical Support Spacecraft yaw axis vertical
Integration and
I Checkout. Stimulate sevsory ring experimentsStimulate ACS sensors
I Charge ACS pneumatics - 1200 psi
Check ACS pneumatics for leak rate
I Access platforms required.
4. Electrical Systems Test Support Spacecraft yaw axis vertical
I Support and align experiment stimulators
Support and provide ACS stimulators
I 5. Spacecraft Alignment t Accurately adapt the spacecraft with yaw axis vertical
l
to the alignment facility
I 6. Epoxy Shim Installatio_ target reference for spacecraft axes andProvide
identify sensor axes requiring alignment with reference
targets. Remaining alignment equipment is facility
I ( furnished.
Simulate rigid, accurate booster interface for epoxy
I SlKm. "
Provide handling equipment for spacecraft transfer
within factory.
1 ii,
7. Rework for RF Test Support spacecraft-yaw axis horizontal for insulation
a _ application.| Q
11-7
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Test Requirement I
8. RF compatibility Transfer spacecraft-yaw axis vertical-into anechoic
(orbital configuration) chamber D
Suspend spacecraft in chamber with RF transparent
sling.
9. Weight and Balance Support Spacecraft - yaw axis vertical - on platform I
i
scale.
Adapt Spacecraft to Pelton machine with yaw axis
horizontal for cg and Ip yaw measurement.
10. Install Paddles Support spacecraft with yaw axis horizontal.
Support solar paddles properly oriented for application
to spacecraft.
11. Spring determination Adapt spacecraft to Pelton machine with yaw axis i
vertical for cg and Ip in piteh-roil plane.
12. RF Compatibility Same requirement as orbital configuration.
(launch configuration) I
13. Paddle Deployment Support spacecraft with yaw axis vertical and experi- I
merit stimulators in place and aligned. |
Support solar array drive shaft against 1-g paddle
Ideployment loads. in ....
Blast protection and motion picture coverage as
facility equipment. I14. Interface Checks and Support spacecraft with adapter with yaw axis
Critical Dimensions vertical.
Simulate rigid, accurate booster interface. I
Capability to handle spacecraft and flight adapter.
,4a
Optical tooling equipment (facility owned) I
Mechanical measuring equipment.
15. Vibration Same support requirements as SOM vibration except I
during transport, spacecraft will be protected against
environments with humidity cover, hard spacecraft t
cover and purging.
16. Paddle Deployment Same as previous deployment. I
17. P;,ldle Illumination Mechanical requirements not affected over paddle I
deployment requirements.
1
11-8 I
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Test Requirement
I 18. Pneumatic Leak Partially charge px_numatic system
Support spacecraft with yaw axis vertical
m
I Completely enshroud spacecraft with nonporous
material
I Provide circulation within enclosure
Calibrate detection system with standard leak.
Provide IR spectrophotometer detector system.
19. Thermal-Vacuum Transport spacecraft to T/V facility
Support spacecraft - Yaw axis vcrt. - in T/V chamber.
Provide experiment stimulators
I Provide and support ACS sensor stimulators and
cg counterbalance.
i] Provide thermal control equipment (cold plates and
heaters as required).
Provide solar load simulator
:i. Service chamber and equipment with LN2 system.
. Provide pneumatic servicing equipment.
_ OA willbe tested ry ,
20. AntennaTuning Transferspacecraft- yaw axisvertical- intoanechoic
chamber,
Suspend spacecraft in chamber with RF transparent
SliDgo
Provide capability for charging ACS pneumatics
i Provide capability to stimulate IR scanners, yaw
sun sensors and solar array sun sensors.
i Provide access to ACS module.
21. Transport to Field Provide environmental protective covers with i_"
' purging provisions. ,.:_
! Support spacecraft enclosed in covers in yaw axis !_
horizontal attitude.
_| Provide capability to install and tie-down _pacecraft _i
in over-the-road transportationvehicle.
i |
1 11-9
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Test Requirement
Provide shock and temperature recorLmg instru- n
mentation for spacecraft during transportation.
Shocks above 5g require evaluation. I
Temperature extremes 25 to 125 ° F
m
22. Receiving Inspection Remove spacecraft frem yaw axis horizontal attitude I
en transport fixture to yaw axis vertical attitude on
utility dolly. I
Provide access for full height of spacecraft.
Provide mechanics tools. I
n
23. Confidence Test Support spacecraft in yaw axis vertical attitude.
Provide capability to charge ACS pneumatics. I
24. Leak Test Same requirements as factory leak test. ,,| ,,
25. Battery Conditioning Support spacecraft in yaw axis vertical attitude. ,
26. Pneumatic Charge, Provide capability to charge ACS pneumatics. I
Inspect, and Ship to --
PAD Provide access for full access height of spacecraft. :im
Transfer spacecraft to Pad with same requirements U .
as transport to field, except over-the-road transport
only is required.
Provide capability to clean spacecraft, i
27. Mate to Launch Vehicle Provide handling capability to transfer spacecraft
from horizontal transport mode to interface with i
launch vehicle - yaw axis vertical.
mlh k4
Provide fine suspension control for making and I
breaking interfaces.
During transfer operation, configuration will include
spacecraft covers. IN
Provide capability to remove and store covers on m
gantry. |
Provide gantry accountability kits. _
I, i
Ui11-1 (; ,_
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Test Requirement
28. Launch Preparation Provide capability for topping-off ACS pneumatics.
Provide capability for fueling orbit adjust subsystem.
Provide access to spacecraft for full height.
Provide accountability kits for all gantry loose items
and tools.
I
I
!
!
! o
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11.1.3 INTERFACES I
The ERTS spacecraft in general consists of a Nimbus D structure and attitude control module
adapted to ERTS experiments and mission control requirements. Bec, use of the close I
similarity between ERTS and Nimbus spacecraft and integrated test plans, it is feasible to
employ maximum utilization of Nimbus MAGE on the ERTS Program; for this reason space.. I
craft and facility interfacee, ,_1! be compared with Nimbus. I
1!.1.3.1 Spacecraft 1
Spacecraft Relationship to Nimbus D
• I
AC8 Module N_valope Same
ACS Htructural Fittings Same |IR Scanners Sarae
Yaw Sun Sensors Deleted
Solar Array Sun Sensors Right Side Relocated to Solar I
Paddle Transition
Pneumatics Same ISolar Paddles New Deployment Angle
RMP Same
Gyros Same I
ACS Module Support Struts Same
Sensory Ring JS_,T,g,'ffiLio_Ring Same '""'
Envelope Different - Experiment penetration on d
earth side Rlrl d Orbtt Adjust on ACS side. Iq
Strut Fittings Same
Spacecraft 8ling Fittings _me I
!
Weight and CO Weight - 300 pounds heavier
CG - approximately same
Adapter
Envelope Same
_-_eeerafl taterfsoe Same I _' "
EBooster I/F Same
Spacecraft Auembly I 'Envelope (Launeh Configuration) Same '
Envelope (Orbit Conilguration Different experiment penetration and IOlat ,,_"
paddle orinntaUon. I _
I i.Weight and CG CG - approximately I Inch closer to
sop. pbum. :_
-200 |
11-1s I i
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11.1,3, _ Facilities
I The facilities consist of the following:
11.I.3.2.1 Factory
Facility Relationship to Nimbus D
System Test Area Similar
SubsystemTestArea Similar
I Bench Integrat!on Test Area Similar
Final Assembly Same
I Vibration Same
Thermal ..Vacuum Same
I Mass Property Measurement Same
RF Chamber Same
I Alignment Same
I 11.1.3.2.2 Latmch Site
SAB Same
I Launch Pad Same ...._
I 11.1.4 STUDIES AND ANALYSES
The utilization of Nimbus mechanical AGE on the ERTS program required the assessment of
the effects of differences between spacecraft to determine the degree of modification, if any, '!
II.I.4.1 ERTS VersusNimbus Evaluations ,,|
There are three categorical differences between the ERT,e and Nimbus spacecraft which ':
affect mechanical AGE; these are: different weight and C,J location, configuration variations
I and alignment requirements.
11.1.4.1..1 Effects of Weight and CG Variation
The ERTS and Nimbus ACS module are virtually identical in weight and CG and equipment
i sensitive to load can be interchanged with no effect, r:
The Sensory Ring is approximately 200 pounds heavier on ERTS than Nimbus, but the CG
: does not change appreciably. The sensory subsystem fixture which utilizes a speed reducer _ :_
11-13
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gear box for turnover capability will not be affected because historically it has supported |
loads to 1300 pounds and tile torque on the gear box does no_ change.
m
The following items of equipmen_ supporting sensory ring v'"rt:" . loads only have been ap _, I
praised and found satisfactory for application pending proof _:. ,.drag before use:
1. Sensory Ring Lift Sling
2. Sensory Subsystem Alignment Fixture I
The variation of weight and CG between ERTS and Nimbus spacecraft ts approximately 200
pounds for all configurations and the CG is approximately 1 inch closer to the separation t
plane on ERTS with the adapter and 1.6 inches closer on ERT8 without the adapter. These I
variations result in the following percentage increases in payload loads on MAGE:
Spacecraft with adaptor - weight + lfl percent, cantilevered torque + 11 percent I
Spacecraft less adapter - weight .t lfi percent, cantilevered torque + 7 percent
The effect of those increases on various pieces of Nimbus MAGE equipment has boon Its- I
sassed and all equipment has boon found to be satisfactory for application on ERTS pending
proof loadingbefore use with the exceptionof the collectorring and RF sling. A rovlew of '_
the stress analysesof these items indicatesa possibilityof negativemargins atan ultimate ,I
load of 4.5 times the ERTS spacecraftestimate_lweight, The design of these items willhave
to be reviewed with the possibility of hardware modifications to ensure structural integrity _
of the equipment. g
11.1.4.1.2 Effects of Spacecraft Configuration Changes I '
Spacecraft configuration of the ERTS vehicle will consider functional equipment changes,
such as experiment replacement and orbit adjust addition as well as the changes to the ex- t
ternal envelope for assessment of its effects on MAGE. The following differences between I
ERTS and Nimbus spacecraft have caused the changes to MAGE indicated.
ERTS Versus Nimbus Difference MAGE Effects I
Relocate right solar array Modify solar array I
,W
Sun Sensor on ACS Module Sun sensor stimulator
Add Orbit Adjust Subsystem New Orbit Adjust Equipment i!
New experiments RBV, MSS, AMS New RBV handling alignment and calibra-
tion fixtures. t0
Stimulators and BIT fixtures are GFE.
New S/C tools and cleaning kits, check
of calibration fixtures for ambient and 16
thermal-vacuum. S
Deeper penetration of experiments Modify alignment and separation spring '.11
through separation ring fixtures. |
t
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11.1.4.1,3 Effects of Alignment Requirements
The tighter alignment requirements tor experiment pointing accuracy for the ERTS space-
craft over the Nimbus D spacecraft prompted an investigation of alignment techniques and
accuracies of measurement predictable using state-of_the-.art methadology,
Results of this investigation indicate that alignment techniques tried and proven an Nimbus
"C" are applicable to satisfying the requirements of ERTfl, The basic technique employed
I in determining the angular position of components with respect to the spacecraft axes is that
of optical autorofleetion. Th_ spacecraft pitch-roll piano and yaw axis are defined, when
the spacecraft ls installed on the alignment holding fixture, by the fl_ture_spaeoeraft inter-
I face surface. The angular po_lttons of the roll and pitch nxt_s in the pitch-roll plane aredefined by a fixturt_ 1,mating detent. A fixture mirror target is sa positioned that lie reflect-
ing face is parallel to the Spacecraft pitch-yaw phmc! hence, lt_ normal is parallel to the
I Spacecraft roll-yaw piano, By sighting thlfl mirror target with t_ s_ope focused nt twice the
seope.--to.-mirror dit_tal,.,_ t_ lintm.r ramie mounted on the t-,_apc obJnetlw_ can 1)o rclu.1. 'l'hut_,
the angle between the tlt_o/,,_,line ,ff sight anti the mirror normal can bt_ obtained, 'i?ht_ tel}lie
line of sight is then namlla|tzt_d to the J'ixtur,_ target mirror by Pcdueing the l|uear dovlattan
, read on the refloo_,tio_ scale io zeta. Each of the t-_etmm' target mirror assemldiet.t irl then
sighted and the tmgular deviation ,ff t_aeh mirror assembly fron} tim scope ltno ,}f sight vig-
il ference can be obtained.l
Alignment of components, subassemblies and the spacecraft assembly ore accomplished in
the following sequence:
1. Attitude Control Subsystem Module - By autorefloetlon and shimming as required
I 'subsystemcomponents arc alignedto thestructuralgeometric axes of the medule.
2. RBV Subassembl_ - By autoreflectlon attd shimming to within. 0005 inch RBV
:. cameras are aligned on a common plate and oriented to the plate interface with the
it spacecraft.
3, Sensory Subsystem Module - Using autoreflection and shimming, the experiments
are aligned to the sensory ring axes identified above as the Spacecraft axes andtheir orientation to each other is accurately measured.
!ii 4. Spacecraft Assembly - By autoreflection for ang_tlar measurements and using an
._ '_pttcal 'micrometer for linear measurements the attitude control package whose
geometric axes are identified and located by optical targets is aligned to the space-
._ craft axes Identified by sensory ring fixture targets. Accurate cross-checking
measurements between components can then be made as required to offset cumula-
tive errors.
i 5. The orientation of the orbit adjust nozzle thrust vectors are measured initially to ;
determine any shift as a result of the vibration environment. However, they are
not aligned until the alignment check following weight and CG measurements to en-
_' sure alignment of the thrust -,ecter to the measured center of mass of the spacecraft. 4 h_
'i
An anlysts of the accuracy with which critical angular optical measurements could be made
] ',
, was conducted on a step-by-step procedural basis in order to arrive at the accuracy Ii
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predictions shown in Table 11.1.1-1. Inaccuracy allowances wore made for each procedural •
step in accordance with the criteria shown below. Accuracy predictions wcrc made u_lng the
R_ process. I
1. Factory Floor Variations 2 arc-see
am
2. Thermal Gradients _ Controlled Environment No effect R
3. Pentaprism Transfer 1 arc-see m
4. Target Accuracy 2 arc-nee i
5. I_et_olutton of instrument I arc-nee I
('. Pointing Accuracy I nrc-_ee I
7. Tvanflfcr of LOft between phmes 2 are-sac m
8. Au_,rt_floction target ealibratLon 1 arc-see i
]iosult_l of the above a.ualyaea ar_ indicated in Table :11.1.1-1 as requirements for initial m
alignment and subsequent rechecks. |
11.1.d. 2 'rradooff Studios I
During the process of roquirement_ analysis, the following tradooff evaluations were made "
which resulted in the foUowing decisions: 1
11. ]. 4.2.1 Moments of Inertia
I , ,Moments of inertia w: 1 be calculated but not measured for the spacecraft assembly. /i!.
Motivation for this evaluation on the ERTS program included cost effectiveness, reduction | ,:
in spacecraft handling and vehicle to,Jr schedule. In addition, moment of tuertia measure- _
meats were omitted en the Nimbus "D" program for the same reasons presented below:
I1. Moment of inertia values which are based entirely on calculations are very insensi-
tive to analytical errors. An extremely large number of weight and location errors =
are necessary to affect the inertia values. Because all mathematical operationb are _ ,:_;,
by computer, there are not mathematical errors generated. _ _
2. Unlike the centers of gravity which must be precise for the setting of separation _ ':_
springs and alignment of the ACS nozzles, the moments of inertia are not critical _ _i"
values. A tolerance goal of a: 5 percent between analytical and test values of Iv _
inertias has been used since Nimbus A. This tolerance was based mere on analy- _'_
,tical and test capability than on system requirements.
I !:L,
i i'"?t
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x (%) z (%) Y (%)
Nimbus B2 2.8 4.5 0.6
Nimbus B 1.9 2.6 0, 7
Nimbus C 0.8 4.2 0.2
jg Nimbus A 0.6 3.3 0.1I
This is a fair sample in that it involves a total of 12 tests and analytical predications
made by various people over a period of five years.3. The test accuracy has been estimated at _2percent, Since the total difference be-
tween test m_d anlytical values has never been greater than 4.5 percent, very little
I improvement in inertia values is made by testing.
11.1.4.2.2 Alignment Configuration
I Included in the alignment evaluation was the spacecraft orientation during alignment checks.
The tlBV contractor had suggested that the spacecraft be oriented with yaw-axis-horizontal
I to permit looking directly into the cemera lens system with the optical tooling. In addition,
Nimbus D check of alignment operations, in which the values being checked were equal to or
greater than _- 1/4 degree, was also performed in the yaw-axis-horizontal orientation.
I Analysis of the alignment and check of alignment requirements indicated that alignment ac-
curacies required utilization of optical tooling and accurate axes orientation. The accurate
I a_es orientation is obtained from a fixture which orients the spacecraft with
yaw-axis-
vertical and has been in use since the Nimbus A spacecraft. ,
I In addition, optical alignment techniques adapted to yaw-axis-vertical orientationspacecraft
used on Nimbus is directly applicable to ERTS requirements.
I Convers_iy, turning the spacecraft horizontal for optical measurements would require new
and complex fixturing, new and more complex optical tooling methods and the experiments
would not be oriented in their flight attitude for measurements.
I Because of the aforementioned, the decision was made to measure alignments with yaw-axis-
vertical and commitments were obtained from experiment conL'ractors to provide suitable
I optical targets representative of experiment optical axes
11.1.4.2.3 Sequence of Mass Properties Measurement Versus Alignment _
The requerement to align the Orbit Adjust nozzle thrust vector with respect to the center of
mass of the spacecraft generated an investigation into the timing of the nozzle alignment op-eration with respect to accurate knowledge of the center of mass location. Because the
nozzle thrust vectors must be aligned to intersect a 1/4 inch diameter sphere at the actual
center of mass and historical data from previous Nimbus programs indicates that the center _
I of gravit3' must be measured to attaia the degree of accuracy required for this operation, _
rj
l
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it becomes apparent then that the sequence of system test operations should require CG de- |]
termination before thrust vector alignment. However, test efficiency and minimum space-
craft handling are enhanced by performing initial spacecraft alignment before the weight and
CG operation. In order to maintain the preferred system test sequence, the following proce- $
dure will be followed:
1. At initial spacecraft alignment, nozzle orientation will be measured and recorded Im
but not physically aligned,
2. Weight and CG measurements will be conducted, i
3. Three-axis vibration will be performed.
m
4. Alignment will be rechecked fallowing the vibration environment. Nozzle measure_ I
ments will be checked with Initial measurements to determine the effects of the
vibration environment. If acceptable, thrust vectors will then be aligned to the m
measured CG. [
11.1,5 MECHANICAL AGE DESIGN DESCRIPTION I
I
The system requirements for Mechanical AGE establishes the desirability of maximum
utilization of existiz_g equipment from the current Nimbus inventory of mechanical AGE which I
will result in minimum cost and schedule impact. $
The Mechanical AGE Identification (Table 11.1.5-1) lists mechanical equipment necessary a
for in-house and field, assembly, handling, test and launch support of the spacecraft. $
Quantities and the relationship to existing Nimbus designs are identified.
I11.1.5.1 MAGE for ACS Subsystem ._
Several items of Mechanical AGE are required for ACS Subsystem handling, testing and as- II
sembly to the spacecraft. All items listed are existing Nimbus equipment and may be I
utilized as is or with minor modification.
The ACS handling sling in conjunction with a hydra-set is used for all ACS Subsystem handling i
up to the point of integration of the ACS with the spacecraft.
i
The ACS Support Fixture is used to support the ACS and test accessories for all subsystem I
BIT a, id T/V testing, It consists of a structural frame which interfaces with the assembly
lugs of the ACS and provides mounting interfaces for the test accessories, i '
IB
The test accessories consist of a SASS stimulator, and an RWS stimulator. The SASS stimu-
lator mounts on the ACS Support Fixture and is used to stimulate the solar array sun sensors am
to simulate solar orientation at orbital rates. Each stimulator consists of a housing, a pair |
of fixed light sources (diametrically opposed), a pair of rotating light sources (also diame-
trically opposed on a rotating arm), a system to drive the rotating arm and a position indi- t
cating device to monitor SAD shaft position with respec!: to the rotating light source. i
!
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I The RWS stimulator mounts directly to the ACS and is used to stmulatp _rth and sky to the
Reaction "Wheel _canner for variable roll and pitch intercepts. The stin.alator consists of
i an eartti-space system (perpendicular to each other) that can be optically switched from earthto space. It has a noncryogente space reference. The stimulator can be operated manually
or by remote control. In operation, the stimulator is used to induce known roll and pitch
errors into the scanners. The inputs are repeatable within _: 0.1 degree each axis. The
I stimulator has an equivalent temperature range from less than 190_K to more than 290"K.
Maximum earth intercept is Z09 degrees and maximum roll angle is :_ 360 degrees. A
shipping container is used to stere and protect the RWS stimulator when it is not installed on
I the ACS.
An Alignment Fixture is used to support the ACS and accurately adapt it to the Rotab. Thisfixture interfaces with the ACS Assembly lugs. Alignment of the critical attitude control sub-
system components to the control subsystem module axes, and subsequent alignment of the
ACS module axes to the spacecraft axes, requires the use of autoreflection optical techniques
l and equipment.
A vibration fixture is used to adapt the ACS module to the vibration machine head for yawshake. It interfac s with the ACS assembly lugs (Figure 11.1-1).
SAD alignment targets are required to identify SAD axes for comparison with spacecraft
!_ axes.
I
A SAD Shaft Dial Indlc_,ter is used to calibrate shaft position against potentiometev output.
Shaft drill fixture is used to accurately drill the SAD Shaft for mating with the paddle "1A SAD
hub.
Leak Test equipment is required to check leakage rates of the ACS Subsystem '1Pneumatic
pneumatic system during subsystem checkout. The equipment consists o_ a clear polyethyl-
w
one enclosure to envelope the spacecraft and contain Helium escaping from the pneumatic
subsystem, a sling to handle the enclosure, a calibration leak test cart to establish a known
leak and introduce the leak into the enclosure and an infrared spoetrophotometer to measure
pneumatic system leakage. The leak rate testing may be performed with the control nodule Ion the ACS Support Fixture.
ACS T/V test equipment is used to support, stinmlate and thermally control the ACS in T/V
testing (Figure 11.1-2), This equipment consists of the RWS, YSS and SASS stimulators, U
i
the GG counterbalance and the ACS support fixture (previously described) and as heaters and m
cold plates as required to maintain thermal control of the ACS. The stimulator, counter-
balance and support fixture are designed to operate in any expected environment-ambient and i
T/V. B
!
!
, !
!
]
!
1
Figure 11.1-2. ACS T/V Test Equipment _
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11.1. 5.2 MAGE for Orbit Adjust h_ubsystem
A handling fixture will be required to support the Orbit Adjust subsystem during test. It will
consist ofa rigid structure that interfaces with the three mounting feet of the subsystem and
provide the required support for auxiliary test equipment. A shipping container will be pro-
vided to store and protect the Orbit Adjust Subsystem when it is not in active test or assem-
, bled to the spacecraft.
t Due to the light weight of the subsystem (approximately 20 pounds), the Orbit Adjust Subsystem
, willnot require a sling for installation to the spacecraft. Installation will be accomplished
by manually removing the subsystem from the handling fixture or shipping container and
i placing it in position on the spacecraft sensory ring. Trained teelmicians and "white glove"treatment will be employed during the operation.
Alignment targets will be required for aligning the Orbit Adjust nozzle thrust vector with thespacecraft center of mass. With the Orbit Adjust Subsystem installed on the spacecraft, the
alignment target will be mounted directly to the nozzle to bc aligned. When so installed the
I target will accurately locate the nozzle thrust vector. By using optical alignment techniquesand shimming at the nozzle mounting surface, the thrust vector can be aligned accurately with
the spacecraft center of mass. These targets are supplied with the Orbit Adjust subsystem.
I A portable fuel servicing unit is required to fv.e_ the Orbit Adjust Subsystem. The unit has
the capability for controlled metering and supply storage of hydrazine from one system and
I nitrogen from another. The servicing unit will also be capable of loading the Orbit AdjustSubsystem with dummy fuel to simulate the mass of the hydrazine during mass critical sys-
tems tests such as vibration and separation spring setting. A suitable unit that can be mod-
I lfled for ERTS use is available as GFE from the MM '69 program Except as specifiedpreviously the CA S/S MAGE is new equipment. ..
I 11.1. 5. 3 MAGE for Experiment B. I. T.
Bench test equipment is required for each of the spacecraft subsystems. This equipment
I provides the capability to verify subsystem performance, and to make a more detailed diag-
nosis of subsystem malfunctions than is possible with th,_ systems level equipment.
I In general, this equipment provides for supporting the subsystem and its respective test equip-
ment. For the ERTS spacecraft, a bench test fixture and experiment stimulator is required
for each experiment subsystem: MSS, RBV, AMS. The RBV subsystem also requires a
I Reseau check of calibration instrument. These pieces ofequipment are supplied with the
experiments. In addition to this equipment, the RBV requires additional fixturtng.
I An RBV S/A alignment fixture is required to align the RBV's to each other on a common base.The fixture will interface with the base plate mounting surface and have the capability of lev-
eling the base plate as required. Optical techniques will be used to align the RBV's. Once
I aligned, a handling fixture is required to lift and handle the RBV - base plate subassembly.The handling fixture will interface with the RBV base plate and provide capability for aiding
in installing the RBV subassembly into the spacecraft. It will be rigid enough to maintain the
I alignment accuracy of the subassembly.
i 11-23
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An RBV Rescau cheek of calibration fixture will also be required. It will be a rigid structure i
capable of supporting the RBV Rescau Check of Calibration device and the RBV - base plate |
subassembly. The fixture will have provision for aligning the check of calibration device to I 1
the RBV. It will interface with the base plate mounting surface and the mounting surface of |
the check of calibration device. I /
The RBV alignment, lmndling and check of calibration fixtures are new equipment. /
" 11.1.5.4 MAGEforSDMSupport I /
The struetaral development model will require two fixtures for vibration testing. One fixture _ |
_°lj will adapt the structure to the vibration machine head for yaw axis shake, and the other will _ |
adapt the structure to an arrangement of Team Bearings which support the structure for roll m |
and pitch axis vibration with the yaw axis vortical. Both fixtures will ii, terfaco with the -- |
_:_:. adapter/booster interface, I 1
,_ 11.1.5.5 MAGE for Antenna Model 1
mockup only. A non metallicslingwillbe required to support the antennamodel duzIng -- |
test. The spacecraftRF slingmay be utilizedfor thispurpose. I' I
!
11.1.5.6 MAGEforSystemTest I i1i
_ The systems approach for mechanical support equipment is keyed around a Test and Calibre !
tion (T&C) dolly, which has the capability to support and store the complete spacecraft with • |
o yaw axis vertical or horizontal. The Test and Calibration dolly supports the spacecraft, I j_]
complete with its environmental cover in the yaw axis horizontal attitude , during transport. "t
In addition, it provides the basic source of rotation for the spacecraft from vertical to hori- • |
zontal attitudes and has a leveling capability for alignment checks of the spacecraft. I t
A utility dolly is rsed to support and store the spacecraft with or without the adapter in the I ]
yaw axis verticalposition. This dollyisbasicallyan interfacering on castersand provides I |
the spacecraft with limited mobility in test and checkout operations where the versatility of |
the T&C dolly is not required, t /
A collector ring is furnished to provide handling protection to the flight adapter interface with /
support equipment, and to provide a common adaptation at its interface to satisfy the various •
support functions with which it must be compatible, such as leak test covers, humidity covers, I I
etc. In addition, a spacer is required to simulate the flight adapter when the spacecraft with- I
out the adapter is mated to the utility dolly or the T&C dolly I 'i!' i
A flight adapter handling fixture is required to lift and handle the flight adapter when it is not I
mated to the spacecraft. Two basic lift slings are required to handle _.e spacecraft and/or m _
the associated mechanical support equipment. Both slings utilize three legged strong-backs I
as spreaders. The spacecraft lift sli_,, in conjunction with a hydraset is used to handle the
complete spacecraft with yaw axis vertscal. It interfaces with lifting hardpoints incorporated t
into the sensory ring. The spacecraft, dolly, and cover sling assmbly is used for lifting the U !_
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I spacecraft enclosed inside tim spacecraft cover, handling the T&C dolly during tending opera-
tions into and out of the transport trailer, and in removing and installing the spacecraft cover
halves.
!
The spacecraft will be transported to the launch site in the fully assembled configuration with
yaw axis horizontal. The test and calibration doily will perform the function of spacecraft
I support. Environment attenuation is accomplished throagh the use of;
1, Humidity covers (a polyethylene shroud) which also protect against contamination
I 2, A spacecraft cover which is a metallic, bi-par_lng, closed-end cylinder that attaches
to hardpoints on the flight adaptor and is continuoasly purged during shipment
I 3. An insulated, soft suspension van-type trailer (transporter) which houses the space-
• craft (in the spacecraft cover) supported on the T&C doily (Figllre 11.1-3).
I The transporter is also equipped for purging. Tho_'mal control is passive with practical, but
i
limited restriotionsp on exposure to external environments. A (]-133 aircraft will accommo-
date the transporter which can also be tawed over the road at speeds up to 15 mph.I
Transport of the spacecraft to the pad utilizes the identical equipment and control previously
described. At the pad, the spacecraft sad spacecraft cover assembly are hoisted to the boos-
i_m ter interface by hardpoints provided ca the spacecraft cover.
I
|
Figure 11.1-3. T & C Dolly _
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Checkout and confidence testing of the spacecraft, following assembly and after environmental I
tests, is supported by a variety of single purpose functional equipment discussed as follows.
ISpacecraft payloads in the assembled spacecraft are performance-tested in the ambient on-
viroamont with the spacecraft (without the flight adapter) ae0urately mortared on a cheek-of-
calibration adapter (Figure 11.1-4). This is a structural dolly containing accurately con- t
trolled and calibrated targets specifically designed to stimulate their respective payloads. I
Peripheral equipment for target control is required to supplement the cheek of calibration a-
daptor. This is one of the few items of equipment for which a redesign is required because
of the variation in payload between the EaTS and Nimbus spacecraft. m
The alignment function is performed in the alignment laboratory and standard equipment is
drawn from the facility. Special target applications and a vehicle alignment support fixture I
(Figure 11, 1-5) are required as mechanical support equipment.
I
Mass property measurements, eoasisting of woighin_ the spacecraft on a platform scale,
center of gravity location and measurement of products of inertia about throe axes, and
accurate separation spring settings, are perfol_ed suing unique support equipment. This I
equipment coasists of an accurately indexed fixture having rotatiol_al capability for center of
m
gru.vity location and prodtmt of inertia measurement, and a special fixture which includes a
shnalatod separation piano interface and supports the spacecraft with yaw axis vertical for
separation spring settings. All operations, except weighing are performed on the facility
w
Polton machine.
I
I
I
Figure 11.1-4 Check-ol!-Calibration Adapter I "ii
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FigureII.1-5. VehicleAlignmentSupportFixture
I
FixtureMass propertiesequipmentandalignmentsupportwillbemodifiedfrom theNimbus
D configurationdue tovariationsofpayload.Becauseofthehazardousnatureofhydrazine,
theorbitadjustsubsystemwillbe loadedwithdummy fueltosimulatethemass ofthehydra-
zineduringmass criticalsystem tests,suchas vibrationandseparatlonspringsettings.The
actual hydrazine loading will take place on the gantry under an explosive protective environ- _'
ment via a portable servicing unit having the capability for controlled metering and supply
storage of hydrazine from one subsystem, and nitrogen from another.
Pneumatic leak test and pneumatic servicing equipment is required to service the pneumatic
subsystems and check leakage rates during system test and prelaunch checkout of the space=
craft. The pneumatic servicing equipment (Figure 11.1-6) consists of a cart comprising
storage capacity for two gas supply bottles, a control panel, a pressure boost pump, and
interconnecting supply hoses for interface with the vehctle. The pneumatic leak test equip-
ment is the infrared spectrophotometer-type and consists of leak test covers, cover handling
sling, circulating fan, rate calibration kit, and the infrared spectrophometer. Leak rate
testing is performed with the spacecraft on the test and calibration dolly, or on the utility
dolly.
Envlronment_tl testing of the spacecraft will require mechanical support equipment for vacuum
tests, thermal, vibration tests, and checkout of the RF subsystem in the anechoic chamber.
Thermal Vacuum tests will be cmiducted with the spacecraft yaw axis vertical in the 39=foot
diameter thermal-vacuum chamber. Equipment required will comprise a thermal-vacuum
'A "
,!
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Figure 1.1.1-6.Pnoumatlc SorviclngEquipment
ma
check of calib_ation adapter {similar to the ambient check-of-calLbratton adapter {Figure
11.1-4) which will support the spacecraft and will also support stimulation targets for the
payloads; a programmable infrared lamp array to s_nulate spacecraft orbital thermal B "
er_vironment and peripl_eral equipment, such as cryogenic lines, electrical control cable i :.
and pneumatic lines feeding the attitude control subsystem. Stimulators for the attitude con-
trol subsystem and subsystem thermal controls will be supported by a bi-parttng trusstype i
structure to attain the height of the attitude control module (Figure 11.1-7). The truss J
structure pivots about its base to open in a clam-shell fashion to permit mating the space-
craft to the check-of-calibration adapter (Figure 11.1-8). The check of calibration adapter I
and attitude control support structure are physically integrated by a common mountizLg base. w
Checkout of the spacecraft 1RF subsystem with the spacecraft suspended in the anechoic cham- I
ber will require a non metallic sling to suspend the spacecraft without effect on 1RF (Figure
11.1-9).
e
In addition to this equipment, the following auxiliary test equipment is used to support system S
testing.A sensory subsystem fixtureis required tosupportand providerotationalcapability ',"
for the sensory ring subassembly during checkout before as'Jembly of the complete spacecraft. I '_
A sensory ring lift sling is used to handle the sensory ring at the strut interfaces when hand-
ling is required as a subassembly. During solar paddle deployment checks, a paddle hub clamp _ i
is required to alleviate strain on the paddle shaRs caused by the weight of the paddles. I '
i
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t Figure 11. 1-7. Bi-parting Truss-type Structure
til t_'
Figure 11.1-8. V/T Test Equipment-Mating Configuration [_
|
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I
I
|
Figure 11.1-9. Spacecraft Suspended in Nonmetallic Sling
I
A matchmate tool which simulates the Delta N-6 interface geometry and rigidity is used to I
determine shimming to meet flatness requirements at the spacecraft/booster interface. A
spacecraft cover mounting ring adapts the spacecraft cover interface to the T&C dolly for I
storage and transport when the spacecraft is not present. Finally, miscellaneous ladders | .
and platforms are fnrnished to provide access to the spacecraft during launch site activities.
I
I
I
I
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11.2 ELECTRICAL AGE
I 11.2.1 INTRODUCTION
f 11.2, 1.1 Scope
Electrical Aerospace Ground Equipment includes the following:
1. All electrical equipment required to support systems level tests and integration
of the spacecraft including the Te_t Ground Station
i 2. Field prelaunch and launch monitor andoperations equipment required
to control
the spacecraft
i_ 3. Bench Test Equipment required to support in house subsystem level testing
Operational equipment is not included in this discussion.
11.2.1.2 Summary
The EAGE performs the electrical functions required for bench integration testing, system,
and subsystem level testing, checkout, servicing, simulation, and stimulation of the space-
craft. It verifies design, demonstrates compliance with systems requirements and performance
specifications, verifies subsystem interfaces, isolates malfunctions, and detects performance
trends that may be detrimental to mission effectiveness.
The EAGE required to support the program has been divided into the following six functional
categories:
E1 Electrical Systems Test Set
E2 Test Ground Station
E3 Auxiliary Test Equipment
E4 Environmental Electrical Support Equipment
E5 Field Operations Equipment
E6 Subsystem Bench Test Equipment
i Table 11.2-1 summarizes the functions of each of these end item groups. A detailed equip-
ment item matrix is presented in Section 11.2.2. Section 11.2.3 defines the system approach
and philosophy used in establishing the end-item groups and functions. Requirements for I_:"
each equipment item were reviewed. A determination was made regarding the applicability
of existing designs, modifications of designs required, new design._ required, and the ._
availability of existing hardware. Section 11.2.4 details the results of this study. _4
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11, 2.2 EAGE MATRIX
I Figure 11.2-1 is the EAGE Matrix. It is divided into the six functional end-item categories,
as described in Sectior, 11,2, 1 Under each of these major equipment categories are listed
the specific end items. Quantities required to support the program, design source (with
regard to existing, m_dified, or new design) and hardware source (with regard to share orbuild/procure new) are defined. First-need dates are identified. The Notes column contains
additional pertinent information as required.
I 11,2.3 SYSTEM APPROACH :
I 11.2.3.1 C,_.neral
The design philosophy established for the ERTS Electrical AGE is based on the following
i objectives:
1. To provide the capability of demonstrating and verifying that the spacecraft and
I its associated subsystems meet all applicable system performance requirements.
2. To establish correlation among test data obtained through all phases of testing by
providing commonality between test techniques and test equipment through all| phases of the program.
3. To isolate detected malfunctions to the subsystem and component level of assembly
I in accordance with prescribed testing procedures.
4. To detect trends in system performance that may be detrimental to the mission.
i 5. To effectively provide electrical protection for the spacecraft during integration,
testing, and prelaunch activities. ,..
I The Electrical AGE systems approach selected for ERTS is identical to the approach suc-
cessfully used on the Nimbus Program. This approach has been technically and procedurally
refined by iteration in support of Nimbus A, C, B, B2, and D Programs and planned use for
U_ the E and F Programs. The approach in itself is cost-effective. It is further enhanced
u.
because the similarities between ERTS and Nimbus allow direct use of many existing designs,
and in many cases, hardware end items may be shared with Nimbus. Back-up units where
I required, and also be shared with the Nimbus
spare parts may Program. (These relation-
ships are identified in the end-item matrix section, Section 11.2.2).
I Highlights of the Nimbus Electrical AGE approach which will be used on ERTS are as follows:
1. Maximum utilization of the spacecraft telemetry system is made for performance _,_
monitoring and fault diagnosis. This permits a minimum of hardware test points _
to verify and control spacecraft performance, which reduces the potential of
i adverse interaction between the spacecraft and the GSE. :_2. Fault isolation to the black box level is attained through the usa of supplementary ;_:!!
test tees and breakout boxes. This level of isolation requires access to component
connectors which are integrated with spacecraft design. i
I 1,33
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3. In the interest of cost effectiveness and the versatility achieved by direct operator
control, test equipment is in general manually operated. Semi-automatic sub-
i routines such as interlocked predetermined "turn on"/"turn off" sequences areprovided to preclude spacecraft damage through incorrect sequences of operation.
Telemetry data, both real time and stored, is processed by automatic data
i processing (ADP) equipment. Significant analog and digital event data are displayedon multi-channel chart r corders as well s n the ADP printer.
4. Maximum use is made of subsystem bench test equipment designs and hardware
I support system testing. Design Operations equipment
items in of level of Field
and some of the hardware items are directly derived from the Systems Test
Equipment. This approach allows correlation of test data in addition to reducingI
B total cost, Judicious selection of designs and hardware items carried over from
u
lower level testing to systems level and field operations precludes overly complicating
the higher level tests. For example ACS Bench Test Equipment Stimulators and
I Stimulator Controls used at level but selectedare directly System testing only
portions of ACS BTE are incorporated into the Systems Test Set thereby reducing
i complexity at the Systems Test Level.
11.2,3.2 EAGE Description
I As dit_cussed in Section 11.2.1, the Electrical AGE has been divided into six functional
g
categories. Descriptions are provided in Section 11.4.
!i Prior to system level testing of the spacecraft, subsystem performance is verified through
use of bench test equipment. Subsystem test equipment is required for each of the spacecraft
subsystems. This equipment provides the capability to verify subsystem performance and
I o make more detailed diagnosis of subsystem malfunctions than is possible with the system-
level equipment.
I Subsystems are then individually integrated into the system during bench integration testing.
Bench integration testing is a preliminary test performed to identify any possible subsystem
| incompatibilities and to provide initial systems test information.|
The approach selected for the system-level Electrical AGE utilizes an Electrical Systems
I Test Set in conjunction with Auxiliary Equipment and the Test Ground Station to performsystems tests and checkout of the spacecraft. Block diagrams are shown in Figure 11.2-2
for in-house and field testing, pad validation, and prelaunch and launch operations.
I During test and checkout of the spacecraft, the (spacecraft) telemetry system and related Test
Ground Station equipment provide the malor diagnostic capability. Experiment performance
i is verified through use of the Test Ground Station equipment and appropriate stimulator targetslocated in Check-of-Calibration _dapters and Flight Adapters. The command portion of the :
Test Ground Station is used in its normal fashion to provide commands to the vehicle. The
i Electrical Systems Test Set and related test equipment provide the supplemental test and i _,control functions. _
i i
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The Test Ground Station is functionally arranged sucb that it has two identical data processing I
channels, each capable of handling either real-time data flow or off-line data analysis.
Normally, both data flows are required to support system test. The capability to separately |
process on-line and off-line data permits a portion of the ground station to be Sent to WTR |
to support field operations while maintaining a reduced in-house test capability. This ar-
rangement requires less total equipment than two independent ground stations, while offering |
the advantages of being able to simultaneously support in-house and field test operations and g
providing significant equipment redundancy.
The Test Ground Station also contains wide band receivers and associated demultiplex equip-- Im
ment to receive payload data. I_BV and MSS payload data is processed using the required
portions of the GFE RBV and MSS Bench Test Equipment. I
A simulated DCS platform signal is generated and transmitted to the spaeecra{t. The return
signal from the USB transmitter is demultiplexed and compared to the simulated transmis- t
sion to verify loop performance. A similar test is performed for the PHN signal. |
During system tests, the spacecraft is continuously controlled and monitored through the t
Electrical Systems Test Set comprised of a Test Console, test modules, simulators and |
stimulators. The Electrical Systems Test Console contains provisions for powering the
spacecraft, monitoring the spacecraft power system performance, enabling the spacecraft R
command system, operating the umbilical isolation relays and preflight disconnect functions, |
stimulating and monitoring the Attitude Control Subsystem, controlling Go/No-Go targets, and
testing performance of the Separation and Deployment Subsystem and the Orbit Adjust Sub-
system pyre firing circuits. In addition, it provides alarm and interlock functions that affect i
spacecraft safety and provides control, of all necessary hardware test points. It contains
recorders digital voltmeters, one oscilliscope and one electronic counter, as well as other t
test instruments required to verify spacecraft performance. |
A number of test modules are used in conjunction with the Electrical Systems Test Console. t
The purpose of these modules is twofold: (1)mvtntain spacecraft safety during test by |
providing isolation of spacecraft signals and limiting the distance they are brought out of
the vehicle and (2) minimize line losses caused by long wiring runs. In general, the
modules mount directly to the test connectors on the spacecraft.
A simulated solar paddle voltage is available from the Solar Array Simula_ . If desired, |
the controls of the Electrical Systems Test Console may be set to deliver this voltage directly
to the spacecraft unregulated bus. The Electrical Systems Test Console contains necessary
interlocks to prevent improper application of power, as well as providing overvolt_ge _
protection and alarms. J
Certain systems tests are conducted with the spacecraft mounted on the Check-of-Calibr_.tion :_
Adaptec. This unit contains the targets and stimulators required to calibrate the spacecraft
experiments. The Target Control Console contains the circuits to power the targets located
in the Check-of-Calibration Structure. In addition to experiment calibration, the Check-of- Tj)Calibration Structure also acts as a test bed for deployment tests and contains separation
switch actuators.
'T "
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Depending on the particulat test being performed, RF transmission and reception is either
by air link or RF hardwirc to the ground station. Tripod mounted antennas of the properfrequency are used for air link tests. An _F dummy load box is u_ed during hardwire
tests. It contains directional couplers, at_nuators and dummy loads and _s located close
to the spacecraft to prevent damage to spacecraft transmitters in case any of the RF line_to the Test Grotmd Station become open.
t The RF teat console contains signal and function generators, electronic counter_0 8WR,Power and Admittance meters, slotted lines, directional wattmeters, couplers and attenua-
tors to check out RF performance el spacecraft transmitters, receivers and antenna_.
I During initial integration or in a fault analysis situation, additional monitoring and trouble..
shooting capability is possible through the use of _t£_ supplied for all internal space-
I craft connnctors.
Th_ Solar Atray Test {2tmsolc is used to vori(v the solar paddle cell boards,
I Th_ to_t arrungmont for thermal-vacuum testing requires adr]ltlon_.l support cqutp_nont to
maintain spacccrnft thermal balance and to stimulflto the _pacccr_ft _cnsorA and oxpori-
I moats. The ambient Cllock-of-Ctflibration Adaptor is replaced by a Thermal Vacuum Cl__cck-
m of-Calibration Structure containing the appropriate targets, stimulators, and hoator_ for1
thermal-vacuum testing of the spacecraft.|
:l The test equipment described so far is used to support detailed in-house and field checkout
of the spacecraft. The remaining equipments are directly concerned with lat,nch operations.
:E The major equipment for l_tmch operations is the Blocld_ouse console, This unit powers,
and in conjunction with th_ telemetry and command ground stations, controls, and monitors :_ii
the spacecraft at the lauuch pad. Its functions are similar to those of the Electrical
| Systems Test Consolc but differ in several essential ways. The remote location of the
blockhouse from the spacecraft causes additional design restraints in that the console must
be capable of powering and monitoring the spacecraft over pad cabling 1500 feet in length.
_ The number of required spacecraft control functions are reduced during the 1aunch phase.A requirement for 47 wires in the umbilical is identified in Section 9. 1. Accordingly, the
equipment is simplified to avoid complexity of operation at launch.
The Blockhouse Console utilizes panel and chassis assemblies from the Electrical Systems
Test Console supplemented by specially designed control panel and power supplies capable
I of regulating for the long line voltage drops.
The AGE and ACS Test Modules are used during pad tests to start and reset the controls
t and to provide other req_red inputs. The AGE/ACS Test Module control box is used to
control the test modules on the gantry. The circuitry for this unit is also derived from the _'
equivalent circuits in the Electrical Systems Test Console. Both the moduies and control
r,-
box _re disconnected prior to launch, and the modules are replaced by flight connectors. _:
Controls stimulators located in the shroud are powered from a Controls Stimulater Control _
Console. These are used to perform a Go/No-Go test of the Attitude controls prior to _
launch.
I H :
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Pcrformalice of the Blockhouse Console, Controls Stimulator Control Conso!e, and pad
I
wiring are verified prior to mating of the spacecraft and adapter through use of the Space.- II
craft find Adapter Load Simulator and the Line Resistance Simulator. " I
11.2.4 EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTIONS |
The fallowing is a description of each of the Electrical AGE items. Requirements, con-
figuration, and functional descriptions are included. The items described are listed in I
the following table, I
Item Nomenclature 8eetion
Group No. I
El ElectricalSystemsTestSet II.2.4.1
R
E2 TestGround StaUon 11.2.4.2
E3 Auxiliary Equipment 11.2.4.3 I
E4 Environmental Electrical 11.2.4.4
Support Equipment I
E5 Field Operations Equipment 11.2. 4. 5 _
I
E6 Subsystem Bench Test Equip- 11.2. 4. 6
11.2.4.1 Electrical Systems Test Set
I /Itwas determinedduringthePhase B&C StudythattheNimbus ElectricalSystem TestSet _?
Designwas directlyapplicabletoERTS, withminor designmodificationsand additions, i
A description of the Test Set and required modifications and additi ms follows. I _
The ElectricalSystemsTestSetisthecentralcontrolpointforallbenchintegrationand _• _isystemsleveltesting.Itpowers thespacecraftand inconjunctionwiththeTestGround
Station monitor and control functional operation and performance of the spacecraft. It ii
supports test of the spacecraft from the initial integration of subsystems into the space- • _
craft; during debug, performance, and environmental testing; and final acceptance testing; I
and it is then used in the field to verify spacecraft performance during prelaunch testing.
The test set is manually controlled by the operator, although semiautomatic and automatic • _,
subroutines are incorporated as necessary for spacecraft safety or proper test sequencing. I
The TestSetiscomposed ofanElectric_lSystemsTestConsoleand relatedtestmodules
simulatorsand modules.
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1. Electrical Systems Test ConsolA - The Electrical Systems Test Con3ole consists
of six bays of equipment. Figure 11.2-3 is a diagram of the prol_osed _RTS
Electrical System Console. Figure 11.2-4 is a photograph of the Nimbuq D
Electrical Systems Console. The similarity between configuraticus is readily
noted.
The console is composed of three enclosures as shown in the figure. The equip-
t ments are grouped in a functional fashion. The main enclosure houses all thepower, control, and test functions, while the two-bay e clos re o ses stimulator
controls, target controls and recording equipment, and the single-bay unit con-
I tains test instruments. This arrangement allows considerable flexibility of equip-ment use, particularly during the early portion of the systems test cycle. The
Spacecraft Control Panel provides centralized control of all general functions nec-
essary to power, enable, and monitor the spacecraft.
The Nimbus Panel design will be modified as required to conform to special re-
I quirements for ERTS. The basic arrangement of the panel and most power,monitor, and control circuits will remain identical to Nimbus.
I A Meter Panel is located directly above the Spacecraft Control Panel. It containsoptical meter relays to monitor and alarm the solar bus, regulated bus, voltage
and preflight disconnect currents. Additional meters monitor battery currents
I and regulated bus currents. Provision will be added for OA Tank pressure and _temperature monitoring. Solar bus and regulated bus voltages and currents are
continuously displayed and monitored by analog chart recorders.
The eighteen channel oscillograph is used to monitor battery currents as well as _,:i_
display deployment, orbit adjust, and MSS pyre events and pyre circuit currents.
I The Instrumentation and Calibration panel selects, conditions, scales, andcalibrates all information displayed on the oscillograph. This panel will require
redesign to accommodate the additional spacecraft pyre circuits.
I A n,nnber of isolated floating power supplies are utilized for various spacecraft
and console functions. The Digital Voltmeter and its input selector allow selection _
I for display of any of 92 console or spacecraft functions.
The Attitude Controls Test l_anel provides specialized controls and monitors
l required for the Attitude Control Subsystem during systems test. Included are °monitoring and alarm of manifold and tank pressure and tank temperature. Con-
trois are pr_'1ided to dump gas. Electrical error signals may be injected into the
I ACS from this panel and test points are also available for monitoring .... _i
The Tin_er Panel provides operating time monitors as well as several utility ,,
I timers. _
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The Deployment, Orbit Adjust and MSS Events Panel is used in conjunction with
I the Bridgewire Simulator to test the Separation/Unfold Timer and the OA/MSS
pyre module. This panel will be a modified Nimbus design adding provision for
control and monitor of the OA and MSS pyres.
I The two bay enclosure contains a Go/NoGo Target Control Panel which is used in
conjunction with the flight adapter. This panel controls the Go/NoGo Targets for
I a new design based on a similar Nimbus
the BBV and MSS Subsystems. It will be
Go/NoGo Target Control Panel.
I The Temperature recorder is a 24 channel recordermultipoint which is used to
monitor check-of-calibration target temperatures.
[ The Attitude Sensor Stimulator Panel will be a new design. The IR Stimulator
and Sun Sensor Stimulator Control Panels are both existing designs.
#
The ACS Initiation Timer Status Panel design will be the same desi_,n as the Nim-
bus Panel.
I The single-bay test instruments enclosure contains the following versatile pre-
cision instruments: a digital voltmeter, dual-beam oscilloscope, an electronic
counter, an event recorder, and a test power supply. These instruments are
ioJ in a common enclosure for convenience during troubleshooting. The rack may be
used directly adjacent to the spacecraft or placed in normal operating position
with the rest of the console.
! 2. Test Modules and Simulators - A number of test modules are used with the Elec ......... _
trical Systems Test Console. These modules are designed to protect the space-
from equipment and cable malfunctions and to eliminate line loss problemscraft
that wo:_ld otherwise be caused by the required test configuration.
Figure 11.2-5 is a photograph of _ typical group of Nimbus Test Modules.
The AGE Test Module interfaces with the Space_raft AGE Test connector. This
module receives and buffers the following monitor signals from the spacecraft:
Regulated Bus Voltage, Regulated Bus Curre_lt Telemetry, Solar Bus Voltage,
Auxiliary Bus Voltages, and Payload r_egulatcr Vo|tage. It transmitts all bat-
teries "On" signal and RBV control _'Jg_ls nol_al!y provided by the spacecraft
segn_.ented switches located on thle Solar Array Drives. This module will be re-
designed in order to accommodate the addition of the Payload Regulator Voltage
and RBV Test Control Signals. :i_
The Bridge Wire Sim_flator simulates pyre bridge wire characteristics. It is an
active simulator and is located in proximity to the Spacecraft to reduce line loss
effects. It is controlled and monitored by the Deple_rrnent, Orbit Adjust and MSS
Events Panel located in the System Test Console. The existing Nimbus Bridgewire
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Figure 11.2-5. Group of Typical ERTS Test Equipment I
4
Simulator simulates four bridgewires in the Solar Paddle unfold/deployment sub- a
system. This design will be modified to add provision to simulate twelve more I ....,
bridge wires required for Orbit Adjust and MSS subsystem. The simulator
circuits will also be modified to correspond to the new bridgewire resistances.
|
The Battery Relay and Shunt Module interfaces with the spacecraft. It allows the
System Test Console to turn the spacecraft batteries on and off and monitors m
charge/discharge current of each battery. A minor change is required to the I
/
design of the Nimbus version of this module to accommodate change in battery loca-
tions. I
The ACS ControlModule interfaceswith the spacecraft Itprovides monitorlng
and control of critical ACS functions such a_ controls start/reset, ACS Initiation /
Timer, and prevents activation of the Solar Array Drives when the Solar Paddles !
are installed. This module is identical in design to the Nimbus D module.
The Paddle shaft telemetry modules are two small modules that mount directly I
to the paddle shaft connectors in l'ieu ofthe Solar Paddles. These modules stmu- :,
late the telemetry signals normally derived from the paddles. A minor modlflca- _
tion will be made to the Nimbus D design. !
1:
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The Deployment Test Cable monitors unfold sequence currents by insertion of
shunts into appropriate hal'ness connectors. The design of rids cable will b_changed _o accommodate ERTS spacecraft harness changes. The Paddle Position
Potentiometers monitor the physical displacement of the paddies during deploy-
I _ent. These potentiometers will be identical to those used on Nimbus.
3. Stimulators - Check out of the ACS requires stimulation of the IR Scanners andq
I Solar Array Drive Sun Sensors during various phases of systems level testing.Electro-mechanical stimulators are used for this purpose. The existing Nimbus
stimulator designs will be used. Two IR Scanner Stimulators are used; one each
I for the ibrward and aft IR scanners. The stimulators are capable of introducingpitch and roll errors. The stimulators are controlled by the IR Scanner Stimulator
Control Panel located in the System Test Console. Two Sun Sensor Stimulators
_ are also required to stimulate the left and right solar array drive sun sensors.The stimulators are controlled by the Sun Sensor Stimulator Control Panel located
in the Systems Test Console.
!
| An additional stimulator is required to stimulate the Attitude Sensor to verify its
performance. This stimulator is of new design and will be controlled by the
" Attitude Sensor Stimulator Panel. Details of this stimulator are contained inSection 11.1.
t 11.2. 4. 2 Test Ground Station
It was determined during the Phase B&C Study that a new test ground station design is re-
_ quired for the ERTS program. A description of the studies made to define the test ground
station and a description of the equipment follows:
1 Definition of Test Ground Station _'
The Test Ground Station definition was a result of the following studies:
I 1. Definition of the system test data requirement
t 2. Definition of the Test Ground Station to provide support both in-house and at V_R.3. Investigation of existing designs and equipment for applicability to ERTS Test
Ground Station
T
i_ 4. Definition of equipment required for testing of RBV and MSS.
1 A block diagram of the ERTS Test Ground Station is shown in Figure 11.2-6, and a list ofequipment required is given in TaMe 11.2-2. _
I "
|
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DEFINITION OF SYSTEM TEST DATA REQUIREMENTS
The test data requirements fall into two major categories: I
1. Those that require continuous real-time spacecraft monitoring, and |2. Those that require in-depth nonreal-time analysis of the systems.
The software required for both categories are: I
Real Time
!Command Generation
Telemetry Real Time Interrupt
Status I
Command Verification
Temperature/Pressure I
Telemetry Verify
m
Time Slot Display
Subsystem Display
aa
Off-Line (NonrealTime) B
Power Analysis A
Primary Off-Line Status/Englneering Units Tape Generation I ._..,._,
Limit Summary '
DataLisUng | :/
General Averaging
m
Figure 11.2-7 is a functional block diagram showing the Test Ground Station data flow. The
real time data processing will be performed utilizing the VHF real time telemetry data.
Capability to process the U3B real time telemetry data will be provided as a backup mode I
of operation. The off-llne data l_ocesslng will be performed utilizing the USB data and w _
VHF playback data.
m
Selection of Test Ground Station
The functional approach chosen for the Test Ground Station was selec+.ed from the require- I i,
ment that the Test Ground Station must perform both real-tlme testing and nonreal-tlme m
data analysis, and the requirement that a set of equipment must be sent to WTR prior to :....Ithe end of in-house system testing.
| '
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TABLE 11.2-2. ERTS TEST GROUND STATION EQUZPMENT
= Item Equipment Nomenclature Quantity I
1 RF/Antenna patch rack 1
2 Time standard 1 •
3 Receiver and video patch panel rack |
VHF receiver 2 I
S band receiver 2
Time code reader/_canner 2 m
2265. 5 MHz wideband receiver 2 m
2229.5 MHz wideband receiver 2
RCVR/video patch panel 2 N
4 Demultiplexer rack 2
5 Telemetry processor 2 I
6 Remote time display unit 6
7 DCS/PRN test rack Ip
Digital word generater 4
Oscilloscope 2 IVHF signal generator
S-band signal generator 2
Digital comparator and logic 2 |
8 Command station 2 | f"'
9 ADP 2 |
!10 RBV test rack 1
11 MSS test rack 1 | 4 _
12 Chart recorders 12 | +.i!
13 Narrowband tape recorder 2 |
14 Test conductorts console 2 | .=,
|
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The alternative approach would be to provide two identical ground stations each with a
w
cemputer capable of performing both roll time and off-line data processing. This approach m
allows for no backup capability in the event of equipment failure and limits the amount of
software debugging and performance of any special tests that may be required.
The approach chosen (a test ground station "complex") using two smaller-sized computers I
instead of one large computer, permits one computer, along with a set of receivers,
telemetry processor, etc., to be c_dicatcd full time to real time testing while the second m
computer and its receivers, telemetry processor, etc., can perform off-line analysis pro- I
grams and software debugging, as well as serving as a backup .in case of equipment failure
to the re_l time system. Also, one set of equipment can be sent to WTR and the second set t
can perform final in-house testing. I
investigation of Existing Dcstgne and Equ_ment
m
The use of a Nimbus B ground station was investigated because the equipment is available
in-house. IIowever, in order to make this equipment compatible with the Wideband Tele- •
metry Subsystem it would be necessary to mo_fy a major port/on of the equipment. The I
equipment contains circuitry that would be expensive and difficult to modify, and, new re-
ceivers, demodulators, and other equipment would be required.
g
The CDC 160A computers from the Nimbus B program were investigated and it was found
that they can not perform all the programs required. I
I
In an effort to reduce software costs, the use of CDC 924ts and Nimbus D software was
studied. The study revealed that the Command Generation and S/S Display programs would I
require new software while the remaining software would require minor modifications. I
However, the in-house CDC 924ts cannot be shared with Nimbus D and new CDC 924ts
cannot be purchased because they are no longer manufactured by CDC. CDC also indicated
no CDC 924ts were available for retrofit. I
Since new computers are required, they will be third generation units selected from the Im
same family as that selected for the OCC so that test programs required by both the Test I
Ground Station and the OCC can use the same software.
REV and MSS Testing ',i
The original approach to test the RBV and MSS was to use two sets of equipment that would |
be identical to the RBV and MSS bench test equipment. As the BTE was defined, the high
cost of the electron beam recorder, the wideband tape recorder, and signal processing
equipment required made the use of two additional sets for the Test Ground Station un-
practicable. The feasibility of sharing the BTE with subsystem testing was determined ]
to be adequate except for supporting pre-launch tests at WTR and final in-house system
tests during the same time. Another disadvantage is the possibility of conflicts arising if 1
subsystem and system testing are occurring at the same time. _
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The final configuration selected is to use that portion of the BTE for each subsystem that
wilt provide L_e capability of performing Go/No-Go testing using Go/No Go targets. This
will satisfy the majority of system testing and pre-launch support at WTR. For the system
testswhere thetwo subsystemsaccuracyistobe measured andforfinalsystem test,the
one set of BTE provided for subsystem testing will be used.
Test Ground Station Description
I The Test Ground Station is functionally arranged such that it has two identical data process-
ing channels, each capable of handling either real-time data flow or off-line data analysis.
I Normally, both data flows are required to support system test. The capability to separatelyprocess on-line and off-line data will permit a portion of the ground station to be sent to
WTR to support field operations while maintaining a reduced in-house test capability. The
I Time Standard, CRT Display, RBV Test Rack and the MSS Test Rack are not duplicated.For in-house testing, one data processing channel is used to process and perform all
real-time programs required to test the spacecraft. The second data processing channel
I will perform off-line analysis programs and permit software debugging. It will also act asa back up for the real-time data processing channel in case of an equipment failure. For
pre-launch, one set of equipment will be sent to WTR to support the pre=launch activities
I while the second set will remain in-house to conduct final tests on the spacecraft. The RBV| and MSS Test Racks will be sent to WTR. Final in-house testing will utilize the RBV and
MSS BTE. A description of the equipment required follows.
I 1. Commuv.lcation and Data Handling Equipment
i a. RF/Antenna Patch Rack. The RF/Antenna Patch Rack contains a patch panelfor routing RF and Video signals to and from the Test Ground St tion to dif-
ferent test areas; a power divider and attenuator panel; and a patch panel for
i connecting the RF signals to the Test Ground Station receivers and transmitters.The rack also contains provisions for routi g the sensor video data to the
MSS and RBV subsystem test areas so the BTE can be used to process the
i data.b. Receiver and Video l_atch Rack. The receiver and video patch rack contains
the Telemetry and Widebaud receivers; a video patch panel for connecting
I the outputs from the receivers and demultiplexer rack to the tape recorders,the Telemetry Processor, the DCS and PRN Test Rack, the RBV Test Rack,
the MSS Test Rack or to the RV Antenna Test Rack. The rack contains the
following receivers:
(1) S-band receiver with PM demodulator
1 (2) VHF receiver with PM demodulator
(3) 2229. 5 MHz Wideband receiver with FM demodulator
(4) 2265. 5 MHz Wideband receiver with FM demodulator
A Time Code Reader/Scanner is also located in this rack.
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c. Demultlplexer Rack. The Damultiplexcr Rack contains the discriminators
required to demodulate the information contained on the S-band signal. Six i
discriminatorsare requiredtodemultiplexthefollowingsignals: I
(1) NB recorderplayback
(2)Dcs signnl ,|I
(S) RT TLM
(4) WBVTR No. 1 im
(5) WBVTR No. 2 m
The discriminator input and output signals are patched on the video patch panel
contained in the Receiver/Vide, atch Rack.
d. Command Station I
The in-house Command Ground Station will provide the capability of command-
ing the ERTS in either the STADAN or the MSFN mode. I
In the STADAN mode, the ground station will transmit commands via the
154.20 MHz transmitter. The word format will be as follows: 13 zeros I
followed by a one, then a seven-bit address followed by 42 zeros and a one; |
then a 50-bit command. The bit rate in the STADAN mode will be 128 rps.
T_e modulation scheme will be FSK, i.e., an 8.0 kHz tone will represent a _
zero, an 8. 6 kHz tone will represent a one. The 128 Hz clock will ampli- I
tude modulate the 8.0/8.6 kHz tone.
The Command/Clock in the satellite will therefore receive the X (Clock) I
information from the 128 Hz signal, and the W (data) information from the
FSK signai. The enable Y will be derived by the satellite electronics after I
word synchronization has been acquired. |
In the MSFN mode, the ground station will transmit commands via the 2106. 4 |
MHz transmitter. A 70 kHz subcarrier will be PSK-modulated by 1 kbps, I
50-bit words. Since there are 5 subbits per data bit, the true bit rate is
/, 200 bps. I
The Command Ground Station will transmit commands either from matrices
storedintheADP Computer or ,,manual/kind"emergencycommands generated
by the operator at the ccr _ole. l
The console will provide the man/machine interface with the ct,n_puter and
disl, lay such things as spacecraft time, ground time, matrix selection, and
command selection.
The transmission electronics will accept parallel commands from the compu- i
ter, serialize them and then provide the proper modulation for the transmission
through either the VHF or S-Band transmitter.
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Transmitted commands will be monitored by verification receivers located in the Command
I Ground Station. The receiver output will be demodulated and compared in the computer toassure the proper command was ransm tted,
I Verification of both real time and stored command execution in the spacecraft will be per-formed by the comput r by comparing expected execution time with actual data contained
in the telemetry. Results will be displayed on the ADP printer.
I
, I 2. Telemetr_ Processors._ The function of the Telemetry Processors is to ac-
cspt raw and potentially noisy serial PCM signals to provide frame synchromiza-
I tion and a serial to parallel conversion channel suitable for inputting to a com_p_ter. The telemetry Processors are also capable of stripping and condition-
ing selected data channels from the data stream for display on strip or event
recorders.
Figure 11.2-8 is a simplified block diagram of the telemetry processor.
I The PCM bit stream is received from the video patch panel at the lkbps rate.
The bit synchronizer provides a noise free serial NRZ signal and four bit-rate-
1 clock pulse trains. An additional output is px,_vided for magnetic tape recording.Controls and displays for the bit synchronizer are provided on the front panel.
i1 _ The output of the bit synchronizer and the bit-rate-clock in phase and at quadratureare fed into the frame synchronizer which provides synchronization and serial to
parallel conversion. The frame synchronizer provides parallel data, word count
il and frame sync status to the formatter. The parallel data and sync pulses arealso fed to data distributors for shipping. <,,
t The serial NRZ signal received from the bit synchronizer is also fed to a subframesynchronizer along with the frame rate, subframe rate, the bit-rate-clocks and
the frame search sync status. The subframe synchronizer provides subframe
synchronizing pulses, 9-bit parallel frame number, and status signals which arerouted to the formatte_ or data distributors. :
l Forty-eight channels of analog and 64 channels (bits) of digital data stripping areprovided for "quick look" and graphic records on the chart recorders. Stripping
is performed in advanced of the computer. This allows graphic presentation of
I critical or selected data even during periods when the computer is otherwiseoccupied. ':
I Parallel data from the frame synchronizer and sync pulses from the frame and sub- :frame synchronizers are routed to the data distributors. This is performed either i'_
by patchboard or by selection transfer pulses which are generated by the synchro- : ::
I nizers for entering selected channels to tb_ 48 analog recording channels via _:i48 D/A converters and directly to 64 distal recording channels. _!
, j
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Interfacing between the computer and the synchronizers is handled by a formatter
i_ which contains the circuitry to format and control data transfer between the two.
Parallel data, word count, frame count, sync pulses and data ready pulses are
l provided to the formatter from the frame and subframe synchronizers. The for-i_ matter is then required to arrange the data such that it can be read into the com-
puter.
3. Automatic Data Processor (ADP). This portion of the ERTS ground station con-
'slats of a general purpose digital computer with associated peripheral equipment
dedicated to the real-time and off-.line test support of the ERTS spacecraft. Two
ADP units are planned, one for continuous real-time test support and the other
for simultaneous off-line support using magnetic tape inputs generated by the
real-tlmesystem orforplaybackdataanalysisandcomparisonwithrealtime
iii data. The ADP units will be interchangeable on a subsystem basis, i.e., a printer
or tape unitused in the off-line function can be transferred Into the real time
system if necessary, to support higher priority real-time test functions. The
Test ground station ADP is planned to be of the same family of computer used in
the OCC but of considerably smaller capacity. Commonality of shared software
programs between the Test Ground Station and the OCC is a requirement.
The primary real-time ADP function will be to continuously monitor the real-time
VHF TLM data, and display the spacecraft status via a CRT display and a hard
copy printer. Spacecraft health will be continuously checked during the testing
period with anomalies displayed and flagged for test personnel reaction. The TLM
_ data will be fed to the computer via the TLM processor. The computer stored
program willlimitcheckthedesignatedTLM variablesand verify_centstatus
continuously.Detectedanomalieswillbe displayedontheCRT and Imrdoopy
printerforapermanentrecord, Spacecraftime willbe availabletotheADP via
theon-boardTLM forannotationofdata.
The CRT keyboarddisplay(partofADP) willbe locatedintheTestConductors
Console(notADP) fordisplayofpre-formattedatapages. The CRT display
willbe drivenby thecomputerwiththespecificpagedisplaymanuallyselectable
from thekeyboard.ItprovidestheTestConductorwitha versatilemeans for
quicklymonitoringinreal-timea widevarietyofcogentspacecraftdata.
A hardcopyprinterwillalsobe providedaspartoftheADP peripheralequipment,
The printerwillprovideanothermeans ofdatadisplayinreal-tlmeand inaddition
yields a permanent record for data recall If necessary, i_._ii
The ADP will maintain a file of all single spacecraft commands and command _
sequences. This command data will be assembled and stored prior to testing and !_
p
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computerwillinterfacewiththegroundcommand stationfunctionallyasfollows.
m
a. Command selectionand executionsignalsfrom thecommand stationtothe
computer. am
b. Command datafrom thecomputertothecommand station. I
Command verification will be performed in the ADP for all stored program I
commands by reading transmitted stored command data back into the ADP via |
telemetry for comparison with the computer stored _.nmand data, If an error is
detected the command block will bo retransmitted, If the transmitted command I
block is verified a ready to execute command will bc transmitted and the command |
sequence will execute when the spacecraft cloak advances to the command time tag,
Real-time commands will be verified by checking the on-board command execute •
counter via telemetry. For each real-time command execution the counter will |
increment one count. Both real-time and stored program command execution will
be further verified by checking subsystem status anC, event changes as indicated •
by the telemetry data. The ADP will perform _his function using command verifi- |
cation logic to check the re3ponsc to the executed commands.
The real-time ADP will generate an RDT (Raw Data Tape) which will be ava,_lable I
to the off-line ADP for further detailed data evaluation processing. The RDT will
be generated in real-time and contain all of the telemetry data in a computer I
format suitable for direct computer processing not requiring a TLM decom unit. |
The second AD1_ will be utilized for off-line data processing for in depth data I
evaluation and for backup during real-time testing. This unit will also be avail- _ ,,
able for shipment to the launch site during the prelaunch checkout phase of the
program. The off-line test support will be a function of the specific test data m
available. However, in general it will consist of re-running RDTts utilizing I
various data evaluation utility programs for selected data analysis. Examples of ....
these programs are: power analysis, limit summary, data listing and general • ,,_
averaging. _ /
Each AD]? unit will consist of the following items: I
a. General purpose digital computer (I)
b. Magnetic tape units (3)
c. Magnetictapecontrolunit(I) _'
d. Line printer (1) !
e. Card punch (1)
f. Card reader(I) I
g, Discfile(1)
I
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9. Ambient Cheek-of-Calibration Adapter Wiring Installation, The C-of-C Adapte_
i Wiring lnsiiailati0n consists of intorconnectton of sensor targets and monitors, to acentrally located con ector panel on th adpator. Wiring of the separation switch
actuator8 is a part of the installation. This will be a new design.
I 10. Solar Array Test Console for ERTS is identical _o that used on Nimbus and can be
_ihared. The console consists of a DC power source and control panel for perform-
ance of continuity and leakage current measurements on the spacecraft solar
,I arrays.
11, 2.4.4 Environmental Test Support Equipm_,'.
| "'It was determined during the Phase B&C, Study that some Nimbus environmental supoort
equipment could bc shared because of sin_ilarity of functional requirements.
A description of required items follows,
1. T/V Cablilk_. Thermal-vacuum testing requires special sets of cables to route
signals into and out of the test chamber through the chamber penetration plates,
In addition, temperature monitoring, and special control functions must be pro-
_1 vided. Approximately 50 percent of the required cables were found to be identical
to Nimbus and can be shared.
_ 2. T/V Paddle Shaft Telemetr_. Modules mount directly to the paddle shaft connecters
in lieu of the Solar Paddles. These modules simulate the telemetry signals nor-
mally derived from the paddles. The modules also contain shorting connections
that route the spacecraft solar bus current through the ACS slip rings in order to
_ simulate the normal flight condition of the solar paddles generating power. A
modified design is required for ERTS.
3. T/V Temperature Control Equipment. Thermal control of the spacecraft and
stimulators is maintained by varying the voltage applied to quartz lamps on the
i sensory ring and the ACS Thermal Cannister, and to heating elements in the stimu-
lators. Also, the temperature of the pneumatic lines is controlled by strip heaters.
_ The temperatures, as monitored by thermocouples, can be varied by manually
:_ varying the power applied to the heating elements.
The Heater Power Supply Console consists of six bays that contain the DC power
supplies used to power the lamps and heaters. _
The Heater Power Supply Consoles have been built for Nimbus and can be used for i_iERTS T/V testing without modification, il
4. Miscellaneous Equipment. The ACS Support Structure and Target Support Structure
are required for T/V tests. These structures are described in the Mechanical AGE i_
section. Wiring modifications to the Nimbus configuration are require_ because of
new targets and because of mechanical changes relocating some of the stimulators, i_
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h. Disc control trait (1) W
,
i. Paper tape reader/punch (1)
In addition, a single CRT display unit will be included in the ground station to be
located in the Test Conductors Console. The CRT can be driven by either ADP
unit. The AD1_ systems will be designed for intorchangeabllity on a subsystem
basis either through switching techniques or manual changing of cable setups.
The two ADP units will be installed in close proximity to facilitate equipment
interchr, ngo. The interface logic and/or control circuitry required to interface
the AD]? with other ground station units will be considered as _pecial equipment and
not part of the ADP. The ADP units will be identical allowing et.ther ADP tuflt to
function wl*h the interface circuitry for real-time test support.
The digital computer will bca "small" class general purpose machine having
a minimum of one direct memory access channel for handling telemetry data and
with a direct road/write channel capability for interfacing with the command station
and the ground timing subsystem. The computer peripheral equipment, tape units,
printer, etc. will be controlled by a single time multiplexed communication channel,
The computer will have a word size, memory cycle time, instruction vocabulary,
external interrupt and input/output capability to perform all of the functions required
for real-time testing as described in the previous sections.
The computer peripheral equipment will be compatible with the selected digital -
computer including the CRT display. The peripheral equipment and computer com-
prising the ADP will function as a system requiring little ff any interface design.
ground station: .
a. Telemetry processor
b. Command station
c. Ground timing subsystem
d. Test conductors console (CRT portion)
These interface points are listed here for continuity only. Special equipment
required for the above inte_aces are described in the following sections. The inter-
face units are not part of the ADP.
The computer interface logic serves as a buffer between the computer I/O channel
• and the command ground station. Commands, real-time or stored program are re-
quested by the command ground station. The requests are routed to the interface
logic where they are formatted and transferred to the computer where the commands
8re stored. The computer outputs the data to the interface logic which manipulates
the computer words into a format compatible with the ERTS vehicle. After command
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transmission the computer verifies the correct reception of stored program com-
matids eta telemetry outputs and verifies command to the interface logic. TheI
) interface logic format_ the received computer word and it i_ then transmitted to the
vehicle.
I The amount of formatting required in the interface logic depends upon the c_mputer
word size, A 50-bit command word would require two computer words from a
32_bit machine.|
4. Recording Equipment. The recording equipment will cenMut of wtdcband and narrow_
_and tape recorders.' The wideband tape recorder will be used to z'ecord the RBV
I video and will bc of the RBV bench teflt equipment. The tapt_ recordersignal part
u_ed to record the MSS signal will be narrowband and have 28 chmmoln, Thi_ re--
corder will be part of the MSS bench test equipment, A 7-channel narrow band tap_
I will be used to record real-time and playback VIP data, as well a_ otherrecorder
dcmtm outputs.
i 5. MflflTest Rack. The MSS Test Reek will provide the capability of qualitative t_sting
m
of the MSS using Go/NoGo targets. The Test Rack will contain the demultiplcxer,
the status monitor, and Facsimile recorder that is part of the MSS BTE. For
Ii accurate, In-depth testing of the MSS, provisions will be included to route the data
to the MSS BTE used for subsystem testing. Since the MSS Test Rack contains
equipment that is identical to portions of the MSS BTE, it is recommended that _he
. equipment provided as GFE.be
6. RBV Test Rack. The RBV Test Rack will provide the capability of qualitative testing
!t of the RBV using Go/NoGo targets. The Test Rack will contain the Signal and Sync
Processor, the Line Selector, the Quick Look Monitor (with camera), and the Os- .,"....
, ctlloscope and camera that is part of the RBV BTE. For accurate, in-depth testing
routed to the RBV BTE used for subsystem testing.of the RBV, the video will be
Since the RBV Test Rack contains equipment that is identical to portions of the RBV
BTE, it is recommended that the equipment be provided as GFE.
7. DCS Test Equipment. The DCS Test Equipment consists of a digital word generator,
S-Band Signal generator, digital comparator circuit, and dual beam oscilloscope.
The digital word generator modulates the signal generator with a recognizable pattern.
The return signal from the spacecraft will be compared for wave shape and time
'] delay on the oscilloscope. The comparator circuit will be u_ed to continually compare
the generated word with the return word from the spacecraft and produce an output _
when they are not equal.! -i: L_4.
8. Special Test Equipment
1 a. Time Display System. The time disphy system consists of a master time
display control unit and remote time display units. The master unit will :,i+
display either WWVtime as obtained from the Time Standard, spacecrafttime as obtained from the Comma d Ground Station, or "T" time as preset
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by the Command Ground Station operator and updated by 1 PPS signal from U
the Time Standard. The master unit shall be capable of displaying day_,
hours, minutes and seconds when monitoring WWV or spacecraft time or I]
+ or - "T" time (hours, minutes, and seconds) when used as i_ "T" counter, [
The remote units shall repeat the contents of the master.
b. Time Standard. The time standard contains a WWV receiver, a time I
keuper capable of being sot to and displaying WWV time and generating
m
various timing signals such as 1, 10, 100 and 1000 PPS and 3fl bit parallel
time coda and serial time code to the Ground _aflon and time display units, m0
c, PRN Test Equipment. The PRN test equipment will consist of a digital word
g_ncrater, signal ganerater digital comparator and oscilloscope. Thin
equipment will be integrated with the DCS test _quipmont _inee the functions |
are similar. The word generator will modulate the signal generator with
a recognizable pattern, The return signal from the spacecraft will bc viewed
on the oscilloscope and compared for wavcshape and delay find will bc m
motfltorod by th_ digitld comparator.
Test ¢3onductor Oon_olo. Tile to_t conductor consols will be 0,doM_ on which ]]d.
_ifl-_6-m6lm_i-C_0It_L_-display fox, providing tile tos_; conductor with the _tntus
m
of the spacecraft. A remote time di_Jplay wil'l display time. An intercom-
munication system with headsets will link the test conductor with all other II
members of the test team.
11.2.4.3 Auxiliary Equipment I :"
It was determined during the Phase B&C Study, that three items of Nimbus auxiliary equip-
ment hardware could be shared with the ERT8 program. The Solar Array Simulator m_d the U ,
Solar Array Test Console can be used without modification. The RF Test Console re_tuires
modification to add additional required S-band capability. Designs of the remaining items in
this category are modifications of Nimbus designs, t
A description of each required item of Auxiliary Equipment follows:
U
1. RF Test Console. The RF Test Console contains the RF equipment required to per-
form vswR, antenna tuning, and signal measurement tests on the spacec_mft. See • '_
Figure 11.2-10. I
2. RF Dummy, Load Box. The RF Dummy Load Box is used during hardware RF testing t
of the spacecraft. It assures that the spacecraft transmitters are properly loaded in I
the event the RF cables are disconnected. During testing, each transmitter will be
connected to a directional coupler and power load in the Dummy load box. The • _
attenuated arm of the directional coupler will be brought out of the Load Box for
connecting the RF signals to the Ground Station or RF Test Set. The box also pro-
vides signal ground isolation. The Nimbus design will be modified to provide addi- I
tionai S-band capability. A new unit is required for ERTS. 1
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3. Test Antenna Assemblies. The Test Antenna Assemblies will consist of seven
trip0dLrnounted antennas for use in air-link testing of the spacecraft RF subsystems.
These will be three VHF antennas and four S-band antennas. Fabrication of seven
new test antenna assemblies is required. The design is based on Nimbus designs.
_ 4. Auxiliary Test Cables, Test Tees, Breakout Boxes. The Auxiliary test cables
_3 comprise those required fOi_interconnection of EAGE and the spacecraft. All ambient
cables, with few exceptions, are non-encapsulated type to facilitate updating of the
iil design. Encapsulation of _onneetors is used primarily where one or two isolationcomponents are required to be located in proximity to a spacecraft interface.
Test tees and breakout boxes are provid_,d to enable monitoring (safely) all space-
craft external and internal interfaces, for the purpose of failure diagnosis, per-
refinance evaluation and el ctrical integration. Spacecraft connector integrity is
!_ maintained by the use of flight quality connecters on all tees. New cables, test
_ tees, and breaP,out boxes are required for ERTS.
__ 5. The Solar Array S_mulator. A single bay rack identical to Nimbus and ,_f_nbe shared
_th NimbUs. The ,_'tmu-'d'f_torp ovides unregulated bus power with impedance voltage
and transient characteristics si_nilar to those of the spacecraft solar cell arrays.
k_ It consists of a progr_mmable DC power supply with adjustable source impedance
and a programming unlt to drive the power supply at orbital rate. The simulator
ii may be preset for operation over a range of simulated orbital rates and output
power levels. The unit operates in conjunction with the Electrical Systems Test
Set, the lak r c ntaining the overvolt ge/overcurren p otection, recording and
off/on control capability.
6. The Spacecraft and Adapter Load Simulator. A portable unit. It is used to verify
_aunch vehicle interfaces and the correct operation of the Blockhouse Console and
Controls $_imulator Control Console, and to validate launch pad cabling. It is also
used to verify operation of portions of the Electrical Systems Test Set. A new unit
is required for ERTS. See Figure 11.2-11.
7. Target Control Console. The target control console is a two bay rack containing
the control unit for targets and stimulators located in or on the Check-of-Calibra-
tion (C of C) adapter. The target control and power units (GFE) are those as-
sociated with the RBV ard MSS sensor subsystem operation during systems level
testing. The control units provide power, control, and monitoring capability for
both ambient and vacuum/thermal C of C targets. Because of the difference be-
tween ERTS and Nimbus sensorstheconsoleisrequiredtobe a new design. :,
8. Battery Letdown Plugs are required for installation on the spacecraft power sub- _
Systembatteriesduringtransportofthevehilcefrom GE-SSO totheWesternTest _,_:k.__
Range. Eight Letdown plug assemblies are required. Each assembly provides a _
fixed resistance path across each cell of a bt_ttery. The design is identical to
Nimbus. New units _re required.
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11.2.4. 5 Field Operations Eql:,ipment
It was determined during the study that one item of Field Operations Equipment could be
directly shared with Nimbus. This unit is the Controls Stimulator Control Console. The
i remaining items will be modifications of Nimbus designs.
A description of each item follows.
I 1. Blockhouse Console. The Blockhouse Console is the checkout and control center
for the spacecraft power and controls subsystems while the spacecraft is on the
i launch pad. It is required to support th_ on pad prelaunch test and operation of thespacecraft. The Consol pr vides the final flight worthiness operati nal confidenc
prior to launch. The Console is manually controlled by the operator.
I The Blockhouse Console consists of three bays of er_uipment. Figure 11.2-12 is a
photograph of the Nimbus D Blockhouse Console. The ERTS Blockhouse Console
| will be similar to the Nimbus D Console except individual panel design will be
! modified as required to conform to individual requirements of ERTS. The basic
arrangement of the panel and most power, monitor, alarm, and control circuits
i| will remain identical to Nimbus.
2. Line Resistance Simulator. The Line Resistance Simulators simulates tie maximum
ill possible line resistance to bc encountered by the Blockhouse and Controls Stimula-tors Control Consoles at the launch site. The simulator is used for verification of
the electrical compatibility of these consoles with the pad wiring and spacecraft,
| prior to their installation. A photograph of the Nimbus Line Resistance Simulator
_:| is shown in Figure 11.2-13. This unit will be redesigned to ERTS pad requirements.
3. AGE Simulator, The AGE Simulator is required for compatibility verification on theelectrical wiring associated with he spac craft and contained n the launch vehicle.
It is used in conjunction with the Spacecraft Adapter Load Simulator at the launch
] vehicle contractors' facility. It simulates the Blockhouse and Controls Stimulators
• Control Consoles power and signals on a limited basis, but sufficiently to demon-
strate that once the vehicle/spacecraft reach the launch pad, a successful interfacing
] with the AGE Consoles and spacecraft will ensue. Figure 11.2-14 is a photograph
of the Nimbus AGE Simulator. A redesigned unit is required for ERTS.
1 4. Controls Stimulator Control Console. As a part of the Attitude Control Subsystem,
an infrared scanner is utilized for Horizon Detection. Located on the S/C Shroud
are electric heaters which are used to check out this portion of the ACS Just prior
I to launch. The Controls Stimulator Control Console is used to precisely controlhe radiation of the shroud located heaters. The Nimbus unit (see Figure 11.2-15)
can be used for ERTS without modification. _ ._,,
5. AGE/ACS Module Control Box. The AGE/ACS Module Control Box is used to
interface with=the AGE Test Module and the ACS Test Module on the launch gantry i!
I during the Spacecraft Confidence Testing in the launch configuration. The circuit
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Figure 11, 2-15, ERTS/Ntmbus Controls Stimulator Control Console
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design Is derived from corresponding circuits in the Electrical Systems Test
Console. A redesign of the Nimbus unit will be used. II
6. Pyre Cables. The Pyre Cables are used daring functional testing of the spacecraft
S_eparatlon pyrotechnic circuits. The cables act as adapters between the appro- •
prlate interfaces, and are fused for launch vehicle protection. New cable8 are I
required.
11.2.4.6 Subsystem Test Equipment I
Subsystem test equipment requirements to support ERTS in-house were analyzed, It was I
determined that the following equipments are required. Most of this equipment can be I
shared with Nimbus or is GFE or co-contractor supplied. Descriptions and sources of each
unit are shown below. |$
1. Attitude Comrols/Subsystem (AC8) BTE. The bench test equipment for functional
test of the Attitude Controls Subsystem consists of the following elements, |
S
a. ACS BTE Consoles comprise four bays of equipment.
b. Multichannel recorders for recording analog and digital data accumulated |
during ACS functional testing.
c. A set of Ilt stimulators and solar array stimulators for exercising and '1
functionally verifying subsystem operation. I
d. An ACS support structure designed to support both the ACS and stimulators
referred above. The fixture is used for both ambient and environmental I
test support. _
e. Environmental test support equipment consisting of interconnecting cables, !
temperature monitoring instrumentation, thermal control power racks I
and heaters.
f. Auxiliary equipment, such as test tees, adapter cables, and special I
Jumper plugs.
The ACS BTE design is the same as that for Nimbus D with modifications due to 1
the addition of the redundant RMP and changes in the ACS command and telemetry
signals, The ACS BTE already manufactured for Nimbus can be stored with the
ERTS program. To accommodate the above modificationr, ne following is required: ]
a. The AC8 Power Control Panel will be modified to include power control
circuitry for the redundant RMP so that the panel can be used for both ]
ERTS and Nimbus testing.
b. The Command Panel design will be modified to include the ERTS AGE -_
command changes and a new panel will be built. This new panel can then j
be substituted for the existing Command Panel when testiag the ERTS.
;t
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c. The BTE internal harness will bc modified so that both ERT8 and Nimbu.1
I subsystemscan ba tasted.
d. A duplicate sat of test toes will be ra. ,,dac_ wad for ERTS,
I 2. Power Subsystem BTE. The Bench Test Equile_._t for the Power Subsystem con-
sists of the following Itomst ¢
I _ a. Battery Conditioning Rack
b. Battery Conditioning Data Logger
c. Solar Array Test Console
d. Solar Simulator
c, Battery Checkout Rack
f. Electronic Dun.ny Load
', This equipment has boon manufactured for Nimbus and can be shared with the EItTS
program.
] 3. Command Subsystem BTE, The Bench Test Equipment for the Command Subsystem
consists of the following items:
a. Clock Test Console
b. ControlConsoleNimcom (MinitrackDisplay)
c. ISM Tester
d. ISM Board Tester
i] e. Test Tape
f. Test Cables
!J g. Command Receiver BTE
This equipment has been manufactured for Nimbus and can be shared with the ERTSprogram.
I 4. Narrowband Telemetry Subsystem Bench Test Equipment. The Bench Test Equip-
-_ ment for the Narrowbancl Telemetry Subsystem consists of the following items:
1 a. VIP Bench TestEqu_ment Prime !'i'b. VIP Memory Loader _
This equipment has been manufactured for Nimbus and can be shared with the ERTS
program.
[
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5. Wide,band Comnmnicntion Subsystem Bench Test Eqtdpment. The Bench Test
Equipment for the Widcband Communication Subsystem will be capable of per-
complete subsystem tent of the Wideband Communication Subsystem. The Iforming a
B_IE will be procured from the Subsystem vendor, It will contain the equipment
m
necessary to transmit the commando and ranging signals to the subsystem! to
simulate the spacecraft telemetry subsystem| and to receive, demodulate, and l
process the subsystem transmitted signals to evaluate its operation.
m
Bench Test Equipment, The Bench Toot Equipment for the RBV I6. RBV Subsystem
Subsystem willbe capableof testingand aligningthe subsystem, The RBV BTE
willbe suppliedt_sGFE, TlleRBV BTE willfunctionallycontaintargets,spnce_
craft simulators, telemetry and test point monitor, and a video signal processor Im
to display the video on a quick--look monitor and to record it on both a v!doo tnpc
M
recorder and nn electron beam film recorder. The RBV BTE will also be used in
with the Test Ground fltfltion to support BIq7 and system t_sting. Iconjunction
7. M88 Subsystem Bench '.,',,:,l; E qul_10n t, The Bench Tot_t Equipment for the MSS
giibS,v_t-orawill. l_o_npablc ofia_sting and nlit,ming the subsystem. The Mils B'J'E I
will be supplied fls (IFE, The MSS BTE will flmctionnlly _ontain targets, spaoe- I
craft simulators, n dqtn domultiplo;;.or, controls, nnd processing cir_mitry for I
displ_ying the data on na imago recorder or a facsimile recorder, and circuitry I
for reco_ling the data chatmcls on a 28-channel recorder. The MS$ BTE will be m
used in conjunction with the Test Ground Sttttion to support Brr anti system testing. I
8. DCS Subsystem Bench Tes t Equipment. The Bench Test Equipment for the DCS I
Subsystem willbe capable ofperforming a complete subsystem testof the DCS. The I
DCS BTE will be procured from the subsystem vendor. Functionally, the DCS BTE I
will generate m_d transmit a 158 bit message at a 4200 bps rate to the DCS. The _ ,
BTE then demodulatos the DCS output and compares it with the message that was I
Provision is also included to compare the transmitter output with the desired Isent.
message to ensure that the DCS receives the correct message.
I
